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 1             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Ladies and

 2   gentlemen, thank you for joining us today for

 3   the Senate Select Committee on Education

 4   Finance.  Today we will be discussing with

 5   Jesse Levin his peer review on our LPA and

 6   Augenblick studies reports.  So we do have you

 7   on the phone.  Would you please say hello to

 8   the Committee?

 9             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Hello.

10             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  There we go.  So,

11   we have contact.  I thought that it would be

12   best if we start the meeting.  We all have

13   copies of your report.

14   We did make the report available on our website

15   as well to the public.  So anyone listening to

16   our live streaming that hasn't seen the 48-page

17   report with the illustrations, please go ahead

18   and you can access that PDF online.  So, Jesse,

19   we thought we would just start by allowing you

20   to step us through in your words your report,

21   if you will.  And I thought that we would take

22   about 15 minutes listening to you and then

23   we'll jump into questions for you.

24             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Certainly.  So--

25   and thanks for giving me this opportunity to
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 1   present to you all.  I was asked-- I was asked

 2   to do a review of the Augenblick and Myers

 3   study and as well as the study/report by LPA.

 4   I took this, really the approach that I would

 5   take in reviewing any other say article for

 6   peer review journal.  So really the structure

 7   of each of these reviews is really to describe

 8   the work and the findings.  And then to provide

 9   some criticisms of what I found.  And some

10   difficulties that I had with the-- with the

11   methodology that was used.

12              So with that being said, you know,

13   the Augenblick and Myers study was a relatively

14   early implementation of what we call a

15   professional judgment approach.  And also a

16   successful schools approach to costing out

17   educational adequacy.  For-- as you would put

18   it through the bill there.  So, the two

19   approaches in a nutshell are-- the professional

20   judgment approach, as the name would imply,

21   brings together the expert educators from

22   around the state and organizes it in panels.

23   And each panel is charged with developing

24   school and district prototypes that will meet

25   that definition of adequacy, sufficiency
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 1   suitability in the case of Kansas.  And when I

 2   say developing these models or programs, I

 3   really mean defining and specifying those

 4   resources they deem necessary to produce the

 5   suitable outcomes, the outcomes that define

 6   suitability or sufficiency.

 7              In the case of the Augenblick Myers

 8   study, they also included a host of input

 9   requirements.  That is specific resources that

10   your quality-- oh, I'm sorry I think it's

11   called QVA that you have in statute that-- that

12   dictates what I would say minimal service and

13   program offerings must be in public schools.

14   So that's the one study by A&M.  I-- they

15   brought together four panels of educators.  And

16   each panel was charged with developing

17   prototypes where they specify the necessary

18   resources to provide a suitable education.

19   Each one of the panels faced a different, you

20   know, a different prototypical district which

21   varied slightly with respect to the degree of

22   student poverty and the incidence of bilingual

23   students and Special Education.

24              So with this information being

25   gathered, these prototypes that have been
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 1   developed by the panel, the researcher then

 2   costs them out using standardized prices for

 3   say compensation rates for staff and other unit

 4   prices for the non-personnel resources.  With

 5   this data, you can then compile it and

 6   determine what, not only the aggregate cost of

 7   providing a suitable education, but also the

 8   per pupil cost.  Moreover, you can derive a

 9   base per pupil cost or foundation for per pupil

10   cost and also weight which will tell you how

11   much additional money it will take to provide a

12   suitable education for students that are at

13   poverty, in poverty, bilingual Special Ed, et

14   cetera, et cetera.

15              So that's a description of the A&M

16   study.

17         And you know, I don't know how far you

18   want me to go into it.  I found some-- I have

19   difficulties with some of the things that they

20   did.  But I also realized that this was a

21   study, a fairly early study.  I mean it was

22   conducted in 2001-02.  So, you know, I think

23   that the field of educational costing out,

24   especially with professional judgment, has made

25   some improvements since then.  So I want to
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 1   realize that.

 2              Let me move over to the LPA study

 3   very quickly here and describe that.  The LPA

 4   report really included two different approaches

 5   to deriving costs.

 6   And one was really an input oriented approach.

 7   And that-- really, I don't see that as an

 8   adequacy study.  Because in adequacy studies we

 9   try to cost out what it's going to take to

10   deliver student outcomes and to provide all

11   students with an equal opportunity to reach

12   outcomes regardless of their circumstance,

13   including their personal characteristics and

14   also the place that they are going to school.

15              So the first part of the LPA study

16   was really an input-oriented study where they

17   costed out just inputs that were statutorily

18   required or in regulation.  And they cost out

19   these inputs.  And there's nothing wrong with

20   doing that, but it's answering a different

21   question.  So it's, you know, in-- one of the

22   fundamental questions of an adequacy study is

23   how much will it cost to provide an equal

24   opportunity for all students to achieve at some

25   common outcome standard.
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 1              This input-oriented approach was

 2   really answering more of a question that was

 3   how much will it cost to provide those inputs

 4   that are required by law or at code.  So they

 5   did this and they did it three different

 6   prototypes which basically varied the average

 7   class size.  And they had one of a lower class

 8   size.

 9   One that was a higher class size.  And then one

10   that mixed up the class sizes for lower grades

11   and higher grades.  So that was part of the

12   study.

13              Then there was a cost function

14   analysis which was performed by Professors

15   Duncombe and Yinger.  And that was sort of a

16   study within a study.  And they used a cost

17   function approach, as I mentioned.  Now this is

18   one of the four major approaches to costing

19   out.  The other three are the professional

20   judgment, the successful schools and the

21   evidence-based approaches.  Okay.

22              So the educational cost function

23   approach is really a statistical approach where

24   you are trying to-- you're running a

25   statistical estimation of the relationship
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 1   between per pupil spending.  That is what we

 2   call the dependent variable.  And a host of

 3   cost factors on the right-hand side, which will

 4   generally include student-- incidence of

 5   student need, the scale of operations or

 6   basically how large a district is, and the

 7   price level of inputs which is usually proxied

 8   by the price level of hiring and retaining, the

 9   cost of hiring and retaining staff.  In

10   addition, as an independent variable-- all of

11   these cost factors are independent variables,

12   you also want to control for outcomes.  And in

13   this way once you estimate this equation, you

14   can do predictions, you can generate

15   predictions of how much it will cost to provide

16   different levels of outcome assuming different

17   incidences of student need, different scales of

18   operation, and different levels of input costs.

19   Right?

20              So this is really more of a

21   statistical methodology.  And there are pluses

22   and minuses that are commonly, you know, that

23   are commonly mentioned for all four approaches,

24   not just the cost function, but for all four

25   approaches.  So they mentioned what came out of
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 1   the study though, the overall LPA study, is

 2   that they really made use of results from both

 3   sub studies.  So-- and they sort of mixed and

 4   matched.

 5              So from the outcome-oriented or cost

 6   function approach study, they made use of base

 7   per pupil cost.  That is the cost of providing

 8   a pupil with a suitable education if that-- if

 9   that student is attending an optimally sized

10   district and has additional needs.

11   Right?  And then they also used the weights

12   that came out of the cost function studies.  So

13   that would be the additional amount above the

14   base per pupil amount that you would have to

15   fund a student with that at risk, that is in

16   poverty or bilingual.  And then they brought in

17   their input-oriented estimates to take into

18   account the cost of other factors such as

19   location, education and transportation, et

20   cetera, et cetera.

21              So that was one sort of hybrid

22   estimation that they had.  And they also

23   compared that to the three strictly input-based

24   approaches that they-- or the prototypes from

25   the input-based approach.  That is the ones
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 1   that were purely spending estimates based on

 2   what is required in statute and regulation.

 3              So that's my overview of the studies

 4   themselves.  I mean, I'm happy to answer any

 5   questions about the concerns that I had for the

 6   study.

 7             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Okay.  Committee,

 8   let's start with some questions.  Senator

 9   Denning.

10             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I'm hoping you can

11   hear me.

12             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  We can hear you.

13             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Thank you, Madam

14   Chair.  Mr. Levins, can you hear me?

15             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Are you all on mute

16   there?  Because I cannot hear you.

17             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Is this any

18   better?

19             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I really can't hear

20   anything.

21             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Mr. Levins, is

22   that clear?

23             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I can barely-- I

24   can't make out what you are saying.  It is

25   almost inaudible.
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 1             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Bear with us for

 2   just a moment.  Is that the microphone

 3   (indicating)?  Okay.  So how's that?

 4             MS. ROBINSON:  That would be a no.

 5             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  At this time the

 6   technical difficulty sign gets put up.  Are we

 7   calling him up again?

 8              (THEREUPON, a recess was taken to

 9   work on the phone connection.)

10             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Hello again.  Can

11   you hear us?

12             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I can hear you.

13             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Great.  Senator

14   Denning has a question for you.

15             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Mr. Levins, can

16   you hear me any better this time?

17             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yes, thank you.

18             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  I'll try to talk

19   a bit louder.  I wanted to discuss the

20   Augenblick study with you.  From reading your

21   peer review and then hearing you earlier today,

22   since the study was done in 2002, is it my

23   understanding that a lot of the professional

24   judgment fundamentals have changed

25   significantly in a professional judgment study,
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 1   in the year 2018 compared to 2002?

 2             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Well I think the--

 3   forgive me for talking like an economist.  But

 4   I think the technology of which we do these

 5   studies, or the sophistication of these studies

 6   has come a fair ways.  I kind of highlighted a

 7   couple of the things that I think that I would

 8   have done differently or more.  For instance,

 9   they employed four different panels.  And three

10   of the panels did one of the modeling prototype

11   exercises and the third panel did two of them.

12   Generally we like to have multiple panels doing

13   each of the exercises.  So we don't have just

14   one data point.

15   So that the exercises, the resource

16   specifications aren't dictated by just one

17   panel.  You can at least take an average over

18   multiple panels that address the same exercise.

19   So that's one instance that I, you know, I

20   think that they could have done a better job.

21              Another thing that I pointed out in

22   my review was they really made no attempts to

23   try to validate their findings.  And it's

24   inherently difficult with the input-oriented

25   approaches to validate the findings.  Because
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 1   the way to truly validate them would be to

 2   implement the solutions or the resource

 3   specifications.  And then to see what outcomes

 4   came out of those.

 5   However in previous research that I've done,

 6   subsequent to 2002, okay, there are ways that

 7   you could, you can do at least a weaker

 8   validity test of the outcomes.  So I included

 9   an example there where-- I did this for

10   adequacy studies we performed in New York and

11   in New Mexico.  Where you have the projections

12   of what it's going to cost to provide a

13   suitable or adequate education.  And you also

14   know how much these districts are actually

15   spending.  So it's straightforward to calculate

16   the shortfall, right?  In other words, how much

17   they're spending below what is projected and

18   necessary to provide a suitable education.  You

19   can then take those gaps, if you will, and you

20   can see if there are patterns in those gaps, if

21   they have a relationship to student outcomes.

22   So you would hope that if you've done your job

23   right that the adequacy gaps that you identify

24   are negatively related to outcomes.  That is

25   the larger the distance between what's
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 1   projected as adequate and what you're actually

 2   spending, the lower your student outcomes will

 3   be on average.  And it's a weaker form of

 4   validity to really say, okay, if we want to put

 5   any stock in these findings we want to make

 6   sure that where we're projected to increase

 7   funding is where student outcomes are suffering

 8   the most.  Does that help?

 9             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Yes.  And then,

10   you know, when I was reading your conclusions

11   it appeared that the A&M study was probably

12   fundamentally flawed when it was first done.

13   But certainly now that we have a lot more

14   modern approaches that it's time to probably

15   quit relying on that study just in general for

16   adequacy?

17             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yes.  So I mean,

18   let me just put forth what I see as one of the

19   main, the main concerns that I have.  And that

20   is they have four different prototypes.  And if

21   you want to try to understand how the cost of

22   providing a suitable education might vary with

23   respect to student needs, or scale, then you

24   want to the have exercises that also vary with

25   respect to student need.  Right?  So if you can
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 1   imagine, if we have a long time and lots of

 2   panels we can line up 20 different exercises

 3   where each exercise was a given school in a

 4   district that had a specific level of poverty,

 5   specific level of bilingual students, specific

 6   size.  And all of these would vary, but be

 7   representative of the different ranges that

 8   occur across your state.

 9              Now, you know, the A&M study really

10   had very little variation in the student needs

11   across the exercises.  If memory serves, I

12   mean, what they did-- let me just back up.

13   What they did was they took-- they split up

14   districts according to size categories; four

15   different size categories, very small, small,

16   moderate and large.  And with each of those

17   they calculated the average district poverty,

18   average district bilingual, and then they

19   defined their school level exercises using

20   those student needs demographics.  And what

21   really happened is that the poverty level

22   really doesn't vary at the district on average

23   across their four categories.  Okay?  So I

24   think that for-- again, if memory serves I'm

25   not looking at the report right now, but I
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 1   think the at-risk incidence for their four

 2   categories was 35 percent, 35 percent, 29

 3   percent and 36 percent.  So that's not a lot of

 4   variation.  The only-- and that was for very

 5   small, small, moderate and large.  So really,

 6   you know, virtually the only variations that

 7   they had there was for the moderately-sized

 8   district which we know are going to tend to be

 9   the suburban, more affluent districts.

10              That was probably the major concern

11   I had that they, the exercises they set up did

12   not provide a proper variation in the student

13   needs.  Therefore, it's hard to truly estimate

14   weight based on that in my opinion.  So and

15   then the way that we've done it in other

16   professional judgment studies have been quite

17   different where we actually dug down to the

18   school level ranges of these different student

19   needs and also sizes.  You know, there are some

20   size variations in schools as well.  So-- which

21   they track.  So, you know, I think that their

22   study, because they really based all of their

23   demographics for the prototypes on, on district

24   level.  And they had four different district

25   levels that were sorted by high to low, low
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 1   enrollment.  Their study did a much better job

 2   of trying to estimate the scale effect on

 3   suitable cost.  That is that, you know, we--

 4   they see that the per pupil cost of providing a

 5   suitable education in the smaller district is

 6   higher than a lower district.  And I think

 7   their study did a much better job of that.

 8             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Yeah, thank you

 9   for that.  Then I'd like to move on to the LPA

10   study.

11             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Sure.

12             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  When I read

13   through it, it looked like you praised LPA for

14   really supplying a lot of documentation and to

15   building their model and assumptions.  But I

16   think you noted a shortfall and I think you

17   mentioned it earlier.  It appears that the

18   first part of the LPA study was more of an

19   evidence-based input model.  And they may have

20   taken some of the cost function into their

21   assumptions therefore making the adequacy

22   measure not all that meaningful.  Did I

23   understand that correctly?

24             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yes.  Yes.  I mean

25   I wouldn't consider it-- the first three
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 1   prototypes that they presented, which were

 2   purely based on input, an input-oriented

 3   approach so to speak, aren't costing out

 4   outcomes.  They're costing out a set of inputs.

 5   So I wouldn't even go as far to say it's an

 6   evidence-based approach.  Because the

 7   evidence-based approach will go to the research

 8   literature that has rigorously estimated the

 9   impact of different interventions.  And then it

10   will take the resources associated with those

11   interventions and cost those out.  And sort of

12   project, say what would it take to, you know,

13   to do this, to apply this host of inputs that

14   are associated with all of these interventions

15   we found in the literature.  And if we try to

16   project that to every district what would it

17   cost.

18         So at least that has some sort of

19   connection to outcomes.  But what LPA did in

20   that evidence-based approach had nothing to do

21   with outcomes at all.

22   Outcomes weren't taken into account.  To tell

23   you the truth, neither were student needs for

24   that matter.

25             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  All right.  And,
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 1   Madam Chair, may I ask one more section?

 2             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  You may.

 3             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Mr. Levins, I

 4   was going to move on to the Duncombe study

 5   which is in the appendix section of the LPA

 6   study--

 7             DR. JESSE LEVINS:  Sure.

 8             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  -- which we

 9   know, we refer to that as the cost function

10   study.  Two things.  One, the cost function is

11   more of an outcomes-based study.  And in Kansas

12   we have something called a Local Option Budget

13   where districts can raise, back in this time,

14   probably around 30 percent of their budget they

15   could raise locally with additional property

16   tax.  We call it the Local Option Budget.

17             DR. JESSE LEVINS:  Yes.

18             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  So basically

19   they raised, for this example, they raised 30

20   percent of their budget locally.  In a cost

21   function study that Duncombe produced, would he

22   have had to account for the Local Option Budget

23   being part of the cost function output?

24             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Well so my

25   assumption is that the spending estimates that
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 1   he used did get included in the LOB.  That's my

 2   assumption, is that the spending estimates-- he

 3   did not pull out the LOB from that.  And I

 4   would argue rightfully so.  I mean, my

 5   understanding is that, you know, back when

 6   Augenblick and Myers did their study, the LOB--

 7   well the purpose of the LOB was more motivated

 8   by providing districts a local option to

 9   provide supplementary services, correct?  But

10   as times have become fiscally a bit tougher,

11   most districts are using it literally for their

12   general operations.  That's my understanding of

13   it.  So I would assume that indeed the LOB

14   would be included in the Duncombe and Yinger's

15   spending estimates, yes.

16             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  So therefore, if

17   we're looking at adequacy and funding levels we

18   really should take into account local option

19   budget in a cost function approach?

20             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I believe so.

21   Especially if that's what's being used to-- you

22   know, if those monies are being used to

23   generate the outcomes, then absolutely, in my

24   opinion.

25             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Then finally, in
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 1   a cost function approach, if the standards

 2   change significantly from what the original

 3   assumptions were based on--

 4             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Uh-huh.

 5             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  -- would the

 6   study be of really any value without going back

 7   in and adjusting those assumptions for new

 8   standards?

 9             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  You know, it's a

10   tough one.  Technically speaking you would want

11   to rerun the cost function to, you know, to

12   account for the newer standards.  However, I

13   mean, regardless of whether-- when you think

14   standards, there can be the same metrics or

15   different metrics.  Right?  So if we're talking

16   the same metrics and we're just talking about,

17   you know, increasing the bar, then no, you

18   would not necessarily have to rerun the

19   studies.  If you're talking about a completely

20   different metric, then, you know, you probably

21   want to rerun, you know, replicate the study

22   using those numbers.  I mean I realize it's

23   also, it's also been a while.  So I believe

24   this was a 2006 study.  So it's been a while.

25   And just as a general rule of thumb in this
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 1   costing out, work we always suggest that, that

 2   these, whatever approach that you're using,

 3   that you try to rerun your analyses every five

 4   to ten years.  Because the technology with

 5   which education is produced has changed, the

 6   prices of different inputs may have changed,

 7   policies have likely changed.  So as a rule of

 8   thumb it's always good to try to update these

 9   models every five to ten years.  If-- you know,

10   if you're talking about a huge change, such as

11   changing your test from, you know, the old

12   standards to say common core, then that would

13   be another reason why you might want to do that

14   because of differences.  Now what's most

15   interesting though, is if you replicate it how

16   close are the results of the old model to the

17   new model.  And of course, that's of great

18   interest.  And, you know, hopefully while the

19   base per pupil funding might change, one might

20   hope that the weight you calculated are in the

21   same ball bark, definitely in the same range.

22   That is, you know, again, I'm going to-- I'll

23   stop right there.  But I think that, you know,

24   if the metrics have changed dramatically, then

25   you probably want to rerun those.
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 1   And I don't think that means the old findings

 2   are worthless at all.  I just, you know,

 3   different metrics, you're going to come up with

 4   somewhat different results.  The question is

 5   how much will the new results be compared to

 6   the old.

 7             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Thank you very

 8   much.

 9             DR. JESSE LEVINS:  You're welcome.

10             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Bollier.

11             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you, Madam

12   Chair.

13   Am I audible to you?

14             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yes.  I can hear

15   you.  Thank you.

16             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you so much

17   for all of this work.  My first question has to

18   do, you have referred in your study on page--

19   what page is it?  Nine.  You review

20   calculations of cost of a suitable education.

21   And I wanted to talk about your use of the word

22   suitable and our charge by the Supreme Court to

23   make suitable provision for the education of,

24   versus providing a suitable education.  So when

25   you use this word suitable are you talking
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 1   about us meeting Roe standards or help me with

 2   word choice here.

 3             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Certainly.  Thanks

 4   for the question.  Let me just say it's not my

 5   definition of suitable that I'm referring to

 6   here.  What I'm referring to is the definition

 7   of suitable that each of the studies defined.

 8   So I used suitable because I thought it was

 9   more-- it was local terminology.

10              In any case, both of these studies

11   are taking really suitable to mean, really the

12   level of educational service and program

13   offerings that will-- well, in the Augenblick

14   and Myers study, that will meet the outcome

15   standards which are really from the No Child

16   Left Behind era.  So-- so on page nine, Table

17   2, I've got really the proficiency rates on six

18   different tests.  In addition to that, in their

19   suitability definition they have a host of the

20   QPA program and service offerings that must

21   appear in schools.  So it's really from a--

22   suitable is really what are-- what is the--

23   suitable education is defined by what I would

24   call in my study a goal statement.  That is

25   what are the outcomes that we can reasonably
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 1   expect students to achieve if provided a

 2   sufficient level of funding or program concern

 3   for services.  Is that helpful?

 4             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Yes.  And can I

 5   clarify?

 6          I think I hear you saying at least for

 7   Augenblick and Myers, they were looking at

 8   using QPA or No Child Left Behind.  So a No

 9   Child Left Behind which was supposed to get us

10   at 100 percent.  That amount of money versus--

11   we've changed-- we're not following that

12   anymore.  So it might not necessarily-- our

13   goal isn't necessarily to be-- I mean it would

14   be our goal, but we may not ever be able to

15   reach 100 percent.  Is that--

16           DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I'm sorry for

17   interrupting.  But that's true.  I mean, so the

18   initial goals that they have there-- again it's

19   a 2002 study.

20          So I think these targets the idea was

21   that-- that the panels have to define models

22   which would reach these targets in a matter of

23   five years.  So these were the targets five

24   years out from 2002.  And then if you keep

25   following that trend, then I think by 2014
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 1   supposedly you would hit the 100 percent

 2   proficiency mark.

 3             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Great.  Thank you.

 4   The second question has, goes back to one of

 5   Senator Denning's first questions or tied into

 6   that.  When I look at what you've given us,

 7   there's a lot of reference to the size of the

 8   school districts, the size.  And I would be

 9   interested to know, are you implying to us or

10   essentially recommending that we need to

11   evaluate the size of our districts relative to

12   the cost, and specifically schools that are

13   large, or I should say small by choice versus

14   small by geography?

15             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yeah.  That is a

16   great, a great point.  If you remember I

17   referred to the second of three contractors in

18   economies of scale.  And so in economics

19   production theory we recognize that the per

20   unit cost of producing something tends to drop

21   as the scale of production goes up.  So in this

22   context the per pupil cost of providing a-- a--

23   an adequate education-- I'll use adequate.

24   It's a little more neutral, I think.  An

25   adequate education is higher in smaller
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 1   settings.

 2   Now you just brought up an excellent, excellent

 3   point which is small by choice versus small by

 4   necessity.  In districts that are small by

 5   choice or schools for that matter that are

 6   small by choice, that is not operating at an

 7   efficient scale, you know, you don't

 8   necessarily want-- in my opinion, you don't

 9   necessarily want to fund that because it's

10   going to cost more.  Now this is in contrast to

11   being small by necessity.  And several rural

12   districts have schools and they are small by

13   necessity.

14   I mean, you have a collection of-- you have a

15   number of students, maybe it's 150, that are in

16   your district.

17   And you are required to serve them.  And you

18   haven't created a small school or school

19   district setting on your own.  You've been

20   dealt that hand.  You were given a hand that

21   was dealt you.  Is that helpful?

22             SENATOR BOLLIER:  That's very

23   helpful.  And I appreciate your attempt to show

24   that through all of these different weightings

25   as well bilingual, et cetera, I find it
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 1   helpful.  So that's all.  Thank you.

 2             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  You're welcome.

 3             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Other Committee

 4   members, questions?  Senator Pettey.

 5             SENATOR PETTEY:  Thank you, Madam

 6   Chair.  I hope I understand this well enough to

 7   ask the question.  Thank you for the report.  I

 8   was looking on page 17 of the report.  And I

 9   notice your-- in the last paragraph when you

10   talk about the per pupil cost and LOB.

11             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Uh-huh.

12             SENATOR PETTEY:  And that-- it makes

13   a little sense, about using these two that they

14   were-- they are used for entirely different

15   purposes.  Could you expand on that?

16             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Sure.  So, you

17   know, I'm sorry that in my introduction I

18   didn't talk about the successful schools model

19   that Augenblick and Myers implemented.  It's

20   really not an approach that is really seen as

21   credible.  What I mean to say, the special

22   schools approach is really, really no more than

23   sort of rank ordering schools or districts by

24   their student outcomes.  And then, you know,

25   amongst those with the highest outcomes let's
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 1   try to find the lowest spenders in there.  And

 2   so really it's-- the way that myself and some

 3   of my co-authors have described it, it's really

 4   like a cost function without controlling for

 5   any of the cost factors.  Okay?  So we really

 6   don't like it as credible-- as a credible

 7   method at all.  And you can imagine, you know,

 8   if you sort of cherry pick the best performers

 9   and then take the lowest spenders and the best

10   performers as is often done, you're going to

11   come up with on average lower numbers.  Because

12   the best performers might have really lower

13   needs.  And not be facing the same challenges

14   that the typical district would.  So indeed,

15   Augenblick and Myers calculate base per pupil

16   funding level both from the successful schools

17   approach and from their professional judgment

18   approach.  And the successful schools approach

19   estimate is lower, considerably.  So they-- and

20   the professional judgment one is higher.  And

21   for a lot of reasons that are, you know, you

22   probably expect.  Because they are trying to

23   control for things like student need and scale

24   of operation.

25              So what they do is they basically
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 1   say let's use the lower, that's the lower

 2   estimate which is the successful schools base

 3   per pupil amount as our recommended base.  Then

 4   from out of nowhere they kind of want to save

 5   their professional judgment estimated base per

 6   pupil funding and stick it in as, as where the

 7   threshold for the LOB should be.  It just seems

 8   very, very strange because back then the LOB

 9   was really meant to serve as supplemental, not

10   part of the general, sort of the general

11   regular education offering, but sort of as a

12   supplemental as I understand it.  And it just

13   seems very mismatched.  It's almost like they

14   wanted to preserve the PGP base cost estimate

15   somehow and this was a convenient way to do it.

16   And I don't know otherwise how to do explain

17   it.  But these two numbers are very different

18   things.  The professional judgment base per

19   pupil amount is supposed to represent how much

20   does it cost to provide an adequate education

21   to a student with no additional needs.  It's

22   not supposed to be some sort of upper bound

23   threshold on-- that would constrain how much

24   local funding you should use for, to buy

25   supplemental services.  Does that help explain
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 1   where I was coming from?

 2             SENATOR PETTEY:  Yes.  Thank you.

 3             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Okay.

 4             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Yes.  Senator

 5   Denning.

 6             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Thank you, Madam

 7   Chair.  Mr. Levins, on the successful schools

 8   model, how does the successful school model

 9   with beating the odds approach compare to the

10   old fashioned successful school model?

11             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Well, so if I can

12   tell you how I've used the beating the odds

13   approach.  Let me explain it, describe it a

14   little bit first.  The successful schools

15   model-- sorry.  The beating the odds model is

16   really a way that you can try to identify those

17   schools that are performing better taking into

18   account their student needs and their scale of

19   operations.  And in this way you can identify

20   schools that are quote beating the odds.  They

21   are performing better than you think.  You can

22   also identify those schools that performing

23   worse than you would think given the different

24   student-- level of student needs they face and

25   scale of operation.
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 1              The way that I've used the BTO

 2   approach is different.  It's not to yield a

 3   direct estimate of the cost.  But instead we've

 4   used the beating the odds to-- in the context

 5   of a professional judgment study.  So you have

 6   professional judgment and you have these

 7   panelists.  And what we do is we look at the

 8   beating the odds schools and we develop a

 9   resource profile.  That is the profile of the

10   staff used by the typical school that is

11   beating the odds.  And we provide-- and we

12   provide that to the panelists to consider as

13   they're deliberating.

14   So it's more of a hybrid approach in trying

15   to-- I didn't include-- I didn't really want to

16   talk up my own work in this review.  But it's a

17   hybrid approach.  And that's how we used it.

18   In addition, you can think that if you identify

19   those beating the odds schools, which loosely

20   you can interpret as more efficient schools,

21   very loosely.  You can also use that to come up

22   with additions to your list of panelists that

23   you might want to recruit for the profession.

24   So you might want expert practitioners that are

25   from these beating the odds schools to serve on
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 1   the panels.  Because statistically speaking,

 2   their schools have been shown to do better than

 3   you would expect given the needs they face.  Is

 4   that helpful?

 5             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Yes.  Thank you

 6   very much.

 7             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  You're welcome.

 8             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I actually have a

 9   few questions.  And I'd like to start with the

10   discussion, a little bit about at-risk

11   weighting.  So when we look at Exhibit 3, which

12   is page 22, where you share "At-Risk Weighting

13   Schedule For California Local Control Funding

14   Formula," could you tell us a little bit more

15   about that and--

16             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Sure.

17             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Is this

18   something-- when we look at this schedule, is

19   this something that is appropriate just for

20   California or could that be something that---

21             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  You know, this is

22   just-- with all due respect I'm not even going

23   to say this is appropriate for California.

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Okay.

25             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  It's what they
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 1   decided on.  And you know it was very helpful

 2   for me to dig into the numbers and create the

 3   schedule.  Because I'd never seen the schedule

 4   before.  But I wanted to create something that

 5   was, that we can look at.  Let me explain it to

 6   you.  In California, we implemented the Local

 7   Control Funding Formula about three, a little

 8   over three years ago.  And the idea behind the

 9   formula was A, to provide a more equitable

10   distribution of funding.  And B, to provide

11   more local flexibility.  Okay.  We have big

12   problems here in California.  So the way it's

13   structured is that there's a base grant that

14   every, every district gets.  And it's a base

15   per pupil amount for every-- for every student

16   regardless of what their needs are.  And then

17   there is what we call a supplemental grant.

18   And the supplemental grant is a weight of 0.20.

19   In other words it's 20 percent of the base,

20   right, of the base grant.  And districts will

21   get that 0.20 for every student that is deemed

22   at risk.  And at risk in California is either

23   socioeconomically disadvantaged as defined by

24   being eligible for the Federal free or reduced

25   price lunch program, or being identified as an
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 1   English learner, or being a foster child.

 2   Okay.  Now the ors that I put in there are

 3   really, really important.  Because it means

 4   that we come up with-- for every district we

 5   come up with an unduplicated count.

 6   So you don't get double counted if you're at

 7   risk and say bilingual.  Okay?  So those ors

 8   are really at risk, bilingual, or a foster

 9   child.  So for every student that is sort of,

10   you know, at least one of those, they're going

11   to get funded at-- the district will be funded

12   an extra 20 percent of the base for each one of

13   those.  Now that goes up through-- once the

14   district hits 55 percent, at risk, then we have

15   a third funding stream that kicks in.  And

16   that's called a concentration grant.  Now the

17   concentration grant has a weight of 0.7.  It is

18   funded for each student that above that 55

19   percent threshold.  Each student that is at

20   risk.  So you can think of it as the first 55

21   percent of the students in the district who are

22   at risk are going to get an extra 0.2 weight.

23   Where as every student past that 55 percent is

24   going to get not only the 0.2 supplemental

25   grant, but also the 0.7 concentration grant.
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 1   Oh, sorry, yeah.

 2   Yeah.  It's a-- is it 0.7?  I'm mixed up now.

 3   I'm going back to my notes here.  It is point--

 4   yeah.  So it's going to get 0.7 on top of that.

 5   Okay?

 6             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Okay.

 7             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  So what I've done

 8   here is I calculated what the average weight is

 9   going to be once you go above that 55 percent

10   threshold.  And as you can see it tops out at

11   about 0.425.  That is the, you know, if you

12   smooth out all of the additional funding of all

13   of the students who are at risk in that

14   district, which is going to 100 percent, then

15   the amount above the base is going to be about

16   42.5 percent above the base.

17              So I have a hard time saying whether

18   this is appropriate for Kansas, or even for

19   California.  Because again, this was not based

20   on an adequacy study.  This was something that

21   policy makers came up with.  So I don't want to

22   bias you one way or another, I guess is what

23   I'm trying to say.

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Okay.  Senator

25   Hensley.
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 1             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Yeah, I note on the

 2   bottom of page seven, you do say that the

 3   successful schools was excluded from the table.

 4   And you have on page eight because it is not

 5   deemed as a credible method of cost analysis.

 6             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yeah.

 7             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Were you aware that

 8   was the model we actually used in passing the

 9   school finance bill last session?

10             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I was not.

11             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Yeah, in fact, the

12   Supreme Court agreed with you that the

13   successful schools model was not credible in

14   their decision on Gannon 5.  So I didn't know

15   if you were aware of that or not.

16             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  I was not aware of

17   that.  So honestly I, you know, I came to

18   this-- I-- and I'll just put it out there to

19   all of you, I'm not an expert on the Kansas

20   state finance system.  Nor am I an expert on

21   the court case that-- about it.  I think-- you

22   know, there's drawbacks.  I have some homework

23   to do.  But there's always some pluses because

24   of coming to this purely objectively.  I mean,

25   I don't-- I don't have a horse in this race.
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 1   So, you know, I wrote that based on-- based on

 2   really years of research in this area and it's

 3   just my own opinion about the successful

 4   schools approach, you know, the successful

 5   schools approach relative to the other

 6   approaches.

 7             SENATOR HENSLEY:  I appreciate your

 8   objectivity.

 9             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Denning.

10             VICE CHAIR DENNING:  Thank you, Madam

11   Chair.  Just a bit of possible correction to

12   Senator Hensley's statement.  We did a

13   successful school model with the beat the odds

14   approach.  And the Supreme Court never took

15   that into account.  But nevertheless, just to

16   make it clear, we did not use the successful

17   school monetary approach.  We took the House

18   position which was just plucked out of the air.

19   So if we would have taken the Senate's position

20   with our successful school models, it would

21   have actually added a bit more money.  But we

22   ended up taking the House position.  So the

23   successful school model was part of the

24   testimony that was based on beat the odds.  So

25   just clarify that.
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 1             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  If you wouldn't

 2   mind going back to our discussion about at-risk

 3   weightings and that density.  So you explained

 4   what was going on with California.  But on page

 5   23 it says, you say you calculate a weighting

 6   of 0.45.  Could you explain how you came up

 7   with 0.45?  And also could you address the

 8   density of at-risk students in a district and

 9   how that impacts the figure and also talk about

10   that comparison with that overall size of a

11   district?

12             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Sure.  Let me try

13   to address that.  Thanks for the question.  So

14   the way that I calculated this was really quite

15   straightforward.  And that was drawing off of

16   the results that the authors presented.  I'm

17   just going to flip through here, where they

18   present their weights.  And I'm just trying to

19   find it here.  Because hopefully, you have the

20   Augenblick and Myers report in front of you.

21   And I calculated a pupil weighted average

22   across the figure.  So I am looking at-- I'm

23   right here.  It's Table 4-10.  Unfortunately

24   they don't really have page numbers.  It's the

25   page-- that the last page of Chapter 4 in their
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 1   report, in the A&M report.

 2             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Uh-huh.

 3             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  So what I did here

 4   was I took the base-- I took the additional

 5   cost for each one of these student needs

 6   categories and I calculated-- I divided through

 7   by the base which is how you can come up with

 8   the individual weights for each one of their

 9   district prototypes.  Right?

10             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Right.

11             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  And then once I

12   came up with those weights I performed a

13   pupil-weighted average across the four

14   prototypes.  Is that helpful?

15             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Okay.

16             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  So I came up with

17   weight that was 0.45.  Now I mean, that was--

18   that was more of a reaction because I, you

19   know, if I go back to what they proposed in

20   Exhibit 2, that is page 21 of my report.  The

21   solid-- I'm not sure if you have color pages or

22   not.  But the solid disjointed schedule, that

23   it looks like two segments, it's actually more

24   than two segments, but there's a steep portion

25   and then there's a somewhat flat declining
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 1   portion.  Those are lines based on the data

 2   points that Augenblick and Myers got from their

 3   panel, calculated from panel exercises.  What

 4   they suggested is the blue smooth line was the

 5   highest line.  And then-- and then the dotted

 6   line is really the function that I found that

 7   best describes the data they collected.  Okay?

 8              So I guess my gut feeling here was I

 9   wasn't incredibly confident that, that the

10   differences they found between the high

11   enrollment districts and the low enrollment

12   districts in terms of their weight was-- I

13   didn't have a lot of confidence.  And a lot of

14   it was I really wasn't sure that-- you know,

15   that the top function tops out at about 0.6.

16   And the bottom function is at 0.2.  And so I'm

17   wondering, you know, I'm not sure how much

18   stock I put into that ratio that it costs three

19   times as much to provide the extra support for

20   an at-risk student in an urban area than it

21   does in a rural area.

22              Now, you know, I feel much more

23   comfortable with the Duncombe and Yinger study

24   where, they calculate this with, you know, with

25   accent data with administrative data.  And they
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 1   come up with a similar relationship.  But even

 2   there, I'm not sure it is sort of a three-fold

 3   factor between the additional funding for

 4   at-risk support in the most urban pupil sense

 5   locations than in the rural locations.  But is

 6   that helpful to answer your question?

 7             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  It is.  It does.

 8   The last question is on page 31 just right

 9   there in the middle of the page you say, "It is

10   important to be confident that any suggested

11   funding increases deemed necessary to provide a

12   suitable education would be targeted to

13   districts and schools according to their

14   needs."  Could you just talk about that a

15   little bit?  Targeted to the schools according

16   to their needs.

17             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Sure.  I'm going

18   back to my short discussion earlier on, about

19   attempting to validate your work.  The idea is

20   that if we are going to estimate that there are

21   shortfalls in order to provide an adequate

22   education, where an adequate education is

23   really a collection of outcomes that you would

24   expect students to be able to achieve on

25   average, right?  Then we should be able to
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 1   demonstrate in some way, that the dollar--

 2   where we're targeting dollars or where we

 3   conversely see, where we are identifying

 4   shortfalls are those places that tend to have

 5   lower outcomes.  And that's what I'm trying to

 6   say here.  It's making sure-- I mean, if we--

 7   if we ran-- I really don't care what approach

 8   you use.  But if we ran an adequacy study using

 9   any of the approaches and it showed that we

10   needed more money in, you know, in areas that

11   are already very close or meeting standards,

12   and we don't need money in those areas that

13   have lower outcomes, then I would be very

14   suspicious of those.  I would have to look at

15   those results very, very carefully to see what

16   was driving them.  Because if your goal

17   statement or the standards that you set really

18   dictate, you know, what is being costed out.  I

19   mean, it really drives the whole process.  Then

20   you would expect that your formula that it

21   calculated should direct funding to where it's

22   most needed as defined by those places that are

23   farthest from meeting the outcomes.

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I appreciate that

25   last answer.  And I'm going tell you that we
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 1   are now out of time as a Committee.  I don't

 2   see any other hands up indicating they have

 3   another question for you.  I certainly want to

 4   thank you for your patience with our technical

 5   difficulties today.  And I appreciate your

 6   thorough-- your attempt to thoroughly answer

 7   all of the questions put before you.  We will

 8   be talking to you later this month and we look

 9   forward to that.

10             DR. JESSE LEVIN:  Yeah, I do as well.

11   Thank you all for your questions.

12             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Thank you.

13   Ladies and gentlemen, our Committee meeting is

14   adjourned.

15

16             (THEREUPON, the proceedings concluded

17   at 2:33 p.m.)

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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 1    C E R T I F I C A T E   O F   R E P O R T E R

 2

 3   STATE OF KANSAS

 4     I, Jane E. Piles, RPR, a Certified Shorthand

 5   Reporter, commissioned as such by the Supreme

 6   Court of the State of Kansas, and authorized to

 7   take depositions within said State pursuant to

 8   K.S.A. 60-228 and authorized to administer

 9   oaths to witnesses pursuant to K.S.A. 20-913,

10   certify that the foregoing was reported by

11   stenographic means, which matter was held on

12   the date, and at the time and place set out on

13   the title page hereof and that the foregoing

14   constitutes a true and accurate transcript of

15   same.

16         I further certify that I am not related

17   to any of the parties, nor am I an employee of

18   or related to any of the attorneys representing

19   the parties, and I have no financial interest

20   in the outcome of this matter.

21     Given under my hand and seal the 7th day of

22   March, 2018.

23                   (Signed Electronically)

24                 Jane E. Piles, CSR, RPR, CRR, CBC

25                 CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER
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 1                P R O C E E D I N G S

 2

 3             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Ladies and

 4   gentlemen, thank you for joining us today for

 5   the Joint Senate and House Education Funding

 6   Committee meeting.  Like to start briefly by

 7   just thanking Megan Bottenberg of Cox

 8   Communications; Leslie Kaufman, Kansas Electric

 9   Cooperative; Rob Reynolds, AT&T Kansas, and

10   Karen Browning from Capital Advantage for

11   providing the lunches for our staff members and

12   for our legislators today.

13         At this point in time we will start with

14   a presentation that has been prepared by

15   Dr. Lori Scott and Jason Willis for us and then

16   we will -- as there are appropriate times, we

17   will pause for questions.

18         So, Dr. Taylor, if you would like to

19   begin, please.

20             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you very much

21   to the members.  I very much appreciate you

22   being here today to hear from us regarding a

23   research project that we've been involved in

24   for the past few months.  So I'd like to turn

25   to my colleague, Jason Willis, to set the
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 1   stage.

 2            MR. JASON WILLIS:  Good morning -- or

 3   afternoon, as it formally is.

 4         So I want to talk briefly about today's

 5   objectives for this session.  We want to review

 6   the methodology results from the cost function

 7   study that we conducted on behalf of the State

 8   of Kansas.  We want to present our findings

 9   from the cost model and cost estimates and then

10   take any questions or comments that you have

11   regarding the two stated objectives above.

12         A little bit of our agenda for this

13   hearing, purpose and study aims, methods.

14   We'll talk about the Rose standards and

15   thresholds of performance that were used in the

16   study, a review of those findings and, as I

17   mentioned before, any question and answer.

18         A little bit about the study aims.  We

19   presented this at our last visit to the -- to

20   the State of Kansas looking to estimate the

21   level of spending required to produce a given

22   outcome within a given educational environment

23   here in Kansas and in specifically

24   investigating the linkage between the Rose

25   standards in K-12 education spending in Kansas,
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 1   offering explanation around option or options

 2   to produce that education system reasonably

 3   calculated to the Rose standards and then to

 4   focus on the structure of the Kansas school

 5   finance system as well as its overall spending

 6   levels in consideration of how schools are --

 7   are funded.

 8         So one thing I just want to mention.

 9   Obviously, there are representatives or

10   senators who received a revised report.  There

11   was a clerical error in the data tables that we

12   produced moving from Excel over to the actual

13   Word document as produced for the report.  It

14   has no underlying issue around the structure of

15   the analysis, was simply a -- a clerical error.

16         So I want to talk for a moment just

17   around some of the steps that we used for this

18   cost function analysis.  Here are the first

19   three.  In collecting the data, looking to

20   obtain clean data and getting to a validated

21   set of data sets, we wanted to be able to

22   construct various variables that helped us in

23   producing the cost estimates that we'll talk

24   about a little bit later.  These include things

25   like the salary index or outcome measures and
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 1   the school level spending here in the State of

 2   Kansas.

 3         The third and perhaps the most -- the

 4   most statistically heavy -- academically heavy

 5   concept is around regression analysis.  Most

 6   simply, we are looking at being able to explain

 7   how the variation in expenditures here in the

 8   State of Kansas is related to variations in

 9   outcomes of our students, the prices associated

10   with -- with running school systems in various

11   locations in the state, the demographics of

12   those students and other cost factors.  From

13   there we have the Rose standards estimating

14   spending and implementation.

15         One of the things that the research team

16   took on was to investigate the kind of -- the

17   various existing Kansas laws and regulations,

18   many of the court documents associated with the

19   Gannon ruling and its identification of the

20   Rose standards and identifying an appropriate

21   associated outcome measure and associated

22   performance thresholds and, from there,

23   estimating the spending, so then predicting a

24   base level of spending.

25         And we'll talk about how we arrived at
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 1   that base level of spending to produce a

 2   certain set of outcomes that then adjusts for

 3   other characteristics such as student need,

 4   makeup, if you're a low income student, the ELA

 5   student and special ed student, the size of the

 6   district -- so think economies of scale, if

 7   you're a very small district of if you're a

 8   very large district like Wichita -- and

 9   regional cost.  Depending on where I live in

10   the state, what it costs for me to live in that

11   locality is going to differ across the -- the

12   state.

13         And, finally, the implementation.  I

14   really wanted to contextualize these spending

15   estimates and possible implications for the

16   Kansas public education system.  And so

17   associated with the actual estimates

18   themselves, which has been the focus of a lot

19   of attention over the last 72 hours, we think

20   it's very important for the State of Kansas to

21   consider how those numbers are considered in

22   context and how they may be implemented given

23   our observations of how other states have

24   performed their funding systems.

25         So I want to talk briefly about the
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 1   expenditures per pupil, the -- one of the kind

 2   of cruxes of the study.  In this study here you

 3   can see listed the spending categories that

 4   have been excluded.  We'll talk in a little bit

 5   about transportation and food service, but

 6   other things, particularly construction and

 7   debt service, are all things that fluctuate

 8   greatly and are based on factors that are

 9   separate and apart from what we were looking at

10   in terms of the relationship between spending

11   and the ongoing -- that ongoing spending and

12   outcomes for students.

13         Kansas currently does not report school

14   level per pupil expenditures.  We worked with

15   several of the stakeholders here in -- in

16   Kansas and the Department of Education and

17   other places to look at assigning some of those

18   costs.  You can see here in Kansas you have a

19   file that basically lists every certified staff

20   in the state.  That associates them with a

21   building assignment.  It associates them with

22   their years of experience and some other

23   factors but notably for spending, their actual

24   salary, which we can assign to the building.

25   We took a proportion of their benefits, which
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 1   would include their retirement and health and

 2   welfare benefits and proportionally assigned

 3   those to the building as well and then took

 4   remaining current expenditures for the school

 5   district and prorated them on a per student

 6   basis to those assigned schools.

 7         Special education was slightly more

 8   complicated.  In Kansas you get -- you have

 9   special education co-ops that are basically an

10   opportunity to consolidate spending for very

11   small districts to serve special education

12   students, and those members were basically

13   assigned a proportion of the cost associated

14   with those co-ops based on their share of

15   special education students.

16         So here is a look at the -- their food

17   service and transportation expenditures in

18   particular.  For the research team, for food

19   service, for example, the exclusion was really

20   heavily based on the fact that the federal

21   government either directly pays for these meals

22   or it's a self-contained function of the

23   district, meaning the students will pay for

24   their meals, parents will provide them money,

25   which does not have much of a -- a function to
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 1   outcome.

 2        Transportation, where we can see in the

 3   research literature offers that we don't see

 4   any variance on the student demographic or

 5   outcome, meaning that it has an impact on

 6   associated factors for the cost of education.

 7   Now, obviously, having a student that has a --

 8   has a full stomach when they're walking into

 9   class or can get to the school is an important

10   thing but, relative to the ways in which the

11   study was designed, isn't appropriate, but we

12   offer here observed 16/17 spending, both in

13   aggregate for food service and transportation

14   but also on a per pupil basis.  So for those

15   that are carrying this work forward in thinking

16   about reforming the finance formula here in

17   Kansas, these are offered as estimates of what

18   would need to be added back to the estimates

19   that we'll talk about a bit later.

20         So I want to talk a little bit about how

21   we got from the Rose standards to the

22   performance measure thresholds.  So the Rose

23   standards themselves were set out on the Gannon

24   rulings.  They originally came from the State

25   of Kentucky in a 1989 court ruling, and Kansas
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 1   has taken them up in their -- their debates

 2   over Gannon over the last several years.

 3         Working off of documents that were

 4   produced here in the State of Kansas around the

 5   new standards and accreditation, standards

 6   looking at college and career skills and

 7   accreditation, these set essentially broad

 8   student and system boundaries of expectations.

 9   It's what the state says to schools or school

10   districts as here are the things that (a) we

11   want to make sure that each individual student

12   knows and understands as they graduate the

13   system and, two, as we think about our

14   institutions, our schools in particular, here

15   are the things that they need to be able to

16   provide in order to achieve the first thing

17   that I said.

18         Further, Kansas statute offers standards

19   for those schools and graduation requirements,

20   so they outline different subjects that should

21   be provided and the graduation requirements, so

22   determining, if you will, the offerings that

23   are aligned to those skills and accreditation.

24   And from there we can measure -- we can look at

25   and observe kind of measures of student
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 1   outcomes, so what are the -- what's been the

 2   progress towards those set of expectations, and

 3   provides us some insight on effectiveness of

 4   the various offerings that are currently being

 5   provided in Kansas schools.  And based on those

 6   measures of student outcomes, we can then

 7   identify what might be the threshold of

 8   performance statewide on those various

 9   measures, could be ELA, it could be math, could

10   be graduation rates, are the three measures

11   that we used, fundamentally, as a part of the

12   study.

13         So in Chapter 3 of the documents,

14   following a -- a pretty lengthy discussion on

15   the Rose standards, we go into a discussion

16   around arriving at some of the thresholds of

17   performance.  And before I get into a little

18   bit more detail I'm going offer the three kind

19   of primary points of data and evidence that we

20   looked at when arriving at some of those

21   thresholds of performance.

22         So the first one was looking at current

23   performance.  All right.  We have to be able to

24   see that these levels of performance are

25   possible and so, by looking at schools and
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 1   school districts in Kansas, we can see that

 2   across, you know, ELA, math and graduation rate

 3   that, you know, at the 90th percentile of

 4   performance there are schools and districts in

 5   large numbers that are achieving the levels

 6   that we were considering in the study.

 7         The second is the state's ESSA plan.  So

 8   this is a document that the State of Kansas,

 9   specifically from the Kansas State Department

10   of Education, along with endorsement from the

11   governor, produced.  It was submitted

12   originally to the US Department of Education in

13   compliance with the federal Every Student

14   Succeeds Act back in the fall.  It was approved

15   in mid January, so just a few months ago, and

16   it provides some narrative about the

17   expectations that Kansas and the Kansas public

18   is holding for itself in regards to several of

19   these measures, including ELA, math and

20   graduation rate.

21         So they not only look -- not only

22   identify what the overall threshold of

23   performance should be.  And they put in this --

24   in the plan itself they identified a 12-year

25   trajectory to 2030, but they also provide a
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 1   schedule of targets.  So year by year, from

 2   where the baseline currently is, what would

 3   need to be the levels of performance that

 4   statewide would need to be achieved in order to

 5   achieve the target that's identified in the

 6   ESSA plan.

 7         And, finally, we looked at historical

 8   patterns of growth and performance, and we

 9   wanted to look at this specifically during a

10   period in which -- in Kansas in the recent past

11   there was some general agreement that the

12   system had been funded.  So these were the

13   years between Montoy and Gannon in which the

14   court had said to the state, you know, you're

15   funding the public education system well.  And

16   over that five-year period of time we looked at

17   the growth in performance on -- based on that

18   old assessment, again, as a reference to think

19   about the threshold of performance and what

20   those growth patterns should be.

21         So one of the other things that is really

22   important to consider in the context of these

23   findings is to think about the difference

24   between your old and new state assessment.

25   Most every other state in the union has gone
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 1   through this transition from their old

 2   assessment system to some version or variant on

 3   what was known -- what is known as the common

 4   core state standards.  Some states have adopted

 5   them in whole and said we're bringing these in

 6   and interpreting them.  Others have taken

 7   pieces and parts of it.  Kansas is somewhere in

 8   that mix.

 9         And so what I offer -- we offer on the

10   slide is a comparison between the performance

11   levels.  That is, based on a scale score of

12   students, what is the score that those students

13   need to be able to achieve in order to meet

14   these various levels of performance.

15         And in the old state assessment -- you

16   can see it was used between 2002 and 2013 --

17   there were five levels in the State of Kansas

18   to be considered proficient.  That dotted line

19   just above, "Approaching," is the minimum

20   threshold for meets.  And you can see in the

21   new college and career ready assessments where

22   you currently have been administrating for the

23   last couple of years, primarily in ELA and

24   math -- you've got science online with history

25   coming in the next year or so.  You can see
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 1   that it's only four levels of performance.  But

 2   you can see here that the scale score and where

 3   the minimum bar has been established is new and

 4   it's higher.  And this is really reflective of

 5   the increase in rigor that, nationally, we

 6   expect of students and has clearly been

 7   incorporated into the work here in the State of

 8   Kansas.

 9         So this is a chart that describes the

10   distribution of the percent of schools for the

11   average conditional NCE score.  Simply, this is

12   a measure of growth, meaning there's a couple

13   of ways we understand in K-12 education to

14   think about student performance.  We can think

15   about it as what are the percent of students

16   that reach a certain threshold of performance,

17   as I -- as I was describing in this previous

18   slide.

19         Another and growing and -- and more

20   popular way is to think about growth, how much

21   progress are our students making from one year

22   to the next.  And what the introduction of this

23   concept does around growth is it allows us to

24   observe that where kids in previous testing

25   systems may not have necessarily been
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 1   recognized for achieving a certain level of

 2   performance but can be recognized for their

 3   ability to grow.

 4         So, just a basic example of this, if I am

 5   a student in the old testing system, there was

 6   at the very bottom a performance level of

 7   warning and over the course of the year I made

 8   tremendous progress but only missed the bar to

 9   meet by two scale score points, in this regard

10   I wouldn't be recognized for making that level

11   of growth.  In this chart it allows us to

12   recognize that student and to look at that in

13   aggregate.  So when we look at students over

14   time, you know, measuring them from year to

15   year on their state assessment, we can see

16   their patterns of growth, which give us some

17   insight into the ways in which Kansas is

18   currently performing under a growth scenario

19   relative to level of spending that you are

20   committing to the K-12 system.

21         One of the other things that we looked at

22   was, obviously, the overall performance of

23   students in Kansas.  And this is a -- a screen

24   graph from the school -- the Kansas report card

25   for 16/17, so you can see a comparison of
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 1   Kansas' performance over the last couple of

 2   years.  And a couple of things that we can see

 3   here is that your bands for levels 3 and 4,

 4   which are the highest, basically hovers

 5   somewhere in the 33 to 35 percent range.

 6         So just over a third of the students

 7   currently in the State of Kansas, relative to

 8   the standards that have been set and the

 9   assessments aligned to the standards, are

10   meeting that level of -- of proficiency.  And

11   the same is true if we look at ELA as well, and

12   what we see is either flat or slightly

13   declining growth over just this one year.

14         Now, what I would say is that part of the

15   work that we did was trying to incorporate as

16   much and multiple years of data as possible to

17   create stability and stability from the

18   perspective of being able to make sure that

19   when we were observing performance or any other

20   measure, that we would have confidence in what

21   we were seeing.

22         Another thing that we looked at was

23   graduation performance and the thresholds that

24   were established.  You can see this is the

25   schedule of growth.  You're currently at 86.1
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 1   percent, the baseline for the most recent year

 2   that was reported.  We can see that schedule of

 3   growth moving up to the 95, which the cost

 4   estimates in the study and which you have is

 5   based on.  And we do have some additional

 6   information to present around graduation rates

 7   today.

 8         Here you can see the distribution of

 9   those graduation rates in 16/17 with a -- with

10   the percent of schools tailing off to the left

11   as a -- as a proportion with their graduation

12   rate with large proportions.  You know, nearly

13   35, 40 and 50 percent of your schools that are

14   achieving rates that are approaching 90

15   percent, if not over the 90 percent threshold,

16   currently here in -- here in Kansas.

17         So I wanted to offer some -- some

18   demonstration of some of the things that we

19   looked at when we were considering these

20   thresholds of performance.  One thing to be --

21   to keep in mind is that for these education

22   costs that is particular to this approach in

23   particular, it's important that the state has

24   agreement on what those levels of performance

25   should be.  The ESSA plan offers evidence of
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 1   that.  The research team also looked at other

 2   places in which your historical performance

 3   might indicate what those thresholds of

 4   performance might be and is an important part

 5   of -- of any kind of cost function study and,

 6   certainly, this one as well.

 7         So, with that, I'll take a pause and turn

 8   it over to -- to Lori to discuss our study

 9   findings.

10              CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Actually, let's

11   take a pause right here.

12         Are there questions committee members --

13   yes, Senator -- or Representative Rooker.

14             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you,

15   Madam Chair.  And thank you very much for the

16   thoroughness of the study.

17         I want to drill into the -- the

18   graduation rates.  I'm looking at page 49 of

19   the report we received on Friday and I'm

20   understanding the ESSA plan goal of 95 percent

21   is -- the year is 2030.  So this table appears

22   to be the progression for the next five years

23   landing at 89 1/2 percent by 2021/22 school

24   year.

25         So my question for you is, why is it that
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 1   the scenarios in the study in the -- the five

 2   years that we're look -- we're being given

 3   guidance on uses 95 percent as opposed to the

 4   -- the prorated rate, if you will?

 5             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Okay.  So thank you

 6   very much for the question.  The study kind of

 7   comes in two parts.  There is a -- an estimate

 8   of the cost for long-run maintenance after the

 9   state has transitioned to the performance

10   thresholds that it set for itself, what are --

11   would it take to maintain -- to sustain that

12   level of excellence from year to year.  And so

13   that what maybe inartfully was labeled,

14   "maintenance," is the estimate for sustaining

15   in the long run, after the transition period

16   has finished, the performance threshold of the

17   95 percent graduation, which is the state's

18   long-run goal, and an expectation that year to

19   year all of the districts will accomplish the

20   same sorts of progress with respect to tested

21   performance.  Okay?

22         But then there -- one has a transition,

23   and over the transition period one is making

24   progress towards that goal of the -- the

25   long-run estimate at 95 percent graduation rate
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 1   and sustainable -- everybody's growth --

 2   everybody's at grade level and progressing from

 3   one year to the next remaining at grade level.

 4         So the -- the transition estimates which

 5   we'll present to you today would incorporate

 6   the glide path towards those long-run goals.

 7   But in the long run what the state has set for

 8   itself is that once the transition period has

 9   been -- has been completed, the -- we wanted to

10   estimate what would be the long-run cost of

11   continuing to maintain that level of

12   excellence.

13             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Bollier.

14             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Madam Chair.

15         Along those lines -- thank you.  When you

16   looked at the school boards college and career

17   ready, are you making the assumption that

18   everybody is college and career ready or

19   college or career ready, and is there a

20   differentiation between those two things?

21             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So thank you for

22   the question.  So a couple of things, I think,

23   that references your question.  So in the

24   assessment that was built, in alignment with

25   the college and career standards that you're
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 1   referencing, the performance thresholds are

 2   noted as college ready.  There's no reference

 3   to career ready.  So that's the first thing.

 4         The second is that -- that the targets

 5   that were set, even at 95 percent, acknowledge

 6   that some students, you know, may not go on to

 7   some secondary pursuit.  We see this in your

 8   post-secondary data, where a fair number of

 9   students don't go on to receive some type of

10   post-secondary degree but they pursue, perhaps,

11   a certificate that would allow them to pursue a

12   career that provides them a living wage and

13   kind of fell for the productivity to -- to

14   society.

15             SENATOR BOLLIER:  So if I can

16   continue.  So if we were going to tease this

17   out further, if we looked at our own state and

18   said our expectation is that whatever

19   percentage at a certain school meets college

20   ready versus career ready, we might come up

21   with some different numbers.  Is that a fair

22   assessment?

23             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I would -- so

24   I'll -- I'll start and then Lori can jump in.

25   So the -- the graduation rate establishes that
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 1   bar of meeting that kind of minimum threshold

 2   to kind of receive that -- that certificate.

 3   There are other data that are collected, was

 4   not -- we -- we talk about this in the study,

 5   were not able to be incorporated into the --

 6   into the work simply because of some of the

 7   challenges with some of the collection.

 8   Particularly in post-secondary, a lot of your

 9   community colleges aren't reporting, and that's

10   where a lot of these students, you know, are

11   going to pursue some type of post-secondary

12   pursuit, but not necessarily a four-year

13   college degree.  So there could be, but there's

14   no -- the way in which we built the cost model

15   does not incorporate that work.

16             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Okay.

17             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  And if I -- if I

18   might follow up a bit.  The -- the question is

19   really about where does one set Level 2 or

20   Level 3 on the state's assessments and the --

21   it's clearly within the state's discretion to

22   determine what is the appropriate goal

23   threshold.  What we tried to do is to estimate

24   that which would be consistent with our

25   interpretation of the -- the prior legal
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 1   decisions.

 2             SENATOR BOLLIER:  And when you say,

 3   "the state," you're meaning the state school

 4   board that is in charge of that decisionmaking?

 5             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I'm actually

 6   thinking more broadly than that.  The

 7   decisionmaking is clearly influenced by the

 8   legislature as well.

 9             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Okay.

10             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  And so I -- I would

11   not presume to tell you how to internally make

12   that decision.

13             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you.  Thank

14   you.

15             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

16   Hubert.

17             REPRESENTATIVE HUBERT:  Thank you,

18   Madam Chairman.

19         You talked about the state assessments

20   that were taken and looked at during that

21   period between Montoy and Gannon.

22         Did -- did you look at other assessments

23   that -- such as the national standard of the

24   NAEP and ACT and -- and other types of

25   assessments taken from that same time to try to
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 1   collaborate some of the state assessments work

 2   done then?

 3             MR. JASON WILLIS:  We did -- we did,

 4   obviously, take a -- a look at those data.

 5   They weren't incorporated into the final

 6   findings for a couple reasons.  First, NAEP is

 7   a sample.  One of the things that's really

 8   important when we think about a study like this

 9   is looking at the full population.  We offer

10   some discussion about the comparison of this

11   type of an approach as opposed to a successful

12   school's model earlier on in the -- in the

13   study.

14         Second, in regards to ACT, the state

15   assessment that we used inside of the study,

16   there is actually some pretty extensive review

17   of how the KAP, the -- the Kansas Assessment

18   Program, is aligned with the ACT, specifically

19   the assessments that you provided, ELA and

20   math, to -- to the ACT.  So by reference we

21   did, but what we were -- we were focusing on

22   the ELA and math assessments as a condition of

23   they're relatively equivalent to what the ACT

24   is -- is benchmarking and, as I mentioned, the

25   difference between population versus sample for
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 1   NAEP and the state assessment.

 2             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Majority Leader

 3   Denning.

 4             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

 5   Thank you, Madam Chair.

 6         Just concentrating on Rose for a bit,

 7   reading your report and then looking at that

 8   last graph, it appears you've crossed -- in

 9   your -- in your analysis you've taken your

10   approach to Rose and crosswalked it into the

11   state's ESSA plan that's on file; is that

12   correct?

13             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Sorry -- sorry.

14   Can you repeat your question?

15             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

16   From reading your report and then looking at

17   some of the graphics that you've showed us,

18   your approach to Rose is to crosswalk it into

19   -- and match it up into certain segments of the

20   state's ESSA plan that's on file with the

21   federal government?

22             MR. JASON WILLIS:  No, that's not

23   entirely correct.

24             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

25   What is incorrect about it?
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 1             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I talked about

 2   this earlier.  It was one of three areas of

 3   reference that we made in establishing the

 4   thresholds of performance.  So the ESSA plan

 5   was one, but we also looked at existing

 6   performance here in the State of Kansas for

 7   those schools and districts that were

 8   performing, excuse me, at higher levels on the

 9   distribution of those assessments.  We also

10   looked at historical levels of performance and

11   growth rates that referenced a prior question

12   in the years between Montoy and Gannon.

13             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

14   But, having said that, if you -- if you go back

15   and -- and read your report and look at some of

16   the other graphics, you're -- you're fairly

17   matching up your approach to Rose inside of our

18   ESSA plan.  I see no deviation.

19             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Yeah.  So -- so if

20   folks would turn to page 46.  This provides a

21   schedule that was outlined in the ESSA plan

22   looking at your baseline 16/17 year through

23   21/22 and you can see where, that five-year

24   period, the ending proficiency targets

25   identified in the ESSA plan was 54.65 for ELA
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 1   and 49.15 for math.  When we look at some of

 2   the growth performance during the Montoy and

 3   Gannon years, the rate of the growth was

 4   actually faster than what was identified in the

 5   ESSA state plan.  So, again, we're looking at

 6   multiple factors, not just drawing from a -- a

 7   single document.

 8             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  So,

 9   Madam Chair, I'm just skipping ahead.

10         I think it was your Scenario B.  It

11   appeared to me that you were looking at ESSA

12   almost entirely when you came up with those

13   projections.

14             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Yeah, again, I --

15   we presented the -- the kind of various ways in

16   which we looked at the -- establishing the

17   targets and the back half of Chapter 3, after

18   discussions of the Rose standards, provides the

19   discussion of how we -- how we arrived at those

20   targets.

21             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  All

22   right.  So, as far as developing Rose, you

23   don't have a whole other standalone,

24   noniterational set of standards for Rose,

25   you're looking at some of the ESSA, possibly
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 1   some of the old No Child Left Behind to come up

 2   with -- with your projections?

 3             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Well, there clearly

 4   is a significant influence of the ESSA plan on

 5   the identification of thresholds, because

 6   that's an articulation of the state's

 7   expectations for itself.

 8             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  So

 9   let's just use an example of Iowa.  Iowa has

10   their ESSA plan on file and they're showing

11   with their improvement plan between a half a

12   percent and a full percent progress.

13         And if you were doing the same analysis

14   for Iowa, would the -- would the spending be

15   tied to that type of assumption?

16             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I'm not aware of

17   what data are and are not available in Iowa,

18   but the process would be the same, which is to

19   identify what the state's definition for itself

20   of -- of the -- the standard it's expecting

21   itself to meet.  Now, you have to translate

22   through the observable information, which is

23   the -- the KAP on the math and ELA scores.  So

24   you have to cross -- you do have to crosswalk

25   from the thresholds to the goals for the
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 1   analysis, but the thresholds were not taken

 2   straight from ESSA.  They were very much

 3   something that we identified through our more

 4   holistic review of the information.

 5             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

 6   Okay.  So, using that line of reasoning, the

 7   State Board of Education can change the Rose

 8   and the calculations simply by changing their

 9   assumptions and goals, based on your approach

10   to this?

11             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I think this

12   goes back to an earlier discussion we were

13   having about the importance of the state.  And

14   when Lori and I talk about the state we think

15   about this holistically.  This includes the

16   governor, his executive branches, it includes

17   the legislature, the State Board of Education

18   and even, more generally, the populus to think

19   about what is it for the State of Kansas that

20   is acceptable levels of performance and at what

21   pace.

22         And when there is consensus, and we have

23   seen evidence of this in other states, across

24   those various bodies of government there seems

25   be a coalescence around the amount of resources
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 1   that needs to be invested in the system, the

 2   way in which the state interacts with school

 3   districts to monitor that performance, to hold

 4   them accountable, but also provide that level

 5   of support.  And so, as we said earlier, this

 6   was our analysis -- independent, objective

 7   analysis of what we think those levels of

 8   performance should be but, certainly, the state

 9   has a very large hand to play in determining

10   what those thresholds of performance should be.

11             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

12   Would it be a -- would it be a safe assumption

13   that if our ESSA plan looked like Iowa, you

14   would have a significantly different approach

15   than you do in -- in this document that I have

16   my left elbow on?

17             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Well, we definitely

18   were informed by the -- the Montoy decision in

19   terms of the kinds of levels of performance

20   that the -- the court seemed willing to accept

21   as consistent with the Rose standards.  It's a

22   bit challenging given the -- the relative lack

23   of specifics with respect to those -- those

24   performance standards.

25         So what we needed to do was look at what
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 1   has been interpreted by the courts as

 2   satisfactory and include from that information

 3   on what the state has signaled through its ESSA

 4   plan would be satisfactory and work to

 5   integrate those two pieces of information, but

 6   we definitely are purely advisory in this role.

 7   So it is our information to you that we believe

 8   these standards would be consistent with the

 9   Rose standards, but it's not our position that

10   these are the only -- that you couldn't have a

11   different opinion.

12             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  So

13   my final question, Madam Chair, is any state

14   that has an ESSA plan on file, be it -- I'll

15   just use the word realistic and then use the

16   word lofty.

17         With this type of analysis, you would

18   chase those two descriptions?

19             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Again, we -- we

20   haven't reviewed all of the ESSA plans and

21   looked at that relative to existing performance

22   or patterns of growth but, again, you know, the

23   ESSA plan was one of three different areas that

24   we looked at in regards to establishing those

25   performance thresholds.
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 1             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I also think you

 2   could interpret our Scenario A and Scenario B

 3   as trying to triangulate through two different

 4   paths to satisfying the Rose standards, one of

 5   which is more consistent with the position that

 6   seems to have been taken by the court, which

 7   would be to get to -- 90 percent of the

 8   students to the Level 2 or better and one of

 9   which is more consistent with our

10   interpretation of the ESSA plan, which is

11   getting 60 percent of the students to Level 3

12   or better.

13             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

14   Landwehr.

15             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Thank you,

16   Madam Chair.

17         In looking at current performance, did

18   you look at what impact, if any, that the high

19   influx of post-Montoy dollars had compared to

20   pre-Montoy performance?

21             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

22   question.  We did not look at the -- we

23   focussed the analysis on the two most recent

24   years and, although we -- we did a lot of

25   inspection of the other data, we did not do any
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 1   formal analysis of the relationship between

 2   spending and performance in the prior years.

 3             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  All right.

 4   Thank you.  And then the other is, when you

 5   talked earlier about, you know, being college

 6   ready, does that mean vo-techs and community

 7   colleges or just four-year?

 8             MR. JASON WILLIS:  That -- that

 9   definition, the language that's used there

10   around college ready, is tied to your

11   assessment program.  So as they would identify

12   the ability, the level of performance that's

13   associated with -- with being college ready

14   would be the definition we followed.

15             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Thank you.

16             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Sure.

17             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

18   Aurand.

19             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Thank you,

20   Madam Chair.

21         Back to the factors that go into this, I

22   was looking specifically at the -- when you

23   tried to come up with performance in the

24   previous growth during the time the court

25   regarded the education system adequately
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 1   funded.

 2        When you looked at that did you take into

 3   -- consider any type of, I guess, testing

 4   issues?  Our standards were revised, I believe,

 5   in 05/06, and if you look at the growth on top

 6   of page 47 you'll have a -- that's when we had

 7   a very large jump 4.05 in ELA and 7.6 in -- in

 8   math proficiency.  That coincided with kind of

 9   the phasing in the No Child Left Behind,

10   high-stakes testing.  I heard from teachers all

11   the time who were -- were overtesting, were

12   preparing.  So did you look in terms of how

13   that coincided with any possible testing bias?

14         I'm thinking of the pizza parties.  I

15   have three kids in grade school at this time

16   and I have teachers talking about the

17   preparation that went into getting them ready,

18   and in terms of how that coincided almost

19   exactly with that new, redone state test there

20   seems to be a -- a jump there that's really

21   hard to tease out in ACT or any other scores.

22         Did you look at testing bias in any ways

23   and possibly what other states did at the same

24   time with new tests in terms of maybe study

25   spending and a jump in their scores based on
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 1   just the -- an overall feeling of going no

 2   child left behind and the importance of the

 3   tests at that time frame?

 4             MR. JASON WILLIS:  We don't have --

 5   we didn't have any evidence -- I guess,

 6   systematic collection of evidence.  I mean,

 7   many states -- all states have gone through

 8   those kinds of testing transitions.  The focus

 9   of on what years of data and their improvement

10   that we looked at was really tied to the

11   funding levels that tie back to the Montoy case

12   and the years between Montoy and the Gannon

13   case.

14             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  When you look

15   at that, there's this -- this level of jump,

16   the 4.05 and 7 in that particular year, which

17   was the first comparative year with the new.

18         Is that -- did that indicate anything to

19   you that there might be something else going on

20   in there, because in my schools it was mostly

21   the same teachers teaching the same things, but

22   the test preparation was the big change that I

23   noticed.  Did that play any role at all in your

24   analysis?

25             MR. JASON WILLIS:  No.  Again, our
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 1   point of reference was really thinking -- was

 2   really looking at the years between Montoy and

 3   -- and Gannon and the levels of spending during

 4   those years.

 5             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Do you think

 6   that is something that is worth considering?

 7             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I think that the --

 8   the testing that -- I'm quite confident that

 9   there were levels of growth that were

10   sustained; when you make the transition to more

11   high-stakes testing and -- and people, that

12   they learn a number of things.  They -- they

13   learn how best to prepare students for the

14   testing, they learn how best to help prepare

15   them on the content that will be covered on the

16   test, and so you can see growth rates that

17   cannot be sustained subsequently.  But what you

18   also can see is just -- in looking at the kinds

19   of growth that were being experienced very

20   close to the period of time of the Montoy

21   decision was really what we were focussing on.

22             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  All right.

23   Thank you.  Thank you, Madam Chair.

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I have a few

25   brief questions.
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 1         So does any state receive any type of

 2   punishment or any -- is there any type of

 3   accountability from a federal standpoint if the

 4   state's ESSA goals are not met?  So if they've

 5   failed the ESSA goals, is there any type of

 6   stick, if you will, from the carrot -- or a

 7   stick, if you will, from the federal

 8   government?

 9             MR. JASON WILLIS:  I'm not aware of

10   direct action that's been taken by the federal

11   government to -- I guess, can you clarify?

12   When you say, "punishment," what -- what are

13   you referring to?

14             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Well, we do

15   receive funding from the federal government and

16   we are required to submit an ESSA plan.

17         So when the Department of Education came

18   up with the ESSA plan that was signed by the

19   governor, what -- what impact does that have if

20   the state, any state, fails in what they set

21   out as their goal?

22             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I -- and,

23   again, this isn't an issue -- a question that

24   we were prepared for, but what I can say is I

25   know that the -- the federal government engages
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 1   in ongoing discussions with -- with states

 2   around all kinds of provisions of their plan

 3   and they do monitoring.  And in those cases

 4   when they are monitoring and they find that

 5   there is something that, you know, they need to

 6   engage the state in, there are different stages

 7   of that engagement that usually start with a

 8   conversation, with deeper investigation, some

 9   opportunity to course correct, but I -- I'm not

10   aware of a state that, you know, for example,

11   has lost large amounts of federal funding as a

12   result of their submission of an ESSA plan.

13             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  And earlier, when

14   you were speaking about goal thresholds, you

15   said it's very important for the state to have

16   agreement.

17         Could you express again -- when you say

18   it's very important for the state to have

19   agreement, are you talking about the State

20   Board of Education, the State Board of

21   Education and the legislature?  What are you

22   talking about as far as that agreement?

23             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So when

24   researchers walk into supporting states through

25   these education cost studies there are certain
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 1   factors that are not at the behest of the

 2   researcher.  One of those factors, when we

 3   think about the education cost function, is the

 4   -- the level of performance, the threshold of

 5   performance.  That's not in our purview because

 6   it's, you know, up to the state to make those

 7   decisions.

 8         However, given the muddiness of how

 9   that's been defined in the State of Kansas we

10   were using documents, we were using historical

11   levels of performance, we were using reviews of

12   the Gannon rulings and associated testimony and

13   evidence to help identify an objective,

14   independent level of performance.  And when we

15   refer to the state we are talking about all

16   branches of government, executive, legislative.

17   That would include the State Board of

18   Education, the Department of Ed, this body, the

19   legislature, as well as the governor to think

20   and consider what is acceptable for you, what

21   is acceptable for the public around the level

22   of performance that you expect of students, how

23   they are prepared through the K-12 education

24   system.

25             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  So when we talk
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 1   about the aspiration of the 95 percent

 2   graduation rate and we know that less than 70

 3   of our school districts in the state have

 4   gotten to that 95 percent, does that mean that

 5   the other districts are not in agreement?  Does

 6   it mean that the legislature with funding isn't

 7   in agreement?  Is it the school boards that

 8   aren't in agreement with the ESSA aspirations?

 9   What would that be attributed to?

10             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I -- I think

11   it's dangerous to speculate around what the

12   reasons and rationale are for why some schools

13   and districts have different levels of

14   graduation performance than -- than others.  In

15   this study we used research techniques that

16   have been proven time and time again in other

17   states and across the country that allow us to

18   see some of those relationships.

19         We'll talk a little bit later about the

20   practicalities of actually implementing the

21   work.  It is one thing -- and this -- this body

22   has an important role to play in the actual

23   funding of the system, but the work that goes

24   into translating the dollars themselves to how

25   systems implement those resources, how they use
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 1   those to help achieve levels of student

 2   performance given the background of the

 3   students, given the place in which they reside

 4   and the size of their system, it's

 5   overwhelmingly complicated.  But that's where

 6   the work of sitting side by side with districts

 7   and identifying what those targets are and

 8   coming up with the right set of incentives is

 9   really important to consider, along with

10   whatever level of funding you think is

11   necessary for the K-12 system.

12             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

13   Lusk.

14             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  Thank you,

15   Madam Chair.

16         On page 61, I'm curious about the --

17   you've talked before about the strengths of

18   this cross model function approach versus the

19   2005 study.  Please explain again -- I mean,

20   this indicates there is a relationship between

21   the amount of funding put in and -- and money

22   and the results you get.

23         Could you elaborate on that?

24             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

25   question.
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 1         I presume you mean by the results you get

 2   the academic and graduation outcomes for the

 3   students; is -- is that correct?

 4             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  Okay.  Table

 5   17, yes.

 6             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Right.  But what

 7   you're -- what -- pardon me.  But what you want

 8   me to articulate is why this model shows a

 9   linkage between academic outcomes --

10             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  Exactly.

11             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  -- and cost?

12             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  Yes.

13             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Okay.  And so the

14   idea of any regression analysis, of which this

15   is an example, is one is trying to use the data

16   to best predict the level of spending that

17   occurs based on the level of student

18   performance, the demographic characteristics of

19   the students, the geographic cost drivers for

20   their school district, size of the school

21   district, these kinds of things.

22         So what one does is identifies a series

23   of weights or coefficient estimates that best

24   trace out the relationship between spending and

25   the determinants of spending.  And in this
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 1   model, in the first two rows, are articulated

 2   the relation -- the estimated relationship or

 3   the best available relationship between

 4   outcomes and spending.  And what we did find

 5   was a strong, statistically significant and

 6   positive relationship between the level of

 7   student performance on the conditional NCE

 8   score and cost such that a -- a 1 percentage

 9   point increase in the conditional NCE scores

10   associated with about an 85 percent increase in

11   cost.

12         And so a 1 percentage point increase in

13   the graduation rate is associated with between

14   a 1.2 and a 1.7 percent increase in cost

15   depending on whether you're talking about kids

16   in high school grades or lower grades, on

17   average, ball park, 1.5.  So what we did find

18   was a strong, statistically significant and

19   positive relationship between out --

20   educational outcomes and expenditures once one

21   controls for efficiency, as was done in our

22   statistical model.

23             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  Thank you.

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Any other

25   questions from the committee?  Yes, Senator
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 1   Bollier.

 2            SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you.

 3         As long as we're on page 61 and 62, at

 4   the bottom of page 62 there is a missing

 5   number.  Right now it says, "XX."  It's in the

 6   third sentence down on page 62 at the bottom,

 7   and I think there's supposed to be a number

 8   there.

 9             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  There -- there most

10   definitely is supposed to be a number.  Thank

11   you very much for that.  If the committee will

12   permit -- I'm not doing math in public, so I

13   will -- I will calculate that and provide it to

14   the body.

15             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I think we're

16   ready to move on to the next portion on the

17   PowerPoint.

18             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  So our cost

19   function analysis as articulated, in response

20   to Representative Lusk, looks at the observed

21   relationship between the spending that occurs

22   in the school districts and schools, the

23   outcomes that are accomplished and the cost

24   drivers that could modify that relationship, in

25   particular the size of the school district,
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 1   labor costs.

 2         One thing that's been particularly

 3   important in Kansas is the population density

 4   of the area.  One of the factors that seems to

 5   be particularly important here is that you are

 6   in some sense forced into -- into building

 7   sizes that are not as -- not cost minimizing by

 8   virtue of the fact that you have to have a

 9   reasonable amount of distance between the

10   school buildings; that if you were to be

11   operating in a densely populated area like in

12   Wichita or Kansas City, one can get to school

13   buildings that are the cost effective size.

14   One can have 22 Algebra 1 students and -- in a

15   classroom and be able to therefore use your

16   teaching resources as -- as efficiently as

17   possible.

18         If you are in a much less densely

19   populated part of the state you might not have

20   22 Algebra 1 students in a -- a district or in

21   a high school to be served.  You're going to

22   have to have a much more labor intensive

23   delivery mechanism for education in sparsely

24   populated parts of the state because you can't

25   put the kids on the bus for two hours to -- to
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 1   bring them in to try to get to a -- a cost

 2   effective size school.  You're going to have to

 3   operate a school that is smaller than would be

 4   cost minimizing, and that's a major driver of

 5   cost in the state of Kansas.  So we built the

 6   model to accommodate all of these factors that

 7   drive differences in cost.

 8         One of the other factors that we built

 9   into the model was a recognition that sometimes

10   spending exceeds that which can be explained

11   and, to the extent that spending exceeds that

12   which can be explained, there are three ways

13   that can happen.  One way is that a school

14   district is attempting to -- is producing

15   performance that we don't -- we didn't have

16   eyes on, that we weren't able to -- to measure,

17   art, music, factors that are not perfectly well

18   correlated with reading, writing, arithmetic,

19   the -- the measured educational outcomes.

20         So one source of unexplained spending

21   would be outcomes that are not captured.  One

22   source of unexplained spending is that there

23   could be constraints on the school district's

24   behavior that are not being fully captured,

25   cost factors that we are unable to observe.
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 1   The third source of unexplained variation in

 2   spending is inefficiency, a lack of the

 3   utilization of best practices in the state.

 4         And so, essentially, what one sees when

 5   one looks at these inefficiency measures are

 6   that some schools and districts are spending

 7   more than you could explain, and it might very

 8   well be that they are just -- they are not

 9   using the best practices in a cost effective

10   sense that are available to other schools.  So

11   when we talk about inefficiency we're talking

12   about this amalgam of outcomes.  We're not

13   reserving cost, we're not reserving -- and just

14   straight failure to adopt best practices.

15         So, when we look at that, we typically

16   see in other states inefficiency measures in

17   the 10 to 12 percent range, although I have

18   seen studies that went substantially greater

19   than that.  When we look in Kansas what we are

20   observing is that the cost efficiency of the --

21   the Kansas school buildings is typically quite

22   high, that on average we're talking about a

23   cost efficiency of nearly 96 percent, and that

24   is remarkably good.  It suggests a -- a very

25   prudent use of the -- of resources to produce
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 1   the outcomes required by the state.  There are,

 2   however, some places where spending is

 3   substantially more than those estimates would

 4   lead you to predict, but what we did find was

 5   strong evidence of efficient practices, in

 6   general, in the state of Kansas relative to

 7   other districts.

 8         The second major finding that comes out

 9   of our analysis is to think about using the

10   cost model to predict the level of spending

11   required to meet certain performance

12   thresholds.  And in order to use the cost model

13   to make those predictions one has to designate

14   performance thresholds.  So we designated a --

15   a set of performance thresholds that, as Jason

16   described earlier, we believe to be consistent

17   with the Rose standards and the standards the

18   state has set for itself.

19         The first is Scenario A, which is

20   establishing a target of 90 percent proficiency

21   at Level 2 or better on the KAP, and Scenario

22   B, which establishes the target of 60 percent

23   efficiency for a Level 3 or better on the KAP.

24   Both Scenarios A and B use a graduation rate of

25   95 percent because that's the -- the long-run
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 1   standard of expectation.  We also present to

 2   you cost estimates at a graduation rate of 90

 3   percent, but we wanted to -- to make you aware

 4   of what we were talking about when we referred

 5   to Scenario A and Scenario B.

 6         In making these, essentially, predictions

 7   of what the cost would be necessary for a -- a

 8   school to achieve the level of performance

 9   identified, what you're going to see is there's

10   an estimate of base funding, okay, and then

11   there are adjustments to that base funding.

12   The adjustments to the base funding, there's a

13   regional cost adjustment.  Those are driven by

14   differences in labor costs and differences in

15   sparsity, and I'll tell you right now the

16   differences in sparsity dominate that

17   particular relationship.

18         There's an economies of scale adjustment

19   for differences in school district size and a

20   student needs adjustment for differences in the

21   demographic characteristics of the students.

22   If you were curious, one could turn to the back

23   of the report in Table E and see estimates of

24   these, base funding, regional cost adjustment,

25   the economies of scale adjustment, student
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 1   needs adjustment for each of the districts.

 2   And one starts with a base, multiplies by the

 3   adjustment in column 1, column 2, column 3 and

 4   gets to the maintenance.

 5         The final two pieces in Scenario B are

 6   the estimates of what it would take to raise --

 7   or how -- and essentially how much -- how high

 8   the conditional core of equivalent score would

 9   need to be to be on the path towards the

10   Scenario A and Scenario B with respect to the

11   percent passing at Level 2 and the percent

12   passing at Level 3 on the KAP.  So what we did

13   was we translated to what does the normal core

14   of equivalent score need to be to have -- to

15   have an expectation that the passing rate would

16   be 60 percent at Level 2, what does the normal

17   core of equivalent score need to be to have an

18   expectation that the passing rate would be 90

19   percent -- 90 percent at Level 2, 60 percent at

20   Level 3 on -- on the test.  So these are --

21   this is the way one uses the cost model to

22   predict cost at various levels of performance.

23         Clearly, one could also use the cost

24   model to predict costs at levels of performance

25   that we have not yet articulated.  What we
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 1   found in the estimation is that costs are

 2   substantially higher in particular for students

 3   who are eligible for free lunch.  They -- the

 4   best estimate is that the multiplicative weight

 5   is 1.98, which would translate into a -- an

 6   additional student rate of about .98.  That --

 7   or, excuse me, .89.  So that is to say that the

 8   -- the cost of serving an economically

 9   disadvantaged student is about 80 -- about 90

10   percent higher than the cost of serving a

11   student who is not receiving the free lunch,

12   according to the systematic relationships

13   identified in the cost model.

14         Similarly, the English language learner

15   students, we're talking about the weight of

16   1.22, and that is going to be a relationship

17   that we identified as becoming smaller as the

18   fraction of English language learners in the

19   school increased.  And that's actually

20   something that makes a lot of sense to me in

21   thinking about how one serves English language

22   learners when they are but a small fraction of

23   the student body compared to how one can serve

24   that same population when they're a relatively

25   large fraction of the student body.  When
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 1   English language learners are a small fraction

 2   of the students you're going to have to serve

 3   them even through some sort of pullout program

 4   that provides them with ESL or bilingual

 5   instruction or you're going to want to place

 6   them into a bilingual classroom where you have

 7   a small number of students and a teacher, which

 8   is a very labor intensive way to bring services

 9   to English language learners.

10         As the number of English language

11   learners tends to increase, if you're going to

12   be delivering services in a bilingual

13   classroom, then what you -- you are in a

14   situation where you are able to get to a more

15   cost effective size classroom and you can have

16   a bilingual education classroom of 18 instead

17   of a bilingual education classroom with 9, for

18   example, in a particular --

19          And so it's much more -- it's much less

20   expensive to operate once you get to,

21   essentially, critical mass with respect to the

22   -- the number of English language learners in

23   the school, but there is a critical mass

24   phenomenon going on here, and that's one of the

25   things the model represents.  Okay.
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 1         And there's a scatter plot, that the

 2   student need weight distribution by district

 3   enrollment I shared with you, only to

 4   illustrate that student need is not a function

 5   of district size, that what's going on here is

 6   not that big districts are the districts where

 7   the kids have need.  There are large districts

 8   where that's true.  There's also large

 9   districts where the student demographics do not

10   drive cost, particularly.  There are small

11   districts with very -- with student pop -- that

12   have fractions of populations that are

13   expensive to serve and there are small

14   districts where the fraction of student

15   population is -- has relatively limited needs

16   for -- for those particular students.

17         This is a map of the -- another of the

18   cost drivers in Kansas.  This is the teacher

19   salary index.  I'd like to talk really briefly

20   about how this was estimated, which is to look

21   at the observed relationship between the -- the

22   salaries of Kansas teachers and the demographic

23   characteristics of those teachers.  If you're

24   interested in the nitty-gritty details, they'll

25   be presented to you in Appendix B but,
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 1   basically, that's articulated in a relationship

 2   between what the district is paying for their

 3   teachers and the demographic characteristics of

 4   the teachers they are hiring and then the

 5   factors outside of school district control that

 6   can lead to variation in the salaries that they

 7   need to pay, so basically following a typical

 8   labor model to estimate the -- the -- the wage

 9   that each school district in Kansas would need

10   to pay to be able to hire a teacher with ten

11   years of experience and a master's degree and

12   then asking how that predicted salary for a

13   person with ten years of experience and a

14   master's degree differs from district to

15   district throughout the state based on things

16   like the prevailing wage for people who are not

17   educators but do have a college degree, the

18   unemployment rate in the community, the

19   distance from a metropolitan area or a

20   micropolitan area in relation to geographic

21   remoteness.

22         I should note that our teacher's salary

23   is probably best characterized as a salary and

24   benefit index, which basically means what we're

25   trying to do is -- and what we're doing with
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 1   this model is mapping out the prediction of

 2   what each district would have to pay to hire

 3   exactly the same person -- or the same set of

 4   qualifications and characteristics in each of

 5   the various districts, which you'll see is a

 6   dark green in the metropolitan areas, which

 7   makes a lot of sense, but also some -- some

 8   dark green going on in southwest Kansas, which

 9   I had real trouble explaining until we overlaid

10   an oil and gas map on the same areas and saw

11   that what we have here is a lot of what's going

12   on with -- with very recent fracking activity,

13   that things have -- things have changed a bit

14   since I lived in Kansas, but that it's

15   definitely reflective of some of what's going

16   on in those labor markets where school

17   districts risk losing their personnel to the

18   higher-paying, local occupations related to

19   fracking, also the influx of people related to

20   oil and gas extraction driving up the cost of

21   living or the wages for other folks in those

22   particular locations.

23         Okay.  I should also note the literature

24   has suggested that it's very costly to operate

25   schools with less than about 300 students per
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 1   school, and a whole lot of the schools in

 2   Kansas are like that, that many of the -- and

 3   for reasons that are outside of school district

 4   control, having to do largely with population

 5   density, and that there are some schools that

 6   are -- are larger, but most schools -- about 32

 7   percent of high schools have 200 students or

 8   fewer.  That's a -- a costly configuration for

 9   the various schools.

10         As a result, if you look at the

11   distribution of per people spending by building

12   size or with enrollment, what you'll see is

13   that the -- if you look at those buildings with

14   fewer than 150 students, that's going to be the

15   little spike out there to the right, centered

16   over about $1,200 dollars per student --

17   $12,000 per student as opposed to the more

18   tightly clustered observations you get when

19   you're operating a campus or building with

20   between 150 and 300 students or between 300 and

21   750 students.

22         So we basically used the cost estimates

23   to -- the estimated cost model to forecast the

24   amount that each -- that each building would

25   need to spend to achieve the performance and
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 1   then the amount which each district would need

 2   to spend to achieve the level of performance.

 3   This is a scatter plot showing you the long-run

 4   kind of cost estimates compared to the observed

 5   school district estimates.  The dark circles

 6   are going to be the 16/17 spending.  The open

 7   circles, the hollow circles, our -- our

 8   forecast of what they would need to spend to

 9   achieve the 95 percent passing rate and growth

10   from one year to the next are a normal core of

11   equivalent score of .50.  Equivalent, what we

12   were saying is these are the long-run,

13   sustaining levels of cost.

14         What you observe is a relationship with

15   school district size that has much more of a U

16   shape to it than the existing level of

17   expenditures.  So if you thought of the

18   existing level of expenditures as kind of

19   tracing out a saucer, the cost model traces out

20   a bowl, which is something a little bit higher

21   for the very smallest of districts and higher

22   for the largest of districts when -- when

23   everything is taken into account.

24         The -- the distribution of spending per

25   people by district size in 2016/17 also is
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 1   going to be telling you something about the

 2   relationship between the per people spending

 3   and the number of the districts that are

 4   spending at that level.  You get a lot less

 5   kind of variation in spending at the district

 6   level than you do at the school level because

 7   there are so many different configurations at

 8   the school level.

 9         Then we get to the -- the part that

10   everybody's been waiting for, which are the

11   aggregate cost estimates.  The -- the first

12   thing we estimate is what we call the current

13   -- what is the current levels of current

14   operating expenditures.  So this is the average

15   of our dependent variable, the level of

16   spending excluding the food, excluding

17   transportation, excluding con -- excluding all

18   of the capital outlay and construction costs.

19         Our estimate is that the level of

20   long-run maintenance would be 5,000 -- 5.103

21   billion dollars or about a 10 percent increase

22   over current levels of spending.  That would

23   not be adjusted for inflation with Scenario A.

24   To be on the path towards the performance

25   thresholds of Scenario A would require 6.4
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 1   billion dollars; to be on the path toward

 2   Scenario B, 6.7.  Okay.  These are best

 3   understood as temporary transitional funding

 4   under Scenario A and Scenario B to get to the

 5   point of a long-run scenario where the

 6   maintenance run level is required to sustain,

 7   but first you have to catch up, that there are

 8   some -- as we showed you in the previous

 9   graphics, there are some districts that are not

10   particularly close to the graduation rate

11   that's being cast out here, which is 95

12   percent, and they're not particularly close to

13   a 90 percent of the students passing at Level

14   2, which is what I think of as the closest to

15   the way that the Gannon ruling articulated the

16   standards, is to Level 2.

17         So there would need to be some additional

18   funding to bring the students, basically, up to

19   grade level and -- in some sense and then, once

20   they are at grade level, it is the maintenance

21   cost would represent the long-run cost required

22   to sustain that level of student performance.

23         There are a number of considerations that

24   need to go into this that we'd like to -- to

25   talk to you about.  The first is that we
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 1   recognize that the state doesn't fund on

 2   enrollment or really think about enrollment as

 3   the -- the metric of student performance,

 4   although that is the measure most commonly used

 5   in the -- the scholarly literature in doing

 6   cost analyses and, for that reason and other

 7   reasons, the baseline we used.

 8         But there was some question about whether

 9   or not -- how would things be different if we

10   had done the analysis based on FTE rather than

11   on student enrollment.  There's also the

12   question of what would happen if, rather than

13   using a -- a graduation threshold for cost

14   analysis or the fore -- for the cost forecast

15   of 95 percent, we would use something more like

16   90 percent in -- in looking at those numbers.

17         So we wanted to share with you how the --

18   the scenario would change if we were to use the

19   FTE enrollment rather than -- than straight

20   enrollment.  We -- we estimated the -- the cost

21   model, the -- the FTE enrollment and the

22   straight enrollment are correlated about .999,

23   so it -- statistically, there wasn't a whole

24   lot of -- of change that would occur here.

25         And, if you see in the estimates, what
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 1   we're seeing is if you were to have a analysis

 2   on the basis of FTE, the maintenance cost would

 3   be 5.12 billion as opposed to the 5.103 billion

 4   that we estimate using district enrollment.  So

 5   I think the -- the big takeaway of this

 6   particular supplemental analysis is that FTE or

 7   district enrollment is not really the issue

 8   here, that either one is going to give you the

 9   same number in terms of the additional

10   resources the state's going to have required.

11         Now, it does mean that when you -- if you

12   were to choose to operationalize in any way our

13   results you would want to make a translation

14   from the enrollment-based estimates to an FTE

15   basis to be able to incorporate them into your

16   funding formula, and we can provide research

17   staff with the strategy for doing that.

18         The second is to it look at cost

19   estimates based on different graduation rates.

20   And so if you start at the 90 percent

21   graduation rate rather than 95 you're going to

22   bring the estimate of -- of maintenance down

23   substantially.  Rather than a 5.1 billion down

24   to a 4.7-billion-dollar estimate, you're going

25   to bring the Scenario A down from a 6.4 to a --
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 1   a -- a 5 point -- or 6.0, basically.  So there

 2   definitely is a sensitivity in the analysis to

 3   the -- as you would expect, to the choice of

 4   graduation rate for costing out purposes.

 5         So there would definitely be a reduction

 6   in the cost estimates associated with a 90

 7   percent graduation rate rather than a 95

 8   percent graduation rate, but the --

 9   essentially, there is about a 1.5 percent

10   increase in cost for every 1 percentage point

11   increase in the graduation rate, and that's

12   kind of the best way to be thinking about it in

13   this context.  Then -- yeah.

14             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So one of the

15   other things that we wanted to make sure that

16   we provided the body with was understanding

17   that the analysis used are the most recent year

18   of expenditure data that was available, which

19   was the 2016/17 year.  We all recognize we're

20   kind of nearing the end of 17/18 and headed

21   into 18/19, so we wanted to provide a

22   supplemental analysis that brought forward the

23   spending from -- that was observed in 16/17 to

24   the year which we're currently in as well as

25   the year in which you are headed into.
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 1         And so here's a presentation of the

 2   maintenance Scenario A and Scenario B that you

 3   can see at the very bottom applies two things.

 4   The first is an inflation factor to bring

 5   forward the funding levels from 16/17 to 18/19.

 6   We used a -- a five-year CPI average --

 7   national average to apply those increases

 8   across those years and we also -- of important

 9   note is that the assumptions for the graduation

10   rate in 16/17 were 90 and then 17/18 the same

11   at 90 and then increases to 91 percent in

12   2018/19.

13         So these are additive funding amounts.

14   So the 4.737 billion for maintenance, you would

15   add 115 million in 17/18 and then an additional

16   315 million in the subsequent year.  And

17   that's, again, looking at the -- those two

18   factors of inflation as well as the change

19   between '17 and '18 and 18/19 from 90 to 91

20   percent.

21         The other thing that I'll mention and

22   also just recognize for the -- for the body is

23   that we are aware that on the SB19 there was an

24   investment that the legislature made in the

25   K-12 system, and to some degree you can account
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 1   for it.  The figures that we have are 194

 2   million in ongoing funding starting the 17/18

 3   year plus another 97 million in -- starting in

 4   FY19 and ongoing.  And so that cumulative over

 5   -- over the two years is that 485 million,

 6   again, which could be contributing or

 7   supporting the initial investment that we're

 8   describing here.

 9         So to bring us to the -- near the end of

10   the presentation, one of the things that the

11   study team really looked at was in considering

12   -- was thinking about the kind of phase-in of

13   these funding increases.  And clearly, I think,

14   everybody can acknowledge that these cost

15   estimates are large and that we can also

16   recognize that -- and this was a -- a surprise

17   to Lori and I.  The Kansas schools are already

18   highly efficient in their use of spending.

19         Kansas schools are operating at levels

20   that we have not seen anywhere else in the

21   country and, as Lori explained, there could be

22   some -- there could be some considerations of

23   that maybe in pockets but, clearly, Kansas

24   schools are using dollars well given what they

25   are tasked to do with it.  And so the state
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 1   might consider ensuring how do you help to

 2   maintain their level of efficiency as you would

 3   -- as you invest in additional resources.

 4         And what we can also observe is that when

 5   you have seen states make very large

 6   investments of dollars, it's perhaps prudent to

 7   think about that being extended into some type

 8   of phase-in period, and there's a couple of

 9   reasons for this.  The first and probably the

10   most important is for leaders of your schools

11   and districts to take the time to plan how they

12   would use that money.

13         Every year governmental agencies go

14   through a planning process.  They think about

15   how they want to use their resources and to

16   what set of outcomes or desires they want to

17   address those resources to get to that outcome.

18   And making overly large investments of these

19   resources at once does not create an

20   opportunity for leaders in our -- in your

21   schools and districts to plan and be thoughtful

22   about how to use those resources.

23         As I was mentioning earlier, education

24   systems are extraordinarily complex and so

25   being able to understand how additional
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 1   resources can have a direct impact on the

 2   outcome takes time, it takes practice and,

 3   frankly, trial and error.  And so a phase-in

 4   period would create an opportunity for school

 5   and district leaders to identify ways in which

 6   those dollars can be used most effectively.

 7   Perhaps it is lowering class size to allow

 8   students to be pulled out for different

 9   instruction.  Perhaps it is providing a mental

10   health counselor that can provide social and

11   emotional support to students.

12         But unless local leaders and

13   practitioners have an ability to think about

14   how they might use that money, to work with one

15   another to identify how to implement it -- Lori

16   and I would -- would think that, without that

17   in place, Kansas being able to maintain its

18   level of highly efficient use of resources may

19   slip a bit.

20         And we presented this last time but

21   wanted to bring it back again.  You know, much

22   of the work of -- and discussion has been about

23   how to adequacy and equity here in the state

24   Kansas and thinking about these other

25   fundamental levers that help to support
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 1   practitioners and using dollars well and

 2   efficiently includes some of these other things

 3   around flexibility and support and transparency

 4   and accountability.

 5         So -- so, whatever level of performance

 6   the state agrees is important for ELA and math

 7   and graduation, that you're offering

 8   combinations of different policy levers that

 9   are supporting schools and districts but are

10   also holding them accountable to make sure that

11   they're making progress and that they have the

12   flexibility within various rules and

13   regulations to actually achieve those means.

14         And so one of the examples that we offer

15   in the report is just thinking around the

16   transparency and availability of data.  Kansas

17   has been nationally recognized for their

18   internal data systems by the Data Quality

19   Campaign out of DC.  And one of the things that

20   we can -- we can observe is that, with so many

21   small school systems thinking about the use of

22   data and how it helps to inform instruction may

23   be a challenge for these schools in that -- you

24   know, for some of the schools and districts

25   that we work with across the country, when they
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 1   have student enrollment levels at 200 or 250

 2   your superintendent is also the bus driver and

 3   janitor and -- they're playing so many

 4   different roles and so how might you consider,

 5   as a state, how to take advantage of scale to

 6   support those smaller school systems that might

 7   give them some insights or a direction to start

 8   a conversation about how to continually improve

 9   achievement in the classroom.

10         And Data Central, which we drew some of

11   our date from for this study here, is a good

12   place to start.  And, you know, KSD has done a

13   nice job of putting together those data sets,

14   offering some insight into how Kansas schools

15   operate today on a variety of different levels,

16   and it might be useful to think about ways in

17   which that system can be enhanced.  You know,

18   one example that we look to nationally is Texas

19   smart schools, that starts to look at the

20   interaction between these various data sets

21   that help practitioners to more finely tune and

22   understand how they make decisions going

23   forward.

24         The last thing that I'll mention, and

25   then we'll close our presentation, is thinking
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 1   about the combination of support and

 2   accountability strategies.  So the legislative

 3   post audit that you have here in the State of

 4   Kansas does a series of reviews every year, and

 5   they're directed from various bodies.  And we

 6   took a pretty good look at about a dozen or so

 7   of those studies and came up with a couple of

 8   insights that we think might be helpful as you

 9   think about the additional resources that you

10   invest here in the State of Kansas.

11         The first and foremost, that the

12   analytical and comparative techniques that LPA

13   uses are actually pretty good in that they

14   might have some applicability in other

15   environments and forums.  Like, for example, if

16   you're getting a set of superintendents

17   together and they're discussing how they want

18   to break the -- the nut around early literacy

19   that they're struggling with, what are some of

20   the comparative and analytical techniques that

21   can be adopted into those scenarios to help

22   drive those conversations.

23         The second is that some of the -- the

24   insights that are reached in the -- in the

25   reports themselves, although mostly oriented
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 1   towards compliance with the law, and we fully

 2   recognize that that was the mission and outset

 3   of LPA, surfaces matters of process, culture

 4   and performance that are really important for

 5   organizations to consider.

 6         The law is guaranteeing a minimum level

 7   of compliance but as school systems,

 8   practitioners aspire to provide students with a

 9   level of performance that well exceeds that

10   minimum level of performance, and some of the

11   ways in which the LPA studies have commented on

12   issues of process, culture and performance in

13   schools could actually be very insightful for

14   practitioners to think about and use.

15         And there's a discussion section at the

16   end of each of the reports that is the --

17   basically, the response by the district on what

18   plan they're going to put into place but

19   thinking about how do you get beyond just the

20   response and how do you get the district to

21   engage in both implementing those practices,

22   but also sharing with others is something that

23   we think would be very beneficial as you

24   consider the additional investment of resources

25   here in Kansas.
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 1         So, with that, I just wanted to thank the

 2   -- the committee for your time, and we'll take

 3   any additional questions that you might have.

 4             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I have first down

 5   Representative Landwehr followed by Johnson and

 6   Trimmer.

 7             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Thank you,

 8   Madam Chair.

 9         You've provided several spending

10   scenarios, but each is a single number that

11   includes state, federal and local funding, but

12   we currently don't mandate specific local

13   funding level and the legislature has no

14   control over those -- those levels.

15         So do you have any thoughts on how any

16   funding increases should be divided between the

17   state, federal and the local?

18             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

19   question.

20         I think it's -- it's very important

21   whenever one does these kinds of cost analyses

22   that one combines all of the resources of -- of

23   funds, to look at the federal, the state and

24   the local, because they -- that is the -- the

25   best estimate of the resources being brought to
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 1   bear for those specific children.

 2         As to how responsibility for coming up

 3   with those resources should be divided between

 4   federal, state and local, federal law would

 5   hold that you cannot supplant federal resources

 6   in the sense that because the federal money is

 7   there the state cuts back.  So you really have

 8   to focus on the dimension between state and

 9   local and the division between state and local,

10   and that is very much a -- an issue of state

11   policy and not something that I want to -- that

12   I have the expertise to really advise you on.

13   I would point out, however, that there -- it

14   would be an issue of equity concerns if one

15   were to assign a certain level of resourcing to

16   the local level and the local level be unable

17   to -- to generate such a source of resources.

18             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  And, just a

19   little follow-up to that, so then do you have

20   any thoughts on the merits of providing all

21   adequate funding through the state instead of

22   relying on local option budgets?

23             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  My read of the

24   literature on school finance equity and

25   adequacy suggests that the -- the requirements
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 1   of equity would seem to require state funding

 2   for what we call a foundational level of

 3   spending or regular instruction, but it would

 4   be relatively up to local discretion with

 5   respect to enrichment, and it's a state's call

 6   where that line between regular instruction and

 7   enrichment might happen to be.

 8         When I was in high school anything about

 9   computers was clearly enrichment activity.

10   Nowadays my kids were getting it in their

11   public school in the 3rd grade, so it has

12   become an essential element of regular

13   instruction, so -- but the -- the typical

14   school funding model that is analyzed in the

15   literature is one that makes the distinction

16   between enrichment and foundation and obligates

17   the state on the foundation side.

18             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Thank you.

19             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

20   Johnson.

21             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you,

22   Madam Chair.  I do have a few questions.  Is it

23   okay to go through --

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  It is.

25             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.
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 1         I'll start with one that folks might

 2   expect me to ask you.  You mentioned KPERS and

 3   pensions being included.  Is that the full

 4   payment that's included or -- or what is in the

 5   number?

 6             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So the dollars

 7   that we included in the -- the spending

 8   estimates would include those contributions

 9   that are made by the school districts on behalf

10   of employees.  So that's captured in your

11   benefit line items.  There was also -- we also

12   recognize that there was a separate fund that

13   looks like it was passed through.  Basically,

14   the state provided dollars to the district,

15   those districts then, basically a day later,

16   would transfer it to the pension retirement

17   system on behalf of the districts.  All that

18   spending was included.

19             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  So all of

20   that spending is included.

21             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Anything that ran

22   through the districts.

23             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Say again?

24             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Anything that ran

25   through the districts was included.  If it
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 1   shows up on the fund function and object

 2   expenditure reports of the districts we would

 3   have included it as current operating

 4   expenditures.  If it's something that the state

 5   makes direct contributions to the retirement

 6   system, we would not count that.

 7             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  So something

 8   like a bond payment wouldn't be in, but

 9   anything that went through the district would

10   be?

11             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  If it went through

12   the district and its current operating

13   expenditures.  Most bond payments are for --

14   for capital improvements and not part of

15   current operating.

16             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Certainly,

17   we have a other issues there which aren't worth

18   belaboring.  On the pension payment, then, as

19   we currently work through what we hope is a

20   temporary rather than permanent unfunded

21   liability, there may be a

22   4-to-5-hundred-million payment going towards

23   that unfunded liability currently through there

24   that we would be projecting we would grow,

25   along with the other spending that we do, then?
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 1             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  My apologies.

 2   Could you rephrase what is -- what you see as

 3   the source of the unfunded liability?

 4             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  So --

 5             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Is it the pension?

 6   I mean, are you talking about an unfunded

 7   pension liability?

 8             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Right,

 9   right.  So our total payment includes the

10   majority towards the unfunded liability and

11   some towards the normal cost of what goes to

12   current benefit, but each is run through the

13   school districts to their share, et cetera, to

14   try and get there.

15         So I was just trying to get a sense if,

16   then, we were calculating that as a fraction of

17   the total cost that I would then bring forward

18   and -- and potentially increase to meet the --

19   the needs that are there, just to get a handle

20   on how that rather large variable might impact.

21             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yeah, and -- and,

22   definitely, when we did the analysis, the

23   expenditures that are reported by the districts

24   that are not fund transfers --

25             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Right.
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 1             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  -- would be

 2   included in our estimate of cost that we used

 3   for the cost analysis.

 4             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Certainly,

 5   you have a lot of data to get through quickly,

 6   but that may be a variable that we'd want to

 7   look at a little further to try and drive to

 8   the detail of cost and ongoing cost as we go

 9   forward.  And I've been trying to learn more on

10   the cost function analysis and understand

11   everything that's there and how that works and

12   -- well, I know there's nothing that is a

13   perfect and predictable result and what is

14   useful as -- as we get that standard error of

15   estimate.  And I get the linear results as I

16   change an assumption, but I'm also interested

17   if there's anything that helps define the range

18   of outcomes.

19         If I spend $1,000 dollars more per

20   student, what -- what range of outcome in

21   student achievement would I expect and how do I

22   better define that -- that standard error of

23   estimate?

24             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I -- thank you for

25   the question.  I think I have a new research
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 1   project.

 2        I have never seen somebody really try and

 3   go that direction, from the -- the additional

 4   $1,000 per people back to the outcome measures.

 5   I know one could make certain assumptions and

 6   reverse engineer it, but there are a lot of

 7   possible pathways.  One could go back --

 8   assuming that the graduation rate does not

 9   change, but the academic performance does, one

10   can go back assuming some sort of pro rata

11   between the two.  So I've never seen anybody

12   able to do that but would be kind of intrigued

13   by the possibility.

14             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.

15   And if I may continue.

16             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  You may.  I have

17   six others behind you.

18             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  So hurry up.

19   Okay.  Thank you.

20             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  One more.  I'm

21   sure they have the questions that you are

22   wanting to ask.

23             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Yes.  Well,

24   let -- I'll go to -- are there other states

25   that are funding at 95 percent?
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 1             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  That focus on

 2   graduation rates?

 3             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Right.

 4             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Quite frankly, most

 5   of the cost analyses that I have seen have not

 6   articulated a graduation rate because they seem

 7   to always find that when the graduation goes

 8   up, spending goes down because the locations

 9   where the graduation rate is low have a dropout

10   problem, as students that tend to drop out are

11   from the lower tail of the academic

12   performance, that the students who anticipate

13   that they will not be passing the standardized

14   tests, that may not be passing the grades.  So

15   we take this very costly-to-serve population

16   out of the high school, performance spending

17   goes down and graduation rate goes up, and that

18   kind of perverse structure has made it much

19   more rare that researchers have looked at

20   graduation rates.

21         I've done work on graduation rates

22   looking at alternative education programs in --

23   in Texas with charter schools and traditional

24   public schools and in that context, where we're

25   looking at alternative education populations,
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 1   you would not want to think about a 95 percent

 2   graduate rate because these are dropout

 3   recovery programs, by and large, in the state.

 4         When the LPA study was conducted by

 5   Duncombe and Yinger for the State of Kansas

 6   they -- they costed out a 75 percent graduation

 7   rate and yet their base estimate, if you will,

 8   adjusted forward for inflation is about $5,000

 9   per kid.  Specifically, $5,232 per kid would be

10   their base estimate just brought forward, and

11   our base cost estimate is more in the

12   neighborhood of about $3,700 per pupil.

13             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.

14   Thank you, Madam Chair.  If I could be added to

15   the bottom of the list.

16             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I'll put you --

17   I've got you down there.  So, at this time,

18   Representative Trimmer.

19             REPRESENTATIVE TRIMMER:  Thank you,

20   Madam, Chair.

21         I have two requests.  One, could we get a

22   copy of those last two tables that were,

23   basically, kind of addendums to the overall

24   cost numbers that you gave us, because we

25   didn't find those in the report.
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 1             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yes, sir.  Those

 2   were addenda that were based on the questions

 3   that you all asked on Friday.  We thought it

 4   would be appropriate to be prepared to respond

 5   and we'd be very pleased to share with you the

 6   slide deck.

 7             REPRESENTATIVE TRIMMER:  Okay.  So a

 8   request before I get to my question, and I'll

 9   make it fast.

10         What you talked about with legislative

11   post audit, as a member of that committee,

12   would there be a way to get a draft statement

13   of what the post audit might include in

14   addition to what they already knew that you

15   suggested when it came to, you know, for

16   instance, superintendents talking about, you

17   know, how they would get together and deal with

18   something that -- talking about how to make

19   that a more efficient process, the things you

20   talked about there?  Could we get some kind of

21   a -- an idea that we could give to post audits

22   so we could take a look at that?

23             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Yeah, we're happy

24   to present.

25             REPRESENTATIVE TRIMMER:  Okay.  And,
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 1   finally, did you all use any -- I know there

 2   are different methodologies.  Did you -- you

 3   did your research independent of the

 4   legislative post audit Augenblick and Myers,

 5   basically using your own formula.  It didn't

 6   use a lot of the data from those studies.

 7   Okay.  I just --

 8             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  No, sir.  Thank

 9   you.

10         The -- the data for those studies was the

11   vintage of 2002, 2004, 2005, and our focus of

12   our analysis is the period of 15/16 and 16/17.

13             REPRESENTATIVE TRIMMER:  All right.

14   Thank you.

15             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Pettey.

16             SENATOR PETTEY:  Thank you.

17         You had mentioned about phasing in

18   funding.  You gave some reasons why.  Is there

19   a time frame that you're referring to for a

20   phase-in?

21             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

22   question.

23         My best judgment with respect to things

24   is that I think that some of the goals set

25   forth in the -- the ESSA plan but also some of
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 1   the expectations of the court in terms of the

 2   Montoy decisions are very aggressive with

 3   respect to timeline.  I don't think that the

 4   school districts could fully absorb and

 5   efficiently utilize a big influx of funds

 6   without a lot of support.  So my recommendation

 7   would be to not try to get there in -- in five

 8   or ten years but to push it to a -- a longer

 9   time frame for these particular items.

10             MR. JASON WILLIS:  The other thing

11   that I would say that, in states that we've

12   seen kind of making these commitments to their

13   public schools, it is a commitment.  So school

14   districts would need to be able to expect this

15   level of investment on an ongoing basis, and

16   some states have crafted school finance

17   formulas that basically create that kind of

18   schedule of investment.  Obviously, things

19   happen within states, but having that level of

20   expectation of knowing what's coming in the

21   future really helps districts to think about

22   and plan better for the future.

23             SENATOR PETTEY:  That kind of -- you

24   had actually answered what I was going to ask

25   next, and that was about best performance, if
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 1   there's reliability in funding, and so you

 2   spoke to that over time.

 3         The last thing is that you talked about

 4   economy of scale, and yet you did say earlier

 5   in your presentation that our co-ops presented

 6   some sort of -- presented a little bit of

 7   difficulty, but don't co-ops express an economy

 8   of scale?

 9             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

10   question.

11         It's totally -- the idea of a co-op is a

12   -- a wonderful mechanism by which a -- a number

13   of small districts can achieve economies of

14   scale in sharing the resources that make them

15   more cost effective.  In fact, the heavy

16   reliance on the interlocals and cooperatives

17   may be part of why Kansas is able to be so very

18   efficient.  The challenge is purely one of

19   appropriate attributing to the districts these

20   spending by the co-ops.  And the -- the source

21   of that particular challenge is that sometimes,

22   as I understand the data, there are funds from,

23   say, federal sources that go straight to the

24   co-op rather than through the districts such

25   that the reported outlays on behalf of the
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 1   cooperative exceed the transfers of the members

 2   into the cooperative, so it's important to

 3   account for the expenditures of the cooperative

 4   rather than the spending into the cooperative

 5   by the districts.

 6         So what we did was we shared out the

 7   cooperative spending to the member districts

 8   according to their share of special education

 9   students, since this was a special education

10   cooperative.  That's imperfect but it's, in my

11   professional opinion, a more honest and

12   accurate way of reflecting what resources are

13   being brought to bear on the kids than would be

14   to ignore that particular piece of funding.

15             SENATOR PETTEY:  Thank you.

16             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

17   Rooker.

18             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you,

19   Madam Chair.  A couple different topics I'll

20   try and briefly articulate.

21         On clarification, when you talk about the

22   LPA studies that you looked at, we had --

23   there's a couple different schedules of studies

24   that are -- that have been conducted in the

25   past.  There were annual studies done of small,
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 1   medium, large districts and then there were

 2   other studies over that time frame that were

 3   specific topics.  Which -- are you talking

 4   about all of it or something specific?

 5             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Yeah, we -- we

 6   just had staff pull a random sample, basically,

 7   over the last five years and then had staff

 8   kind of read through them and look for some of

 9   the kind of emerging themes.  It -- it wasn't

10   specific to the results of LPA, but in the --

11   in the body of the report we talk specifically

12   around how we think some of the things that --

13   that LPA is doing in reference to work with the

14   district has some significant benefit as that

15   is -- as that could be shared with other

16   districts, and then what are the vehicles in

17   which to share and work on those kinds of

18   practices.

19             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you.

20         Have you -- have you accounted -- in your

21   -- your cost estimate have you accounted for

22   inflation over a long-term phase-in?

23             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  The -- the analysis

24   fully accounts for inflation over the -- the

25   period of time that we analyzed, and the -- the
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 1   supplemental slides specifically account for

 2   inflation, but the numbers in the printed

 3   report are in 2016/17 dollars.

 4             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Dollars.  So

 5   we have -- in some of the legislation we've

 6   enacted we have used CPI -- the Midwest CPI as

 7   a factor.  Would that be a --

 8             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  It would be

 9   crucially important to incorporate something

10   related to the Consumer Price Index, and the

11   Midwest CPI seems like a very reasonable

12   strategy to use for Kansas, but it -- I used to

13   work with the Federal Reserve System.  So we're

14   very much totally into the whole inflation

15   measurement thing, and it's important to

16   recognize that these are estimates of real

17   resources and that, as the prices change over

18   time, one would need to also change the -- the

19   dollar estimates.

20             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Madam Chair,

21   if I may, my colleagues' questions about KPERS

22   raised -- I need to clarify what that

23   discussion was about.

24         So there -- obviously, with current

25   school district employees there is a cost to
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 1   their benefit package that would include their

 2   pension contributions, but I think what my

 3   colleague was alluding to is the state is

 4   making additional payments to get caught up on,

 5   you know, a long-term, unfunded liability and

 6   we have an escalated schedule on payments.  On

 7   top of that, as was mentioned, the pension, the

 8   KPERS, is a -- a very brief pass-through on the

 9   school district books, so I -- I'm not sure I

10   understood in your answer what it is you are

11   and are not accounting for in this with regard

12   to the KPERS piece.

13             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

14   question.

15         The cost estimates that they -- we used

16   excluded specific functions of school districts

17   like construction and food service and

18   transportation.  It excluded a few specific

19   funds like the food service funds and we

20   excluded a -- a couple of objects, but

21   otherwise everything that shows up on the books

22   as reported expenditures of the districts that

23   is not simply a fund transfer would be

24   included.  And I am not -- basically, as I

25   understood the fund transfers, they were within
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 1   district transfers of funds from one pocket to

 2   the next.

 3             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Well, we

 4   actually, I think, have a system where the

 5   KPERS payment comes out of the state general

 6   fund, lands in the school district account and

 7   then is almost immediately transferred into the

 8   KPERS system and it's that much larger payment,

 9   it's not just for today's school district

10   employees.

11             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Yes.  So the -- so

12   on page 95 of the report -- this is Appendix

13   C -- we lay out by fund, function and object,

14   although funds, functions or objects that were

15   either included or excluded.  You can see there

16   on the bottom where the -- sorry, near the

17   bottom of page 95 that the KPERS special

18   retirement contribution is --

19             SENATOR ROOKER:  Is included.  So I

20   -- I don't know if there's any deeper analysis

21   that might be done in terms of how we tag that

22   KPERS burden.

23         Is it appropriate to be cleaning up 20

24   years of an unfunded liability and tagging it

25   as today's per pupil cost?  Is that appropriate
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 1   because it is being paid for today?  I guess...

 2             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So you can treat

 3   it several ways, and states do this differently

 4   depending on if it's a liability of the school

 5   district.  In some states what a state will do

 6   is kind of provide dollars in the funding

 7   formula but will give the obligation for the

 8   districts to make the payments on behalf of

 9   those current and future -- I'm sorry,

10   previous, current and future employees with

11   those funding formula increases.

12         There are other states that will make

13   contributions directly to the retirement system

14   and say, you know, we're going to leave that

15   outside of the -- the work of key total

16   systems.  But generally what we see with

17   pension programs across the country is there is

18   some share of that burden between local and

19   state agencies to pay for prior, current and

20   future employees, but it's up to the discretion

21   of the state to decide that.

22             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Okay.  Thank

23   you very much.

24             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  And -- and, if I

25   might point out, we -- we have a visibility on
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 1   the expenditures, not a visibility on the

 2   revenue stream that generated the funding.

 3             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

 4   Aurand.

 5             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Thank you,

 6   Madam Chair.

 7         A couple of real quick items.  One,

 8   specifically with regard to economies of scale

 9   and on their Appendix E, handily, Abilene is

10   .1, to start the list.  As I understand

11   economies of scale, you know, typically, as we

12   grow to look and fill the rooms and everything

13   we get there, which makes sense, but I -- I

14   don't quite understand how it reverts and goes

15   backwards, then, quite so much.

16         When I look at Blue Valley, which a lot

17   of us look at as a large suburban school, it's

18   1.97, and I'm struggling to see that that also

19   equates to Western Plains with 107 students.

20   So I'm struggling to see how on economies of

21   scale a district with 22,000, with very limited

22   poverty, equates to a district that is so small

23   as to keep any class -- have any full class at

24   all.

25         How do those both get to the 1.97, and
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 1   what is it about economies of scale?  I don't

 2   understand that the large schools revert back

 3   to being very poor.

 4             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you for the

 5   question.

 6         What the estimated relationship between

 7   the school district enrollment and cost is

 8   basically a U-shaped relationship.  This has

 9   been found in almost every study that has been

10   done across the country, is that there's kind

11   of a cost-minimizing point and then costs

12   continue to rise due to cost associated with

13   largeness that are not otherwise captured in

14   the model.

15         The -- in fact, one of the criticisms of

16   some -- of the work in Texas has been that we

17   failed to find the U shape relationship

18   everybody else was -- was finding, that this

19   kind -- this has to do with -- in Texas, with

20   this -- the really big districts being really,

21   really big.  But the -- the fact remains is

22   that the best fit to the spending patterns in

23   Kansas is its costs -- costs fall as you get

24   bigger until you get to about 1,600 and then

25   costs start to rise again.  One could think of
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 1   those as costs associated with the large

 2   districts also having additional sources of

 3   cost.  One could also associate it with some

 4   sources of the challenges of administering

 5   larger units.  Jason, do you want --

 6             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So just to -- in

 7   like very practical experience, the three

 8   districts that I served as the chief financial

 9   officer in were all over 25,000 students.  So

10   the district you're referencing with Blue

11   Valley, the ones that Lori is talking about,

12   part of the practical experience of working in

13   such large systems is the communication that

14   you have to do to get a -- a message, a

15   directive, a strategy from one place of the

16   organization to another.  That's very different

17   than if I was working in a district of 1,600

18   kids in which decisionmaking might be my sole

19   discretion or it might be one other person.

20   And those are kind of represented in costs

21   associated with operating larger systems versus

22   the smaller system, what we kind of -- what you

23   see borne out in the research itself.

24             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  I guess I

25   understood the U-shaped summary and I would
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 1   have thought some of that would have been

 2   picked up on large districts, that kind of open

 3   area of maybe the cost.  You also have that on

 4   the regional price index, some of that cost of

 5   large urban areas.

 6         But, specifically to this size, have you

 7   ever seen -- does that make any, I guess, sense

 8   in the terms of it would be so bad with what

 9   you've discussed that it would have reverted

10   back to a school the size of 100 that would

11   have absolutely no ability to have any sort of

12   efficiencies?

13             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  In a survey of the

14   literature that -- that was conducted a few

15   years back they looked at the relationship

16   between economies of scale and costs for a

17   variety of districts and reached the conclusion

18   that costs are minimized in the 2,000 -- kind

19   of nationwide.  In lots and lots of studies

20   costs are minimized in about the 2,000 to 4,000

21   enrollment range and increased sharply on

22   either end of that.  So 1,600 being the cost

23   minimizing size in Kansas does not -- it is

24   very much consistent with the estimates that

25   have been found in other states, especially
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 1   other rural states.

 2             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  All right.

 3   Thank you, Madam Chair.

 4             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Denning.

 5             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

 6   Thank you -- thank you, Madam Chair.

 7         Circling back around on Representative

 8   Aurand's question, I've also noticed that you

 9   schedule in the LPA Duncombe and Yinger cost

10   function study.  They also recognized it.  But

11   your -- your study has a 97 percent index.

12   Their study had less an 3 percent index.  All

13   the literature that I was able to review was

14   all around their 3 percent index.  Nothing came

15   even close to the 97 percent that you're using

16   for the big schools, which basically doubles

17   the base value.

18         So what logic are you using that Duncombe

19   and Yinger did not use in their cost function?

20             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Duncombe and --

21   thank you for the question.

22         Duncombe and Yinger looked at differences

23   in the relationship between size categories for

24   school districts and cost, and the largest size

25   category in their analysis was 5,000 students
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 1   -- school districts with 5,000 students or

 2   fewer.  So they did not allow for any

 3   difference in cost between a 5,000 school --

 4   5,000-student district and a 20,000-student

 5   district.  Our analysis, if -- if that were in

 6   fact the pattern in Kansas, then that would

 7   have been the pattern that we detected.

 8         What we observe is that as this size was

 9   continuing to grow, costs were going back up.

10   So the primary driver of the difference between

11   the two models is that the Duncombe and Yinger

12   model did not allow for any increase in costs

13   associated with bigger districts.

14             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  It

15   just seems like a big discrepancy.  It's over a

16   billion dollars in your analysis if you compare

17   it to Duncombe and Yinger's analysis.  You come

18   up with an extra billion dollars to the big

19   schools in your formula.  I just think that's

20   noteworthy.

21         The second thing I wanted to ask you

22   about is going back to Appendix E, starting on

23   page 117, and I'm looking at the regional

24   index.  And, again, I'm -- it doesn't -- I'm

25   not following the logic here.  And we'll use
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 1   two schools in specific.  Blue Valley has a

 2   regional index of 1.15 and Beloit has a

 3   regional index of 1.77.  Blue Valley is on the

 4   eastern side of the state and Beloit is not.

 5         So how does that -- how does that sort

 6   out?

 7             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yeah, sure.  Thank

 8   you very much.

 9         The -- the issue is that the regional

10   adjustment is not purely about labor cost but

11   also about the population density, and what

12   you're observing is that the population density

13   is much lower in Beloit; therefore, the costs

14   of operating schools is much higher.  Their

15   campus -- their buildings are smaller than

16   would be cost effective and that what we

17   observed in the data is that the sparsity

18   factor, the population density factor dominates

19   the geography -- the geographic relationship.

20   And that's what you're observing there as well.

21             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  And

22   then, on that same line of thinking, when you

23   go to page 80 and you have your comparable wage

24   index map, are you -- the underlying data is

25   being calculated into this index; is that
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 1   correct?

 2             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yes, sir.

 3             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  So

 4   Wyandotte and Johnson County, the couple of two

 5   largest counties, aren't on that map.  They're

 6   inside the Missouri.

 7         So is this data excluding those?  Is that

 8   -- could that be a reason why Blue Valley is so

 9   low?  Is -- is --

10             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yeah, no.

11             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

12   Those two counties are not on that map.

13             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yes, sir, I'm

14   seeing that and, no, sir, that's not -- I don't

15   think that that's what's going on, but I will

16   find out.

17             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:

18   Yeah, I think that would be really important to

19   find out.

20         And then, just my closing remarks, you

21   know, the amount of money that you're asking us

22   to put in schools -- I know this is an academic

23   exercise and not a financial exercise, but it's

24   148 percent of 100 percent of the tax growth in

25   Kansas, so just to put that into perspective.
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 1         And then, on that same line of thinking,

 2   when you put -- when you're asking us to put

 3   400-some million dollars in to chase the 95

 4   percent graduation rate, does that have

 5   anything to do with -- with improving math and

 6   reading, that number that you gave us?  It

 7   seems like it did not.

 8             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Well, it -- it's a

 9   -- it does in the sense that it's a

10   multiplicative factor so that to achieve a

11   certain performance level in math and reading

12   with a higher graduation rate would be more

13   expensive.

14             MAJORITY LEADER SENATOR DENNING:  So,

15   just by definition, if we're chasing graduation

16   rate with that amount of money, would not --

17   would not the other assessments come up?  It

18   seems like we're double-counting.  Seems like

19   they would have to come up by definition.

20             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  The -- thank you

21   very much.

22         The methodology of regression analysis is

23   going to give you the -- the marginal costs or

24   the additional costs associated with a small

25   change in graduation rate, holding the normal
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 1   core of equivalent score constant and simply --

 2   similarly, the estimated cost of that increase

 3   in scores holding the graduation rate constant.

 4   So when one does the forecasting exercise

 5   one -- both of them simultaneously, but the

 6   estimates are independent, so no

 7   double-counting.

 8             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Bollier.

 9             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you, Madam

10   Chair.

11         I think this will come up partially from

12   that Appendix E, and a question with that base

13   number and then the next of all those

14   multipliers.  You used an assumption that it is

15   a different cost for a -- a K-through-8 versus

16   9-through-12 student.

17         So can you help me understand, then, as

18   we go back into our own funding formula, how

19   these base numbers follow that change and the

20   multipliers?

21             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you very

22   much.

23         The -- the way in which the -- the grade

24   level of a school influences cost is built into

25   the base estimates for each district.  That's
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 1   why the base is not identical from one district

 2   to the next.  It differs according to the

 3   current grade configurations of the buildings

 4   operated by that district.  We presume that if

 5   a district currently operates as a K-8 it would

 6   continue to operate as a K-8 and then a high

 7   school campus -- rather than trying to make

 8   some sort of extrapolation about how the

 9   district would change its school configuration

10   in response to policy changes, so...

11             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Hensley.

12             SENATOR HENSLEY:  I want to go back

13   to a question that I asked J.F. King on Friday.

14   If you wouldn't mind putting that previous

15   slide up that you -- you had there.

16             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Sorry, which --

17   sorry, which one?

18             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Which one?

19             SENATOR HENSLEY:  On the

20   expenditures.  That may have been the previous

21   slide, but I'm talking about the one that

22   Representative Trimmer was referring to on the

23   expenditures that you're recommending.

24             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Ah.  Okay.  There.

25   Yes, sir.
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 1             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Yeah, I believe

 2   that's it.  Actually, the -- no, I'm talking

 3   about over the three-year period of time.

 4   That's it.

 5         I'm looking at finding number 6 on page

 6   70, and it's with regard to phasing in the

 7   funding increases over a period of time.  And

 8   the other day I asked Mr. King -- you had

 9   referred to the table below and there was no

10   table.  Is this the table?

11             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yes, sir, this is

12   the table.

13             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Okay.  But on -- on

14   the -- the other day you were talking about

15   over a five-year period of time.  This differs

16   from that inasmuch as it's over a three-year

17   period of time.

18             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  And the -- and one

19   would then carry it forward for the remaining

20   five years.  So each year we would have an

21   additional 1 percentage point increase in the

22   graduation rate --

23             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Right.

24             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  -- and, therefore,

25   you could --
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 1             SENATOR HENSLEY:  So can you provide

 2   that for us?

 3             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  For a five-year

 4   plan?

 5             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Yeah.

 6             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Sure, gladly.

 7             SENATOR HENSLEY:  I'd be curious to

 8   see it.

 9         The other thing that I would say with

10   regard to the point that Jason made about

11   school leaders planning for the future -- you

12   know, when I think back to our response to the

13   Montoy decision, we had a special session in

14   2005 called by the governor to respond to that.

15   And then, of course, in the regular session of

16   2006, combined, we invested somewhere in the

17   neighborhood of about 700 million dollars and

18   we phased in over a three-year period of time,

19   and the court found that acceptable.  But,

20   obviously, this country went into the greatest

21   economic downturn since the Great Depression

22   and, as a consequence, we cannot keep our

23   commitment.  You know, you were talking about

24   the legislature keeping its commitment.  And so

25   it's very difficult for local school people to
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 1   make plans when those kinds of things happen,

 2   and that's the difficulty with this.

 3         I'd be curious to know what other states

 4   -- do they have a lockbox?  Do they, you know,

 5   provide for absolute guarantee?  How do they do

 6   it?  Obviously, you can't hold one legislative

 7   session -- legislature over the actions of

 8   another, and I'm just curious to know if you're

 9   aware of what other states may do to make sure

10   that the commitment is kept.

11             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Yes, there are

12   several states.  They've been raised up

13   nationally for their efforts, and some of this

14   can be observed over the last decade.  And

15   they've learned a lot of things, some things

16   that worked for them, some things that didn't,

17   and we're happy to provide the committee with

18   some of those specific state examples and some

19   of the writings that I have in my mind that I

20   think might be helpful in providing some

21   guidance about, as you refer, the lockbox, if

22   you will.

23             SENATOR HENSLEY:  That's the only

24   term I can come up with.  You know, we talk

25   about Social Security being put into a lockbox,
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 1   and I'm wondering if we couldn't, you know,

 2   come up with a similar idea here at the state

 3   level.

 4             MR. JASON WILLIS:  They're -- they're

 5   generally referred to as minimum funding

 6   guarantees, and there's a set of --

 7             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Say that again?

 8             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Sorry.  Minimum

 9   funding guarantees.

10             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Minimum funding

11   guarantees.

12             MR. JASON:  And they're a set of

13   procedures and policies that surround that

14   level of funding and some of which are tied to

15   the economic activity of the state, others of

16   which track with the level of spending.  Again,

17   we can certainly provide some of the write-ups

18   around that that could provide some of the

19   lessons learned that other states have

20   experienced.

21             SENATOR HENSLEY:  One of things that

22   we did not do in the '92 school finance law --

23   I was actually in the house at that time -- is

24   we did not build in a CPI index.  We didn't

25   index the base budget per pupil, which I think
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 1   was a real big mistake on our part and going

 2   back to Representative Rooker's question, you

 3   would advise us to do that under -- under this.

 4             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Most definitely,

 5   yes, sir.  I would -- I would advise the -- the

 6   use of some sort of inflation adjustment, and

 7   it -- it can be very attractive to automate

 8   that rather than requiring debate and -- on

 9   that end.

10             SENATOR HENSLEY:  Thank you.

11             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

12   Johnson, we're back to you.  Get out that list.

13             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you,

14   Madam Chair.  I'll -- I'll jump into some of

15   the assumptions and calculations.

16         So I think it was page 66 where you

17   talked about the different weightings in

18   general, and I think you mentioned that the

19   reduced lunch student had a multiplier of 1.98

20   and the English learner had a multiplier of

21   1.22.

22         And then would I be correct in assuming

23   the study would multiply those numbers so that

24   a student would be a factor of 2.41 if I am

25   both, because I -- I can imagine in some of my
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 1   communities where I would have an English

 2   learner who would also be reduced lunch and I

 3   -- I think it at least implies that would be a

 4   linear relationship, or is that different?

 5             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  One would add --

 6   pardon me.  One would add the student weight

 7   plus the ELA weight, most definitely, and that

 8   would -- then we'd have to take the log.  So

 9   it's -- it's definitely a compounding weight.

10             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  So it's not

11   a simple multiplication?

12             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  No, it's not a --

13             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Okay.

14             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  -- simple

15   multiplication.

16             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Okay.  So --

17             MR. JASON WILLIS:  Let me -- sorry,

18   Representative Johnson.

19         So just -- I'm just thinking forward to

20   the practicalities of applying that practice.

21   So some states what we've seen is the way they

22   think about this is creating an unduplicated

23   count.  So if I'm a student that is special

24   education and low income, in the kind of early

25   going of the formula you only count them once.
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 1   There is some research to suggest that where

 2   there are concentrations of these types of

 3   students there are additional costs and so some

 4   states will add concentration factors at some

 5   threshold for those districts that then provide

 6   additional funding in recognition of, if I have

 7   both English learners and special education

 8   students, there are sets of services that are

 9   going to need to be accounted for in both of

10   those circumstances.

11             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  But the estimation

12   model treated them as separable.

13             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Okay.

14   However, it sounds like not only is there a

15   compounding effect, but there may be even more

16   than that that you're mentioning that's dealt

17   with in practice so that it may understate

18   rather than overstate the actual cost?

19             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Well, we explored

20   whether there was a -- a relationship between

21   the two that was statistically significant and

22   concluded that there was not in -- in the

23   Kansas context, but it's clearly been found to

24   be that other way in other contexts.  We also

25   looked for whether or not there was a
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 1   concentration of poverty effect, that if one

 2   looked at the -- get wonky on you -- wonkier on

 3   you for a moment -- to look at whether or not

 4   there was a quadratic relationship between

 5   poverty and cost rather than a linear

 6   relationship and basically found that it was

 7   linear, that the quadratic term could be

 8   discarded.  And that is what one of the models

 9   presented in Appendix A lays out for folks so

10   they can see that.

11             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Okay.  Thank

12   you.

13         Then that number, whatever number, I

14   would also apply towards the rate on page 61

15   which Senator Johnson talked about in terms of

16   the 1.2 or 1.9 if I'm looking at grades K-8 or

17   high school to -- to get the eventual factor

18   that that student might apply?

19             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Right.  The -- the

20   -- the grade level, the K-8s versus the -- the

21   higher grades, basically what that yields are

22   four possible base values, one for schools that

23   serve only elementary grades, one for schools

24   that serve only high school grades, one that's

25   for schools that serve both, which would be
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 1   your -- like a K-12 building, and one for --

 2   for buildings that serve neither, and that

 3   would be like a middle school or a junior high

 4   school, and then the base estimate for any

 5   single district is a weighted average of the

 6   basis for all the buildings the district

 7   currently operates.  So it differs slightly

 8   from district to district because of the

 9   configuration of buildings in those districts.

10             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Related to

11   that, you had mentioned that if we adjusted the

12   no compensatory support number from 5.1 billion

13   it would be about 4.7 billion if we reduced it

14   by 5 percent, and that 5 percent reduction

15   would equate to more than the 1.9.

16         Is there something else that goes on as

17   we put the -- the percent change to the percent

18   increase in the graduation rate?  Am I making

19   any sense?

20             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  If you might, try

21   to --

22             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  So if I go

23   from 5.1 to 4.7, that would be a difference of

24   around 357 million, I think, which would be

25   equivalent to essentially a 2.24 percent
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 1   increase, which would be above even the high

 2   school increase given that the range was

 3   between 1.2 and 1.9 for the grades.  The number

 4   that we were given appeared to be a higher

 5   multiplier.  Now, they're big enough numbers

 6   that a lot could be explained in rounding, but

 7   I was trying to just get to --

 8             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  On average what we

 9   found was that the -- each additional 1

10   percentage point in increase in the graduation

11   rate as associated with a 1.5 percent increase

12   in cost, but what we were estimating when you

13   wring the -- the modest amount of inefficiency

14   out of the system was that it would not cost as

15   much as you currently spend to operate the

16   districts as they currently are operated.  And

17   so then you come up from there for the

18   increases in the graduation rate.

19             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.

20   And then I know we're assuming linear and I

21   know at some point linear breaks down in terms

22   of getting from 89 to 90 percent versus 99 to

23   100 percent.

24         Is there something that would give us

25   confidence that linear is a good assumption in
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 1   the relevant range where we're going from

 2   essentially 86 to 95 on the graduation rate?

 3             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  We -- we did do

 4   analyses very early on presuming that there

 5   could be a -- a square chart -- a nonlinear

 6   relationship between the graduation rate and

 7   the percentage change in cost.  We did not

 8   detect that particular relationship.  I would

 9   be glad to provide tables to that effect.

10             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.

11   Something that would give us some sliding

12   scales would be -- would be useful.

13         And then in the cost function analysis --

14   is there a way that we can delve into that to

15   see where the money was being spent per student

16   and -- and better define how we might spend it,

17   whether it's on increasing salaries or

18   increasing teachers or how that -- that plays

19   through or does this data not get to that

20   point?

21             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I think that

22   this goes back to one of the things that I was

23   saying earlier that currently Kansas, as far as

24   we can observe, doesn't have a structure in

25   which to identify, point out those schools and
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 1   districts that are at high levels of

 2   performance with certain characteristics and

 3   then basically study -- to your point, studying

 4   them, understanding how and where they're

 5   investing resources and how that might apply in

 6   other contexts.  This study does not delve into

 7   looking at those categories of spending across

 8   schools or districts.

 9             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Although it does

10   clearly generate a -- or could be used to

11   generate a set of best practitioners, districts

12   that are particularly cost effective while

13   accomplishing particularly high performance

14   goals.  The problem, typically, is one gets

15   into that exercise -- you can use it for -- for

16   drilling down in the data and seeing how they

17   spend their resources.  You don't want to fall

18   into the trap of presuming that you can do some

19   sort of successful schools analysis that way,

20   because the demographic characteristics of the

21   schools are frequently somewhat privileged.

22             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.

23   To the ultimate end, not necessarily directly

24   related on the study, I would assume one of the

25   things that would help outcomes is more staff,
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 1   and I know at the margin I can increase staff

 2   and have that impact.  I think you addressed it

 3   through saying staged implementation would be

 4   key.  But at some point I am not able to

 5   acquire the degree of staff at that rate, just

 6   isn't anything -- if I increase the number of

 7   -- number of NBA teams by 20 percent I just

 8   don't have the talent to fill them, as much as

 9   I might want to do that.  And that's one of the

10   concerns that I had, just in the ability to

11   implement as well, depending on where those

12   monies were dedicated.

13             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Thank you very much

14   for the question.

15         We are not making specific school size or

16   class size recommendation or any presumption

17   that additional resources should be spent

18   specifically lowering class sizes.  One of the

19   cost drivers in Kansas is that the class sizes

20   are already dysfunctionally low in rural areas

21   where you just can't get to a cost-minimizing

22   size classroom.  And so it's -- it's not always

23   going to be the case that the solution should

24   be to lower class sizes.  In a lot of rural

25   Kansas that -- that would not be the best
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 1   solution.  One might want to think to -- to

 2   other strategies about sharing resources or

 3   some sort of heavier reliance on virtual

 4   instruction for certain subject matters or that

 5   sort of thing.

 6         What we -- and that kind of reinforces

 7   the point that there needs to be some support

 8   to school districts and figure out how best to

 9   use any additional resources being provided by

10   the state to identify who best practitioners

11   are in the state and what they -- they do.

12   Other states have mechanisms by which you can

13   do that.

14         I'm associated with the Texas Smart

15   Schools project, which is essentially helping

16   schools and districts in Texas identify their

17   peers with similar kinds of kids, similar kinds

18   of labor markets but yet they're able to

19   accomplish more, and the question is figuring

20   out who those -- who those best practitioners

21   are so one can learn from them.

22             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you.

23   Thank you, Madam Chair.

24             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Could you please

25   share with us, how is it that we have that
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 1   accountability, so that increase in -- in

 2   graduation rate, increase in scores, without

 3   having what, you know, we know has occurred in

 4   -- in some school districts and in some states

 5   whereby students are driven out of the schools?

 6   So how do we have that accountability and

 7   provide that support without having those

 8   negative consequences, I think, for -- for

 9   children?

10             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So what I would --

11   what I would start with is probably being very

12   transparent and open about agreements, like

13   where does the state have agreement about how

14   schools and districts are going to achieve some

15   set of outcomes.  That's typically the first

16   step, right, so if -- if the State of Kansas

17   could identify for itself, you know, here are

18   the three priorities, the three things that

19   we're going to focus on that we really believe

20   is going to drive outcomes.  Early literacy has

21   been a very popular hot topic nationally and

22   continuing kind of funding and research going

23   into it identifying -- so we'll just pick that.

24         So early literacy becomes a driver of

25   education policy here in Kansas.  And if
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 1   schools and districts are clear that that is

 2   the priority and that's where they should be

 3   putting their focus to drive outcomes, some of

 4   the things that you could ask schools and

 5   districts for are, with the provision of

 6   additional sets of resources, how do they use

 7   those additional resources in combination with

 8   current funds to drive that outcome.

 9         So they produce some type of, you know,

10   short document or plan that makes clear to the

11   public and to, you know, their practitioners

12   where they're going as an organization.  And

13   that really speaks to both consensus about

14   focus but also about prioritizing where people

15   will spend their time and energy.

16         One of the things that we can observe in

17   school districts across the country,

18   particularly from a practical standpoint, is

19   that without that kind of focus, the demands on

20   school districts and schools are tremendous.  I

21   mean, you could be aiming in any number of

22   directions given the requests and things that

23   happen in your schools and districts.  So

24   unless you have that focus and you're aiming in

25   a certain direction together, it's going to be
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 1   really difficult to stay away from getting

 2   pulled in one direction or another on a

 3   day-to-day or a week-to-week basis.  And it's

 4   through those plans and those conversations

 5   that you create opportunities.

 6         It's called -- you can call it

 7   accountability, but really what it is is what's

 8   going on for you as a school or district,

 9   what's the opportunity for you to be able to

10   continue to make progress given the amount of

11   resources that the state continues to invest in

12   those organizations.

13             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Representative

14   Rooker.

15             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you,

16   Madam Chair, and I did promise one question.

17         In the study on page 45 at the top you --

18   you speak to the fact that it's not practical

19   to make a onetime, significant investment in

20   statewide -- in a statewide public education

21   system and expect at the end of that school

22   year to see dramatic improvement, and you're

23   asking us to frame our expectations around

24   long-term investment in our schools.  So what

25   is there -- and I -- when we see the charts
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 1   with the year-by-year-by-year improvement, I

 2   assume that this is all calibrated to get us to

 3   a long-term goal.

 4         What is realistic in terms of

 5   expectations?  We as lawmakers do the work to

 6   put these long-term investments in place, but

 7   we know there's lag time in -- in improvement

 8   in those student -- the performance measures.

 9   What is a realist expectation for us to begin

10   to see that return on the investment in our

11   students?

12             MR. JASON WILLIS:  So I -- I'll start

13   and if Lori wants to jump in.  I think that

14   really resides with the people that are in your

15   schools and districts.  I think their

16   experience is paramount to understanding where

17   they feel like they can make progress on a

18   month-to-month basis and the annual basis for

19   moving forward.  And so I think, you know, to

20   one of the prior questions, being able to get

21   people in a room to have those kinds of

22   conversations, it's not only the start of

23   helping you to understand -- not you, the --

24   the body at large -- to understand, you know,

25   what does that investment look like, what do we
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 1   get as a result of that, but it also starts to

 2   condition the system to a common understanding,

 3   right?  If everybody's consistently talking

 4   about grad rates or early literacy or, you

 5   know, higher order math, that becomes a way in

 6   which the system starts to understand like this

 7   is the focus, this is where we should be

 8   putting our attention.

 9             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I would add that

10   there's a -- there's a really good quality and

11   a really large amount of -- of research

12   suggesting that early education, especially

13   pre-K education, has some significant and

14   persistent benefits, but you're not going to

15   get a return with respect to the graduation

16   rate the next year from an invest -- a greater

17   investment or an increased investment in

18   pre-kindergarten.  It takes a while for those

19   kids to matriculate through the system.

20         So part of the complexity of your

21   question has to do with what type of

22   intervention or where the district is planning

23   to put additional resources.  And that would

24   lead me to kind of echo Jason's comments

25   regarding asking for deliberate and
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 1   deliberative planning on the part of districts

 2   about how they would use additional resources

 3   should those be provided by the state.

 4             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  Senator Bollier,

 5   yes.

 6             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Quick request.

 7   Tying into what Representative Johnson was

 8   asking about graduation rates and how much can

 9   you expect percentage-wise, but would you be

10   able to provide us with, essentially, a sliding

11   scale for -- for a thing, you know, percentage

12   change costs X amount of money from all of the

13   things that we're trying to measure, so we can

14   have a better, clearer understanding?

15             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  For -- for all of

16   the things we're trying to measure --

17             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Well --

18             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  -- or for the

19   outcome measure?

20             SENATOR BOLLIER:  -- you've used ELA,

21   so we have set up that parameter that the

22   school board set up.  So if we were going to

23   make a -- a 1 percent increase in that per year

24   or what -- whatever, can that be teased down

25   into that?
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 1             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Probably, and I'd

 2   definitely be willing to try.

 3             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you.

 4             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  I think that we

 5   would like to see some type of sliding scale,

 6   if you would, for not only the graduation rate

 7   but for the math and the reading performance.

 8   So if --

 9             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  Yes, ma'am.

10             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  If we could just

11   kind of just see how that shifts and -- and

12   what impact that has, I think that would be

13   helpful.

14             DR. LORI TAYLOR:  I would be glad to

15   -- to provide you with whatever's possible

16   there, yes.

17             CHAIR BAUMGARDNER:  And, committee

18   members, I know that Dr. Taylor will be

19   providing us a PDF of the PowerPoint and so our

20   two assistants will get that sent out to you.

21   And, also, those of you in the audience who are

22   already on the distribution list.  You'll be

23   receiving a copy of that PDF also.

24         At this point in time we are late on the

25   senate side to be on the floor, so the meeting
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 1   is adjourned.

 2             (The Hearing Proceedings went off the

 3   record at 2:34 p.m. with the conclusion of the

 4   hearing.)
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 1                C E R T I F I C A T E

 2

 3   STATE OF KANSAS     )
                      )

 4   COUNTY OF SHAWNEE   )

 5

 6

 7          I, Dana L. Burkdoll, a Certified

 8   Shorthand Reporter of the State of Kansas, do

 9   hereby certify that I was present at and

10   reported in machine shorthand the proceedings

11   had on the 29th of March, 2018, at the Kansas

12   Statehouse, Old Supreme Courtroom, Southwest

13   Eighth and Van Buren Streets, City of Topeka,

14   County of Shawnee, State of Kansas.

15          I further certify that the foregoing

16   transcript is a true, correct and complete

17   transcript of all the testimony and proceedings

18   aforesaid.

19          IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto

20   set my hand at my office in Topeka, Kansas,

21   this        day of                , 2018.

22

23
                      Dana L. Burkdoll

24                       Certified Shorthand Reporter
                      #1364

25



Col 7 Col 40 Col 41 Col 45

3/5/2018

USD # County District Name

Total Adjusted 
Enrollment 

(incl 4yr AR & 
KDG)

2017-18 Adjusted 
Legal General 
Fund Budget

General 
Fund Per 

Pupil

2017-18          
LOB Base 

General Fund 
Legal Max Local 
Option Budget

Legal LOB Per 
Pupil

LOB Percent 
Used (LOB 

Base)

LOB Percent 
(Actual 

General Fund) LOB Mill Levy

Total STATE TOTALS 473,385.2 3,289,772,519 6,949 3,608,466,363 1,108,627,250 2,342 29.21% 33.70% 19.213

258 Allen Humboldt 602.0 5,421,368 9,006 5,194,709 1,714,254 2,848 33.00% 31.62% 19.944

257 Allen Iola 1,264.0 9,464,709 7,488 10,217,375 3,065,213 2,425 30.00% 32.39% 18.364

256 Allen Marmaton Valley 282.8 2,650,770 9,373 2,923,319 873,763 3,090 29.89% 32.96% 24.147

365 Anderson Garnett 1,009.5 7,158,321 7,091 7,907,073 2,480,000 2,457 31.36% 34.64% 19.561

479 Anderson Crest 217.5 2,144,812 9,861 2,360,563 442,000 2,032 18.72% 20.61% 16.005

377 Atchison Atchison Co Comm Schools 568.0 4,871,486 8,577 5,251,545 1,646,046 2,898 31.34% 33.79% 23.448

409 Atchison Atchison Public Schools 1,702.0 11,559,714 6,792 12,726,438 3,814,025 2,241 29.97% 32.99% 15.740

254 Barber Barber County North 473.0 3,883,016 8,209 4,273,062 1,281,919 2,710 30.00% 33.01% 18.580

255 Barber South Barber 249.5 2,259,384 9,056 2,494,834 748,450 3,000 30.00% 33.13% 17.274

355 Barton Ellinwood Public Schools 450.5 3,582,966 7,953 3,946,845 1,222,847 2,714 30.98% 34.13% 23.839

428 Barton Great Bend 3,006.5 19,824,092 6,594 21,929,911 6,578,973 2,188 30.00% 33.19% 18.789

431 Barton Hoisington 735.6 5,958,124 8,100 6,572,501 1,794,000 2,439 27.30% 30.11% 18.146

234 Bourbon Fort Scott 1,851.6 11,875,149 6,413 13,116,744 3,935,023 2,125 30.00% 33.14% 13.785

235 Bourbon Uniontown 445.0 3,744,408 8,414 4,144,071 1,243,221 2,794 30.00% 33.20% 22.118

430 Brown South Brown County 576.5 4,969,443 8,620 5,615,835 1,684,751 2,922 30.00% 33.90% 21.880

415 Brown Hiawatha 914.6 6,950,187 7,599 7,648,638 2,203,155 2,409 28.80% 31.70% 18.703

394 Butler Rose Hill Public Schools 1,552.0 9,378,613 6,043 10,210,160 3,352,165 2,160 32.83% 35.74% 14.535

396 Butler Douglass Public Schools 679.8 5,185,871 7,629 5,705,104 1,866,089 2,745 32.71% 35.98% 20.224

206 Butler Remington-Whitewater 511.2 4,207,101 8,230 4,635,368 1,440,000 2,817 31.07% 34.23% 19.951

385 Butler Andover 5,171.0 31,806,773 6,151 31,761,353 9,846,019 1,904 31.00% 30.96% 13.398

205 Butler Bluestem 498.3 4,264,788 8,559 4,699,982 1,409,995 2,830 30.00% 33.06% 21.520

402 Butler Augusta 2,169.3 12,689,965 5,850 13,992,214 4,197,664 1,935 30.00% 33.08% 14.008

492 Butler Flinthills 269.7 2,404,001 8,914 2,655,627 796,688 2,954 30.00% 33.14% 23.899

490 Butler El Dorado 1,903.8 12,186,125 6,401 13,652,141 4,082,172 2,144 29.90% 33.50% 16.699

375 Butler Circle 1,889.8 11,119,554 5,884 12,190,400 3,626,947 1,919 29.75% 32.62% 14.678

284 Chase Chase County 350.5 2,894,894 8,259 3,250,654 975,196 2,782 30.00% 33.69% 17.564

286 Chautauqua Chautauqua Co Community 375.4 3,220,809 8,580 3,711,345 1,101,146 2,933 29.67% 34.19% 22.356

285 Chautauqua Cedar Vale 182.5 1,773,857 9,720 1,960,834 405,000 2,219 20.65% 22.83% 16.470

493 Cherokee Columbus 962.0 7,344,200 7,634 8,107,251 2,432,175 2,528 30.00% 33.12% 18.266

499 Cherokee Galena 813.5 6,230,249 7,659 6,861,585 2,058,476 2,530 30.00% 33.04% 17.652

508 Cherokee Baxter Springs 1,008.5 7,588,371 7,524 8,231,807 2,469,542 2,449 30.00% 32.54% 21.771

404 Cherokee Riverton 739.0 5,704,343 7,719 6,339,320 1,881,052 2,545 29.67% 32.98% 17.817

297 Cheyenne St Francis Comm Sch 281.5 2,346,715 8,336 2,597,604 777,800 2,763 29.94% 33.14% 16.653

103 Cheyenne Cheylin 136.0 1,527,888 11,234 1,721,345 513,575 3,776 29.84% 33.61% 10.215

219 Clark Minneola 243.5 2,070,301 8,502 2,307,386 692,216 2,843 30.00% 33.44% 23.775

220 Clark Ashland 203.4 1,914,467 9,412 2,142,402 637,602 3,135 29.76% 33.30% 24.840

379 Clay Clay Center 1,348.1 8,982,843 6,663 9,856,373 2,956,912 2,193 30.00% 32.92% 14.258

334 Cloud Southern Cloud 186.5 2,070,106 11,100 2,131,585 703,423 3,772 33.00% 33.98% 27.582

333 Cloud Concordia 1,073.0 7,472,392 6,964 8,442,304 2,505,212 2,335 29.67% 33.53% 17.512

243 Coffey Lebo-Waverly 436.7 3,558,651 8,149 3,793,342 1,138,003 2,606 30.00% 31.98% 18.598

244 Coffey Burlington 856.0 6,738,092 7,872 7,378,030 2,213,409 2,586 30.00% 32.85% 4.559

245 Coffey LeRoy-Gridley 213.5 2,024,232 9,481 2,267,620 680,286 3,186 30.00% 33.61% 24.697

300 Comanche Comanche County 329.5 2,920,775 8,864 3,218,450 965,535 2,930 30.00% 33.06% 23.458

462 Cowley Central 311.7 2,732,893 8,768 3,020,805 906,242 2,907 30.00% 33.16% 20.034

465 Cowley Winfield 2,209.2 14,671,174 6,641 16,131,973 4,839,592 2,191 30.00% 32.99% 17.959

470 Cowley Arkansas City 2,813.5 20,175,418 7,171 22,234,196 6,670,259 2,371 30.00% 33.06% 15.238

463 Cowley Udall 339.2 2,730,490 8,050 3,053,021 913,078 2,692 29.91% 33.44% 21.296

471 Cowley Dexter 142.9 1,424,934 9,972 1,629,590 479,313 3,354 29.41% 33.64% 21.920

246 Crawford Northeast 470.0 4,083,282 8,688 4,457,355 1,337,207 2,845 30.00% 32.75% 18.362

248 Crawford Girard 1,018.8 7,533,669 7,395 8,302,071 2,490,621 2,445 30.00% 33.06% 18.110

250 Crawford Pittsburg 3,004.3 20,349,370 6,773 22,139,016 6,641,705 2,211 30.00% 32.64% 17.647

249 Crawford Frontenac Public Schools 933.0 6,465,049 6,929 7,122,399 2,131,332 2,284 29.92% 32.97% 16.728

247 Crawford Cherokee 521.6 4,839,755 9,279 5,173,131 1,492,402 2,861 28.85% 30.84% 20.897

294 Decatur Oberlin 336.0 2,744,911 8,169 3,032,587 909,776 2,708 30.00% 33.14% 14.918

481 Dickinson Rural Vista 304.5 2,528,587 8,304 2,915,424 962,090 3,160 33.00% 38.05% 28.826



435 Dickinson Abilene 1,571.5 9,927,352 6,317 10,879,516 3,263,855 2,077 30.00% 32.88% 17.242

473 Dickinson Chapman 1,085.0 7,698,731 7,096 8,491,545 2,547,464 2,348 30.00% 33.09% 19.197

487 Dickinson Herington 450.6 3,824,160 8,487 4,183,879 1,255,164 2,786 30.00% 32.82% 18.624

393 Dickinson Solomon 314.0 2,603,099 8,290 2,890,022 863,504 2,750 29.88% 33.17% 19.908

111 Doniphan Doniphan West Schools 337.5 2,891,531 8,567 3,317,918 995,375 2,949 30.00% 34.42% 15.103

114 Doniphan Riverside 600.8 5,211,403 8,674 5,593,075 1,677,923 2,793 30.00% 32.20% 18.855

429 Doniphan Troy Public Schools 332.1 2,627,535 7,912 2,914,818 869,327 2,618 29.82% 33.09% 19.799

497 Douglas Lawrence 10,738.3 74,958,877 6,981 76,347,197 25,194,575 2,346 33.00% 33.61% 16.702

348 Douglas Baldwin City 1,390.7 8,871,784 6,379 9,737,648 2,921,294 2,101 30.00% 32.93% 16.651

491 Douglas Eudora 1,688.6 10,133,677 6,001 11,032,912 3,309,874 1,960 30.00% 32.66% 13.653

347 Edwards Kinsley-Offerle 333.5 3,046,964 9,136 3,358,301 1,007,490 3,021 30.00% 33.07% 24.820

502 Edwards Lewis 116.0 1,299,546 11,203 1,436,029 366,000 3,155 25.49% 28.16% 11.890

282 Elk West Elk 343.0 3,259,682 9,503 3,584,198 1,075,259 3,135 30.00% 32.99% 28.136

283 Elk Elk Valley 113.5 1,643,288 14,478 1,608,747 460,000 4,053 28.59% 27.99% 23.450

388 Ellis Ellis 437.1 3,208,405 7,340 3,590,138 1,077,041 2,464 30.00% 33.57% 18.152

432 Ellis Victoria 294.5 2,209,309 7,502 2,498,156 748,369 2,541 29.96% 33.87% 20.496

489 Ellis Hays 2,986.1 18,264,834 6,117 20,434,790 5,995,621 2,008 29.34% 32.83% 14.920

112 Ellsworth Central Plains 486.4 4,171,770 8,577 4,607,093 1,382,128 2,842 30.00% 33.13% 14.953

327 Ellsworth Ellsworth 639.7 4,774,751 7,464 5,301,131 1,582,931 2,474 29.86% 33.15% 18.611

457 Finney Garden City 7,447.0 51,257,178 6,883 56,915,683 17,074,705 2,293 30.00% 33.31% 14.958

363 Finney Holcomb 1,000.5 6,811,402 6,808 7,559,964 2,150,000 2,149 28.44% 31.56% 17.804

381 Ford Spearville 354.0 2,660,785 7,516 2,944,175 883,253 2,495 30.00% 33.20% 18.752

443 Ford Dodge City 6,835.3 52,121,968 7,625 57,616,376 17,284,913 2,529 30.00% 33.16% 22.898

459 Ford Bucklin 226.9 2,054,855 9,056 2,265,572 679,672 2,995 30.00% 33.08% 21.474

287 Franklin West Franklin 596.0 5,150,915 8,642 5,748,139 1,724,442 2,893 30.00% 33.48% 20.703

289 Franklin Wellsville 775.5 5,657,273 7,295 6,234,537 1,870,361 2,412 30.00% 33.06% 16.024

290 Franklin Ottawa 2,411.4 16,002,164 6,636 17,574,951 5,272,485 2,186 30.00% 32.95% 15.398

288 Franklin Central Heights 555.5 4,739,284 8,532 5,248,220 1,568,270 2,823 29.88% 33.09% 19.726

475 Geary Geary County Schools 8,304.4 51,267,909 6,174 56,383,490 16,915,047 2,037 30.00% 32.99% 17.198

293 Gove Quinter Public Schools 297.5 2,385,974 8,020 2,631,156 815,658 2,742 31.00% 34.19% 19.222

292 Gove Wheatland 112.0 1,213,017 10,831 1,405,724 419,831 3,748 29.87% 34.61% 18.202

291 Gove Grinnell Public Schools 90.0 927,389 10,304 1,025,876 225,000 2,500 21.93% 24.26% 8.765

281 Graham Graham County 363.8 2,935,997 8,070 3,396,872 1,017,176 2,796 29.94% 34.64% 22.073

214 Grant Ulysses 1,694.0 11,056,945 6,527 12,174,441 3,652,332 2,156 30.00% 33.03% 16.752

477 Gray Ingalls 241.5 2,031,042 8,410 2,268,869 701,500 2,905 30.92% 34.54% 23.701

371 Gray Montezuma 210.5 2,112,190 10,034 2,144,273 643,282 3,056 30.00% 30.46% 22.579

476 Gray Copeland 97.5 1,299,737 13,331 1,196,363 358,909 3,681 30.00% 27.61% 15.824

102 Gray Cimmaron-Ensign 647.0 4,880,510 7,543 5,419,751 1,620,941 2,505 29.91% 33.21% 16.731

200 Greeley Greeley County Schools 252.5 2,200,095 8,713 2,453,506 733,762 2,906 29.91% 33.35% 19.778

386 Greenwood Madison-Virgil 230.5 2,136,800 9,270 2,356,870 707,061 3,068 30.00% 33.09% 24.567

390 Greenwood Hamilton 76.5 908,160 11,871 998,438 299,531 3,915 30.00% 32.98% 33.825

389 Greenwood Eureka 640.0 5,308,751 8,295 5,933,180 1,761,904 2,753 29.70% 33.19% 20.566

494 Hamilton Syracuse 519.5 4,400,591 8,471 4,892,743 1,467,823 2,825 30.00% 33.36% 25.023

511 Harper Attica 168.5 1,613,617 9,576 1,782,459 534,738 3,174 30.00% 33.14% 27.955

361 Harper Anthony-Harper 826.5 6,909,183 8,360 7,575,894 2,269,266 2,746 29.95% 32.84% 20.980

460 Harvey Hesston 798.1 5,302,342 6,644 5,875,504 1,935,508 2,425 32.94% 36.50% 17.539

439 Harvey Sedgwick Public Schools 477.0 3,600,593 7,548 3,973,834 1,192,150 2,499 30.00% 33.11% 19.644

440 Harvey Halstead 752.5 5,612,807 7,459 6,225,784 1,867,735 2,482 30.00% 33.28% 19.361

373 Harvey Newton 3,417.5 21,161,675 6,192 23,315,430 6,984,257 2,044 29.96% 33.00% 16.152

369 Harvey Burrton 247.0 2,352,323 9,524 2,609,090 730,665 2,958 28.00% 31.06% 25.473

374 Haskell Sublette 458.2 3,783,847 8,258 4,222,281 1,266,684 2,764 30.00% 33.48% 19.700

507 Haskell Satanta 304.0 2,731,291 8,985 3,063,788 919,136 3,023 30.00% 33.65% 15.475

227 Hodgeman Hodgeman County Schools 298.0 2,374,356 7,968 2,711,128 813,338 2,729 30.00% 34.26% 23.485

337 Jackson Royal Valley 856.4 6,780,106 7,917 7,289,623 2,186,887 2,554 30.00% 32.25% 17.165

335 Jackson North Jackson 375.0 3,039,753 8,106 3,389,248 1,010,578 2,695 29.82% 33.25% 19.163

336 Jackson Holton 1,064.5 7,791,820 7,320 8,784,767 2,525,111 2,372 28.74% 32.41% 16.353

339 Jefferson Jefferson County North 456.5 3,808,504 8,343 4,179,792 1,253,938 2,747 30.00% 32.92% 23.945

341 Jefferson Oskaloosa Public Schools 593.5 5,258,676 8,860 5,757,454 1,727,236 2,910 30.00% 32.85% 20.443

342 Jefferson McLouth 463.8 4,017,217 8,662 4,398,587 1,319,576 2,845 30.00% 32.85% 21.004

343 Jefferson Perry Public Schools 754.5 5,986,566 7,934 6,575,973 1,972,792 2,615 30.00% 32.95% 18.430

338 Jefferson Valley Falls 385.5 3,301,065 8,563 3,572,942 1,068,650 2,772 29.91% 32.37% 21.004

340 Jefferson Jefferson West 874.0 6,558,223 7,504 7,211,414 2,156,824 2,468 29.91% 32.89% 20.483



107 Jewell Rock Hills 299.5 2,787,775 9,308 3,070,379 800,000 2,671 26.06% 28.70% 15.303

230 Johnson Spring Hill 2,743.1 23,371,646 8,520 20,580,106 6,791,435 2,476 33.00% 29.06% 18.294

231 Johnson Gardner Edgerton 5,818.5 35,987,500 6,185 39,537,649 13,047,424 2,242 33.00% 36.26% 18.592

233 Johnson Olathe 28,772.7 191,219,199 6,646 210,806,871 69,566,267 2,418 33.00% 36.38% 18.822

512 Johnson Shawnee Mission Pub Sch 27,446.1 165,932,526 6,046 189,628,208 62,577,309 2,280 33.00% 37.71% 16.058

229 Johnson Blue Valley 22,241.3 141,616,346 6,367 156,035,068 51,456,901 2,314 32.98% 36.34% 15.403

232 Johnson De Soto 7,085.1 40,390,202 5,701 44,720,654 14,710,698 2,076 32.89% 36.42% 15.920

216 Kearny Deerfield 204.0 2,026,635 9,934 2,310,352 693,106 3,398 30.00% 34.20% 19.002

215 Kearny Lakin 623.5 4,812,341 7,718 5,291,549 1,574,668 2,526 29.76% 32.72% 19.889

331 Kingman Kingman - Norwich 917.2 7,396,589 8,064 7,991,517 2,397,455 2,614 30.00% 32.41% 19.832

332 Kingman Cunningham 157.0 1,610,011 10,255 1,783,072 532,228 3,390 29.85% 33.06% 8.693

422 Kiowa Kiowa County 255.0 2,812,235 11,028 2,518,167 755,450 2,963 30.00% 26.86% 11.404

474 Kiowa Haviland 103.5 1,133,297 10,950 1,257,060 377,118 3,644 30.00% 33.28% 17.189

505 Labette Chetopa-St. Paul 438.0 3,605,680 8,232 3,984,650 1,314,935 3,002 33.00% 36.47% 33.407

504 Labette Oswego 451.0 3,676,306 8,151 4,085,366 1,216,316 2,697 29.77% 33.09% 17.692

506 Labette Labette County 1,541.5 10,716,851 6,952 11,968,298 3,540,112 2,297 29.58% 33.03% 16.841

503 Labette Parsons 1,282.9 9,018,500 7,030 10,258,606 3,009,558 2,346 29.34% 33.37% 20.044

468 Lane Healy Public Schools 74.5 816,823 10,964 900,325 297,107 3,988 33.00% 36.37% 26.140

482 Lane Dighton 226.5 2,006,205 8,857 2,223,855 630,000 2,781 28.33% 31.40% 16.404

207 Leavenworth Ft Leavenworth 1,758.5 9,720,559 5,528 10,703,262 3,532,076 2,009 33.00% 36.34% 13.777

449 Leavenworth Easton 606.0 4,850,064 8,003 5,327,392 1,598,218 2,637 30.00% 32.95% 18.221

453 Leavenworth Leavenworth 3,721.3 24,865,118 6,682 26,973,603 8,092,081 2,175 30.00% 32.54% 17.314

464 Leavenworth Tonganoxie 1,943.7 11,411,492 5,871 12,582,439 3,774,732 1,942 30.00% 33.08% 14.803

469 Leavenworth Lansing 2,629.7 15,240,026 5,795 16,755,440 5,026,632 1,911 30.00% 32.98% 15.745

458 Leavenworth Basehor-Linwood 2,328.6 14,342,200 6,159 14,916,569 4,448,570 1,910 29.82% 31.02% 14.618

298 Lincoln Lincoln 355.5 3,099,042 8,717 3,412,684 1,023,805 2,880 30.00% 33.04% 23.768

299 Lincoln Sylvan Grove 243.8 2,269,399 9,308 2,554,634 575,000 2,358 22.51% 25.34% 15.077

344 Linn Pleasanton 342.0 2,746,806 8,032 2,933,068 967,912 2,830 33.00% 35.24% 23.453

362 Linn Prairie View 907.4 7,446,753 8,207 8,172,355 2,591,360 2,856 31.71% 34.80% 13.532

346 Linn Jayhawk 555.5 4,639,334 8,352 5,140,016 1,542,005 2,776 30.00% 33.24% 21.609

275 Logan Triplains 71.0 798,796 11,251 879,920 290,374 4,090 33.00% 36.35% 11.845

274 Logan Oakley 402.1 3,244,776 8,070 3,612,111 1,096,211 2,726 30.35% 33.78% 18.413

251 Lyon North Lyon County 415.5 3,554,204 8,554 3,932,080 1,289,141 3,103 32.79% 36.27% 12.506

252 Lyon Southern Lyon County 511.5 4,115,764 8,046 4,542,564 1,362,769 2,664 30.00% 33.11% 24.963

253 Lyon Emporia 4,497.2 30,169,379 6,708 33,363,762 9,997,949 2,223 29.97% 33.14% 16.544

398 Marion Peabody-Burns 248.5 2,421,413 9,744 2,649,347 874,285 3,518 33.00% 36.11% 24.492

410 Marion Durham-Hillsboro-Lehigh 571.0 4,639,745 8,126 5,069,120 1,672,810 2,930 33.00% 36.05% 22.455

411 Marion Goessel 285.0 2,496,139 8,758 2,741,273 904,620 3,174 33.00% 36.24% 24.374

408 Marion Marion-Florence 521.5 4,313,441 8,271 4,685,164 1,405,549 2,695 30.00% 32.59% 20.405

397 Marion Centre 214.5 2,992,870 13,953 2,534,770 755,851 3,524 29.82% 25.26% 14.361

498 Marshall Valley Heights 398.0 3,246,863 8,158 3,745,097 1,235,882 3,105 33.00% 38.06% 22.979

380 Marshall Vermillion 565.5 4,050,467 7,163 4,515,310 1,354,593 2,395 30.00% 33.44% 16.947

364 Marshall Marysville 708.0 5,297,935 7,483 6,105,177 1,811,348 2,558 29.67% 34.19% 17.936

400 McPherson Smoky Valley 869.3 7,162,460 8,239 7,207,265 2,378,397 2,736 33.00% 33.21% 15.726

418 McPherson McPherson 2,366.4 15,356,590 6,489 16,723,738 5,518,834 2,332 33.00% 35.94% 20.361

419 McPherson Canton-Galva 368.4 3,086,623 8,378 3,400,850 1,122,281 3,046 33.00% 36.36% 24.099

423 McPherson Moundridge 392.3 3,121,475 7,957 3,433,927 1,133,196 2,889 33.00% 36.30% 20.718

448 McPherson Inman 421.1 3,396,287 8,065 3,738,531 1,225,000 2,909 32.77% 36.07% 21.828

225 Meade Fowler 143.0 1,491,227 10,428 1,565,790 516,711 3,613 33.00% 34.65% 29.346

226 Meade Meade 398.0 2,960,033 7,437 3,490,796 1,113,883 2,799 31.91% 37.63% 17.976

416 Miami Louisburg 1,720.9 9,646,506 5,606 10,556,142 3,483,527 2,024 33.00% 36.11% 15.612

367 Miami Osawatomie 1,147.0 9,379,648 8,178 10,282,036 3,383,293 2,950 32.90% 36.07% 18.686

368 Miami Paola 2,009.5 12,581,569 6,261 13,890,859 4,550,497 2,264 32.76% 36.17% 17.119

272 Mitchell Waconda 309.0 2,623,930 8,492 2,891,104 867,331 2,807 30.00% 33.05% 22.260

273 Mitchell Beloit 792.0 5,942,500 7,503 6,674,597 1,956,581 2,470 29.31% 32.93% 19.302

436 Montgomery Caney Valley 751.5 5,480,148 7,292 6,112,939 1,833,882 2,440 30.00% 33.46% 20.204

447 Montgomery Cherryvale 815.4 6,144,803 7,536 6,812,688 2,043,806 2,507 30.00% 33.26% 16.060

445 Montgomery Coffeyville 1,730.6 12,201,579 7,050 13,553,108 3,946,454 2,280 29.12% 32.34% 17.512

446 Montgomery Independence 1,996.7 12,694,613 6,358 14,424,703 4,108,647 2,058 28.48% 32.37% 15.268

417 Morris Morris County 750.2 5,605,217 7,472 6,195,763 1,854,823 2,472 29.94% 33.09% 21.644

217 Morton Rolla 162.5 1,592,755 9,802 1,707,064 563,331 3,467 33.00% 35.37% 21.785

218 Morton Elkhart 479.4 7,484,930 15,613 4,140,837 1,242,251 2,591 30.00% 16.60% 6.595



113 Nemaha Prairie Hills 1,149.7 7,537,690 6,556 8,642,197 2,587,002 2,250 29.93% 34.32% 17.261

115 Nemaha Nemaha Central 571.8 4,307,652 7,533 4,822,977 1,210,000 2,116 25.09% 28.09% 14.250

413 Neosho Chanute Public Schools 1,809.2 12,664,015 7,000 13,915,327 4,174,598 2,307 30.00% 32.96% 14.891

101 Neosho Erie-Galesburg 521.5 4,558,828 8,742 5,151,572 1,526,344 2,927 29.63% 33.48% 25.340

106 Ness Western Plains 116.0 1,281,119 11,044 1,464,667 483,340 4,167 33.00% 37.73% 12.120

303 Ness Ness City 305.1 2,419,624 7,931 2,679,826 803,948 2,635 30.00% 33.23% 15.113

212 Norton Northern Valley 163.5 1,731,987 10,593 1,953,749 586,125 3,585 30.00% 33.84% 26.919

211 Norton Norton Community Schools 706.7 5,385,266 7,620 5,967,630 1,778,840 2,517 29.81% 33.03% 20.015

421 Osage Lyndon 432.5 3,472,994 8,030 3,818,585 1,145,576 2,649 30.00% 32.99% 20.558

434 Osage Santa Fe Trail 994.2 7,797,195 7,843 8,550,879 2,565,264 2,580 30.00% 32.90% 17.615

454 Osage Burlingame Public School 301.5 2,476,910 8,215 2,726,595 817,979 2,713 30.00% 33.02% 21.772

420 Osage Osage City 670.5 5,241,300 7,817 5,733,745 1,719,719 2,565 29.99% 32.81% 21.472

456 Osage Marais Des Cygnes Valley 234.5 2,484,767 10,596 2,576,184 670,000 2,857 26.01% 26.96% 23.796

392 Osborne Osborne County 285.1 2,487,726 8,726 2,756,730 824,056 2,890 29.89% 33.12% 22.855

240 Ottawa Twin Valley 588.0 4,555,623 7,748 5,081,839 1,662,486 2,827 32.71% 36.49% 22.069

239 Ottawa North Ottawa County 619.4 4,768,342 7,698 5,256,024 1,700,000 2,745 32.34% 35.65% 19.451

496 Pawnee Pawnee Heights 143.5 1,472,897 10,264 1,615,481 528,664 3,684 32.72% 35.89% 26.744

495 Pawnee Ft Larned 911.1 7,516,057 8,249 8,268,011 2,480,403 2,722 30.00% 33.00% 19.211

110 Phillips Thunder Ridge Schools 215.5 2,218,923 10,297 2,503,948 751,184 3,486 30.00% 33.85% 26.051

325 Phillips Phillipsburg 620.5 4,778,757 7,701 5,259,142 1,574,914 2,538 29.95% 32.96% 18.249

326 Phillips Logan 155.5 1,646,747 10,590 1,755,697 523,611 3,367 29.82% 31.80% 23.837

321 Pottawatomie Kaw Valley 1,156.0 8,336,486 7,211 9,140,242 3,016,280 2,609 33.00% 36.18% 9.380

322 Pottawatomie Onaga-Havensville-Wheaton 307.5 2,499,744 8,129 2,765,150 829,545 2,698 30.00% 33.19% 22.047

323 Pottawatomie Rock Creek 1,035.1 7,074,195 6,834 7,808,705 2,342,612 2,263 30.00% 33.11% 17.694

320 Pottawatomie Wamego 1,536.1 9,425,657 6,136 10,315,533 3,078,900 2,004 29.85% 32.67% 15.610

438 Pratt Skyline Schools 410.0 3,300,143 8,049 3,637,850 1,127,734 2,751 31.00% 34.17% 20.183

382 Pratt Pratt 1,128.0 8,289,206 7,349 8,943,580 2,683,074 2,379 30.00% 32.37% 17.760

105 Rawlins Rawlins County 339.4 2,815,016 8,294 3,128,179 883,570 2,603 28.25% 31.39% 20.026

312 Reno Haven Public Schools 825.0 6,717,104 8,142 7,309,354 2,225,813 2,698 30.45% 33.14% 17.180

308 Reno Hutchinson Public Schools 4,813.9 31,345,847 6,512 34,525,732 10,357,720 2,152 30.00% 33.04% 17.887

309 Reno Nickerson 1,119.0 8,509,130 7,604 9,282,065 2,784,620 2,488 30.00% 32.73% 19.670

310 Reno Fairfield 300.0 2,895,937 9,653 3,198,165 959,450 3,198 30.00% 33.13% 22.178

311 Reno Pretty Prairie 253.0 2,233,746 8,829 2,464,828 739,448 2,923 30.00% 33.10% 24.197

313 Reno Buhler 2,287.1 14,145,587 6,185 15,548,441 4,664,532 2,039 30.00% 32.98% 15.964

109 Republic Republic County 507.6 4,143,999 8,164 4,681,404 1,404,287 2,767 30.00% 33.89% 19.372

426 Republic Pike Valley 226.5 2,065,894 9,121 2,342,839 685,000 3,024 29.24% 33.16% 23.175

376 Rice Sterling 519.7 4,038,048 7,770 4,450,939 1,335,282 2,569 30.00% 33.07% 19.885

401 Rice Chase-Raymond 161.5 1,720,176 10,651 1,902,523 570,757 3,534 30.00% 33.18% 25.800

444 Rice Little River 320.9 2,637,150 8,218 2,899,922 869,977 2,711 30.00% 32.99% 15.728

405 Rice Lyons 814.7 6,754,517 8,291 7,441,321 1,675,000 2,056 22.51% 24.80% 12.973

384 Riley Blue Valley 215.5 2,091,933 9,707 2,304,399 759,859 3,526 32.97% 36.32% 26.394

383 Riley Manhattan-Ogden 6,184.9 39,431,583 6,375 42,934,273 14,055,405 2,273 32.74% 35.65% 17.620

378 Riley Riley County 683.9 5,178,556 7,572 5,702,941 1,710,882 2,502 30.00% 33.04% 17.792

269 Rooks Palco 102.0 1,110,864 10,891 1,328,089 398,427 3,906 30.00% 35.87% 20.890

271 Rooks Stockton 335.5 2,778,562 8,282 3,062,602 918,781 2,739 30.00% 33.07% 20.897

270 Rooks Plainville 341.3 2,796,589 8,194 3,076,037 922,138 2,702 29.98% 32.97% 16.756

395 Rush LaCrosse 291.0 2,448,067 8,413 2,801,745 838,000 2,880 29.91% 34.23% 22.014

403 Rush Otis-Bison 225.3 2,269,243 10,072 2,465,518 731,035 3,245 29.65% 32.21% 23.488

399 Russell Paradise 111.5 1,231,616 11,046 1,343,664 443,409 3,977 33.00% 36.00% 18.619

407 Russell Russell County 830.1 6,181,659 7,447 6,866,214 2,252,219 2,713 32.80% 36.43% 20.856

307 Saline Ell-Saline 461.5 3,652,448 7,914 4,016,194 1,325,344 2,872 33.00% 36.29% 24.781

305 Saline Salina 7,167.8 48,280,143 6,736 53,084,793 15,925,438 2,222 30.00% 32.99% 16.380

306 Saline Southeast Of Saline 699.5 5,116,864 7,315 5,651,893 1,695,568 2,424 30.00% 33.14% 18.511

466 Scott Scott County 986.5 6,809,049 6,902 7,519,783 2,255,935 2,287 30.00% 33.13% 18.618

263 Sedgwick Mulvane 1,752.0 10,383,151 5,926 11,428,745 3,771,486 2,153 33.00% 36.32% 18.274

267 Sedgwick Renwick 1,883.5 10,860,667 5,766 11,945,058 3,941,869 2,093 33.00% 36.29% 16.469

259 Sedgwick Wichita 48,706.9 347,413,655 7,133 381,626,679 114,488,004 2,351 30.00% 32.95% 17.553

260 Sedgwick Derby 6,782.1 40,920,832 6,034 45,080,416 13,524,125 1,994 30.00% 33.05% 17.170

261 Sedgwick Haysville 5,500.1 35,783,595 6,506 39,473,901 11,842,170 2,153 30.00% 33.09% 21.023

265 Sedgwick Goddard 5,584.1 33,326,964 5,968 36,645,334 10,993,600 1,969 30.00% 32.99% 15.995

266 Sedgwick Maize 6,776.4 41,891,628 6,182 44,082,370 13,224,711 1,952 30.00% 31.57% 14.788

262 Sedgwick Valley Center Pub Sch 2,786.7 17,380,169 6,237 18,907,559 5,665,398 2,033 29.96% 32.60% 14.913



264 Sedgwick Clearwater 1,131.5 7,501,636 6,630 8,260,884 2,456,795 2,171 29.74% 32.75% 16.257

268 Sedgwick Cheney 780.9 5,844,353 7,484 6,513,326 1,850,500 2,370 28.41% 31.66% 19.048

483 Seward Kismet-Plains 694.5 6,770,941 9,749 7,510,354 1,900,000 2,736 25.30% 28.06% 22.173

480 Seward Liberal 4,878.0 36,383,694 7,459 40,460,584 10,150,000 2,081 25.09% 27.90% 17.152

501 Shawnee Topeka Public Schools 13,456.9 97,911,531 7,276 107,461,572 33,600,000 2,497 31.27% 34.32% 16.609

345 Shawnee Seaman 3,751.0 24,056,033 6,413 26,387,975 7,916,393 2,110 30.00% 32.91% 16.457

372 Shawnee Silver Lake 691.5 4,780,360 6,913 5,344,150 1,603,245 2,319 30.00% 33.54% 16.140

437 Shawnee Auburn Washburn 6,243.9 37,360,757 5,984 41,158,192 12,347,458 1,978 30.00% 33.05% 14.796

450 Shawnee Shawnee Heights 3,494.5 21,577,899 6,175 23,734,889 7,120,467 2,038 30.00% 33.00% 14.799

412 Sheridan Hoxie Community Schools 383.5 2,902,748 7,569 3,254,921 976,476 2,546 30.00% 33.64% 20.160

352 Sherman Goodland 919.7 7,168,725 7,795 7,589,244 2,276,773 2,476 30.00% 31.76% 17.922

237 Smith Smith Center 395.0 3,385,070 8,570 3,755,077 1,239,175 3,137 33.00% 36.61% 23.452

350 Stafford St John-Hudson 335.4 2,826,634 8,428 3,145,768 1,028,028 3,065 32.68% 36.37% 21.880

351 Stafford Macksville 234.5 2,379,564 10,147 2,625,320 787,596 3,359 30.00% 33.10% 15.000

349 Stafford Stafford 244.4 2,286,625 9,356 2,529,410 757,745 3,100 29.96% 33.14% 25.071

452 Stanton Stanton County 440.2 3,538,900 8,039 3,931,440 1,179,432 2,679 30.00% 33.33% 21.566

209 Stevens Moscow Public Schools 173.5 1,748,619 10,078 1,955,713 645,385 3,720 33.00% 36.91% 21.866

210 Stevens Hugoton Public Schools 1,086.9 7,752,797 7,133 8,601,280 2,580,384 2,374 30.00% 33.28% 18.196

360 Sumner Caldwell 232.0 2,222,514 9,580 2,439,410 805,005 3,470 33.00% 36.22% 27.160

509 Sumner South Haven 200.5 1,961,738 9,784 2,166,113 714,817 3,565 33.00% 36.44% 27.194

353 Sumner Wellington 1,595.5 11,097,421 6,955 12,184,683 3,655,405 2,291 30.00% 32.94% 18.625

356 Sumner Conway Springs 485.5 3,690,728 7,602 4,074,995 1,222,499 2,518 30.00% 33.12% 19.420

358 Sumner Oxford 297.5 2,931,949 9,855 2,940,967 882,290 2,966 30.00% 30.09% 15.719

359 Sumner Argonia Public Schools 187.5 1,830,341 9,762 2,021,305 606,392 3,234 30.00% 33.13% 23.342

357 Sumner Belle Plaine 608.5 4,920,940 8,087 5,530,841 1,630,000 2,679 29.47% 33.12% 14.996

315 Thomas Colby Public Schools 895.4 6,123,972 6,839 7,142,335 2,138,929 2,389 29.95% 34.93% 17.966

316 Thomas Golden Plains 178.1 1,921,278 10,788 2,211,497 660,351 3,708 29.86% 34.37% 23.996

314 Thomas Brewster 147.5 1,291,134 8,753 1,536,418 444,627 3,014 28.94% 34.44% 15.637

208 Trego Wakeeney 390.0 3,103,448 7,958 3,498,093 1,031,917 2,646 29.50% 33.25% 20.160

329 Wabaunsee Mill Creek Valley 440.0 3,690,451 8,387 3,989,772 1,316,625 2,992 33.00% 35.68% 20.966

330 Wabaunsee Mission Valley 491.5 4,307,652 8,764 4,732,664 1,419,799 2,889 30.00% 32.96% 21.769

242 Wallace Weskan 103.0 1,069,201 10,381 1,183,397 390,521 3,791 33.00% 36.52% 28.143

241 Wallace Wallace County Schools 200.5 1,774,257 8,849 2,012,042 592,433 2,955 29.44% 33.39% 20.163

223 Washington Barnes 367.4 3,085,021 8,397 3,398,030 1,019,409 2,775 30.00% 33.04% 21.254

224 Washington Clifton-Clyde 318.5 2,609,508 8,193 2,927,363 878,209 2,757 30.00% 33.65% 20.243

108 Washington Washington Co. Schools 353.5 2,965,642 8,389 3,446,626 1,025,502 2,901 29.75% 34.58% 23.295

467 Wichita Leoti 404.0 3,214,414 7,956 3,601,506 1,175,000 2,908 32.63% 36.55% 22.798

461 Wilson Neodesha 715.5 5,332,387 7,453 5,942,475 1,961,017 2,741 33.00% 36.78% 24.836

484 Wilson Fredonia 654.8 4,975,524 7,599 5,672,266 1,701,680 2,599 30.00% 34.20% 21.724

387 Wilson Altoona-Midway 185.5 1,918,073 10,340 2,165,436 600,000 3,235 27.71% 31.28% 17.937

366 Woodson Woodson 451.5 3,991,533 8,841 4,479,118 1,310,330 2,902 29.25% 32.83% 22.377

203 Wyandotte Piper-Kansas City 2,164.2 13,265,766 6,130 14,673,853 4,470,000 2,065 30.46% 33.70% 17.475

202 Wyandotte Turner-Kansas City 4,090.2 28,248,640 6,906 31,108,006 9,332,402 2,282 30.00% 33.04% 19.123

204 Wyandotte Bonner Springs 2,696.0 17,948,104 6,657 19,421,203 5,826,361 2,161 30.00% 32.46% 16.478

500 Wyandotte Kansas City 21,159.0 155,796,964 7,363 172,040,529 51,612,159 2,439 30.00% 33.13% 13.533

37,985.1
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MEMORANDUM

To:  Senate Select Committee on Education Finance

From:  Office of Revisor of Statutes

Date:  March 20, 2018 

Subject: Senate Bill 422—Local Option Budget 

 SB 422 would: (1) Require all school districts to adopt a local option budget (LOB) equal 

to 30% of the school district’s total foundation aid; (2) determine supplemental state aid based on 

the current year’s LOB; (3) continue the protest petition process for LOB, but void any existing 

LOB resolution adopted by a school district prior to July 1, 2017, that was not subject to an 

election or protest petition process; (4) require local school boards to notify the State Board of 

Education of their intent to raise their LOB authority in the succeeding school year; and (5) 

require each school district to transfer from the LOB an amount that is proportional its total 

foundation aid attributable to its at-risk weighting to its at-risk fund. 

Mandatory Local Option Budget of 30% 

Currently, school districts may adopt an LOB up to 30% of the total foundation aid of the 

school district. School districts can adopt an LOB greater than 30%, up to 33%, by adopting a 

resolution subject to protest petition. SB 422 would require school districts to adopt an LOB of 

30% of their total foundation aid. School districts could still increase their LOB authority up to 

an additional 3% above the required 30% through the same resolution process. 

Supplemental State Aid

Under SB 19, the State Board is directed to determine the amount of supplemental state 

aid received by a school district based on the amount of LOB of the district for the immediately 

preceding school year. SB 422 would strike the phrase “for the immediately preceding school 

year” allowing the State Board to determine the amount of supplemental state aid school districts 

are to receive based on the current year’s LOB.
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LOB Protest Petition

 In school year 2014-2015, the School District Finance and Quality Performance Act 

allowed certain districts to increase their LOB authority up to 33% upon local school board 

action alone without a protest petition or election process. The Classroom Learning Assuring 

Student Success Act maintained LOBs as they were, which allowed certain school districts to 

maintain the maximum 33% LOB authority, without any additional action. Under SB 19, the 

Kansas School Equity and Enhancement Act, school districts that desire to increase their LOB 

authority above 30% are subject to a protest petition and election process, while school districts

who do not desire to increase their LOB may maintain their LOB, even if they are above 30%.  

SB 422 would continue to require a protest petition process for school districts that desire 

to increase their LOB authority above the mandatory 30%. Additionally, SB 422 would void any 

existing LOB resolution adopted by a school board prior to July 1, 2017, that was not 

subsequently approved at an election by a majority of the voters of the school district. Any such 

resolution would expire on June 30, 2018. 

Notice of Intent to Increase LOB Authority

If a school district desires to increase its LOB authority in the immediately succeeding 

school year, SB 422 new subsection (g) would require local school boards to notify the State 

Board of their intent to increase their LOB authority by March 15 of the current year. The State 

Board would then compile such notices and submit a report to the legislature on or before March 

25 of each year. 

At-Risk Funds 

SB 422 would require each school district to transfer an amount proportional to its total 

foundation aid attributable to the at-risk weighting from the LOB fund to the school district’s at-

risk fund. 

Effective Date

 The bill would take effect upon publication in the Kansas register. 



SB 450 – Transportation 
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Current Transportation Weighting

Density Cost Per Pupil / BASE x Number of Eligible Pupils = Transportation 
Weighted FTE

Transportation Weighted FTE x BASE = Transportation Aid (a component of 
state foundation aid)
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Current Transportation Weighting
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Proposed Transportation Weighting

Per Capita Allowance x 1.00 x (Current Year BASE/FY 2019 BASE) x Number 
of Eligible Pupils = Transportation Aid (still a component of state foundation 
aid)

Transportation Aid / BASE = Transportation Weighted FTE
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Proposed Transportation Weighting
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Current vs. Proposal
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Important Notes

Because of 2017 SB 19 changes to cost allocation formula, every USD currently 
has a grandfather clause through school year 2020-21.

If grandfather clause is retained, there are no losers. 17 USDs are get more 
under this approach for a total statewide increase of about $168,000.

After grandfather ends, this approach costs $1.3 million more per year.

Almost all districts gain by a very small amount. One district loses $10 (believed 
to be rounding error).

As a note, the bill does currently strike this grandfather clause, but that was not 
intentional.
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To:  Senate Select Committee on Education Finance

Date: March 22, 2018 

Re: Testimony regarding Concurrent Enrollment Act for High School 

Senator Baumgardner and members of the committee. I am Jim Genandt, President of Manhattan Technical 
College and am here presenting on behalf of the Kansas Association of Technical Colleges. KATC is a consortium 
of colleges promoting career and technical education in Kansas.  

I want to start by thanking you for the energy and deliberation that you have put into this concept.  The member 
colleges of the Kansas Association of Technical Colleges support the intent of the proposed initiative for concurrent 
education in Kansas. We believe that a strong higher education system in Kansas needs to have broad access to 
college-level courses and be affordable to high school students regardless of their socio-economic status.  

We recognize the challenges you are facing include:

1) The current state of tuition rates for concurrent courses in Kansas is varied with inconsistent tuition rates across 
the state. 
a) Rates range from free, offset by local mill levy and/or other means, to several hundred dollars per credit 

hour.  
2) Inconsistent practices for placement scores from college to college with mild variance on what a student must 

achieve to gain entry to a course.  
3) The possibility that there are areas around the state where students may or may not have broad access to 

concurrent coursework. 
4) Recruiting and retaining faculty to teach the courses.   

Course Placement

The Kansas Board of Regents has already been working on a multi-measures approach to course placement to 
create consistency in course placement across the state. We would recommend using the course placement 
guidelines already being developed by KBOR to avoid additional inconsistency for students across the state before 
you enact legislation.

Access

In the modern era of higher education online classes have allowed colleges and universities across the state to 
deliver high quality concurrent courses to every high school in the state.  Is access to concurrent enrollment a broad 
problem in Kansas? We would propose KBOR work with the local colleges to expand offerings to ensure students 
have the opportunities they need, having first gathered necessary data to show where concurrent shortages exist. 
Then KBOR expand offerings by local colleges in those service areas in a targeted fashion to meet those locales 
needs.  
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Cost Study

We understand that this initiative proposes to conduct a cost study for concurrent enrollment after launching the 
program. This seems counterintuitive and should be completed prior to beginning the program rather than after the 
fact. Having this information before implementation would provide you as policy makers, KBOR and the 
participating colleges insight into the costs, which vary significantly, as well as the multiple delivery methods 
(online, hybrid, face-to-face) colleges are currently using to deliver CEP and dual-credit classes. 

Rural Impact

We have significant concern this program could negatively impact access in rural communities in Kansas. 
Currently, many rural high school faculty are paid extra for teaching college level coursework either through the 
local college or through supplemental pay in the school districts. In many cases, these faculty are adjunct faculty for 
the local college. If the appropriations received by the colleges cannot be used to pay school district faculty for their 
instruction, then the responsibility to pick up supplemental pay will fall to the local school district. Should the 
district be unable to pay, we fear that the net affect will be current instructors will stop teaching the CEP course(s).  
That practical affect then will be the shift of the cost burden back to the local college, whose only choice will be to 
hire an adjunct faculty member to teach the course (likely online). This will effectively remove a face-to-face 
concurrent course from rural high schools across the state. 

Reimbursement Rate

The initiative as proposed seeks to reimburse colleges at $175 per course per student. Our members believe 
generally that the proposed amount is likely inadequate.  Unless it is based on the data on cost yet to be collected, it
is virtually impossible to know with any degree of certainty. If how colleges are limited in how they can use the 
reimbursement, then $175 per credit hour may fall even shorter.   

Timing

The addition of this program comes on the heels of a 4% reduction in state aid to higher education two years ago, 
38% underfunding of the Excel in CTE program, and a $20 million plus shortfall of funding to fully fund the two-
year college funding model. While we acknowledge this program will be funded through the K-12 funding stream, 
our concern is what affect will this have on already successful, but thus far underfunded programs.  

We respectfully suggest that you utilize the Kansas Board of Regents as the coordinating body to pilot this 
endeavor and only employ legislative action if your expectations or goals are not being met.  We further 
recommend waiting on implementation of this initiative until a cost study has been conducted to evaluate the cost 
of deliver for concurrent education, as well as data collected evaluating access to concurrent education around the 
state. 

Thank you and I would be happy to answer any questions.  
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Senate Select Committee on Education Finance
Proposed Concurrent Enrollment Program for General Education Courses

Blake Flanders, President and CEO, Kansas Board of Regents
March 22, 2018 

Good afternoon Chair Baumgardner and Members of the Committee, I am here to discuss a 
proposal for concurrent enrollment for general education courses.   

In Academic Year 2017, 14,983 students (headcount) enrolled, on average, in two general 
education college courses (30,989 enrollments) through concurrent enrollment partnerships for a 
total of 100,659 credit hours.  A Concurrent Enrollment Partnership (CEP) is an agreement 
between a college or university and a school district to provide eligible high school students with 
college courses taught by approved high school faculty during the normal high school day. The 
student receives both high school and college credit. 

These 14,983 high school students took courses on the Board’s systemwide transfer list, and they 
will be able to transfer these courses to any Kansas public college or university offering an 
equivalent course.  In Academic Year 2012, the Board prioritized systemwide transfer and, to 
date, has approved 84 courses available for guaranteed transfer systemwide. The pass rate for 
CEP students enrolled in systemwide transfer courses in AY 2017 was 96.7%.   

According to research compiled by the Education Commission of the States1, a wealth of data 
“underscores the benefits of dual enrollment programs, particularly for students traditionally 
underrepresented in higher education in the United States. Data suggest that dually enrolled 
students share the following characteristics: 

More likely to meet college-readiness benchmarks. 
 More likely to enter college, and enter shortly after high school graduation.  
 Lower likelihood of placement into remedial English or math.  
Higher first-year grade point average (GPA).
 Higher second-year retention rates.
 Higher four- and six-year college completion rates.
 Shorter average time to bachelor’s degree completion for those completing in six years     

   or less.” 

1 Education Commission of the States. (2015).  State Approaches to Funding Dual Enrollment. Denver, CO. Jennifer Zinth.
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Concurrent Enrollment Taskforce

In June 2017, the Board received a letter from Senator Baumgardner, encouraging the Board to 
create a taskforce to identify opportunities to expand concurrent enrollment in the state.  Also in 
June 2017, the Board received a report from its First Generation Taskforce recommending 
expansion of concurrent enrollment programs (CEP) in the state to open access and reduce costs 
for first generation students to give them an early start and realize academic success at the 
postsecondary level. At the 2017 retreat, the Board prioritized the review of concurrent 
enrollment as one of its goals for this year, and asked the Kansas Board of Education and the 
Kansas Board of Regents Coordinating Council to serve as the taskforce to take up this issue. 

The Coordinating Council comprises two Board of Regents members, two Board of Education 
members, as well as President Flanders and Commissioner Watson, both of whom serve as ex-
officio members.  In 2017, the Council met on September 19, October 25, and November 30.  The 
Council last met on January 8, 2018.   

At its first meeting, the Taskforce reviewed the letter from Senator Baumgardner, and a 
background paper that outlined existing avenues for high school students to earn college credit, 
institutional service areas, Higher Learning Commission (HLC) faculty qualifications, 
professional development opportunities for high school faculty, financial models, and student 
qualifications.  The group also heard from representatives from three community colleges, one 
technical college, and one state university about their respective CEP programs.  The community 
and technical college representatives noted that their CEP programs were a service and not a 
significant source of revenue.  The state university representative noted his institution no longer 
offers a CEP program due to the costs. 

During the October meeting the Taskforce reviewed several research reports that documented the 
success of CEP and dual enrollment programs in terms of student matriculation, retention, and 
completion of postsecondary credentials.  They also heard from representatives of four school 
districts about the benefits and challenges associated with the CEP programs at their respective 
high schools.  The primary obstacles they face are the lack of access to such programs in some 
areas, particularly rural parts of the state, the variance in testing or admissions requirements 
among colleges, differing tuition rate among colleges, and the lack of HLC qualified instructors.  
The lack of qualified instructors is the greatest challenge for all of the schools. 

The Taskforce met again on November 30.  At that meeting, the group reviewed the goals of dual 
and concurrent coursework/programs and also reviewed the avenues Kansas high school students 
have to earn college credit before they graduate from high school.  These avenues include 
Concurrent Enrollment Partnership (CEP) courses, dual enrollment courses, Advanced 
Placement (AP) courses and examinations, the College Level Examination Program (CLEP), the 
International Baccalaureate (IB) diploma programme, and the Freshman Year for Free program.  
Staff also reviewed CEP courses with the greatest number of students enrolled.   

At its January 8, 2018 meeting, the Taskforce voted to form working groups to make 
recommendations to the Board President and CEO and the Commissioner of Education on the 
following issues: 
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Identification of five courses offered for statewide delivery, 
Establishment of standardized eligibility requirements for students,
Agreement on a common rate for tuition/fees, and 
Identification of alternative delivery methods.

Representatives from two technical colleges, four community colleges, and two universities 
agreed to serve on each working group, as well as two superintendents representing secondary 
education.  The groups met twice in January 2018, and developed a set of recommendations.  
Those recommendations were sent to institutions for a public comment period, and the 
recommendations and public comments were then reviewed by Commissioner Watson and 
President Flanders.  The final recommendations are detailed below, and have been shared with 
the Taskforce, the Kansas Board of Education and the Kansas Board of Regents. 

Recommendations to the Concurrent Enrollment Taskforce
Concurrent enrollment opportunities are effective in increasing the percentage of students who 
enroll in college and these programs are linked to increases in college retention and completion 
rates.  Low-income, first-generation and other underserved populations, in particular, benefit 
from concurrent enrollment programs.   

Given that the Kansas Board of Education has defined a successful high school graduate as 
someone who has completed postsecondary education without remediation, and given that the 
Kansas Board of Regents has a strategic goal to increase higher education attainment, expansion 
of concurrent enrollment programs is critical to meet these goals. 

Kansas has a strong concurrent enrollment culture where all community colleges and 
technical colleges offer concurrent enrollment programs.  While every community has at 
least one assigned higher education provider, it is apparent that high school students in 
Kansas do not have access to the same level of concurrent enrollment opportunities.  Student 
eligibility requirements and course tuition vary widely by institution.  For instance, some 
institutions offer full tuition waivers, while others charge full price.  In addition, students 
eligible for a course in one service area may not meet the eligibility requirements in a 
neighboring service area.  Some institutions purchase textbooks for students, while other 
institutions require students to buy educational materials supporting the course.  In short, 
concurrent opportunities are more closely tied to where a student resides in Kansas as 
opposed to the right to choose a postsecondary institution. 

Because the Board’s service area requirement restricts high schools to using the assigned 
postsecondary provider for concurrent enrollment, high school students do not have the option to 
choose a provider.  Because of these market restrictions, it is essential to eliminate the variance 
in costs and eligibility requirements.  

The Coordinating Council is recommending concurrent enrollment programs be defined as any 
of the following: 

CEP (Concurrent Enrollment Programs): A college course offered at the high school 
using a high school instructor. 
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College Provided Instruction: A college course offered either at the high school or at 
the college using a full-time or adjunct instructor provided by the college. 
Online Courses: A college course offered completely online using a full-time or 
adjunct instructor provided by the college. 
Hybrid Courses: A college course offered at the high school that combines online 
instruction from a full-time or adjunct instructor provided by the college and 
additional face to face instruction by either a high school instructor or the college 
instructor. 

When drafting legislation regarding Statewide Concurrent Course Offerings for Academic Year 
2019 (July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019), the following statements are recommended for 
consideration: 

Statement 1:  In Year 1, a pilot program is recommended involving only one course 
(Composition I) so that any outstanding details and unforeseen issues can be defined and 
resolved before launching the full program. Institutions may choose whether or not to 
participate in the program. 

Statement 2:  The Board’s policy on service areas will continue to apply.  If an institution 
chooses not to participate in the pilot, but a high school within the institution’s service area 
does participate, the Board will assign a participating postsecondary institution to the high 
school. 

Statement 3:  The following minimum eligibility standards apply to high school students 
enrolled in this program.  Students must be:  

juniors or seniors; and
have attained a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better; and  

(i) for American History I, Introduction to Psychology, and Public Speaking, 
earned an ACT composite score of at least 20 or an equivalent score on another 
valid assessment; or 
(ii) for College Algebra and English Composition I, earned a college-ready ACT 
sub-score or equivalent on another valid assessment relevant to the offered 
concurrent enrollment course or courses. 

The Board will convene a committee to identify other valid assessments and the required score 
students must meet for program eligibility.  

Institutions expressed a need for alternative eligibility requirements for students who do not meet 
the GPA and assessment score requirements, but who institutions believe can be successful.  A 
state committee that includes representatives from two community colleges, one university, one 
technical college and Board staff will review institutional requests to admit such students and 
make a final determination.  

Statement 4a:  To be eligible for state funding designated to support this program, institutions 
must participate in the program. 
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Statement 4b:  For the two-year sector, concurrent courses are eligible for funding through the 
nontiered funding line.  It is recommended the Board advocate for full funding of the portion of 
funding supporting concurrent enrollment credit hours in the nontiered line item.  It is 
recommended program funding be distributed in proportion to the amount of concurrent 
enrollment being offered through the program.   

Statement 4c:  If the program is not fully funded by legislative appropriation, institutions may
charge tuition to students enrolled in the program up to $175 a course.   

Statement 5:  The state-funded tuition of the student portion of the course is $175.  This includes 
tuition, fees, and educational materials.   

Statement 6:  The Board will convene a working group to recommend open source materials for 
courses that are part of the program.  Use of identified materials is optional.  

Statement 7:  The Board will conduct a cost-study specific to the types of concurrent enrollment 
delivery options to identify direct costs for each sector.  

Statement 8:  The Board will continue to track the number of concurrent enrollment faculty 
meeting and not meeting the Higher Learning Commission’s faculty qualifications by institution 
and will maintain a list of online graduate degrees offered by public universities in Kansas in the 
most common concurrent enrollment subject areas taught in the state.  The report of faculty 
qualifications will be made available to the Board and, if requested, to the Kansas Legislature.

The Board of Regents appreciates Senator Baumgardner’s request to study concurrent enrollment 
and we are ready to work with you on the pilot program.  These proposed guidelines are 
recommended to best position the pilot to ensure success.  

Thank you for the opportunity to present this proposal.  I am happy to stand for questions. 







FY 2018 - KANSAS PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM
3/30/2018

D0 Anticipated Payment Dates:

USD # District/Program Name Original Grant
204 204 0 D0204 Bonner Springs 10,500
210 210 0 D0210 Hugoton 27,676
229 229 0 D0229 Blue Valley 471,861
231 231 0 D0231 Gardner Edgerton 90,000
232 232 0 D0232 De Soto 103,953
233 233 0 D0233 Olathe 1,173,023
239 239 0 D0239 North Ottawa 25,252
240 240 0 D0240 Twin Valley 23,898
259 259 0 D0259 Wichita 230,000
260 260 0 D0260 Derby 147,858
261 261 0 D0261 Haysville 127,000
263 263 0 D0263 Mulvane 22,750
265 265 0 D0265 Goddard 71,160
266 266 0 D0266 Maize 142,283
273 273 0 D0273 Beloit 100,541
305 305 0 D0305 Salina 79,283
306 306 0 D0306 Southeast of Saline 36,667
308 308 0 D0308 Hutchinson/Buhler 139,438
320 320 0 D0320 Wamego 26,635
321 321 0 D0321 Kaw Valley 26,557
323 323 0 D0323 Rock Creek 38,680
333 333 0 D0333 Concordia 55,846
335 335 0 D0335 North Jackson 8,830
337 337 0 D0337 Royal Valley 40,606
348 348 0 D0348 Baldwin City 84,483
349 349 0 D0349 Stafford 17,971
359 359 0 D0359 Argonia Consortium 64,615
361 361 0 D0361 Chapparral Schools 9,968
368 368 0 D0368 Paola Consortium 187,116
373 373 0 D0373 Newton 60,120
379 379 0 D0379 Clay Center 49,809
380 380 0 D0380 Vermillion 24,236
382 382 0 D0382 Pratt Consortium 18,970
383 383 0 D0383 Manhattan/Ogden 217,690
394 394 0 D0394 Rose Hill 33,563
405 405 0 D0405 Lyons/Rice County Special Services Coop 45,581
410 410 0 D0410 Hillsboro/Marion County PAT 80,849
428 428 0 D0428 Great Bend 27,510
435 435 0 D0435 Abilene 73,531
437 437 0 D0437 Auburn-Washburn/Shawnee H 98,592
443 443 0 D0443 Dodge City 39,705
445 445 0 D0445 Coffeyville 72,005
457 457 0 D0457 Garden City 205,689
458 458 0 D0458 Basehor-Linwood 40,596
465 465 0 D0465 Winfield 64,788
469 469 0 D0469 Lansing 37,853
473 473 0 D0473 Chapman 37,151
475 475 0 D0475 Geary County 139,922
482 482 0 D0482 Dighton                         20,000
487 487 0 D0487 Herington 46,686

3/29/2018 Copy of PAT Grants--3-28-18.xlsx



FY 2018 - KANSAS PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM
3/30/2018

D0 Anticipated Payment Dates:

USD # District/Program Name Original Grant
489 489 0 D0489 Hays 65,751
490 490 0 D0490 El Dorado 21,000
495 495 0 D0495 Fort Larned 24,047
497 497 0 D0497 Lawrence 141,538
498 498 0 D0498 Valley Heights/Marysville 63,000
501 501 0 D0501 Topeka 498,946
512 512 0 D0512 Shawnee Mission 367,936
602 602 0 D0602 Northwest KS Ed Serv Ctr 36,983
608 608 0 D0608 Keystone (aka Northeast KS Ed Serv Ctr) 392,000
609 609 0 D0609 Southeast Ks Ed Serv Ctr 501,569
636 636 0 D0636 North Central KS Sp Ed Coop 53,846

TOTAL 7,185,912

3/29/2018 Copy of PAT Grants--3-28-18.xlsx
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STATE OF KANSAS EXPENDITURES FOR SCHOOL READINESS
(Excluding K-12 School Finance)

The following report summarizes programs that assist in preparing Kansas children for 
school readiness. All dollar figures recommend the Governor’s budget recommendation. 
The majority of funding is already included in the approved budgets for FY 2018 and FY 
2019.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
FY 2018—All Funds: $186,139,890; SGF: $61,864,776
FY 2019—All Funds: $188,678,870; SGF: $62,105,834

GENERAL GOVERNMENT 

Attorney General 
DARE Program 

FY 2018—All Funds: $25,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $25,000; SGF: $0 

HUMAN SERVICES 

Department for Children and Families (DCF) 
Child Care Quality 

FY 2018—All Funds: $5,083,046; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,083,046; SGF: $0 

Independent Living & Life Skills Services 
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,969,886; SGF: $393,977 
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,969,886; SGF: $393,977 

Kansas Early Head Start 
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,238,642; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,238,642; SGF: $0 

Vocational Rehabilitation Case Services 
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,900,967; SGF: $1,043,906 
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,717,131; SGF: $1,217,749 

Smartmoves 
FY 2018—All Funds: $219,435; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $219,435; SGF: $0 

EPIC Skillz 
FY 2018—All Funds: $188,583; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $188,583; SGF: $0 

Urban Scholastic Center 
FY 2018—All Funds: $109,253; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $109,253; SGF: $0 

Project Impact 
FY 2018—All Funds: $0; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $189,317; SGF: $0
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Kansas Reading Roadmap
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,790,050; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,790,950; SGF: $0 

Kidzlit 
FY 2018—All Funds: $877,725; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $877,725; SGF: $0 

Jobs for America’s Graduates 
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,400,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,750,000; SGF: $0 

Communities in Schools 
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,453,467; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,489,520; SGF: $0 

Parsons State Hospital and Training Center 
Special Purpose School  

FY 2018—All Funds: $350,000; SGF: $350,000 
FY 2019—All Funds: $350,000; SGF: $350,000 

Kansas Department of Health and Environment—Health 
School Health 

FY 2018—All Funds: $691,907; SGF: $375,376 
FY 2019—All Funds: $691,907; SGF: $375,376 

Infant and Toddler Services 
FY 2018—All Funds: $10,153,186; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $10,151,104; SGF: $0 

Newborn Hearing Aid Loaner Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $41,346; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $40,602; SGF: $0 

Newborn Metabolic & Hearing Screening 
FY 2018—All Funds: $766,200; SGF: $16,700 
FY 2019—All Funds: $773,868; SGF: $16,700 

EDUCATION 

Department of Education 
Parent Education Program (Parents as Teachers) 

FY 2018—All Funds: $7,237,635; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $8,237,635; SGF: $0 

Pre-K Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,132,317; SGF: $0 
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,132,317; SGF: $0 

Kansas Reading Success 
FY 2018—All Funds: $2,100,000; SGF: $2,100,000 
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,100,000; SGF: $2,100,000 

Communities in Schools 
FY 2018—All Funds: $50,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $50,000; SGF: $0 

Children’s Cabinet Programs 
FY 2018—All Funds: $15,607,840; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $18,018,476; SGF: $0 
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School for the Blind 
Education of Blind Children 

FY 2018—All Funds: $7,043,445; SGF: $5,368,299 
FY 2019—All Funds: $6,767,521; SGF: $5,435,726 

School for the Deaf 
Education of Deaf Children 

FY 2018—All Funds: $11,044,447; SGF: $8,831,258 
FY 2019—All Funds: $10,798,266; SGF: $8,899,869 

Kansas Board of Regents 
Excel in Career Technical Education Initiative ( SB 155) 

FY 2018—All Funds: $28,050,000; SGF: $28,050,000 
FY 2019—All Funds: $28,050,000; SGF: $28,050,000 

Emporia State University 
Center for Early Childhood Education 

FY 2018—All Funds: $480,489; SGF: $12,023 
FY 2019—All Funds: $480,489; SGF: $12,023 

Reading Related Services 
FY 2018—All Funds: $26,450; SGF: $26,450 
FY 2019—All Funds: $26,450; SGF: $26,450 

Enhancing Your Future 
FY 2018—All Funds: $16,790; SGF: $12,690 
FY 2019—All Funds: $16,790; SGF: $12,690 

Sonia Kovalevsky Mathematics Day 
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,500; SGF: $1,500 
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,500; SGF: $1,500 

MASTER-IT 
FY 2018—All Funds: $20,721; SGF: $16,721 
FY 2019—All Funds: $20,721; SGF: $16,721 

Family Literacy Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $30,458; SGF: $360 
FY 2019—All Funds: $30,470; SGF: $372 

Yes, I Can Do Science & Mathematics (Sí Se Puede Hacer Ciencia y Matemáticas) 
FY 2018—All Funds: $5,750; SGF: $5,750 
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,750; SGF: $5,750 

Fort Hays State University 
Herndon Speech, Language, and Hearing Clinic 

FY 2018—All Funds: $777,523; SGF: $586,319 
FY 2019—All Funds: $777,523; SGF: $586,319 

Tiger Tots Nurtury Center 
FY 2018—All Funds: $103,452; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $103,452; SGF: $0 

Kansas State University 
Hoeflin Stone House Child Care Center 

FY 2018—All Funds: $395,869; SGF: $65,000 
FY 2019—All Funds: $475,000; SGF: $65,000
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Early Childhood Laboratory 
FY 2018—All Funds: $110,160; SGF: $65,000 
FY 2019—All Funds: $125,000; SGF: $65,000 

KSDE Food Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $7,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $7,000; SGF: $0 

Speech & Hearing Center 
FY 2018—All Funds: $343,579; SGF: $168,474 
FY 2019—All Funds: $345,474; SGF: $168,474 

Kansas State University—ESARP 
4-H Program

FY 2018—All Funds: $1,098,416; SGF: $417,167
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,098,416; SGF: $417,167

Youth Leadership & Community Involvement Initiative 
FY 2018—All Funds: $255,109; SGF: $94,620 
FY 2019—All Funds: $255,109; SGF: $94,620 

Army Youth & Teen Center Technical Assistance 
FY 2018—All Funds: $115,295; SGF: $20,914 
FY 2019—All Funds: $115,295; SGF: $20,914 

Community Youth Development & Training 
FY 2018—All Funds: $114,745; SGF: $26,998 
FY 2019—All Funds: $114,745; SGF: $26,998 

Learning & Social Readiness 
FY 2018—All Funds: $43,423; SGF: $12,450 
FY 2019—All Funds: $43,423; SGF: $12,450 

Improve Parenting Skills & Family Relationships 
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,371,609; SGF: $707,299 
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,371,609; SGF: $707,299 

Pittsburg State University 
Pre-School Lab 

FY 2018—All Funds: $34,694; SGF: $17,587 
FY 2019—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $17,636 

Yes Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $17,636 
FY 2019—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $17,636 

America Reads Challenge 
FY 2018—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $834 
FY 2019—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $834 

Science Day 
FY 2018—All Funds: $984; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $984; SGF: $0 

Career Exploration 
FY 2018—All Funds: $2,727; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,727; SGF: $0 

University of Kansas 
Hilltop Child Development Center 

FY 2018—All Funds: $2,509,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,552,000; SGF: $0 
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Edna A. Hill Child Development Center 
FY 2018—All Funds: $495,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $503,000; SGF: $0 

Lied Center of Kansas: School Performance Series 
FY 2018—All Funds: $52,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $60,500; SGF: $0 

School of Architecture, Design, and Planning Design Camp 
FY 2018—All Funds: $27,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $27,000; SGF: $0 

School of Journalism/Mass Communications: Media Workshop 
FY 2018—All Funds: $55,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $57,000; SGF: $0 

School of Music: International Institute for Young Musicians 
FY 2018—All Funds: $74,617; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $74,617; SGF: $0 

Spencer Museum of Art: Children Programming 
FY 2018—All Funds: $146,825; SGF: $48,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $113,850; SGF: $45,100 

Wichita State University 
Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic 

FY 2018—All Funds: $503,300; SGF: $94,300 
FY 2019—All Funds: $503,300; SGF: $94,300 

School of Nursing—Health Screenings 
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,300; SGF: $9,300 
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,300; SGF: $9,300 

School of Nursing—Services Provided by Nursing Students 
FY 2018—All Funds: $17,250; SGF: $17,250 
FY 2019—All Funds: $17,250; SGF: $17,250 

Physician Assistants—West High School Health Science Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,500; SGF: $9,500 
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,500; SGF: $9,500 

Upward Bound 
FY 2018—All Funds: $391,255; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $391,255; SGF: $0 

Upward Bound Regional Math/Science Program 
FY 2018—All Funds: $320,124; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $320,124; SGF: $0 

Upward Bound Communication 
FY 2018—All Funds: $245,723; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $245,723; SGF: $0 

TRIO Talent Search—Project Discovery 
FY 2018—All Funds: $559,200; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $559,200; SGF: $0 

GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness & Readiness for Undergraduate Programs) 
FY 2018—All Funds: $3,500,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $3,500,000; SGF: $0 

Teacher Education Majors 
FY 2018—All Funds: $23,758; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $23,758; SGF: $0
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WSU Child Development Center 
FY 2018—All Funds: $690,041; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $690,041; SGF: $0 

America Reads Challenge 
FY 2018—All Funds: $85,850; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $85,850; SGF: $0 

Partnership with Communities in Schools 
FY 2018—All Funds: $16,681; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $16,681; SGF: $0 

Historical Society 
Educational Programming 

FY 2018—All Funds: $26,200; SGF: $16,584 
FY 2019—All Funds: $26,200; SGF: $16,584 

State Library 
Summer Reading Program 

FY 2018—All Funds: $40,500; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $40,500; SGF: $0 

Kansas Reads to Preschoolers 
FY 2018—All Funds: $3,800; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $3,800; SGF: $0 

Children’s Ebooks 
FY 2018—All Funds: $47,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $50,000; SGF: $0 

Learning Foreign Language 
FY 2018—All Funds: $0; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $0; SGF: $0 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

Department of Corrections 
Lawrence Gardner High School 

FY 2018—All Funds: $2,528,374; SGF: $2,451,425 
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,528,374; SGF: $2,407,805 

Adjutant General’s Department 
Starbase 

FY 2018—All Funds: $1,586,000; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,650,000; SGF: $0 

TRANSPORTATION 

Kansas Department of Transportation 
Safe Routes to Schools 

FY 2018—All Funds: $855,496; SGF; $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $855,496; SGF: $0 
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT

Attorney General

DARE Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $25,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $25,000; SGF: $0

The Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE) Program assists local law enforcement 
agencies and schools to create local programs, provide training of the curriculum, and 
provide material and information.

HUMAN SERVICES

Department for Children and Families (DCF)

Child Care Quality  
FY 2018—All Funds: $5,083,046; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,083,046; SGF: $0

The majority of Child Care Quality expenditures are devoted to resource and referral 
services. Resource and referral programs serve as a central component of the state’s 
child care infrastructure. While their core role is to provide information to parents about 
child care available in their communities and referrals to other programs in response to 
family needs, they also maintain databases on child care programs, build the supply of 
child care by providing training and technical assistance to new and existing providers, 
and improve child care quality by offering training for family child care providers, center 
staff, and directors.

Independent Living & Life Skills Services  
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,969,886; SGF: $393,977  
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,969,886; SGF: $393,977

Youth ages 15 and older in out-of-home placement are provided life skills services by the 
Child Welfare Community-Based Service providers. Providers assist youth to prepare for 
adulthood and self-sufficiency by providing an array of services and support, including 
daily living skills; housing, transportation, and community resources; money 
management; self-care; social development; and work and study skills. These services 
are provided by the local DCF offices to all youth who are eligible for Chafee or Education 
and Training Voucher funding and were in DCF, Department of Corrections juvenile, or 
tribal custody. Financial assistance is also available to eligible youth for post-secondary 
education, certified training programs, and monthly independent living subsidies.
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Kansas Early Head Start  
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,238,642; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,238,642; SGF: $0

The Kansas Early Head Start Program is designed to meet the individual needs of 
children and their families by focusing on quality early education, parent education, and 
other family support services. The program focuses support on low income, pregnant 
women, and families with infants, toddlers, and/or children with disabilities in the home.

Vocational Rehabilitation Case Services
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,900,967; SGF: $1,043,906
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,717,131; SGF: $1,217,749

Vocational Rehabilitation Case Services helps secondary students with severe disability 
prepare for employment through the Vocational Rehabilitation Program. Without these 
services, research has demonstrated that most special education students leaving high 
school will not acquire appropriate employment, and many of the functional abilities 
gained through special education would be lost.

Smartmoves
FY 2018—All Funds: $219,435; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $219,435; SGF: $0

Smartmoves is a comprehensive teen pregnancy prevention and education program 
provided by the Boys and Girls Club to at-risk youth in Coffeyville, Wyandotte County, 
Hutchinson, White Cloud, Horton, Mayetta, Leavenworth, Abilene, Manhattan, Wichita, 
Topeka, and Lawrence. Curriculums are utilized to develop skills to resist alcohol, 
tobacco, and other drugs, as well as pregnancy prevention and premature sexual activity 
through abstinence-based curriculum. Other curriculum includes skill-building regarding 
healthy relationships, career exploration, job readiness, and placement and career 
decision-making support.

EPIC Skillz
FY 2018—All Funds: $188,583; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $188,583; SGF: $0

EPIC Skillz provides an expanded learning opportunity for middle school students by 
offering an alternative path to earning high school credit. The program is designed to build 
workforce skills, promote innovative thinking, increase engagement, and motivate 
experiential learning in at-risk youth. Youth in the program build essential skills for college 
and career readiness through hands-on learning activities in and out of the classroom.
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Urban Scholastic Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $109,253; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $109,253; SGF: $0

The Urban Scholastic Center serves inner-city children and youth by offering a wide array 
of services, including literacy, after-school, and evening educational programs. The 
program mainly services children from low-income families living in Wyandotte County.
The program aims to increase a child’s desire to read and develop a love for reading and 
learning.

Project Impact
FY 2018—All Funds: $0; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $189,317; SGF: $0

Project Impact targets minority youth in the age range of 14 through 17 who reside in the 
state’s high-risk, low-protective counties. The program seeks to lower risk factors in those 
children who may be affected by antisocial behavior issues, drug use, gang involvement, 
and a variety of at-home challenges.

Kansas Reading Roadmap
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,790,050; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,790,950; SGF: $0

Reading proficiently by the third grade is considered one of the most important predictors 
of high school graduation. As such, the program works with low-income schools in rural 
and urban communities to increase reading proficiency among the schools’ at-risk 
children.

Kidzlit
FY 2018—All Funds: $877,725; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $877,725; SGF: $0

Kidzlit is part of the Kansas Reading Roadmap project.

Jobs for America’s Graduates
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,400,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,750,000; SGF: $0

Jobs for America’s Graduates is a program that targets children at risk of failing in schools. 
The program offers in-class instruction, mentoring, leadership development, and job and 
postsecondary placement to participants.
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Communities in Schools
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,453,467; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,489,520; SGF: $0

Communities in Schools partners with public schools to improve high school graduation 
rates. The program primarily focuses on schools with the highest drop-out rates and 
surrounds at-risk students with services to better their chances of graduating. This goal 
is achieved by intensive case management, academic tutoring, and mentoring services.

Parsons State Hospital and Training Center

Special Purpose School
FY 2018—All Funds: $350,000; SGF: $350,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $350,000; SGF: $350,000

Special education services are provided to school-aged residents of Parsons State 
Hospital through a contract with the Southeast Kansas Regional Education Service 
Center.

Kansas Department of Health and Environment—Health 

School Health
FY 2018—All Funds: $691,907; SGF: $375,376
FY 2019—All Funds: $691,907; SGF: $375,376

This grant program is to implement strategies that promote school health in 12 target 
Local Education Agencies. The main goals of the five-year project were to: (1) facilitate 
the planning, development, and implementation of the revised local wellness policies; (2) 
support school environment that encourage physical activity and healthy food choices 
and meet the daily needs of students with chronic conditions; and (3) meet HK2020 
objectives related to school health as set out by partners across the state. The Healthy 
Kansas Schools program, a partnership between the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment-Bureau of Health Promotion and the Kansas State Department of 
Education-Child Nutrition and Wellness, coordinated these efforts.

Infant and Toddler Services
FY 2018—All Funds: $10,153,186; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $10,151,104; SGF: $0

This program provides funding to 36 local networks that provide services to infants and 
toddlers who have developmental delays.
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Newborn Hearing Aid Loaner Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $41,346; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $40,602; SGF: $0

The goal of this program is to provide small children with temporary hearing assistance 
devices until they receive their permanent devices.

Newborn Metabolic & Hearing Screening
FY 2018—All Funds: $766,200; SGF: $16,700
FY 2019—All Funds: $773,868; SGF: $16,700

This program provides screening of all Kansas newborns for 29 conditions recommended 
by the national panel for state screening programs. This assures early diagnosis and 
treatment to prevent serious disability or death. The agency has laboratory tests at the 
KDHE Lab and nursing follow-up services through the Division of Health.

EDUCATION

Department of Education

Parent Education Program (Parents as Teachers)
FY 2018—All Funds: $7,237,635; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $8,237,635; SGF: $0 

The Parent Education Program provides expectant parents and parents of infants and 
toddlers with advice and resource materials related to parenting skills, positive 
approaches to discipline, and development of self-esteem.

Pre-K Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,132,317; SGF: $0
FY 2018—All Funds: $4,132,317; SGF: $0

This program prepares four-year-old children for success in school. All classrooms in the 
program are required to meet teacher qualification requirements, implement a research-
based curriculum, maintain low teacher-to-child ratios, complete at least 15 hours of 
teacher training annually, and provide referrals to additional community services for 
families that need them.

Kansas Reading Success
FY 2018—All Funds: $2,100,000; SGF: $2,100,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,100,000; SGF: $2,100,000

Refer to program description under the Department for Children and Families.
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Communities in Schools
FY 2018—All Funds: $50,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $50,000; SGF: $0 

Refer to program description under the Department for Children and Families.

Children’s Cabinet Programs
FY 2018—All Funds: $15,607,840; SGF: $0 
FY 2019—All Funds: $18,018,476; SGF: $0 

Early Childhood Block Grants send money to school districts, Early Head Start sites, 
Head Start sites, and community-based programs that provide research-based child 
development services for at-risk infants, toddlers and their families, and preschool for 
three- and four-year-old children. The grant process is driven by accountability measures 
and research-based programming, as well as a focus on at-risk children and underserved 
areas. At least 30.0 percent of all block grant funds are set aside for infant and toddler 
programs.

Programming also includes the Child Care Quality Initiative and the Autism Diagnosis 
Program.

School for the Blind

Education of Blind Children
FY 2018—All Funds: $7,043,445; SGF: $5,368,299
FY 2019—All Funds: $6,767,521; SGF: $5,435,726

The School for the Blind provides educational, residential, and outreach services for 
children with visual and other impairments until the age of 21. In addition to extra hours 
of academic work, students residing in the dormitory receive instruction in life skills to 
foster independent living in adulthood. The school expects to serve additional students 
through its statewide outreach program and provide them with books, instructional 
material, and specialized technology. Also in the school’s budget is funding for the 
Accessible Arts, which provides technical assistance to enhance the arts for visually
impaired students.

School for the Deaf

Education of Deaf Children
FY 2018—All Funds: $11,044,447; SGF: $8,831,258
FY 2019—All Funds: $10,798,266; SGF: $8,899,869

The School for the Deaf offers instructional and residential programs for students who are 
deaf and hard-of-hearing so that they may have total accessibility to language and 
educational needs in a visual environment. Included in the school’s curriculum are all 
academic subjects necessary for accreditation by the Kansas State Department of 
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Education. In addition to classroom and life skills instruction at the Olathe campus, 
outreach services, early intervention assistance, and auditory training units are provided 
to school districts statewide.

Kansas Board of Regents

Excel in Career Technical Education Initiative ( SB 155)
FY 2018—All Funds: $28,050,000; SGF: $28,050,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $28,050,000; SGF: $28,050,000

This program encourages high school students to earn technical college credit without 
paying tuition and, at the same time, earn an industry credential recognized by employers. 
The program provides for diverse career pathway options which will give high school 
graduates the flexibility to either enter the workforce in high-demand, high-wage jobs after 
graduation, or earn high wages as they work their way through college, minimizing debt 
for Kansas students and families.

Emporia State University

Center for Early Childhood Education
FY 2018—All Funds: $480,489; SGF: $12,023
FY 2019—All Funds: $480,489; SGF: $12,023

The Center for Early Childhood Education provides care for children of Emporia State
University students, faculty, staff, and the community members.

Reading Related Services
FY 2018—All Funds: $26,450; SGF: $26,450
FY 2019—All Funds: $26,450; SGF: $26,450

This program provides reading and science instruction to school-age children, ages six 
through eight. Pre-service teachers provide individual and small group lessons. Practicum 
students also test, diagnose, and remediate children with reading problems.

Enhancing Your Future
FY 2018—All Funds: $16,790; SGF: $12,690
FY 2019—All Funds: $16,790; SGF: $12,690

This one-day conference is attended by girls in grades six through eight with their parents 
and teachers on the campus of Emporia State University. Goals of the conference 
include: increasing girls’ interest in science and mathematics; fostering awareness of 
career opportunities for women in mathematics- and science-related fields; and providing 
girls with the opportunity to meet and form personal contacts with successful women.
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Sonia Kovalevsky Mathematics Day
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,500; SGF: $1,500
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,500; SGF: $1,500

Funding for this program is provided through a corporate grant. The Sonia Kovalevsky 
Mathematics Day conference, named for a famous 19th-century mathematician, is 
designed to honor and encourage high school women in their junior year to continue in 
their math studies.

MASTER-IT
FY 2018—All Funds: $20,721; SGF: $16,721
FY 2019—All Funds: $20,721; SGF: $16,721

The Mathematics and Science to Explore Careers—Investigating Together (MASTER-IT)
is a one-week summer residential program for young women at Emporia State University. 
Participants live in a residence hall chaperoned by college women and have the 
opportunity to interact with University faculty, women professionals, and other 
participants.

Family Literacy Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $30,458; SGF: $360
FY 2019—All Funds: $30,470; SGF: $372

The Family Literacy Program provides reading and mathematical tutorial help for children 
in 8 of the 11 local public and private schools in Emporia. The program uses college 
students in the University’s Teacher Education Program as tutors. The majority of the 
program’s funding comes from special revenue funds paid as stipends to the tutors.

Yes, I Can Do Science & Mathematics (Sí Se Puede Hacer Ciencia y Matemáticas)
FY 2018—All Funds: $5,750; SGF: $5,750
FY 2019—All Funds: $5,750; SGF: $5,750

This program is for sixth to eigth grade Hispanic students and is held every year on a 
Saturday in October. Students participate in four hands-on workshops taught by Hispanic 
professionals from all over the State of Kansas. The workshops allow students to explore 
STEM topics, such as engineering, physics, medicine, chemistry, and veterinary 
medicine. 

Students also hear words of encouragement from Hispanic professionals during a formal 
luncheon in Emporia State University’s Memorial Union. Parents and teachers are 
encouraged to attend the program as well. The adult sessions focus on how to encourage 
Hispanic students to study STEM subjects and advice on how to succeed in college.
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Fort Hays State University

Herndon Speech, Language, and Hearing Clinic
FY 2018—All Funds: $777,523; SGF: $586,319
FY 2019—All Funds: $777,523; SGF: $586,319

This clinic provides comprehensive diagnostics and treatment to children of Western 
Kansas. It is administered by Fort Hays State University personnel in local offices 
throughout Western Kansas.

Tiger Tots Nurtury Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $103,452; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $103,452; SGF: $0

The Fort Hays State University’s Tiger Tots Nurtury Center provides child care and pre-
school for children of the University’s students and staff.

Kansas State University

Hoeflin Stone House Child Care Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $395,869; SGF: $65,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $475,000; SGF: $65,000

Stone House provides full-day, full-year, early education for three groups of children: 
infants and toddlers, aged 6 weeks through 3 years; toddlers, ranging from 15 to 30 
months of age; and preschoolers, aged 2-and-a-half to 5 years. Only children eligible for 
Early Head Start services are enrolled in the infant-toddler program.

Early Childhood Laboratory
FY 2018—All Funds: $110,160; SGF: $65,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $125,000; SGF: $65,000

The Early Childhood Laboratory is located in the Hoeflin House Child Care Center. The 
program integrates children who have identified developmental delays and disabilities 
with children who are typically developing. Kansas State University sponsors the child 
care programs for the education of teachers, the observation and interpretation of human 
growth and development, and research in a natural setting for faculty and students. This 
program is operated in collaboration with the public school system (USD 383) and serves 
as a major resource to the community.
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KSDE Food Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $7,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $7,000; SGF: $0

The Food Program provides nutritious meals and snacks to all children in the Early 
Childhood Lab program and the Hoeflin Stone House Child Care program. These meals 
and snacks meet the Child and Adult Care Food Program guidelines.

Speech & Hearing Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $343,579; SGF: $168,474
FY 2019—All Funds: $345,474; SGF: $168,474

The Speech and Hearing Center serves children with speech, language, and hearing 
disorders from birth to adulthood. Services include evaluation and intervention for children 
with conditions resulting from communication disorders such as cleft palate, cerebral 
palsy, autism, deafness, vocal misuse/abuse, and retardation.

Kansas State University—ESARP

4-H Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,098,416; SGF: $417,167
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,098,416; SGF: $417,167

The mission of the 4-H Program is to provide educational strategies and opportunities for
youth and adults to work in partnership as they develop life skills to become healthy, self-
directed, contributing members of society. This program focuses on the development 
among youth of five life skills: a positive self-concept, an inquiring mind, a concern for the
community, healthy interpersonal relationships, and sound decision-making skills by 
creating nearly 1,000 ongoing program sites across the state.

Youth Leadership & Community Involvement Initiative
FY 2018—All Funds: $255,109; SGF: $94,620
FY 2019—All Funds: $255,109; SGF: $94,620

In partnership with the Kansas 4-H Foundation, this leadership and service initiative 
establishes leadership training opportunities for the young adult. Participants master 
small and large group facilitation skills, the intricacies of public policy development 
through democratic government, understanding diversity, and how to serve on public 
boards and in communities as advocates for youth perspective.

Army Youth & Teen Center Technical Assistance
FY 2018—All Funds: $115,295; SGF: $20,914
FY 2019—All Funds: $115,295; SGF: $20,914

This U.S. Army initiative establishes 4-H clubs on army posts throughout the world. The 
program provides high-quality, predictable environments for youth dependent in an 
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increasingly mobile, all-volunteer army. Technical assistance is provided by Kansas State 
University staff including the development of army personnel and management strategies 
for youth centers that go beyond recreation to support social skills, and workforce 
development. Staff also provides and supports curriculum at the army sites as well as 
establishing of computer labs for homework and general learning at each youth center.

Community Youth Development & Training
FY 2018—All Funds: $114,745; SGF: $26,998
FY 2019—All Funds: $114,745; SGF: $26,998

This program provides opportunities for teen leaders, organizational leaders, and others 
from non-affiliated community youth development groups to increase their individual and 
organizational skills. Many communities have local youth organizations that lack affiliation 
with larger youth organizations. Kansas State University Extension Systems holds a 
unique position with expertise in paid and volunteer staff development, experiential 
learning curricula, leadership, and establishing effective adult-youth partnership as well 
as management skills to establish and maintain youth groups.

Learning & Social Readiness
FY 2018—All Funds: $43,423; SGF: $12,450
FY 2019—All Funds: $43,423; SGF: $12,450

Kansas State Research and Extension conducts community-based implementation of 
social competency and learning readiness curricula. Kansas State University students 
provide activities and learning experiences for pre-school children, in partnership with 
other organizations. Activities include reading to children and performing science 
experiments for children in a variety of settings.

Improve Parenting Skills & Family Relationships
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,371,609; SGF: $707,299
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,371,609; SGF: $707,299

Kansas State Research and Extension Family and Consumer Sciences are committed to 
developing and delivering educational programs that contribute to effective parenting and 
successful family relationships. It provides programs throughout the state on Basic Living 
Skills, Families and Divorce, Stepping Stones for Stepfamilies, Parents Universities, and 
Family Financial Management. It also provides a financial planning program for high 
school students.
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Pittsburg State University

Pre-School Lab
FY 2018—All Funds: $34,694; SGF: $17,587
FY 2019—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $17,636

This is a learning laboratory conducted by the Department of Family and Consumer 
Sciences for children three-and-a-half to five years old. It serves as a training facility for 
students majoring in Early Childhood Development and Early Childhood Education. The 
pre-school laboratory provides opportunities to interact with young children under the 
guidance of skilled instructors.

Yes Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $17,636
FY 2019—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $17,636

This program is conducted in cooperation with area school systems to provide tutorial 
assistance to school children.

America Reads Challenge
FY 2018—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $834
FY 2019—All Funds: $35,350; SGF: $834

This program is a federally funded work-study program designed to provide support to 
communities and schools to improve local reading programs. America Reads Challenge 
provides reading tutorial help for children in area public and private schools. The goal is 
to have all children read well and independently by the end of third grade. The program 
uses college students as tutors.

Science Day
FY 2018—All Funds: $984; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $984; SGF: $0

The Physics, Biology, and Chemistry departments at Pittsburg State University sponsor 
a secondary student competition in science to promote awareness of physical concepts. 
In addition to traditional testing, students compete in a variety of events that require 
hands-on science. For example, student will put physics principles to work in the Paper 
Tower, Mousetrap Car, and a variety of competitions.

Career Exploration
FY 2018—All Funds: $2,727; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,727; SGF: $0

Secondary students participate in Technology Days, Nursing Career Day, and 
Opportunities in the Business Profession, which introduces them to careers in these 
areas.
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University of Kansas

Hilltop Child Development Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $2,509,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,552,000; SGF: $0

The Center’s mission is to provide quality child care services to the University community. 
In addition to providing child care, Hilltop provides on-the-job training to 75 to 85 students 
each semester. Students earn course credit by volunteering or observing at the Center. 
University faculty and students conducting research involving young children often use 
Hilltop as a study site. The center is accredited by the National Academy of Early 
Childhood Programs.

Edna A. Hill Child Development Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $495,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $503,000; SGF: $0

The Child Development Center serves children ages one to six years. The Center 
operates six programs: Sunnyside Infants; Sunnyside Toddlers; Educare I; Educare II; 
KEAP, an intervention program for children with autism; and Little Steps, a program for 
children with severe behavior problems. All programs are full-day and serve children with 
disabilities and at risk for developmental delays, as well as normally developing children, 
together in the same classroom. The children’s classrooms serve as research and 
teacher training sites for the University, and contribute to high-quality education for both 
university students and young children. The University of Kansas states that the Center 
has successfully attained a national and international reputation for its research and 
approach to early childhood educational and teacher training.

Lied Center of Kansas: School Performance Series
FY 2018—All Funds: $52,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $60,500; SGF: $0

These school-only performances support classroom curriculum and arts-in-education for 
schools in Lawrence and the region. The performances take place during the school day 
and study guides are developed for both student and teachers for each school 
performance. Performances are presented for kindergarten through second grade, third 
through fifth grades, middle school, and high school. Every student in USD 497 attends 
free of charge for a total of over 10,000 students in attendance each year.

School of Architecture, Design, and Planning Design Camp
FY 2018—All Funds: $27,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $27,000; SGF: $0

KU Design Camp is a pre-college summer program offered to high school students who 
are entering their sophomore, junior, or senior year and are interested in design. Campers 
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live on KU’s Lawrence campus, learn in hands-on studios taught by KU Design faculty, 
hear keynotes from leaders in the design industry, and work alongside current KU Design 
students. Campers are charged either a $750 fee that includes all meals, materials, and
the matriculation fee or a $900 fee, which also includes housing in a KU Residence Hall.

School of Journalism/Mass Communications: Media Workshop
FY 2018—All Funds: $55,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $57,000; SGF: $0

For more than 50 years, the University of Kansas has hosted summer journalism camps 
for high school students. Over a five-day period, students learn about many types of 
media: web, yearbook, news publications, video, and photography.

School of Music: International Institute for Young Musicians
FY 2018—All Funds: $74,617; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $74,617; SGF: $0

The International Institute for Young Musicians (IIYM) L.L.C. is an American organization 
dedicated to creating world-class opportunities for young musicians from around the 
globe. IIYM assists participants in translating artistic vision into high performance through 
direct, practical, and fully involved guidance from internationally renowned professionals. 
The IIYM Summer Music Academy is an internationally recognized course of intensive 
study for young musicians, offering instruction to students from around the world who 
wish to improve their mastery of performance.

Spencer Museum of Art: Children Programming
FY 2018—All Funds: $146,825; SGF: $48,000
FY 2019—All Funds: $113,850; SGF: $45,100

Each year, all third-grade students in USD 497 participate in “Art Museum Stories,” which 
introduces them to the Spencer Museum of Art and museum practices. Students in fourth
grade in USD 497 learn about regional art and artists in “Art of Kansas and the region” 
through two classroom presentations and a guided tour of the Spencer Museum. Fifth-
grade students learn about intersections of STEM fields through “The Detective’s Eye” 
program that takes place in local classrooms and the Museum’s galleries. On weekends, 
the Spencer hosts The Art Cart, a drop-in activity station where children enjoy hands-on
art projects taking inspiration from original works of art. In addition, the Museum’s staff 
and docents regularly lead gallery tours for K-12 students from across Kansas. Offerings 
include a full program of family programs that target children in the community.
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Wichita State University

Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic
FY 2018—All Funds: $503,300; SGF: $94,300
FY 2019—All Funds: $503,300; SGF: $94,300

The Clinic provides diagnosis and treatment for children and adults who have speech, 
language, and hearing problems. Services are available on a fee-for-services basis to
University students, staff, and faculty, as well as residents of surrounding communities. 
Recommendations are provided to the parents/families of the children evaluated so that 
proper services can be implemented.

School of Nursing—Health Screenings
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,300; SGF: $9,300
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,300; SGF: $9,300

University nursing faculty and students provide health screenings for elementary age 
children at selected schools each year. In addition, health education presentations are 
provided for children at elementary schools. They also provide primary care in a variety 
of clinics, including not-for-profit and free clinics.

School of Nursing—Services Provided by Nursing Students
FY 2018—All Funds: $17,250; SGF: $17,250
FY 2019—All Funds: $17,250; SGF: $17,250

Children hear presentations made by nursing students on health topics at high schools 
and community groups. The students also provide assistance in school health rooms in 
the Wichita area.

Physician Assistants—West High School Health Science Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $9,500; SGF: $9,500
FY 2019—All Funds: $9,500; SGF: $9,500

Wichita State University’s College of Health Professions Physician Assistant Department 
provides instruction and support to junior and senior students enrolled in the Health 
Sciences Program at West High School in Wichita. The University’s faculty and students 
provide instruction in basic health topics for the high school’s students as a service 
learning project.

Upward Bound
FY 2018—All Funds: $391,255; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $391,255; SGF: $0

Upward Bound is designed to generate the skills and motivation necessary for success 
in education beyond secondary school. This program provides secondary school students 
with limited income, first generation, and persons with disabilities an opportunity to 
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improve their academic, social, and personal skills while preparing for a postsecondary 
education. Services include tutoring, test preparation, study skills, campus visits, and 
summer residential program. The program serves students in grades 9 through12 in the 
Wichita area.

Upward Bound Regional Math/Science Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $320,124; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $320,124; SGF: $0

For high school students in grades eight to twelve, this Upward Bound federally funded 
program advances interest in mathematics, science, and computer technology. The 
program includes a six- to eight-week summer residential program at Wichita State 
University. Participants receive academic instruction, research opportunities, tutorial
support, career counseling, and computer instruction during their time in the program.

Upward Bound Communication
FY 2018—All Funds: $245,723; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $245,723; SGF: $0

The program is designed to generate the skills and motivation necessary for success in 
education beyond secondary school for students who have an interest in communication.

TRIO Talent Search—Project Discovery
FY 2018—All Funds: $559,200; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $559,200; SGF: $0

This federally funded program by the U.S. Department of Education provides assistance 
to middle and high school students whose families have not typically attended 
postsecondary education. Assistance is offered in pre-college course planning and 
selection, completing college admission applications and financial aid forms, and 
preparing for entrance examinations. It also provides mentoring, tutoring, and summer 
school enrichment for middle school students.

GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness & Readiness for Undergraduate Programs)
FY 2018—All Funds: $3,500,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $3,500,000; SGF: $0

GEAR UP serves students who are first generation, foster, or adoptive care with limited 
income. Services include tutoring, mentoring, college preparation workshops for students 
and parents, workshops for teachers and counselors, college campus tours, and cultural 
activities.
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Teacher Education Majors
FY 2018—All Funds: $23,758; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $23,758; SGF: $0

The Wichita State University Cooperative Education Project for Teacher Education 
Majors is designed to provide financial assistance to university students by providing work 
as tutors and teaching assistants working with disadvantaged students in the Wichita 
public schools. The university students provide tutoring sessions to students struggling to 
learn reading and math.

WSU Child Development Center
FY 2018—All Funds: $690,041; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $690,041; SGF: $0

This child care facility is a non-profit organization, operated with restricted use funds. The 
Center provides day care services for the children of Wichita State University students, 
faculty, staff, and alumni. Children from the community attend on a space available basis.

America Reads Challenge
FY 2018—All Funds: $85,850; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $85,850; SGF: $0

A dedicated portion of the federal work-study program pays college students to tutor 
children in kindergarten through second grade in reading.

Partnership with Communities in Schools
FY 2018—All Funds: $16,681; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $16,681; SGF: $0

The Wichita State University Cooperative Education Partnership with Communities in 
Schools provides university students the opportunity to work with at-risk children in a 
school setting. The program supports community efforts already in place to effectively 
intervene with at-risk students.

Historical Society

Educational Programming
FY 2018—All Funds: $26,200; SGF: $16,584
FY 2019—All Funds: $26,200; SGF: $16,584

Through its Education-Outreach Division, the Kansas State Historical Society provides 
educational programs for children throughout Kansas. Curricula used by Kansas schools 
in teaching Kansas history is developed by staff at the Society, and Society-sponsored 
traveling resource trunks provide historical materials relating to Kansas history and 
culture in classrooms throughout the state. The Society participates in seasonal special 
events for children, and programs for children are conducted at State-owned historic sites, 
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such as the Museum of History and Discovery Place, a hands-on gallery. In addition, the 
Society provides summer workshops on Kansas history at the Kansas Museum of History 
for students in kindergarten through sixth grade.

State Library

Summer Reading Program
FY 2018—All Funds: $40,500; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $40,500; SGF: $0

The State Library sponsors a summer reading program for every public library in the state.

Kansas Reads to Preschoolers
FY 2018—All Funds: $3,800; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $3,800; SGF: $0

Kansas Reads to Preschools is an annual event that promotes reading to all Kansas 
children from birth through age five. Through the statewide program, parents, librarians, 
and caregivers are encouraged to read the chosen title during November. Each year the 
chosen title features a theme. Past themes include safety, wellness, learning colors, and 
being active. The State Library purchases a copy of the chosen book for each public 
library.

Children’s Ebooks
FY 2018—All Funds: $47,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $50,000; SGF: $0

The State Library subscribes to two early learning resources for children: Scholastic 
BookFlix and Britannica E-Stax. Both allow unlimited simultaneous use so no reader has 
to wait for a book to be available. BookFlix is an online resource for children in grades 
Pre-K through third grade that pairs classic video storybooks with related nonfiction e-
books. Briannica E-Stax is a resource for children in grades Pre-K through sixth grade 
and features nonfiction books covering science, math, history, art, language, and 
literature.

Learning Foreign Language
FY 2018—All Funds: $0; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $0; SGF: $0

The State Library subscribes to Mango Languages, a database providing learning 
modules for more than 70 languages. Mango is available via the Internet and is accessible 
via mobile devices.
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PUBLIC SAFETY

Department of Corrections

Lawrence Gardner High School
FY 2018—All Funds: $2,528,374; SGF: $2,451,425
FY 2019—All Funds: $2,528,374; SGF: $2,407,805

Beginning July 1, 2014, the Department of Corrections contracted with Smoky Hill/Central 
Kansas Education Service Center for educational services provided at Lawrence Gardner 
High School (LGHS) on the facility grounds. The contract includes the costs of salaries, 
administrative fees, supplies, and equipment to operate the school program. LGHS is an 
accredited high school program that requires skill mastery based on standardized grading 
systems. 

The education program at LGHS consists of several different components designed to 
meet the needs of all students at the facility. The academic program consists of high 
school coursework and remedial coursework geared toward helping a student earn a high 
school diploma or the GED. LGHS is required to meet all the Quality Performance 
Accreditation requirements set for schools in Kansas by the Kansas State Department of 
Education. LGHS operates an institution-wide Title I program designed to help students 
struggling in reading, writing, and math to improve their academic skills. Special education 
services are offered for all exceptional students with a current individual education plan 
(IEP).

Adjutant General’s Department

Starbase
FY 2018—All Funds: $1,586,000; SGF: $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $1,650,000; SGF: $0

This program provides fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students a better understanding of 
math, science, and technology concepts during the summer months.

TRANSPORTATION

Kansas Department of Transportation

Safe Routes to Schools
FY 2018—All Funds: $855,496; SGF; $0
FY 2019—All Funds: $855,496; SGF: $0

This program provides federal funding to local governments for projects that make 
walking and bicycling to school safe for kids. Funds are available for a variety of projects 
that benefit elementary and middle school children in grades kindergarten through eighth. 
Projects include improvements to sidewalks, traffic calming, pedestrian and bicycle 
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crossing, on and off-street bicycle facilities, secure bicycle parking, and traffic diversions. 
Funds can also be used for traffic education and enforcement and training students on 
bicycle and pedestrian safety.
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State General Fund All Funds State General Fund All Funds
General Government
Attorney General

DARE Program                            -                  25,000                            -                  25,000 

Total--General Government  $                        -  $              25,000  $                        -  $              25,000 

Human Services
Department for Children & Families

Child Care Assistance           10,429,859   39,428,376           10,429,859   36,491,520 

Child Care Quality                            -             5,083,046                            -             5,083,046 

Independent Living & Life Skills Svcs.                393,977             1,969,886                393,977             1,969,886 

KS Early Head Start                            -             9,238,642                            -             9,238,642 

Vocational Rehabilitation Case Svcs.             1,043,906             4,900,967             1,217,749             5,717,131 

Smartmoves                            -                219,435                            -                219,435 

EPIC Skillz                            -                188,583                            -                188,583 

Urban Scholastic Center                            -                109,253                            -                109,253 

Project Impact                            -                            -                            -                189,317 

Kansas Reading Roadmap                            -             9,790,950                            -             9,790,950 

Kidzlit                            -                877,725                            -                877,725 

Jobs for America's Graduates                            -             4,400,000                            -             5,750,000 

Communities in Schools                            -             1,453,467                            -             1,489,520 

Subtotal--Children & Families  $       11,867,742  $       77,660,330  $       12,041,585  $       77,115,008 
Parsons St. Hospital & Training Ctr.

Special Purpose School                350,000                350,000                350,000                350,000 

Health & Environment--Health

School Health                375,376                691,907                353,061                691,907 

Infant & Toddler Services                            -   10,153,186                            -   10,151,104 

Newborn Hearing Aid Loaner Prog.                            -                  41,346                            -                  40,602 

Newborn Screening Metabolic/Hearing                  16,700                766,200                  16,700                773,868 

Subtotal--KDHE--Health  $            392,076  $       11,652,639  $            369,761  $       11,657,481 
Total--Human Services  $       12,609,818  $       89,662,969  $       12,761,346  $       89,122,489 

Education
Department of Education

Parent Education Program                            -             7,237,635                            -             8,237,635 

Pre-K Program                            -             4,132,317                            -             4,132,317 

Kansas Reading Success             2,100,000             2,100,000             2,100,000             2,100,000 

Communities in Schools                            -                  50,000                            -                  50,000 

Children's Cabinet Programs                            -   15,607,840                            -   18,018,476 

Subtotal--Department of Education  $         2,100,000  $       29,127,792  $         2,100,000  $       32,538,428 
School for the Blind

Education of Blind Children                 5,368,299             7,043,445             5,435,726             6,767,521 

School for the Deaf

Education of Deaf Children                 8,831,258   11,044,447             8,899,869   10,798,266 

Kansas Board of Regents

Excel in Career Tech. Ed. (SB 155)               28,050,000   28,050,000           28,050,000   28,050,000 

Emporia State University

State of Kansas Education-Related Expenditures 
(Excluding K-12 School Finance)

FY 2018 Governor's Recommendation FY 2019 Governor's Recommendation
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Ctr. for Early Childhood Ed.                      12,023                480,489                  12,023                480,489 

Reading Related Services                      26,450                  26,450                  26,450                  26,450 

Enhancing Your Future                      12,690                  16,790                  12,690                  16,790 

Sonia Kovalevsky Math Day                                -                    1,500                            -                    1,500 

MASTER-IT                      16,721                  20,721                  16,721                  20,721 

Family Literacy Program                           360                  30,458                       372                  30,470 

Yes, I Can Do Science & Mathematics                                -                    5,750                            -                    5,750 

Subtotal--Emporia State University  $                  68,244  $                582,158  $                  68,256  $                582,170 
Fort Hays State University

Herndon Clinic                    586,319                777,523                586,319                777,523 

Tigers Tots Nursery Center                                -                103,452                            -                103,452 

Subotal--Ft. Hays State University  $                586,319  $                880,975  $                586,319  $                880,975 
Kansas State University

Hoeflin Stone House                      65,000                395,869                  65,000                475,000 

Early Childhood Laboratory                      65,000                110,160                  65,000                125,000 

KSDE Food Program                                -                    7,000                            -                    7,000 

Speech & Hearing Center                    168,474                343,579                168,474                345,000 

Subtotal--Kansas State University  $                298,474  $                856,608  $                298,474  $                952,000 
Kansas State University--ESARP

4-H Program                    417,167             1,098,416                417,167             1,098,416 

Youth Leadership Program                      94,620                255,109                  94,620                255,109 

Army Youth & Teen Center                      20,914                115,295                  20,914                115,295 

Community Youth Dev. & Training                      26,998                114,745                  26,998                114,745 

Learning & Social Readiness                      12,450                  43,423                  12,450                  43,423 

Improve Parenting Skills                    707,299             1,371,609                707,299             1,371,609 

Subtotal--KSU--ESARP  $             1,279,448  $             2,998,597  $             1,279,448  $             2,998,597 
Pittsburg State University

Pre-school Lab                      17,587                  34,694                  17,587                  34,694 

Yes Program                      17,636                  35,350                  17,636                  35,350 

America Reads Challenge                           834                  35,350                       834                  35,350 

Science Day                                -                       984                            -                       984 

Career Exploration                                -                    2,727                            -                    2,727 

Subotal--Pittsburg State University  $                  36,057  $                109,105  $                  36,057  $                109,105 
University of Kansas

Hilltop Child Dev. Center                                -             2,509,000                                -             2,552,000 

E.A. Hill Child Dev. Center                                -                495,000                                -                503,000 

School Performance Series                                -                  52,000                                -                  60,500 

Architecture Design Camp                                -                  27,000                                -                  27,000 

Media Workshop                                -                  55,000                                -                  57,000 

Institute for Young Musicians                                -                  74,617                                -                  74,617 

Museum of Art Programming                  48,000                146,825                  45,100                113,850 

Subtotal--University of Kansas  $              48,000  $         3,359,442  $              45,100  $         3,387,967 
Wichita State University

Speech Language-Hearing Clinic                      94,300                    503,300                      94,300                    503,300 

Nursing Health Screenings                        9,300                        9,300                        9,300                        9,300 

Nursing Students Services                      17,250                      17,250                      17,250                      17,250 

PA Health Sciences Program                                -                        9,500                                -                        9,500 

Upward Bound                                -                    391,255                                -                    391,255 

Regional Math/Science Program                                -                    320,124                                -                    320,124 
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Upward Bound--Communications                                -                    245,723                                -                    245,723 

TRIO Talent Search--Proj. Disc.                                -                    559,200                                -                    559,200 

GEAR UP                                -                 3,500,000                                -                 3,500,000 

Teacher Education Majors                                -                      23,758                                -                      23,758 

Child Development Center                                -                    690,041                                -                    690,041 

America Reads Challenge                                -                      85,850                                -                      85,850 

Communities in Schools                                -                      16,681                                -                      16,681 

Subtotal--Wichita State University  $            120,850  $         6,371,982  $            120,850  $         6,371,982 
Historical Society

Educational Programming                      16,584                      26,200                      16,584                      26,200 

State Library

Summer Reading Program                                -                  40,500                            -                  40,500 

KS Reads to Preschoolers                                -                    3,800                            -                    3,800 

Children's Ebook Collections                                -                  47,000                            -                  50,000 

Learning Foreign Language                                -                            -                            -                            - 

Subtotal--State Library  $                       -  $              91,300  $                       -  $              94,300 
Total--Education  $       46,803,533  $       90,542,051  $       46,936,683  $       93,557,511 

Public Safety
Department of Corrections

Lawrence Gardner High School             2,451,425     2,528,374             2,407,805     2,528,374 

Adjutant General

Starbase                            -             1,586,000                            -             1,650,000 

Total--Public Safety  $         2,451,425  $         4,114,374  $         2,407,805  $         4,178,374 

Transportation
Kansas Department of Transportation

Safe Routes to Schools                            -                855,496                            -                855,496 

Total--Transportation  $                        -  $             1,795,496  $                        -  $             1,795,496 
TOTAL--Excluding K-12 School Finance  $       61,864,776  $     186,139,890  $       62,105,834  $     188,678,870 

TOTAL--K-12 School Finance 3,300,196,713$ 4,762,177,654$ 3,374,300,225$ 4,891,622,272$

GRAND TOTAL 3,362,061,489$ 4,948,317,544$ 3,436,406,059$ 5,080,301,142$
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Type State General All Funding Number State General All Funding

State General Fund All Funds Served State General Fund All Funds

Department of Revenue
 Child Support Enforcement  N  --  $                       60,000  --  --  $                       60,000 

 Office of the State Bank Commissioner 
 Credit Counseling  F  --  $                     175,000  $           37,170  --  $                     175,000 

 Office of the Governor 
 Child Advocacy Centers  C  $                    813,657  $                     997,005  $             3,900  $                    801,338  $                     951,338 
 Domestic Violence Prevention  C                     4,951,292                      5,651,635                 3,600                     4,613,069                      5,163,069 

 Total--Office of the Governor  $                5,764,949  $                 6,648,640  $                5,414,407  $                 6,114,407 
 Attorney General 

 Child Visitation Centers  F  --                         390,100                 1,010  --                         390,100 
 Child Death Review Board  C  --                         111,100                    400  --                         111,100 
 Child Abuse & Neglect Program  C  --                         276,360                 2,100  --                         276,360 
 Domestic Abuse Programs  F  --                         973,600               35,350  --                         973,600 
 DARE Program  C  --                           25,000               12,120  --                           25,000 
 Consumer Protection  C  --                           15,150                    404  --                           15,150 

 Total--Attorney General  $                      --  $                 1,791,310  $                      --  $                 1,791,310 
 Secretary of State 

 Safe-at-Home Program  F  --  $                       30,000  $                249  --  $                       30,000 
 State Treasurer 

 Learning Quest  F  --  $                     294,342  $           70,359  --  $                     269,494 
 K.I.D.S. Matching Grant  C                        375,000                         375,000                    625                        375,000                         375,000 

 Total--State Treasurer  $                   375,000  $                    669,342  $                   375,000  $                    644,494 
 Judiciary 

 Child Support Enforcement  C  --  $                     866,125  $         137,015  --  $                     866,125 
 Child Welfare  N  --                         344,028  --  --                         351,519 
 Court Services Officers--Civil  C                     8,496,037                    10,761,425               25,788                     8,496,037                    10,761,425 
 Permanency Planning  C  --                         605,568                 2,452  --                         606,607 

 Total--Judiciary  $                8,496,037  $               12,577,146  $                8,496,037  $               12,585,676 
 Department for Children & Families 

 Adoption Support  C  $               20,947,941  $                38,077,061  $             9,476  $               21,132,876  $                39,149,286 
 Child Care Assistance  F                   10,429,859                    39,428,376                 4,794                   10,429,859                    36,491,520 
 Child Care Quality  N  --                      5,083,046  --  --                      5,083,046 
 Child Support Enforcement  F                        800,000                    35,982,358             147,168                        800,000                    35,636,907 
 Community Services Funding  F                     1,000,000                      1,000,000                    274                     1,000,000                      1,000,000 
 Disability Determination Svcs.  C  --                      4,839,056                 7,219  --                      4,960,032 
 Low Income Energy Assistance  F  --                    11,921,133               16,533  --                    11,921,133 
 Family Preservation  F                        705,206                    10,340,792                 2,394                        704,746                    12,421,537 
 Family Services  F                        775,347                      1,651,881  --                        775,347                      1,651,881 
 Human Trafficking  C                        324,370                         324,370  --                        324,370                         324,370 
 Independent Living & Life Skills Svcs.  C                        393,977                      1,969,886                    901                        393,977                      1,969,886 

 KS Early Head Start  C  --                      9,238,642                    936  --                      9,238,642 
 Permanent Custodianship  C                        682,425                         682,425                    186                        646,815                         646,815 
 Reintegration/Foster Care  C                 124,837,347                  185,937,745                 6,815                 123,179,730                  185,073,456 
 Foster Care Licensing  N                     1,942,294                      2,443,443                 3,831                     1,797,384                      2,261,144 
 Temporary Assistance for Families  F                        117,616                    12,463,200                 3,519                        105,035                    10,750,000 
 Vocational Rehabilitation Case Svcs.  C                     1,043,906                      4,900,967                 1,530                     1,217,749                      5,717,131 
 Smartmoves  C  --                         219,435                 1,650  --                         219,435 
 EPIC Skillz  C  --                         188,583                    265  --                         188,583 
 Urban Scholastic Center  C  --                         109,253                 1,500  --                         109,253 
 Project Impact  C  --  --                    982  --                         189,317 
 Kansas Reading Roadmap  C  --                      9,790,950               23,076  --                      9,790,950 
 Kidzlit  C  --                         877,725                 2,640  --                         877,725 
 Jobs for America's Graduates  C  --                      4,400,000                 3,100  --                      5,750,000 
 Healthy Families Initiative  F  --                      3,100,000                    370  --                      3,200,000 
 Communities in Schools  C  --                      1,453,467               14,749  --                      1,489,520 

 Total--Children & Families  $            164,000,288  $             386,423,794  $            162,507,888  $             386,111,569 
 Department for Aging & Disability Services 

 SUD--Women & Children  C  $                      10,123  $                  2,050,311  $             1,020  --  $                  2,050,311 
 SUD--Youth Programs  C                            8,545                         540,000                 5,000  --                         500,000 
 SUD--Prevention  C                        250,000                         719,119             250,000  --                      1,000,000 
 Mental Health Grants  C                     2,207,681                      7,158,024                 4,909                     2,207,681                      7,158,024 

 Total--Aging & Disability Services  $                2,476,349  $               10,467,454  $                2,207,681  $               10,708,335 
 Parsons St. Hospital & Training Ctr. 

Estimated Expenditures for Children's Programs by Agency and Activity
FY 2018 Estimate FY 2019 Estimate

Number

Programs

30
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 Special Purpose School  C  $                    350,000  $                     350,000  $                  28  $                    350,000  $                     350,000 
 Health & Environment--Health 

 Child Care Licensing  F  $                    572,597  $                  4,212,474  $         138,000  $                    575,073  $                  4,223,651 
 School Health  C                        375,376                         691,907  --                        353,061                         691,907 
 Child. with Special Health Care Needs  F                        457,535                      1,864,236                 3,800                        426,160                      1,818,668 
 Immunizations  C                     1,053,851                      3,762,522               72,734                        727,025                      3,196,855 
 Infant & Toddler Services  C  --                    10,153,186               10,150  --                    10,151,104 
 Cerebral Palsy Posture Seating  C                        130,621                         155,705                    825                        130,621                         155,705 
 Children's Health Insurance  C                     9,140,000                  108,540,000               55,200                     9,080,000                  121,990,000 
 Migrant & Refugee Health Services  F                          12,669                      1,776,932                 2,222                          12,896                      1,756,185 
 Newborn Hearing Aid Loaner Prog.  F  --                           41,346                      40  --                           40,602 
 Newborn Screening Metabolic/Hearing  C                          16,700                         766,200               39,000                          16,700                         773,868 
 Women, Infants, & Children (WIC)  C  --                    57,224,347               99,000  --                    56,536,896 
 Maternal & Child Health  N                     2,218,439                    10,267,564               80,120                     2,171,486                      8,763,745 
 KanCare Medical  F                 471,760,000               1,050,940,000             238,500                 497,310,000               1,143,500,000 
 Black Infant Mortality  C                          13,913                           13,913  --                          13,913                           13,913 

 Total--KDHE--Health  $            485,751,701  $          1,250,410,332  $            510,816,935  $          1,353,613,099 
 Department of Labor 

 Child Labor Enforcement  C  $                        1,187  $                         1,187  $                682  $                        1,187  $                         1,187 
 Child Labor Education  C                               505                                505                        5                               505                                505 

 Total--Department of Labor  $                       1,692  $                        1,692  $                       1,692  $                        1,692 
 Department of Education 

 State Foundation Aid  C  $          2,001,591,131  $           2,803,289,524  $         476,800  $          2,162,421,996  $           3,005,795,109 
 Supplemental General State Aid  C                 454,500,000                  454,500,000             458,217                 483,923,000                  483,923,000 
 Capital Improvement Aid  C  --                  190,000,000             458,217  --                  200,000,000 
 Nutrition Services  C                     2,510,486                  204,048,703             540,000                     2,510,486                  209,003,541 
 Special Education Services  C                 435,981,646                  548,674,206               83,000                 452,980,455                  560,673,015 
 Vocational Ed.-Title II  C  --                      4,750,000               21,210  --                      4,750,000 
 Parent Education Program  N  --                      7,237,635  --  --                      8,237,635 
 Pre-K Program  C  --                      4,132,317  --  --                      4,132,317 
 Safety Education  C  --                      1,682,000               16,000  --                      1,682,000 
 Kansas Reading Success  C                     2,100,000                      2,100,000  --                     2,100,000                      2,100,000 
 Communities in Schools  C  --                           50,000               20,200  --                           50,000 
 Children's Cabinet Programs  C  --                    15,607,840  --                   15,543,866                    18,018,476 

 Total--Department of Education  $         2,896,683,263  $          4,236,072,225  $         3,119,479,803  $          4,498,365,093 
 School for the Blind 

 Education of Blind Children  C  $                 5,265,749  $                  6,746,832  $             1,903  $                 5,303,512  $                  6,534,350 
 School for the Deaf 

 Education of Deaf Children  C  $                 8,620,992  $                10,527,127  $             2,000  $                 8,694,468  $                10,299,411 
 Emporia State University 

 Ctr. for Early Childhood Ed.  C  $                      12,023  $                     480,489  $                104  $                      12,023  $                     480,489 
 Reading Related Services  C                          26,450                           26,450                    415                          26,450                           26,450 
 Enhancing Your Future  C                          12,690                           16,790                    222                          12,690                           16,790 
 Sonia Kovalevsky Math Day  C  --                             1,500                      54  --                             1,500 
 MASTER-IT  C                          16,721                           20,721                      17                          16,721                           20,721 
 Family Literacy Program  C                               360                           30,458                    875                               372                           30,470 
 Yes, I Can Do Science & Mathematics  C  --                             5,750                      63  --                             5,750 

 Total--Emporia State University  $                     68,244  $                    582,158  $                     68,256  $                    582,170 
 Fort Hays State University 

 Herndon Clinic  C  $                    586,319  $                     777,523  $                485  $                    586,319  $                     777,523 
 Tigers Tots Nursery Center  C  --                         103,452                      26  --                         103,452 

 Total--Ft. Hays State University  $                   586,319  $                    880,975  $                   586,319  $                    880,975 
 Kansas State University 

 Hoeflin Stone House  C  $                      65,000  $                     395,869  $                  44  $                      65,000  $                     475,000 
 Early Childhood Laboratory  C                          65,000                         110,160                      15                          65,000                         125,000 
 KSDE Food Program  C  --                             7,000                      70  --                             7,000 
 Family Center  C                          50,000                           60,157                      42                          50,000                           65,000 
 Speech & Hearing Center  C                        168,474                         343,579                      65                        168,474                         345,000 

 Total--Kansas State University  $                   348,474  $                    916,765  $                   348,474  $                 1,017,000 
 Kansas State University--ESARP 

 4-H Program  C  $                    417,167  $                  1,098,416  $           97,650  $                    417,167  $                  1,098,416 
 Youth Leadership Program  C                          94,620                         255,109               42,058                          94,620                         255,109 
 Army Youth & Teen Center  C                          20,914                         115,295                 5,676                          20,914                         115,295 
 Community Youth Dev. & Training  N                          26,998                         114,745               31,879                          26,998                         114,745 
 Learning & Social Readiness  C                          12,450                           43,423               43,856                          12,450                           43,423 
 Improve Parenting Skills  F                        707,299                      1,371,609               75,750                        707,299                      1,371,609 
 Promote Healthier Lives  F                        444,542                      3,122,531             252,500                        444,542                      3,122,531 
 Health Education  F  --                         217,115               10,100  --                         217,115 
 Build Strong, Healthy Communities  F                        429,887                         804,410               10,100                        429,887                         804,410 

 Total--KSU--ESARP  $                2,153,877  $                 7,142,653  $                2,153,877  $                 7,142,653 
 Pittsburg State University 
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 Pre-school Lab  C  $                      17,587  $                       34,694  $                  35  $                      17,587  $                       34,694 
 Yes Program  C                          17,636                           35,350                    535                          17,636                           35,350 
 America Reads Challenge  C                               834                           35,350                    606                               834                           35,350 
 Science Day  C  --                                984                    492  --                                984 
 Career Exploration  C  --                             2,727                 1,256  --                             2,727 
 Kansas Council on Fitness  C  --                           22,725               17,170  --                           22,725 

 Total--Pittsburg State University  $                     36,057  $                    131,830  $                     36,057  $                    131,830 
 University of Kansas 

 Hilltop Child Dev. Center  C  --  $                  2,509,000  $                314  --  $                  2,552,000 
 E.A. Hill Child Dev. Center  C  --                         495,000                      60  --                         503,000 
 Assistive Technology  C  --                         407,561                 1,323  --                         407,561 
 School Performance Series  C  --                           52,000               10,200  --                           60,500 
 Natural History/Biodiversity  C                          57,133                         221,026               15,700                          57,113                         221,026 
 Respite Care for Families  C  --                           66,100                    336  --                           66,100 
 Architecture Design Camp  C  --                           27,000                      32  --                           27,000 
 Media Workshop  C  --                           55,000                    130  --                           57,000 
 Institute for Young Musicians  C  --                           74,617                      38  --                           74,617 
 Museum of Art Programming  C                          48,000                         146,825                 4,000                          45,100                         113,850 

 Total--University of Kansas  $                   105,133  $                 4,054,129  $                   102,213  $                 4,082,654 
 University of Kansas Medical Center 

 Cystic Fibrosis Grant  F  --  $                       40,000  $                206  --  $                       40,000 
 Pediatric Consultation Services  C  --  --                    205  --  -- 
 Center for Child Health/Dev't.  F  --                           20,000                 3,791  --                           20,000 
 Special Health Care Services  F  --                         172,000                 1,610  --                         172,000 
 Project EAGLE  C  --                      2,800,000                    250  --                      2,850,000 
 Sutherland Institute  C  --                           45,000                      75  --                           45,000 
 Audiology Clinic  F  --  --                 1,717  --  -- 
 Feeding Clinic  F  --  --                    227  --  -- 
 Hartley Family Center  F  --  --                      48  --  -- 

 Total--KU Medical Center  $                      --  $                 3,077,000  $                      --  $                 3,127,000 
 Wichita State University 

 Speech Language-Hearing Clinic  C  $                      94,300  $                     503,300  $             2,250  $                      94,300  $                     503,300 
 Dental Hygiene Clinic  C                          39,000                           43,486                 1,900                          39,000                           43,486 
 Nursing Health Screenings  C                            9,300                             9,300                 2,000                            9,300                             9,300 
 Nursing Students Services  C                          17,250                           17,250                 6,000                          17,250                           17,250 
 PA Health Sciences Program  C  --                             9,500                      70  --                             9,500 
 Upward Bound  C  --                         391,255                    152  --                         391,255 
 Regional Math/Science Program  C  --                         320,124                      74  --                         320,124 
 Upward Bound--Communications  C  --                         245,723                    105  --                         245,723 
 TRIO Talent Search--Proj. Disc.  C  --                         559,200                 1,165  --                         559,200 
 GEAR UP  C  --                      3,500,000                 2,500  --                      3,500,000 
 Teacher Education Majors  C  --                           23,758                    540  --                           23,758 
 Heskett Center  C  --                             3,000                    190  --                             3,400 
 Child Development Center  C  --                         690,041                    190  --                         690,041 
 America Reads Challenge  C  --                           85,850                    200  --                           85,850 
 Communities in Schools  F  --                           16,681                    300  --                           16,681 

 Total--Wichita State University  $                   159,850  $                 6,418,468  $                   159,850  $                 6,418,868 
 Historical Society 

 Educational Programming  C  $                      16,584  $                       26,200  $         996,609  $                      16,584  $                       26,200 
 State Library 

 KS Talking Books Services  C  $                    339,942  $                     581,594  $                165  $                    327,062  $                     587,702 
 Summer Reading Program  C  --                           40,500               89,000  --                           40,500 
 KS Reads to Preschoolers  C  --                             3,800               20,500  --                             3,800 
 Children's Ebook Collections  C  --                           47,000             578,478  --                           50,000 
 Learning Foreign Language  C  --  --               73,785  --  -- 

 Total--State Library  $                   339,942  $                    672,894  $                   327,062  $                    682,002 

 Community Case Mgt.  C  $                 7,074,117  $                  7,074,117  $                219  $                 7,074,117  $                  7,074,117 
 Intake & Assessment  C                     5,850,117                      5,850,117               12,727                     5,850,117                      5,850,117 
 Intensive Supervision  C                     5,698,591                      5,698,591                    559                     5,698,591                      5,698,591 
 Juvenile Accountability Block Grant  C  --                           25,000  --  --                           25,000 
 Delinquency Prevention  C  --                         666,667                    150  --                         407,423 
 Prevention/Intervention  C                     1,761,049                      1,761,049                 7,100                     1,761,049                      1,761,049 

 Total--Department of Corrections  $              20,383,874  $               21,075,541  $              20,383,874  $               20,816,297 
 Kansas Juvenile Correctional Complex 

 Facility Operations  C           210  $                20,591,190  $                210  $               20,224,334  $                20,760,903 
 Adjutant General 

 Starbase  C        5,200  $                  1,586,000  $             5,200  $                       --  $                  1,650,000 
 Department of Wildlife, Parks & Tourism 

 Archery in the Schools  C      37,760  $                       30,171  $           38,940  --  $                       30,171 
 Hunter Education  C      10,000                         203,000               10,000  --                         203,000 

 Department of Corrections--Juvenile Justice 

 $               19,215,405 

 $                         -- 

 -- 
 -- 
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 Boating Safety  C        2,500                           60,000                 2,500  --                           60,000 
 Fishing Clinics  C      62,000                           89,000               62,000  --                           89,000 
 Wildlife Education Service  C    220,000                         294,792             220,000  --                         294,792 
 Furharvester Education  C        1,400                             7,000                 1,400  --                             7,000 
 Pass It On Program  C        3,800  -                           60,000                 3,800  --                           60,000 

 Total--Wildlife, Parks & Tourism  $                         --  $                    743,963  $                      --  $                    743,963 
 Kansas Department of Transportation 

 Child Passenger Safety  C        5,555  $                     100,000  $             5,555  --  $                     100,000 
 Safe Routes to Schools  C      60,628                         855,496               60,628  --                         855,496 
 Teen Safe Driving  C        1,515                           15,000                 1,515  --                           15,000 
 Traffic Safety Res. Office  C      75,000                         600,000               75,000  --                         600,000 
 Teen Driving Study  C        1,900                         225,000                 1,900  --                         225,000 

 Total--Dept. of Transportation   144,598  $                         --  $                 1,795,496  $                      --  $                 1,795,496 
 Total--Children's Programs  $           5,992,646,156  $          3,868,054,323  $           6,357,242,447  $              3,621,199,779 

 -- 
 -- 
 -- 
 -- 

 -- 
 -- 
 -- 
 -- 
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 1             CHAIR PATTON:  Good afternoon.  We're

 2   going to get started with what I at least

 3   scheduled as our final joint committee hearing.

 4   We can keep our fingers crossed that it is our

 5   final one but we'll see what the next couple

 6   weeks have in store.  Today we have Dr. Levin

 7   here to present to us a review of the Dr.

 8   Taylor study.  As you recall, he reviewed the

 9   two prior studies.

10         The senate actually met with you via

11   telephone.  This is the first opportunity for

12   the house to be present with you whether in

13   person or via phone.  Welcome.  I'm just going

14   to turn it over to you at this point.

15

16       (THEREUPON, a series of documents

17              were displayed overhead).

18             DR. LEVIN:  Thanks so much for having

19   me.  So I'm here to talk about the report that

20   we all got not so long ago by Dr. Lori Taylor,

21   Jason Willis and his colleagues at WestEd.  Let

22   me just jump right in.  So what I wanted to do

23   first was just give a very quick overview of

24   the study as I see it by Taylor et al. and then

25   describe some of the main concerns that I had
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 1   with the paper.  And then just really touch

 2   very briefly on some of the differences in the

 3   findings of this study from the last study that

 4   was done in 2006 by LPA.

 5         So, as most of you know, this was a cost

 6   function approach, which is one of the four

 7   major approaches that's used to cost out an

 8   adequate education.  However, the cost model

 9   approach used in the LPA study was different

10   from this one.  This was what we call a

11   stochastic cost frontier model.  The cost

12   frontier model is really interesting because it

13   allows one to estimate the efficiency of

14   individual units of observation.  In the case

15   of the Taylor et al. paper this was schools.

16   And in the cost function approach, what we're

17   trying to do is, we try to, I would say let's

18   call it describe the variation, is what we say,

19   or estimate spending as a function of various

20   cost factors including input price levels,

21   scale of operations usually functionalized as

22   district enrollment, other environmental

23   factors including student needs, controls for

24   efficiency, and outcomes.  And then what it

25   does is, it also adds an inefficiency term to
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 1   the equation which allows you to identify which

 2   units are more or less efficient.  And then,

 3   finally, there are random factors that occur.

 4   And that's the stochastic in the stochastic

 5   cost frontier model.

 6         It's a little easier to see what's going

 7   on from a picture like this.  So on the Y axis,

 8   what you're going to see is the per-pupil cost

 9   of providing a given level of student outcome.

10   Okay.  And on the X axis we have economies of

11   scale or size of district, if you will.  And

12   the line that curves down that all these nice

13   little schoolhouses are on is really the

14   minimum cost frontier.  What we'll see is that

15   some schools are going to be above that cost

16   frontier.  And this is going to be due to those

17   two factors:  The inefficiency that we can

18   identify with each of these units and also the

19   stochastical random factors that might happen.

20   A lot of times in the literature they'll say,

21   it was a rainy day when they were doing

22   testing, or there might have been a natural

23   disaster, things like that.  So there's a

24   combination of this inefficiency that we can

25   identify within individual schools or districts
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 1   and then this truly random factor.

 2         Here -- so that's sort of the model that

 3   she ran.  I don't want to go into it too much

 4   because you probably all read the report and

 5   you already had a briefing by Dr. Taylor.

 6   Here's really the results that she came up

 7   with.  And what we find is a base per-pupil

 8   cost.  And this is to deliver a 95 percent

 9   graduation rate.  And I did this for her

10   scenario B, which is to ensure that within five

11   years 75 percent of students will be performing

12   at levels 3 or 4 on the KAP ELA and math tests.

13         The next three columns that you see here

14   are really the cost factor adjustments or

15   indices.  One is for our regional index which

16   includes that difference in the cost of the

17   price level inputs, such as teacher salary.

18   There is also pupil density that's in there and

19   a few other factors.  The economy of scale

20   index is merely just, it's just really a size

21   factor, district size.  And then the student

22   needs index is really a composite factor

23   telling you how much more it would cost to

24   provide an adequate education for students that

25   are in poverty, English learners or special
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 1   education.  So she put together compensatory

 2   factors as well, one under the old standards

 3   and the new standards.

 4         So I realize I'm mistaken:  The base

 5   per-pupil cost here actually is a set base and

 6   there are different weighting factors for

 7   whether you want to consider adequacy based on

 8   the old standards or the new standards.

 9         And so these numbers here in the index

10   columns, what do they tell us?  Well, they tell

11   us really what is the relative increase in

12   funding necessary to provide an adequate

13   education for districts with these different

14   cost factors or needs.  So, for instance, the

15   student needs index really says it's going to

16   be the raw average across districts is 1.35.

17   The weighted average is what I would look at.

18   And that is really 1.39.  So it's about 40

19   percent more per student to educate students

20   that are at-risk above and beyond a student

21   with no additional needs.  Okay.  And in

22   addition there are these compensatory factors

23   and that is there to reduce the gap between

24   those districts that are performing below the

25   threshold and those that are meeting the
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 1   threshold.  So over, the right-hand-most four

 2   columns gives you the per-pupil dollar figures

 3   that really were generated by their analysis.

 4   The 9,313 that is the current per-pupil

 5   spending that they calculated for 16-17.  And

 6   then we have the projected per-pupil costs

 7   considering, considering just the regional

 8   scale and needs adjustments only.  And then if

 9   you also add on top of that the compensatory,

10   under the old standards and new standards,

11   you've got those last three columns.  For

12   instance, I'm just going to point to that

13   weighted average row.  So statewide, the group

14   said that, you know, you were currently

15   spending 9,313.  In order to provide adequacy

16   under the old standards, it would cost you

17   about 13,204 per student.  And under the new

18   standards it would go up to 13,767 because the

19   new standards are more rigorous.  What does

20   this mean in terms of the bottom line?  This is

21   copied directly from the report.  Really what

22   we're looking at here is, with the compensatory

23   support, under the old standards, it would be

24   38 percent more.  And for the new standards,

25   that's the scenario B, it's about 44.4 percent
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 1   more.  Without that compensatory support, it

 2   would be about just under 10 percent more to

 3   fund.

 4         So what are my main concerns with the

 5   study?  First of all, I thought it was a very

 6   very good study, just to let you know.  I

 7   thought it was fairly cutting edge and done

 8   very very well.  There were some places that

 9   things weren't documented as well as they could

10   have been so I don't have a lot to say about

11   those parts of it.  But all that being said, I

12   do have some concerns.  One is the scale index.

13   And so that economies of scale index, for the

14   smaller to medium sized districts it really

15   works very well, as we might expect.  However,

16   when we get to the medium to much larger

17   districts, it really produces

18   uncharacteristically large funding adjustments

19   for the bigger districts.  And really this

20   result seems to be a function of how she

21   modeled it.  And specifically, for those of you

22   who are mathematically inclined, she put into

23   the model enrollment and enrollment square to

24   give a curvilinear relationship between the

25   enrollment variable and spending.  What that
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 1   does is it creates a function that looks like

 2   this.  Also note, again for those

 3   mathematically inclined, she modeled it as log

 4   of enrollment and of enrollment square.  So

 5   what we have on the X axis here is the log of

 6   enrollment and then on the Y axis is that scale

 7   index.  That is what is the relative amount

 8   more that you have to spend on a district with

 9   a certain size compared to the optimally-sized

10   district.  And as we can see - I'll use my

11   cursor here - the optimally-sized district is

12   right here, a little above the 1,000 range.

13   Note this is a logarithmic scale.  So this is

14   1,000 to 10,000.  This is 10,000 to 100,000.

15   Think of it as you move to the right on the

16   scale, it becomes more compressed.  Okay.  What

17   we have here is we have the locus of all points

18   for every district's enrollment and what the

19   model will fund based on the scale index.  And

20   what we see is, as you go from a very low

21   enrollment district, up until this

22   optimally-sized district, we call it, the one

23   that minimizes costs, you really have these

24   scale index factors coming down until they hit

25   1.  So the minimum cost is 1.0.  After that it
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 1   almost goes symmetrically goes back up - again

 2   this is in logs - until we hit this number

 3   right here, which is around 20-something

 4   thousand.  And this is where Dr. Taylor and her

 5   partners top coded, basically cut off and set

 6   that enrollment, set enrollment at sort of a

 7   maximum factor at 20-some-odd thousand.  That's

 8   why you see this leveling out.  So why this is

 9   a little bit, a little bit concerning is that

10   the numbers up here for the cost factor are

11   about 1.97.  So it's saying that it costs, all

12   other things being equal, it costs about 1.97,

13   almost two times as much to adequately fund a

14   student in a district that is 20,000 or more

15   than it does for the optimally-sized district.

16   And some of these districts are actually pretty

17   affluent up there as well.  So that's a little

18   concerning.  I put a little animation in here

19   so you can see the three areas.  So the first

20   area on your left is really the decrease in

21   cost with enrollment.  Then you have, around

22   the optimally-sized district, really a leveling

23   off of costs.  And then you see a steep

24   increase in costs with respect to enrollment

25   there.
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 1         This is the same graphic except for what

 2   I have done is I have taken out those higher

 3   poverty districts.  So this represents only the

 4   districts in the lower half of the poverty

 5   distribution.  In other words, the lowest 50

 6   percent of districts with respect to poverty.

 7   Okay.  So we call those poverty quartile 1.

 8   Those are the most affluent, if you will, or

 9   the least impoverished districts, and poverty

10   quartile 2.  And what you see is, up here there

11   are some relatively low-need districts in terms

12   of their poverty and that makes it a little

13   scary.  So you might have a very affluent

14   district that's up here that's getting two --

15   would get two times as much as another district

16   that's down in the optimally sized.  And it

17   could be a district that's in extreme poverty

18   in the fourth quartile.  Up here there are

19   about 11 districts that are in this quadrant

20   that I've pointed out.  That's roughly above

21   5,700 in terms of enrollment.  That's the

22   vertical line.  And the horizontal line makes

23   the cutoff at about 1.2, so those districts

24   which start off getting 20 percent more than

25   the optimally-sized district.  What we see up
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 1   here, there are 11 districts up there.  Out of

 2   those, I think five of them have cost factors

 3   that are 1.35.  So they would get 35 percent

 4   more per pupil, all else being equal.  And

 5   three of them up here would get 1.97, almost

 6   two times as much.  So there is a bit of a

 7   concern there.  This is very different than the

 8   modeling specification that was used by

 9   Duncombe & Yinger for the LPA study back in

10   2006.  This is a bit of a different take on how

11   to look at this.  But it tells you the same

12   type of information.  In that study they broke

13   up, they coded their variables into discreet

14   categories of enrollment.  So down here we have

15   very small districts of up to 100 students.  It

16   goes 100 to 150, 150 to 300, etcetera,

17   etcetera.  And these bars here are telling you

18   how much less funding in relative terms

19   districts of increasing size get relative to

20   the smallest district.  So, for instance, if

21   you go down to a district of 751 to 1,000,

22   Duncombe & Yinger found their per-pupil funding

23   should be approximately 45 percent less than

24   the funding of a district that was in the

25   smallest category.  This really represents this
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 1   part of the graphic here.  Okay.  It's telling

 2   the same story.  That is per-pupil costs are

 3   decreasing as enrollment goes up, as one would

 4   expect.  What Duncombe & Yinger do in this is

 5   they really top code theirs at about 5,000.

 6   And what we see is that there is a little bit

 7   of a jump when they get to 1,700 to 2,500 that

 8   is the optimal size in the model where costs

 9   are at minimum and then the costs start bumping

10   up a little bit.  But it's a very different

11   type of modeling exercise that they did to take

12   this into account.  Now, that's not saying that

13   some districts that have much higher enrollment

14   don't have other needs.  But those other needs

15   should be also caught.  Let's say Duncombe &

16   Yinger found an interaction between poverty and

17   pupil density.  So they really said there was a

18   separate independent effect of being in a

19   highly impoverished urban district basically.

20   And that should pick up that effect.  That's

21   obviously going to be very highly correlated or

22   related to these high enrollment districts.

23   But the concern here is there are other

24   districts that might not have some of those

25   component needs that might get funded under the
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 1   Taylor et al. study.

 2         So the next concern that I have is really

 3   one of the costs of meeting the achievement

 4   thresholds.  And it's not saying that there's

 5   anything wrong with their paper at all.  It's

 6   just the study documentation was a bit lacking

 7   and it really didn't tell me how the national

 8   curve equivalents they calculated translated

 9   into proficiency rate gains, which is very key

10   because the threshold is in a metric which is

11   proficiency rates.  And what they are usually

12   in their model are these national curve

13   equivalents, which is sort of a normal typical

14   progression or growth on test score by

15   students.  Moreover, I wasn't really sure how

16   the calculations behind the compensatory

17   indices were made.  So I know we all received a

18   memo this morning that may have some of that.

19   I still haven't made it through the whole

20   thing, unfortunately.  So that might answer

21   some of these questions.  But when I was

22   reviewing the paper, I did not have this

23   information.

24         So another concern that I had was hold

25   harmless.  Now, what is hold harmless?  Well,
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 1   usually when a new funding formula is enacted,

 2   some people will call them winners and losers.

 3   But really what it is, some districts are

 4   projected more funding than they currently are

 5   spending and others might be projected less

 6   funding than they need that are currently being

 7   spent.  Right?  And hold harmless specifically

 8   says, for those districts that are currently

 9   spending more than the funding formula projects

10   for them, we're going to hold them at their

11   current funding levels.  Okay.  Now, this rule

12   implies that there are some districts, the hold

13   harmless districts, that are spending more than

14   they need to to be sufficient, adequate,

15   whatever you want to call it.  Different states

16   call it different things.  Now, there is a

17   logical reason for a limited application of

18   hold harmless policies when you're phasing in a

19   new funding formula.  That is schools take time

20   to build up their programs and you don't want

21   to just cut them off immediately.  You want

22   them to have a smooth transition if they have

23   to decrease their spending.  However, that

24   being said, there's two good reasons not to

25   hold districts harmless indefinitely.  And the
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 1   first is that there is a very real cost.  That

 2   is here is money that is above and beyond what

 3   a district might need to provide an adequate

 4   education and that money could be spent

 5   actually helping other districts that are not

 6   getting or have not been getting the funding

 7   that they needed.  So there is sort of a

 8   distributional reason why you would not want to

 9   hold districts harmless indefinitely.  And

10   really at the end of the day, it undermines the

11   whole equity intent of the funding formula.

12   Here we've tried to develop a funding formula

13   that's very equitable and adequate and if you

14   don't have districts on the formula, that is

15   the districts that are being held harmless,

16   you're really undermining the equity intent of

17   the formula.  So I just want to strongly urge

18   that you consider this when you're developing

19   policy.

20         My recommendation is that, first of all,

21   the study should be the following.  They should

22   certainly calculate the additional cost of

23   holding districts harmless and next they should

24   suggest some sort of plan for tapering down the

25   hold harmless, I'm going to call them subsidies
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 1   because that's pretty much what they are, as

 2   the funding formula is being phased in.  For

 3   instance, when I did work previously in New

 4   Mexico I suggested a three-year phasein where

 5   the hold harmless would be tapered down over

 6   that three years.  Okay.

 7         My next concern was one of validity

 8   checks.  And I think it's just best practice

 9   that every costing-out study should have some

10   sort of validity checks.  So there was nothing

11   in this study but there is a simple check that

12   I've done before and I took it upon myself to

13   do it for this study based on the data that I

14   had at my disposal.  So what I did here is

15   this.  You want to make sure that the funding

16   that is being projected from your formula is

17   being targeted to districts appropriately.

18   That is, those districts that really have the

19   -- tend to have lower outcomes are going to

20   have money targeted to them because that's what

21   this money is for, it's to try to control for

22   all the needs but to promote student

23   achievement up to some adequate level.  So what

24   I do is I define a measure of relative

25   shortfall funding as follows.  It's very
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 1   simple.  It's just the ratio of the adequate

 2   per-pupil cost that comes out of a funding

 3   formula for each district and you divide it by

 4   their actual cost.  This is simply a measure of

 5   relative shortfall in funding.  The numerator

 6   says what the formula dictates they need to

 7   provide the adequate education.  The

 8   denominator is what they're currently spending.

 9   A number of 1.2 would be something like this

10   district needs 20 percent more per-pupil to

11   provide an adequate education compared to what

12   they're getting.

13         So you can use this measure to evaluate

14   how achievement might vary by the funding gap.

15   And what would we expect?  Well, if we've done

16   our jobs right and we've created a funding

17   formula that targets dollars appropriately to

18   those districts that need it, we should see a

19   negative relationship between the size of the

20   funding shortfall, that is that adequacy gap,

21   and the achievement level.

22         So I've done some graphics here.  I'm

23   going to just go through this.  I didn't have

24   all of the data from the study so I did capture

25   data from appendix E to get the adequate
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 1   projected costs.  I had to go to federal data

 2   to grab the actual cost because that was not in

 3   any appendix.  And I went to your state website

 4   for the Kansas State Department of Education

 5   website and grabbed the data on student

 6   outcomes.  And it was great, a great website.

 7   And I put it together and I created graphics

 8   that look like this.  This is a scatter plot.

 9   On that X axis is the funding shortfall and the

10   Y axis is the percent of students that are --

11   well, were achieving at a level of 2 or above.

12   This is really scenario A, the metric in

13   scenario A from the Taylor study.  Each one of

14   these dots or circles is a different district

15   and the size of the circle is proportional to

16   how many students that are in that district.

17   So the larger circles are going to be larger

18   districts.  And the red line shows the line of

19   best fit through the districts.  So it shows

20   the relationship between the outcome measure

21   we're looking at, which is the percentage of

22   students at level 2 or above, and the funding

23   shortfall.  And lo and behold we do see that

24   the results are quite valid in terms of there

25   is a negative relationship.  Those districts
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 1   with larger projected shortfalls tend to have

 2   lower achievement.  Okay.  Now, I've done this

 3   for ELA scenario A and also scenario B.  Now,

 4   the Y axis is the more stringent measure which

 5   is the percentage of students that are passing,

 6   that are scoring a level 3 or above on the KAP.

 7   I've also done this for math for both these

 8   measures.  Now, the one thing that I did not

 9   mention to all of you was the horizontal dashed

10   line.  Those are the threshold benchmarks that

11   are used in the Taylor et al. study.  So for

12   scenario A, it's 90 percent of students should

13   be passing at levels 2 or above.  And for B, 60

14   percent of students should be passing at levels

15   3 or above.  Now, what are the main conclusions

16   that we get from this?  Well, I already told

17   you the first, the relationship between student

18   achievement and relative funding shortfall is

19   consistently negative.  In addition, I ran

20   correlation coefficients, which I'm not going

21   to present here, but show that the correlation

22   coefficients are negative and strong and highly

23   highly significant.  But the second thing is

24   that there are really very few districts

25   currently that are meeting the outcome
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 1   thresholds used in the study.  Simply put, I

 2   can take any one of these graphics and there

 3   are very few districts that lie above the

 4   dashed horizontal line.  So there is work to be

 5   done.  It's not just the needy districts or the

 6   relatively more needy districts, it's all of

 7   the districts that need a push.

 8         So the last thing I wanted to talk to all

 9   of you about is really the differences in the

10   cost study findings.  And as we all know, there

11   was a very large difference in the reported

12   costs in both studies and any normal reader

13   would be scratching their head saying, how can

14   this be?  The LPA study came up with a measure

15   that was about 400 million, just under 400

16   million, while the Taylor et al. study came up

17   with a 1.79 billion and a 2.1 billion,

18   depending on what scenario you're talking

19   about.  So how can we explain the differences

20   here?  And I just did a very simple

21   investigation here.  Well, the first thing is

22   you're going to want to adjust for inflation

23   because the LPA study was done back in 2006.

24   The second thing is that the LPA study did not

25   include a large portion of federal dollars.
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 1   About, I believe it was 205 million in 2006

 2   dollars that they did not include in their

 3   estimates.  They backed those out.  And so

 4   then, finally, the Taylor study did not include

 5   food services or transportation.  So these are

 6   differences in the two studies that we might be

 7   able to do something about.  All right.  Once

 8   we adjust for inflation and we adjust for

 9   inflation and add back in that federal funding,

10   the LPA study figure increases by over 50

11   percent from that 400 million to about 719

12   million.  And I just used the inflation, that

13   CPO for the midwest states.  Easily available

14   downloadable from the Bureau of Labor

15   Statistics website.  So the -- I was not able

16   to back out the food services and the

17   transportation from the LPA figures.  But this

18   would work in the opposite direction where --

19   oh sorry -- add the food services and the

20   transportation back into the Taylor figures.

21   But that would cause to increase the

22   differences some more.  So there is no help

23   there.  But, you know, the adjustments to the

24   LPA got a little closer, the increases that

25   Taylor would increase the difference here.
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 1   Here is just a picture of what I have done

 2   here.  The big action here is really, this is

 3   the current spending in 2016-17 dollars.  This

 4   was -- these were the dollars that the LPA

 5   study said were necessary.  This is if we

 6   inflate those dollars to 2016.  This is if we

 7   add the inflated federal funding back into

 8   that.  And then these are just the numbers

 9   straight from Taylor et al.  So we've come a

10   little closer.  You know, these percentage

11   differences are how much in relative terms you

12   would have to spend above the current spending.

13   Based on the LPA results with the adjustments,

14   it would be about 15 and a half percent more.

15   The Taylor scenario A, which is sort of the

16   closest outcome standard to that, is still

17   double that amount.  So there's still a big

18   difference here.  So there are remaining

19   explanations.  One explanation is, even though

20   Taylor and her colleagues did their best to try

21   to equate the standards from 2006, that is by

22   sort of cross-walking the old standards to 90

23   percent of students are going to score at a

24   level of 2 or above on the KAP tests, it might

25   not be exact.  Okay.  So that could account for
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 1   some difference.  And I don't have any answers

 2   for you on this.  These are just remaining

 3   explanations that could be the case.  Finally,

 4   this is a huge explanation and this is my

 5   contention, that the LPA study was not a pure

 6   costing out study.  Okay.  The work that

 7   Duncombe and Yinger did was a cost study that

 8   was in a larger study that had many many

 9   components that were what I would call a

10   spending analysis, just an analysis of spending

11   of those lower-spending districts.  And that

12   was coupled with the funding weights, or the

13   cost weights rather, from Duncombe and Yinger

14   study.  So the LPA study I would -- it's what I

15   would expect.  I mean, it's going to an

16   underestimate of what, you know, of what the

17   true cost of providing adequacy is.  And I

18   think that's the main culprit here in terms of

19   why we see such a big difference.  I know these

20   differences shock people but you really have to

21   understand what went into the studies to make

22   sense of the results before you can come to a

23   conclusion.  And these are the conclusions that

24   I came to.  So that's what I have for you.

25             CHAIR PATTON:  Do we have questions?
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 1   Representative Bollier -- or Senator, excuse

 2   me, Bollier.

 3             SENATOR BOLLIER:  We knew each other

 4   by different names.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 5   Could you repeat what you said about there are

 6   not winners and losers?

 7             DR. LEVIN:  Yeah.  So from a

 8   district's perspective, they would certainly

 9   consider themselves winners or losers.

10   However, if we have developed a funding formula

11   that appropriately distributes an adequate

12   amount of money, there aren't winners and

13   losers.  There are districts that have

14   historically been getting more than what

15   they've needed to provide adequacy and other

16   districts that have traditionally been getting

17   less than what is necessary.  You could almost

18   flip the winners and losers labels around for

19   those districts and put a, historically, in

20   front of that.  Right?  So there are historic

21   losers and historic winners and we are trying

22   to even the playing field.  Is that helpful?

23             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you.

24             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative

25   Johnson.
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 1             REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON:  Thank you,

 2   Mr. Chair.  I'm trying to grapple with a few of

 3   the things here.  You mentioned LPA used an

 4   investigation of the existing spending.  Was

 5   that not part of the Taylor study?

 6             DR. LEVIN:  No.  When I say spending,

 7   I mean spending as it is, not looking at the

 8   relationship between student needs or even

 9   outcomes or other cost factors.  So they

10   literally, what they did was, they went to --

11   well, they did a lot of things.  But they went

12   to different samples of districts and they

13   basically looked at what the average resource

14   utilization, the staffing per -- that number of

15   FTEs per student were for different staffing

16   categories, and then took the average of the

17   lowest third of those.  Then they costed that

18   out.  Right?  They determined what that

19   spending was.  So it's basically taking a

20   subset of the lowest spending, taking a subset

21   of districts that were the lowest spenders or

22   resource utilizers and then saying that that is

23   -- interpreting that as an adequate, a measure

24   of adequate cost.  Which it's not.  So a large

25   portion of their study was based on that.  The
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 1   portion that wasn't was based on the sub-study

 2   by Duncombe and Yinger.  And that was a cost

 3   function approach.  So they adopted the cost

 4   function approach to get weights for poverty

 5   and English learners and applied those to

 6   spending figures, basically.  Is that helpful?

 7             MR. JOHNSON:  It helps me feel better

 8   about when I attempt to explain something, I'll

 9   say that.  It is hard to explain so I would

10   still want to relate it to the student needs

11   and outcomes.  I wouldn't want to ignore that

12   as I come up with that average utilization.

13             DR. LEVIN:  Yeah.  Well, so the

14   student needs and outcomes were not considered

15   at all.  So think of it this way, we're going

16   to this subset of districts that we know are

17   the lowest resource utilizers.  There might be

18   some high achievers or low achievers.  There

19   might be a big range of outcomes in there as

20   well.  We just don't know.  But you're

21   basically taking the spending of those lowest

22   spenders and then saying that would be

23   adequate.  And that's not -- there is nothing

24   wrong with doing that.  What's wrong is

25   interpreting that as a cost figure.  When we
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 1   say cost, economists, we always talk about cost

 2   of purchasing what, what are you getting for

 3   it?  So there should be some sort of

 4   achievement attached to that.  And ideally it

 5   should be conditioned on cost factors that are

 6   outside of the district's control.

 7             MR. JOHNSON:  And if I may continue

 8   in a little different direction.  On the -- in

 9   any model, I can build a great model but the

10   key is the assumptions that will drive it.

11   Right?  So the box is working correctly, I know

12   what I think some of the key drivers are of the

13   outcomes.  And perhaps you would have a better

14   handle on that.  But the 95 percent that we've

15   discussed is one that certainly comes up and

16   would seem to be a large driver of that

17   outcome.  Is that a level that's commonly

18   employed in other states?  Do the consultants

19   typically help us to set that?  Do they work

20   with, if the legislature is working to set an

21   objective to figure out and test those

22   assumptions?

23             DR. LEVIN:  So this is a very

24   difficult issue and it's one of your big jobs

25   that's very difficult to do and that is setting
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 1   standards.  As economists, we have to cost out

 2   some kind of standard that defines adequacy.

 3   We are not in the role of determining those

 4   standards at all.  Okay.  It's really up to the

 5   policy maker in the state, namely the Board of

 6   Education, the state department of education

 7   and the legislature to determine that.  We're

 8   put in kind of a difficult position because we

 9   have to functionalize a definition, otherwise

10   we can't do our work.  Now, in this case, in

11   this case I think that, you know, Taylor et al.

12   did a very good job.  And they took three kinds

13   of approaches.  One is they looked at districts

14   that were high performing, that is in the 90th

15   percentile.  The second thing they did was to

16   try to look at historical figures that on

17   performance that was in the years when schools

18   were appropriately funded.  There was a few

19   years back then.  Right?  But the third thing

20   they did is they looked at your ESSA plans, the

21   plans your state department sent to the federal

22   department of education and pretty much pulled

23   those.  So in your state ESSA plan it's saying

24   by 2030, you should have 75 percent of your

25   students at levels 3 or 4.  As to whether
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 1   that's a good standard or not, I can't, I can't

 2   tell you guys what an appropriate standard is

 3   for you, if that's the question.

 4             MR. JOHNSON:  If I may be a little

 5   clearer on that.  My first attempt at humor I

 6   won't try to repeat.  But the 95 percent, as

 7   you review peers, is this generally where we

 8   are working on across the county as funding at

 9   a 95 percent outcome-based model?

10             DR. LEVIN:  I can't say.  I don't

11   even know most of the states.  I mean, I know

12   some of the states I've worked in.  But the

13   rate -- yeah.  I can't say.  I can't say.  I

14   would have to actually go to the books and look

15   across the states to give you --

16             MR. JOHNSON:  Thank you.  I'm sure

17   both the committee and the folks in the

18   audience will want to give me the hook quickly.

19   As I try to get a handle on how to use it and I

20   look at, okay, as I apply this, and I look at

21   what it does perhaps for Wichita and Winfield,

22   where there is a clear increase and a clear

23   decrease, I say, okay, how do I get this data

24   to useful, how do I get a model, how do I deal

25   with the 95 percent?  And in the history, when
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 1   I would build models, we would spend weeks

 2   building a model and in ongoing years forever

 3   working on assumptions because that was the key

 4   in testing, trying to bring those back.  So in

 5   some ways, I feel we may have built a really

 6   great engine to get us to Columbia, Missouri,

 7   but our goal may have been to get to Kansas

 8   City.  So that's what I'm trying to get a sense

 9   for.  And it would seem, as we try and test

10   that model, we might look the other way around

11   as well and say, not only do dollars -- we're

12   going to look at the outcome we want and the

13   output from the model is dollars, how do we

14   turn that around and say, if we put $1,000 into

15   the base, what are the range of outcomes we

16   would expect to be driven across these models?

17   That would seem to be how I turn that to

18   something that might give us kind of more off

19   ramps to say, how do I appropriately implement

20   in a Wichita, in a Winfield?  Is there any way

21   we can work with the data to get closer to

22   that?

23             DR. LEVIN:  Well, I think what you're

24   describing is what we call in economics is the

25   dual to the problem.  And that is really a
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 1   production function as opposed to a cost

 2   function.  Right?  So where you're trying to

 3   model production as a function of costs, well,

 4   as a function of costs and all of these other

 5   things.  So you can try to take the models that

 6   we've looked at and put outcomes on the

 7   left-hand side.  That being said, I think that

 8   the think the memo today provided some

 9   sensitivity analyses and bottom line dollar

10   figures under different assumptions of what the

11   threshold would be.  So I think that's in the

12   memo that we all got from Dr. Taylor today.  So

13   that would help you, using the same model, you

14   know.  And then basically it's just changing

15   the outcome threshold, saying, well, maybe we

16   don't need that.  I'm not sure if I followed

17   you in terms of comparing two districts.  I

18   mean, they have all of their observable

19   characteristics.  And one thing that I do put

20   in my review is there could have been a little

21   more digging into looking at the efficiency

22   metrics that were estimated to see which

23   district, well, which schools were operating

24   more efficiently.  And a next step would be to

25   dig into those schools and say, okay, what's
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 1   going on there.  If you have two schools that

 2   were operationally similar but one is operating

 3   more efficiently than the other, well, one

 4   school can learn from the other or we can learn

 5   from the school that's doing things more

 6   efficiently.  And maybe that can tell us

 7   something.  And you can put a dollar term on

 8   that as well on what the efficiency gain is in

 9   terms of dollars.

10             MR. JOHNSON:  Thank you for the

11   committee and you for indulging my questions.

12             CHAIR PATTON:  Senator Pettey.

13             SENATOR PETTEY:  Thank you, Mr.

14   Chairman.  I was just -- and thank you, Dr.

15   Levin, for being here.  I'm just going to the

16   back of your presentation.  So to me that last

17   paragraph says a lot because you say that both

18   studies point to a need significantly to -- for

19   significant additional funding to support an

20   adequate education in the state.  Is that

21   valid?  That's what I'm reading from your --

22             DR. LEVIN:  I think that's what both

23   studies -- that's why I'm comparing the LPA

24   study to the --

25             SENATOR PETTEY:  And then in your
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 1   very last line, I'm trying to then use table 9

 2   at the very back of your presentation to

 3   understand, I guess, the methodology,

 4   methodological differences in how to figure and

 5   calculate.

 6             DR. LEVIN:  So -- I'm sorry.  I'm

 7   just getting with you here.  So table 9 there?

 8             SENATOR PETTEY:  Uh-huh.

 9             DR. LEVIN:  That's showing you that

10   while there might be a large absolute

11   difference in the results of the LPA study and

12   the Taylor et al. study, the numbers move in

13   the same direction.  That is, if one, if one

14   district tends to be, tends to have higher

15   projected adequate funding in one study, it

16   will also tend to have higher projected

17   adequate funding in the other study.  They're

18   telling you the same thing.  The two series, if

19   you have two sets of adequate per-pupil funding

20   projections, one from each study, they move

21   very closely to one another.

22             SENATOR PETTEY:  So in both studies

23   you're saying that they're pretty parallel to

24   each other in how they --

25             DR. LEVIN:  Yes.  The absolute values
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 1   change for the various reasons that I talked

 2   about.  Namely, the last reason I said was I

 3   really think the LPA study was not a true cost

 4   study.  So because so much of that was based on

 5   actual spending of low-spending districts, that

 6   that's going to be a real underestimate of what

 7   the true cost of adequacy is.  I don't know

 8   what it is but the -- you know, a better

 9   comparison actually would be the new study by

10   Taylor et al. to what Duncombe and Yinger did

11   back in the day.  Right?  And just that portion

12   of the study.  Because they did a full cost

13   study but only pieces of that study were used

14   in the full LPA calculations.  Does that make

15   sense?

16             SENATOR PETTEY:  I'm not a

17   mathematician.

18             DR. LEVIN:  Namely, Duncombe and

19   Yinger came up with these index indices for

20   things like student needs and those were

21   applied to a base funding figure that was more,

22   that was more of a spending study, not a cost

23   study.  Okay.  So anyway I think that the

24   bottom line is my opinion is that the LPA

25   numbers were underestimated, yet they move - I
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 1   don't want to say perfectly and parallel - but

 2   they move very closely with what the newest

 3   study came out with.  So both studies are

 4   telling you the same qualitative story.  I

 5   think that's how I termed it.  Is that helpful?

 6             SENATOR PETTEY:  It is.

 7             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative Rooker.

 8             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you,

 9   Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr. Levin.  In the

10   section of your report pertaining to the

11   scatter plots, there's a statement I want to

12   clarify that I'm understanding correctly.  You

13   say, first, the relationships between funding

14   shortfall and student outcomes prove to be

15   negative.  Which means there is a connection

16   that has been proven between student outcomes

17   and the funding invested?

18             DR. LEVIN:  I have shown a

19   statistically significant relationship.  It is

20   a correlation.  It is not causation.  Okay.  So

21   there is a difference there.  All right.  I

22   mean, causation implies that, you know, the

23   shortfall in funding right directly drives

24   achievement.

25             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  But is it
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 1   fair to interpret that if we want to change

 2   those outcomes and improve them, what both of

 3   these studies are telling us is that we need to

 4   invest more resources?

 5             DR. LEVIN:  Yes.  Absolutely.

 6             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you.

 7             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative

 8   Landwehr.

 9             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Thank you,

10   Mr. Chairman.  I think one of the things we've

11   been trying to get our arms around is whether

12   or not we actually have a clear understanding

13   of what is meant by efficiency within her

14   study.

15             DR. LEVIN:  Okay.  So, basically, I

16   know it can seem rather abstract and hopefully

17   this will help clear it up a little bit.  I'm

18   going to go with the picture is worth a

19   thousand words here.  I'm not sure what I just

20   did here.  So this picture right here, what

21   this model does is, it assumes that there is a

22   minimum cost at which districts of different

23   sizes and of different characteristics can

24   operate to produce a given level of student

25   achievement.  Right?  That's what that line is
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 1   here.  Okay.  Now, the degree to which a school

 2   is spending more than that minimum cost

 3   frontier can be broken up into a random effect.

 4   Right?  And an effect that's due to their own

 5   operations, their own choices.  And what the

 6   efficiency, I think Dr. Taylor and colleagues

 7   come up with this distribution, they say on

 8   average there is 4 percent inefficiency.  Or

 9   the way they put it, there is an average of 96

10   percent efficiency.  Basically they are saying

11   that schools could be operating a bit more

12   efficiently.  Four percent.  It's trying to

13   quantify the amount of inefficiency based on

14   the data that's here.  And the best way I can

15   explain it here -- because I can explain it in

16   mathematical terms but that is a statistical

17   function and that's not going to help.  But

18   really how far off the line?  So if you look at

19   the picture again, we can break out how far off

20   the minimum cost curve a school is and break

21   that out into something that's random,

22   completely outside of their control, and

23   something that we call inefficiency that's

24   inside their control.  Now, there is a caveat

25   here.  Of course there has to be.  Right?  And
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 1   I want everybody to be aware, efficiency is

 2   only measured with respect to the outcomes you

 3   are controlling for.  So you might have some

 4   inefficiency associated with a school where

 5   they are spending on something that you're not

 6   measuring in your model.  So all we're

 7   measuring are test scores and graduation rates.

 8   But if the school might be, might have a great

 9   science program or a band program or something

10   like that, that might be spending that is not

11   going to be captured in -- that's not entered

12   as variables in the model and, therefore, that

13   spending could be interpreted by the model as

14   inefficiency.  They are choices that were made

15   by the school or district to spend money on

16   these things.  It's not things that are

17   invaluable or undesirable investments.  It's

18   just we are not controlling for those outcomes

19   in the model.  Is that helpful?

20             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Somewhat.

21             DR. LEVIN:  I tried.

22             CHAIR PATTON:  Senator Bollier.

23             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank you, Mr.

24   Chairman.  And again thank you for all this

25   great analysis.  As we were discussing inputs
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 1   and outputs, or results, I have heard many in

 2   the legislature thinking we can assume that if

 3   we spend this input, put in enough money, then

 4   now it is just totally up to the teachers.  And

 5   if they don't get the results then somehow we

 6   have to hold them accountable that they haven't

 7   done their job right.  And is that something we

 8   can assume from all of this study?  Or are

 9   there many factors that they have no control

10   over that affect output that we aren't

11   necessarily able to identify as we work on our

12   funding?

13             DR. LEVIN:  I mean, it's very

14   difficult to say that everything is under the

15   control of school practitioners or district

16   practitioners.  Right?  There is always going

17   to be some things that are outside the control.

18   Wholly -- I think your question may be getting

19   to what can you hold them accountable for.  And

20   that's a very difficult question.  And there --

21   in my view, this is all my opinion, what I have

22   seen is, there is a big tradeoff between being

23   too proscriptive and allowing for innovation,

24   flexibility and local control.  I think you do

25   have to have local control but you also do have
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 1   to have some accountability system.  Usually

 2   when we talk about accountability we talk about

 3   just for outcomes.  Well, how do you get to

 4   outcomes?  By wisely using resources.  So I

 5   would argue there has to be some form of input

 6   accountability to check.  So I've done work on

 7   districts that have put in place weighted

 8   student formulas.  Right?  That's where they

 9   provide money for funding to schools directly

10   based on their student needs but then they also

11   try to be involved in the planning of the

12   schools and vetting the school plans, making

13   sure the money is spent wisely.  And it's a

14   narrative process and if something in the plan

15   doesn't work out, you have to change it.  But

16   the idea is to provide local control but with

17   oversight and accountability as well, without

18   constraining.  Is that helpful?

19             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Sort of.  If I

20   could use an analogy, in medicine - I'm

21   familiar with that world -  physicians, by

22   insurance companies, are held accountable for

23   doing the tests and making sure someone is

24   getting their hemoglobin A1C checked and that

25   they are prescribing X medicines and whatever.
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 1   But we still have people that aren't well.  And

 2   so we hold them accountable by making sure they

 3   are following certain protocols or procedures

 4   or teaching but that doesn't ensure that the

 5   outcome, the result is going to be

 6   accomplished.

 7             DR. LEVIN:  Sure.

 8             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Would that be the

 9   same with schools essentially?

10             DR. LEVIN:  It's an interesting

11   analogy.  And I never really thought of that in

12   that way.  But, yeah.  I mean, to the extent

13   that the tests are not necessary or, you know,

14   it's more of doing a lot of tests to, to hedge

15   against being sued for not quite doing

16   something, then, you know, that could be

17   inefficient, I guess.  I mean, that's where I

18   think you're going with this.

19             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Right.  If I may,

20   so what I think what you're referring to

21   earlier, about things like band and the like,

22   fit into our Rose capacities more than our

23   testing.  And in order to meet our Rose

24   capacities, we do need to spend that money.

25             DR. LEVIN:  Yeah.  Okay.  Well, so
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 1   one of the limitations of the cost function

 2   approach is that you have to have quantifiable

 3   measures to include in a statistical function.

 4   In a professional judgment panel model, which

 5   is what the old study from 2002 done by

 6   Augenblick and Myers did, in that case you can

 7   actually include these less - I don't want to

 8   say tangible - less easily measurable outcomes

 9   in a goal statement.  And then you have

10   professional educators tell you what it's going

11   to take to achieve these outcomes with

12   different populations if they are operating at

13   a minimum cost.  So that's what professional

14   judgment does.  So that would be more

15   well-suited unless you had some quantifiable

16   measures of band performance across all

17   schools.  You have to have them across all

18   schools.  So that's just one of the limitations

19   of the cost function.

20             SENATOR BOLLIER:  Thank very much.

21             CHAIR PATTON:  Senator Denning.

22             SENATOR DENNING:  Thank you, Mr.

23   Chairman.  Did the Taylor study, when she used

24   her assumption for I think it was 75, 90

25   percent proficiency in math and reading, did
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 1   she apply that assumption by every single

 2   district must hit that achievement level?

 3             DR. LEVIN:  I believe it was a

 4   universal assumption, that it was not on

 5   average across the state.  It was every

 6   district.  Yes.

 7             REPRESENTATIVE DENNING:  That was

 8   part of her financial adequacy recommendation,

 9   using that assumption.

10             DR. LEVIN:  That was the threshold,

11   the threshold they used.  Yeah.

12             SENATOR DENNING:  And what if she

13   would have used the assumption on a statewide

14   average?  What effect would that have resulted

15   in an adequacy number?

16             DR. LEVIN:  I can't say.  I mean, I'm

17   not -- I didn't do the study so I can't say.

18   I'm not even sure she could say because there

19   are arguably an infinite number of

20   possibilities combinations of districts that

21   would -- I'm not a mathematician.  It might not

22   be infinite but there would be a lot of

23   combinations of districts that would average to

24   75 percent or 95 percent.  Right?

25             SENATOR DENNING:  So if she would
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 1   have taken that approach, would this study have

 2   reported a material difference?

 3             DR. LEVIN:  I can't answer that.  I

 4   just don't know.  I'm sorry.

 5             SENATOR DENNING:  Thank you.

 6             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative Aurand.

 7             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Thank you,

 8   Mr. Chairman.  I guess one of the questions I

 9   have, I think in terms of some number of

10   studies out there, and you talked about how the

11   correlation on outcomes and spending, there is

12   -- I think, some studies would show there is a

13   threshold effect.  Clearly when you have no

14   education, you know, in poor countries you give

15   them education, you ramp it up real quickly.

16   But when you get to a certain level, it becomes

17   very very difficult to move the bar.  And where

18   that threshold hits in and the line starts to

19   go across, piling more -- you know, I guess

20   everybody wants to use anecdotes.  I farm.

21   It's like fertilizer.  The first hundred

22   pounds, the second hundred pounds, after you

23   get to 400 pounds, you're not doing anything.

24   So I guess my question is, how does that tie in

25   with the linear kind of model that it seems
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 1   that is in here to some degree?  And how do you

 2   gauge that threshold effect?  And I guess then

 3   you said a couple things on -- I don't know how

 4   you square them completely -- how, yes, indeed

 5   more money will move you down the road.  You

 6   also said causation and correlation are not the

 7   same thing.  So at what point do those two

 8   differ, I guess, and where in this study does

 9   that threshold effect is that looked at in the

10   study and to what degree?

11             DR. LEVIN:  So let me just break out

12   what we all learned in econ 101 which is the

13   law of diminishing returns, which is what

14   you're talking about here.  That is, you know,

15   in order to, for instance, get that the 93rd

16   percent of graduation, it's going to cost you

17   more than the 53rd.  Right?  It's exactly like

18   the farming yield that you're talking about.

19   So, yes, that's apparent.  I believe the memo

20   that we got today, one of the questions from

21   the committee, one of the committees, was at

22   that very question:  What would happen if you

23   put a curve, a quadratic term or tried to put a

24   nonlinear relationship in place in the model.

25   And I haven't looked at it.  I literally
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 1   glanced at it for like three minutes before

 2   walking over here from the hotel so I'm not

 3   sure what they found.  But I believe it's in

 4   the memo today.  In terms of the correlation

 5   versus causation, there are no guarantees that

 6   spending will directly result in an increase in

 7   achievement.  Now, if money is spent wisely,

 8   then we're much closer to a guarantee.  So I

 9   think this goes back to what Senator Bollier

10   said and sort of brought up is that, you know,

11   you have to have some sort of accountability in

12   place and I would argue input accountability in

13   place to ensure you get outcomes.  Is that

14   helpful?

15             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Yes.  I guess

16   a second question I have, I guess isn't talked

17   about a lot, how is academic ability or to what

18   extent is that baked in?  We hear a lot of

19   things in our education venues about the youth

20   and the problems of the youth and how that

21   environment, and not hearing enough words

22   affects that child for a lifetime.  And how do

23   those abilities of what their potential is that

24   maybe have been diminished through

25   environmental reasons or some people would
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 1   argue genetic reasons, where does that play

 2   into the measurement of what we can expect

 3   versus district versus district?  And also, in

 4   terms of what parental involvement and all the

 5   things that go into a child, how does the study

 6   play into some of those type of issues that

 7   haven't been talked about a lot?

 8             DR. LEVIN:  So the study doesn't

 9   directly talk to inherent ability of students.

10   I mean, we usually don't have, unless it's a

11   psychological study, we usually don't have

12   those measurements on hand for all students.

13   What it does do, is it controls for -- it tries

14   to do the next best thing which is controlling

15   in a sense for the historical achievement of

16   students through what they call a conditional

17   national curve equivalent.  So that's in the

18   report and basically it tries to estimate the

19   natural progression or the typical progression

20   of a student growth based on their last year's,

21   how well they did last year.  And in a sense

22   you can think of it as an experimental study

23   where the, the student who is being observed

24   has a control who is him or herself a year ago.

25   If that makes any sense.  Right?  So usually
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 1   randomized controls are at the same time and

 2   you have, you randomly allocate students that

 3   are in treatment versus control.  Here the

 4   treated student is the student being observed

 5   this year, the control student is that same

 6   student the year before.  So it does do that.

 7   Now, moving on very quickly to the

 8   socioeconomic status.  That is controlled for

 9   in this model.  And, in fact, there are cost

10   indices that are based just on that for some of

11   these things which are very very good

12   indicators.  I mean, socioeconomic status is

13   really our best indicator of how well a student

14   does academically.  Of course, usually we're

15   looking at free or reduced-priced lunch but

16   some studies look at mother's and father's

17   education.  Mother's education is a great

18   indicator of a student's academic ability.

19             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative Rooker.

20             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you,

21   Mr. Chair.  You did just touch on one topic I

22   wanted to explore and that's the difference

23   between arbitrary benchmarks in student growth.

24   All right.  So that normative curve equivalent

25   that she built in, you say is an accommodation,
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 1   an acknowledgment of typical student growth?

 2             DR. LEVIN:  It tries to.  Yeah.  I

 3   think as she puts it, it tries to figure out

 4   what the typical student growth is for

 5   different types of students based on their

 6   performance last year.  So those students --

 7   this also gets to Representative Aurand's --

 8   did I get that right?

 9             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Close enough.

10             DR. LEVIN:  Okay.  His mention back

11   then is -- how shall I put this?  You know

12   what?  I lost it.  Never mind.  I'm sorry.

13             MS. ROOKER:  Well, he spoke to,

14   there's certain inherent differences --

15             DR. LEVIN:  I'll tell you why I put

16   it in there.  And one of the things -- oh, yes,

17   of course.  This is it.  Your yield problem and

18   the diminishing returns.  It kind of gets to

19   that because it acknowledges that some students

20   might be lower on the curve than other

21   students.  So it's going to be easier for them

22   to make up that real estate, if you will.  You

23   think that if you're starting at a lower level,

24   your rate of progression might be higher given

25   proper inputs than those that are close to a
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 1   ceiling, that ceiling or that top threshold.

 2             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  So I guess to

 3   sum up your body of work for us as a state,

 4   you've looked at three different cost studies

 5   at different points in time along the way.

 6   When you look at the sum total of the work

 7   that's been done, is it reasonable for us as

 8   policy makers to think, to have the expectation

 9   that we can expect our students to perform

10   better, that our teacher quality can improve

11   without investing resources into the system to

12   help make those outcomes a reality?

13             DR. LEVIN:  I mean, I think

14   systemically, I'm really not sure.  I think in

15   certain pockets you might be able to increase

16   efficiency.

17             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  I'm asking

18   about the relationship.  I'm getting back to

19   conclusions --

20             DR. LEVIN:  Can I finish that?

21             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Yeah.

22             DR. LEVIN:  So I think all three

23   studies are telling you, qualitatively, a

24   similar story.  As you read in my first report,

25   I had some serious issues with, you know, with
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 1   a very old, you know, a very old professional

 2   judgment approach.  I -- you've heard today

 3   that I've had some problems with the LPA study.

 4   I really think that's an underestimate.  I

 5   really liked the Taylor et al. study and

 6   thought that that was really top quality.

 7   There were some things that were not documented

 8   that I would like to know more about.  What I'd

 9   really like, this is my dream in this

10   engagement here, is if I could go back in time

11   and get the pure results from the Duncombe and

12   Yinger cost study and compare those to the

13   Taylor et al. study.  And I would argue, I mean

14   I would hypothesize that the results of those

15   two are probably a lot closer together than --

16   I mean I know they would be.  I think they

17   would be closer together than the overall LPA

18   study.  So in terms of I think that spending --

19   if you want my opinion?  If you want to meet

20   the thresholds that are in place, you probably

21   cannot do that without spending more.

22             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you.

23             DR. LEVIN:  Was that your question?

24             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  That's my

25   question.  Thank you.  Well, I guess even if we
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 1   adjusted thresholds to move the bar higher in

 2   terms of expectations for the achievement

 3   levels of our students will take some degree of

 4   new investment.

 5             DR. LEVIN:  That's my opinion.

 6             REPRESENTATIVE ROOKER:  Thank you.

 7             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative Lusk.

 8             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  Thank you, Mr.

 9   Chairman.  My question is related to some of

10   the things you said already but you made the

11   comment that you thought Dr. Taylor's study was

12   cutting edge.  And I would like you to further

13   elaborate on why you said that.

14             DR. LEVIN:  Because it's a stochastic

15   frontier cost function.  She actually has

16   measures of efficiency.  And I think that could

17   be delved into a greater extent.  That's one

18   thing.  In other words, she can identify

19   schools that are relatively more efficient.

20   And there is a wealth of knowledge.  There is

21   something going on at those schools that we all

22   deserve to understand.  So ideally I would like

23   to be able to meld different approaches so you

24   can use this cost function approach to identify

25   those most efficient pockets of schools or
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 1   districts.  And then you could do deeper dives

 2   and do professional judgment in there and

 3   understand what are the resources and the

 4   combinations of resources they are using.  So

 5   that's -- I see it as a stepping off point for

 6   more, for more research in this area.

 7             REPRESENTATIVE LUSK:  In a

 8   conversation I had with Dr. Taylor she talked

 9   about striving to be more and more nuanced.  Is

10   that kind of a way to summarize what you just

11   said?

12             DR. LEVIN:  Yeah.  Yeah.  I mean,

13   it's allowing you to drill down.  I'm not sure

14   if you had a similar discussion to this or if

15   it was just taken out of context.  More nuanced

16   could be a lot of things.  But in this case

17   this would be one way that it could be much

18   more nuanced.  So I can imagine finding a set

19   of schools that are efficient and going in

20   there and understanding -- oh.  Senator Bollier

21   left.  And trying to figure out what they are

22   doing and trying to give us some information as

23   to what practices tend to be more effective.

24   Is that helpful?

25             CHAIR PATTON:  Representative
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 1   Landwehr.

 2             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Thank you,

 3   Mr. Chairman.  And this may not be for you but

 4   I look at these numbers, the numbers you

 5   provided and what Dr. Taylor did.  We are doing

 6   a lot with measuring the student.  But I don't

 7   see how this tells us how to measure our

 8   teachers.  And one of the things that she

 9   highlighted was that teachers are a crucial

10   resource on page 35 in her document.  So how do

11   we measure our students or figure out how to

12   measure our students out of this study as well

13   as how do we know that money is being spent

14   that improves the education of a child versus

15   just the environment of the facility?

16             DR. LEVIN:  So in terms of the

17   teacher quality there are studies that talk

18   about the relationship between teacher quality

19   achievement.  And I have not authored those nor

20   reviewed those for this.  Moving to sort of --

21   I think your question is how do we know the

22   money is working, the money is doing what it's

23   supposed to.  Some of the evidence that we have

24   are a couple of papers that have just come out

25   that looked at decades worth of finance reform
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 1   across states and has come up with a very

 2   rigorous method to look, a quasi-experimental

 3   method to look at whether achievement can be

 4   related and we're talking about actually

 5   causally relating, not just a simple

 6   correlation, but causally related to student

 7   outcomes.  And the paper is by Rucker Johnson

 8   and Persico.  There are a couple papers.  And

 9   then there is another paper by a Berkeley

10   economist called Jesse Rothstein.  (Reporter

11   interruption).  So the authors would be Rucker

12   Johnson and then another one by Jesse

13   Rothstein.  And there is a Lafortune.

14   Lafortune is another author of that paper.  So

15   these papers not only look at student outcomes

16   but also look at what the effects on poverty

17   are, how it will lift -- basically how much

18   poverty it alleviates.  Right?  It lifts

19   families out of poverty in the long run.  And

20   it looks at funding state school finance

21   funding reforms over decades to do that.

22   That's probably our best causal evidence of

23   whether money matters.  That's what everybody

24   wants to know.  Right?  That's my best answer.

25   I think you might have put your question in
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 1   terms of how do we in Kansas or how are we

 2   going to know if we spend this money.  And it's

 3   difficult.  You know.  The scientific purist

 4   would say, well, you have to do a randomized

 5   control trial.  Well, we are not going to

 6   randomly allocate dollars to students and toy

 7   with their lives and say, oh, well, Johnny

 8   didn't do so well because we didn't spend so

 9   much money on him and Julie did much better

10   because we spent money.  It's just not a

11   reality that we can do.  The best we can do is

12   try to do these quasi-experimental studies that

13   make use of observational data rather than

14   randomly allocated data.  It's a very difficult

15   question.  A very good question but a very

16   difficult question.  There is some good

17   evidence out there, though, that spending more

18   actually does work.

19             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Because I

20   think one of the things that has been

21   questioned over the years is that, you know,

22   the way we pay teachers in Kansas is number of

23   years.

24             DR. LEVIN:  Uh-huh.

25             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Versus
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 1   whether or not they are able to achieve the

 2   outcomes that we are trying to measure.

 3             DR. LEVIN:  So there's huge

 4   literature out there on teacher value added,

 5   which I'm not an expert on.  But there is a lot

 6   out there.  And there's arguments on both ends

 7   saying that it's a very valuable measure of

 8   teacher, of teacher quality.  But, you know, a

 9   lot of literature out there says it should not

10   be used for high stakes, especially for hiring

11   and firing decisions.

12             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Right.

13   Right.

14             DR. LEVIN:  Or even, you know, there

15   is also a lot of literature out there on pay

16   for performance or merit pay.  I'm not an

17   expert in this field so I'm not going to tell

18   you what's right or wrong.  But there is quite

19   a lot of literature out there on this and I'm

20   not sure how you think it might play into your

21   policy here.  But I'm sure you and your

22   colleagues are going to talk about that.

23

24             REPRESENTATIVE LANDWEHR:  Well, I

25   think, Mr. Chairman, some of the discussion
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 1   that we've had over the last couple weeks is,

 2   you know, with all the different weightings

 3   that we try to target to handle different

 4   things, how do we measure, how do we know that

 5   the money is actually going to those purposes

 6   and what it's doing or whether or not we need

 7   more, you know, in certain areas.  And then, of

 8   course, I've still been bothered by all the

 9   testimony we have had here the last couple

10   weeks that you can't get a good education in an

11   old building.  So that's just a comment.

12             CHAIR PATTON:  And with our final

13   question because we are about out of time,

14   Representative Aurand.

15             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  All right.

16   Thank you.  You talked about studies that you

17   can't do, random studies to test theories.

18   Because I'm just sitting here thinking, looking

19   at the dots in the charts and I'm thinking,

20   what if we took different school districts

21   similarly situated and we couldn't do the

22   bigger ones because of the costs and just say,

23   okay, we are going to randomly assign A, B to

24   both of these, clear to the point of the high

25   level of spending?  What is your level of
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 1   confidence that those districts would reach the

 2   stated outcomes purported to be achievable

 3   because of the money in her study?  Is that

 4   level of confidence as much as mine would be

 5   that I'm willing to put side bets on?  And

 6   would that be a good thing to do?  Has any

 7   state done something similar to that to

 8   randomize school districts to see what actually

 9   would happen?

10             DR. LEVIN:  None that I know of and I

11   wouldn't advise it.  And I also wouldn't have a

12   lot of confidence.  Remember, if you do

13   something like that, we can pretend that we're

14   in a laboratory but we're not in a laboratory.

15   A district is not a laboratory.  So you would

16   have to really try to control for any what we

17   would call internal threats to validity which

18   make sure that -- the only difference between

19   the control and the treatment groups is the

20   treatment itself.  And I would argue, I will

21   say it is impossible to do that in such a

22   setting.

23             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  Which then

24   gets very hard to -- how you ever decide that

25   this study is indeed correct in some way.  And
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 1   we look at dollar amounts and what we are

 2   trying to achieve in moving forward.  We have a

 3   long-term history with, ACT is probably the

 4   perfect example.  We look and track our scores.

 5   And the study didn't use ACT because they

 6   didn't think it fit.  But the cohort that takes

 7   the ACT doesn't change that much over time and

 8   kids across the state know they need to do that

 9   and want to get better.  And it's really hard

10   to move that plateau.  So it seems to me this

11   also would be hard to move.  Clearly, more

12   money, you can do more things and get more

13   places.  But I'm really struggling to see how

14   you can put a test case.  And I just didn't

15   know if there's any place that had done any

16   sort of testing.  Because the numbers look

17   good, my gut tells me it would difficult to

18   move the needle as much as the assumptions

19   allow it to move under the study.  And I guess

20   that's your response to that.

21             DR. LEVIN:  I couldn't tell you one

22   way or the other, to tell you the truth.  I

23   mean, the correlations look good.  The results

24   of Taylor et al.'s regression, everything is,

25   most everything is statistically significant.
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 1   That is, the effects that she's giving are

 2   different from zero.  And, moreover, they are

 3   in the direction that you would expect.  Right.

 4   We always -- and there is nothing that is of a

 5   crazy magnitude.  So we always look at these

 6   three things:  Precision, is it significant;

 7   what direction are the effects, are they what

 8   you would hypothesize; and what are the

 9   magnitudes of the effects.  So it all looks

10   very tight to me.  But I can't, I can't bet

11   money on -- you know.  Nobody can be perfectly

12   certain.

13             REPRESENTATIVE AURAND:  I understand.

14   Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Thank you.

15             CHAIR PATTON:  Thank you for being

16   here today and thank you for your report,

17   answering our questions, even some of us who

18   have not had econ 101 in many years and maybe

19   didn't pay as much attention as we now wish we

20   did.  But thank you for being here.

21             DR. LEVIN:  Thank you very much.

22             CHAIR PATTON:  It was referenced a

23   couple times.  I just want to make sure you

24   know that there was a supplemental piece of

25   information from West Ed at your places.  So
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 1   take that and make sure you read through that.

 2   With that, we are adjourned.
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 1                C E R T I F I C A T E

 2

 3   STATE OF KANSAS     )
                      )

 4   COUNTY OF SHAWNEE   )

 5

 6          I, Denise M. Haas, a Certified Shorthand

 7   Reporter of the State of Kansas, do hereby

 8   certify that I was present at and reported in

 9   machine shorthand the proceedings had on the

10   29th of March, 2018, at the Kansas Statehouse,

11   Old Supreme Courtroom, Southwest Eighth and Van

12   Buren Streets, City of Topeka, County of

13   Shawnee, State of Kansas.

14          I further certify that the foregoing

15   transcript is a true, correct and complete

16   transcript of all the testimony and proceedings

17   aforesaid.

18          IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto

19   set my hand at my office in Topeka, Kansas,

20   this        day of                , 2018.

21

22
                      Denise M. Haas,

23                       Certified Shorthand Reporter

24
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AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Agenda
• Overview of Study by Taylor et al. (2018)

• Main Concerns

• Differences in Findings of Cost Studies
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AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Overview of Cost Study

• Cost Function Approach (Stochastic Cost Frontier)

Spending = f(Input Prices, District Enrollment, Environmental Factors, 
Controls for Efficiency, Outcomes) 

+
Inefficiency

+
Random Factors
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Overview of Cost Study
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Overview of Cost Study
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Base Per-
Pupil Cost

(95% 
Graduation)

Regional 
Index

Economies 
of Scale 

Index

Student 
Needs 
Index

Compensatory Current Spending and Adequate Per-Pupil Costs

Old 
Standards

New 
Standards

Current 
Per-Pupil 
Spending 
(2016-17)

Projected Per-
Pupil Costs -

Regional, 
Scale and 

Needs 
Adjustments 

Only

Adequacy 
Per-Pupil 

Costs - Old 
Standards

Adequacy 
Per-Pupil 
Costs -

New 
Standards

Raw 
Average $3,766 1.69 1.24 1.35 1.23 1.29 $10,574 $12,964 $13,620

Weighted 
Average $3,727 1.46 1.42 1.39 1.26 1.31 $9,313 $10,433 $13,204 $13,767

Minimum $3,395 1.05 1.00 1.00 0.23 0.25 $5,199 $4,940 $5,303
Maximum $4,113 1.94 2.75 1.91 2.81 2.96 $28,094 $38,405 $40,455
Projected adequate per-pupil costs calculated by reviewer.
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Overview of Cost Study
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Cost 
Estimate 

($)

Absolute 
Increase 

Over 
Current

Relative 
Increase 

Over 
Current

Per Pupil 
Cost 

Estimate ($)

Current K-12 Spending $4.652
billion n/a n/a $9,313

No compensatory support $5.103
billion

$0.451
billion 9.70% $10,419

Compensatory support for 
Scenario A

$6.438
billion

$1.786
billion 38.40% $13,144

Compensatory support for 
Scenario B

$6.719
billion

$2.067
billion 44.40% $13,717



AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Main Concerns – Scale Index
• Economies of Scale Index

– For smaller to medium sized districts index works well.
– Produces uncharacteristically large funding adjustments 

for bigger districts.
– Seems to be a direct result of how enrollment was 

specified in the model.
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Main Concerns – Scale Index
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Main Concerns – Scale Index
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AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Main Concerns – Scale Index
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AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Main Concerns – Costs of Meeting 
Achievement Thresholds
• Study Documentation Lacking

– How do NCEs translate into gains in proficiency rates?
– What were the calculations behind the compensatory 

indices?
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AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Main Concerns – Hold Harmless
• Holding Districts Harmless

– Ensuring districts that are currently meeting or exceeding 
outcome thresholds do not have their funding reduced.

– Implies that some districts are being funded more than is 
necessary to meet outcome thresholds.

– Logical reason for limited application of hold harmless 
policies while phasing in new formula.
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Main Concerns – Hold Harmless
• Two good reasons not to hold districts harmless 

indefinitely:
– There is a very real cost to holding districts harmless.
– Hold-harmless policies directly undermine the equity 

intent of the formula.
• Study should do the following:

– Calculate the additional cost of holding districts harmless.
– Suggest a plan for tapering down hold harmless 

“subsidies” as funding formula is being phased in.
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Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• Validity checks should be a part of every costing 

out study.
• A simple check to perform is to confirm that 

projected funding is being targeted appropriately.
– Define measure of relative shortfall of funding as follows:

Adequacy Gap  =   Adequate Per-Pupil Cost 
Actual Per-Pupil Spending

– Evaluate how student outcomes vary by adequacy gap.
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Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• Conducted simple validity check using:

– Data on projected adequate costs from study appendices.
– Federal data on actual spending.
– Kansas Assessment Program (KAP) data on student 

outcomes.
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Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• ELA-Scenario A
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Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• ELA-Scenario B
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Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• Math-Scenario A
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Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• Math-Scenario B
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AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH

Main Concerns – Validity Checks
• Conclusions from reviewer validity check:

– Relationship between student achievement and relative 
funding shortfall is consistently negative (statistically 
significant via correlational tests).

– There are few districts that are currently meeting the 
outcome thresholds used in study.
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Differences in Cost Study Findings
• Large difference in reported costs between studies.

– LPA study: $0.399 billion
– Taylor et al.: $1.786 billion for Scenario A  and $2.067 billion for 

Scenario B

• Possible Explanations
– Studies performed in different years so comparison requires 

adjusting for inflation.
– LPA study did not include all Federal dollars.
– Taylor et al. study did not include food services or 

transportation.
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Differences in Cost Study Findings
• Adjustments to LPA figure decreases difference.

– LPA study figure increases by over 50 percent (from $0.399 to 
$0.719 billion).

• Increases to Taylor et al. figures would increase 
differences.

22
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Differences in Cost Study Findings
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Current 
K-12

Spending 
in 2016 
Dollars

Kansas 
Legislative 
Post Audit 
Division 

2006
Dollars

Kansas 
Legislative 
Post Audit 
Division 

Inflated to 
2016 Dollars

Kansas 
Legislative 
Post Audit 
Division 

Inflated to 
2016 Dollars 
With Federal 

Funding

Taylor et al. 
- Scenario A 

in 2016 
Dollars

Taylor et al. 
- Scenario 
B in 2016 
Dollars

Necessary Absolute 
Increase
(in Billions of 2016 
Dollars)

$4.652 $0.399 $0.475 $0.719 $1.786 $2.067

Necessary Relative 
Increase n/a n/a 10.2% 15.5% 38.4% 44.4%

Includes Federal Dollars × ×

Includes Food Service 
and Transportation × × ×
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Differences in Cost Study Findings
• Remaining Explanations

– Standards used by studies to define adequacy thresholds were 
not equivalent.

– LPA study did not represent a true adequacy study, but rather 
mixed an investigation of existing spending with elements of a 
true cost study.
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1 – Introduction 
The debate surrounding school finance in Kansas and specifically the question of how much funding is 
necessary to allow for the suitable provision for the financing of the state’s public education system has 
been and continues to be at the forefront of policy discussion.  As mentioned in the first review 
submitted to the Kansas Legislative Coordinating Council (Levin, 2018), a series of court cases resulted in 
two previous research efforts to better understand what constitutes a suitable education and how much 
would it cost to provide this to all students in the state: 

1) Calculation of the Cost of a Suitable Education in Kansas in 2000-2001 Using Two Different 
Analytic Approaches (Augenblick and Myers, Inc., 2002) 

2) Elementary and Secondary Education in Kansas: Estimating the Costs of K-12 Education Using 
Two Approaches (Kansas Legislative Post Audit Division, 2006) 

The current report provides a brief discussion of the funding recommendations put forth by the Kansas 
State Board of Education Department at their June 12, 2016 meeting.  In addition, it includes a review of 
the new third study conducted by economist Dr. Lori Taylor (Texas A&M) and researcher staff at 
WestEd: 

3) Estimating the Costs Associated with Reaching Student Achievement Expectations for Kansas 
Public Education Students: A Cost Function Approach (Taylor et al., 2018) 

The purpose of this report is to provide a review of this new study focusing on the methodology used 
and corresponding results in order to inform the current discussion surrounding the forthcoming 
remedy ordered by the Kansas State Supreme Court. 

The report is organized as follows.  Section 2 provides a short discussion of the 2016 funding 
recommendations made by the Kansas State Board of Education Department.  Section 3 includes a 
review of the new study performed by Taylor et al. (2018). Section 4 provides a brief comparison of 
findings from the two cost function studies, Kansas Legislative Post Audit Division (2006) and Taylor et 
al. (2018). 
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2 – Review of 

The Kansas State Board of Education developed their annual recommendations in session on July 12, 
2016.  Among the recommendations approved by the Board were the following: 

Set Base State Aid Per Pupil at $4,650 for FY 2018 with a $500 increase to $5,150 in FY 2019.  
However, a subsequent vote on special education funding changed the BSAPP recommendation 
to $4,604 FY18 and $5,090 FY19. 
Fund Special Education at 85 percent of excess cost, but subtract the amount from the BSAPP 
amount originally approved. 
Increase Parents as Teachers funding by 1,000 children for an additional cost of $460,000 and 
requested that Children’s Initiative Funds be utilized, not federal funds. 
Fund 100 percent of the law for the Teacher Mentor Program for an additional cost of $3 
million. 
Fund Professional Development at 50 percent of the law. 
Fund $35,000 each for Agriculture in the Classroom, Communities in Schools and Kansas 
Association of Conservation and Environmental Education. 
Fund the law for National Board Certification for an additional cost of $47,500. 
Fund the Pre-K Pilot program at the 2009-10 level for an additional cost of $900,000 and request 
that Children’s Initiative Funds be utilized. 
Fund technical education transportation at original level for an additional cost of $800,000. 

Unfortunately, there is very little I can say at present about any methodology underlying the 
recommendations as they pertain to delivering an adequate education.  From the video of the 
proceedings it seems that the policy recommendations were made based on deliberations surrounding 
what board members felt should be done and had a reasonable chance of being adopted.  However, it is 
unclear whether any of these recommendations had any basis in formal analysis designed to investigate 
the funding necessary to provide an adequate education.  That being said, I did perform a simple, but 
informative analysis of the first recommendation put forth above. 

Table 1 presents a comparison of the 2005 base per-pupil cost to the base per-pupil costs recommended 
for fiscal years 2018 and 2019 by the Kansas State Board of Education.  To make this comparison, it is 
necessary to put all the per-pupil figures into dollars of a similar year.  I have chosen to peg the dollars 
to 2017 and done so by inflating (multiplying) the 2005 figure ($4,257) to 2017 dollars using an inflation 
factor of 1.24 yielding a figure of $5,265.  I next adjusted the recommended 2018 and 2019 base figures 
to 2017 dollars by deflating (dividing by) deflation factors of 1.01 and 1.03, respectively.1  This generated 
recommended base per-pupil costs in 2017 dollars equal to $4,544 for 2018 and $4,957 for 2019, which 
equal 86 and 94 percent of the inflated 2017-dollar equivalent of the 2005 base.  Therefore, the 
proposed increases to the Base State Aid Per Pupil for 2018 and 2019 were not high enough to maintain 
the 2005 base funding level in real terms.  That is, it would not be enough to account for the degree to 
which inflation eroded the value of the dollar since 2005.  To maintain the purchasing power of the 2005 

                                                           
1 Inflation and deflation rates were derived from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers (CPI) in the Midwest states (series CUUR0200SA0 available here: 
https://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet?data_tool=dropmap&series_id=CUUR0200SA0,CUUS0200SA0). 
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Base State Aid Per Pupil the funding levels would have to increase further by $722 in 2018 and $308 in 
2019. 

Table 1 – Comparison of Base Per-Pupil Cost in 2005 to Recommended Levels for 2018 and 2019 

 Base Per-Pupil Cost 

 2005 Base 
2005 Base 

Inflated to 2017 
Dollars 

Recommended 
2018 Base 

Deflated to 
2017 Dollars 

Recommended 
2019 Base 

Deflated to 
2017 Dollars 

Cost Per Pupil $4,257 $5,265 $4,544 $4,957 
Relative Difference from 
2005 Base Inflated to 
2017 Dollars 

  86% 94% 

Additional Increase in 
Future Bases to Maintain 
Real Value of 2005 Base 

  $722 $308 
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3 – Estimating the Costs Associated with Reaching Student Achievement 
Expectations for Kansas Public Education Students: A Cost Function 
Approach (Taylor et al., 2018) 

Cost Function Approach (Stochastic Cost Frontier) 
Similar to the 2006 study by LPA (Kansas Legislative Post Audit Division, 2006), the study by Taylor et al. 
(2018) employs a cost function methodology.  However, unlike the cost function performed as part of 
the LPA study, the newer study estimates a cost function using a stochastic frontier analysis approach 
(SFA).  SFA finds its origins in the field of economics, where there is a long history of developing models 
that describe units of output produced (production functions) or the cost of producing output (cost 
functions).2  An important development include in these models is that take into account not only the 
technology of production (i.e., the combinations of inputs used, their prices, and corresponding 
spending), but also the (in)efficiency with which outcomes are produced. 

The stochastic cost frontier model used by Taylor et al. (2018) assumes that there is a set of minimum 
costs at which different levels of outcomes can be produced given the inputs being used and other 
environmental cost factors.  While schools can at best operate at a minimum cost (with perfect 
efficiency), they may exceed this due to either 1) random factors that are outside of the control of 
schools or 2) inefficiency that is at least partially a result of the choices made by schools.  In simple 
mathematical terms, the stochastic cost frontier is specified as a function with deterministic and random 
components: 

(1)  
 

The first line in equation (1) is what is called the deterministic portion of the model or the amount of 
spending that we can determine through relationships between spending and observable factors (i.e., 
outcomes, quantities of inputs and their prices, enrollment and other environmental factors), while the 
second line introduces the amount of spending that cannot be explained by the observed factors and is 
made up of those that are random (stochastic) and any inefficiency due to the choices of the producer 
(schools). 

Exhibit 1 from Anderson and Kabir (2000) provides a simple illustration the component of the stochastic 
cost frontier model.  The graph shows the cost per unit production of a common outcome (y-axis) and 
the number of students for which the outcome is produced (x-axis).  The curved line shows the cost 
function based solely on the deterministic portion of the model (deterministic cost frontier).  The dots 
show how far above or below the deterministic cost frontier three different schools are spending and 
represent the random or stochastic component of the model (i.e., this collection of dots represents the 
stochastic cost frontier). 

  

                                                           
2 Among one of the earliest expositions is Farrell (1957). 
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Exhibit 1 – Graphical Illustration of Estimated Costs in Stochastic Cost Frontier Model 

 

For schools i and j, there seemed to be favorable random conditions that put downward pressure on 
their costs (i.e., their dots lie below the deterministic cost frontier), while the opposite was true for 
school k.  The diamonds represent the costs that we actually observe for each school.  The vertical 
distance between these observed costs and diamonds represent inefficiency or differences in cost 
associated with unobservable factors (not controlled for in the deterministic portion of the model) 
thought to be at least partially caused by the decisions made by schools.  For all three schools, the 
observed costs (diamonds) are higher than those that define the stochastic cost frontier.  By definition, 
the observed costs that may include inefficiency must be larger or equal to the corresponding costs on 
the stochastic frontier.  For school i, the inefficiency is most severe, which offsets the negative random 
component and pushes the observed cost above the deterministic cost frontier.  In school j, the degree 
of inefficiency is less severe so that the observed cost is still below the deterministic cost frontier.  For 
school k, the inefficiency is relatively moderate and reinforces the upward pressure on costs due to 
unfavorable random conditions so that the observed cost is pushed even further above the 
deterministic cost frontier. 

Variables Used in Cost Model 

The outcomes used in the model are based on proficiency rates on English language arts and math tests 
(College and Career Ready Assessments) first administered under the Kansas Assessment Program (KAP) 
in the 2014-15 school year.  Particular attention was given to comparing the definitions of proficiency of 
the old assessment standards in place under the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) law and the new 
assessment standards under KAP.  In general, the old assessment included five categories including 
Exemplary, Exceeds Standard, Meets Standard, Approaching Standard, and Academic Warning with the 
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first three indicating proficiency, while the new standards range from 4 down to 1 with levels 3 and 4 
indicating that a student is proficient (on track to being college and career ready).3 

The authors next developed two different outcome thresholds to use in their cost projections based on 
the definitions of proficient under the old and new assessment systems.  To do this, they considered the 
goals set in the state’s plan approved by the U.S. Department of Education under the Every Student 
Succeeds Act (ESSA) to determine what the annual increase in proficiency rate would be to meet the 
goal of a 75 percent proficiency rate by 2030 and translated this into necessary annual gains.  Under the 
new standards where categories 1 and 2 define proficiency it was determined that ELA and math rates in 
these two categories would both have to increase annually by about 3.5 percent.4  Using the old NCLB 
standards it was determined that ELA and math proficiency rates would be defined by the new KAP 
categories 2, 3 and 4, and would have to increase annually by 3.6 and 5.4 percent, respectively.5  To 
facilitate the use of achievement measures across the different grades (3 through 8 and 10) and subjects 
(ELA and math) tested, the authors used data on individual students to calculate conditional national 
curve equivalent (NCE) scores.  School-level averages of these individual ELA and math measures 
represent a school’s yearly academic progress. 

In addition, the authors included measures of graduation rate based on a cohort method (i.e., the 
percent of entering students that graduated in a normal time frame).  Based on the goal included in the 
state’s ESSA plan, the authors set an annual increase of 0.68 percentage points in order to meet the 
graduation target of 95 percent set for 2030. 

Measures of input price levels included a teacher salary index that was based on a statewide hedonic 
wage model.6  Note that the cost model used in the study by the Legislative Division of Post Audit (2006) 
also included this type of salary index. 

The environmental factors used in the model included district-level enrollment, school-level incidences 
of student needs (students eligible for free- or reduced-price lunch, those designated as English learners, 
and students in special education), the grade-level designation of the school (elementary, middle or 
high), and a density measure (population per-square mile). 

Indirect measures of efficiency were included to account for the fact that schools subject to more 
competition or in areas with adult populations that are more likely to monitor public spending and hold 
public institutions accountable will tend to spend more efficiently.  To this end, the authors included the 
following factors as indirect efficiency measures: concentration of enrollment (Herfindahl index) in 
metro/micropolitan areas, indicator for whether or not the district is located in a metropolitan area that 
spans state lines, percentage of households in county that are owner-occupants, and the percentages of 
the county population with at least a bachelor’s degree and the percentage of households in which the 
residents are over age 60. 

                                                           
3 See Table 5 in Taylor et al. (2018) for a side-by-side comparison of the old and new assessment standards. 
4 Note, this would yield a target proficiency rate of 60 percent within five years (by the 2021-22 school year). 
5 Note, this would yield a target proficiency rate of 90 percent within five years (by the 2021-22 school year). 
6 For an early example of this type of model see Chambers (1981). 
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Per-pupil expenditures were based on school-level measures of total operating expenditures that 
excluded food, transportation, capital outlay for construction, community service, debt service, fund 
transfers and adult education. 

Table 2 contains the estimated stochastic cost frontier model.  Almost all the results make intuitive 
sense. 

Table 2 – Estimated Stochastic Cost Frontier Model 

Variable Estimates 
Normal Curve Equivalent 5.295*** (-0.607) 
Graduation Rate 1.244*** (-0.262) 
Graduation Rate * High School 0.696*** (-0.0995) 
District Enrollment -1.444*** (-0.0568) 
District Enrollment squared 0.0991*** (-0.00378) 
Salary index (log) 1.373*** (-0.279) 
Rural indicator 0.0505*** (-0.0112) 
% Economically Disadvantaged 0.886*** (-0.078) 
% English Language Learner 0.226*** (-0.0667) 
% Special Education 2.157*** (-0.226) 
Population Density 0.166*** (-0.018) 
Elementary grades served -0.129*** (-0.016) 
High school grades served -0.508*** (-0.0909) 
% English Language Learner, sq -0.623*** (-0.109) 
% Special Education, sq -6.135*** (-0.674) 
Population density* Salary Index -0.510*** (-0.0414) 
AYP Schoolyear = 2016 -0.0364*** (-0.00591) 
First stage Residuals, NCE -5.102*** (-0.609) 
First stage residuals, Graduation -1.454*** (-0.271) 
Herfindahl Index, log 0.797*** (-0.249) 
Border metro 2.320*** (-0.372) 
% Owner occupied 7.293*** (-1.321) 
% Over 60 -2.316 (-1.496) 
% College -12.06*** (-1.542) 
Constant 9.644*** (-0.357) 
Usigma -7.214*** (-0.958) 
Vsigma -4.095*** (-0.0418) 
Observations 2,310 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Robust standard errors in parentheses. 
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Increases in outcomes cost more; each percentage point increase in the NCE costs approximately 5.3 
percent more), while each percentage point increase in graduation rate is associated with a 1.9 percent 
increase in cost at the high school level and a 1.2 percent increase at the lower grades.  Scale of 
operations as defined by district enrollment shows economies of scale so that costs decrease up to a 
certain point (more on this below).  Costs will be higher for those schools in areas with higher teacher 
salaries.  Those schools in rural areas have higher costs, however, areas which are more population 
dense also tend to cost more. Cost is positively associated with student needs (incidences of economic 
disadvantage, English learners and special education), but less so at higher incidences of English learners 
and special education students.  Lack of educational competition (high concentration of education 
providers in the market) is associated with higher costs (more inefficiency), while the percent of 
population that is over 60 and college educated (with a BA or higher) is associated with lower costs (less 
inefficiency).  However, the percent of owner-occupied housing tends to increase cost (inefficiency). 

Table 3 includes the resulting estimated base per-pupil costs associated with achieving a 95 percent 
graduation rate (in 2030), as well as indices that adjust funding for: 1) cost factors associated with grade 
level (calculated in the base per-pupil cost) and regional, scale and student needs cost factors; and, 2) to 
allow for “compensatory” support of district progress towards desired proficiency rates under the old 
and new standards.7  The base per-pupil cost varied from $3,395 to $4,113 with a raw average across 
districts of $3,766 and a statewide average of $3,727.  The regional index ranged from 1.05 to 1.94, with 
raw and statewide averages of 1.69 and 1.46.  The economies of scale index values went from 1.00 to 
2.75 with raw and state averages of 1.24 and 1.42, respectively.  The student needs index ranged from 
1.000 to 1.91 with raw and state averages of 1.35 and 1.39.  The compensatory adjustments for the old 
standards ranged from 0.23 to 2.81 and averaged 1.23 across districts and 1.26 statewide.  Finally, the 
compensatory adjustment indices for the new standards ranged from 0.25 to 2.96 with raw and 
statewide averages of 1.29 and 1.31, respectively. 

The final four columns of the table show both statewide current per-pupil spending in 2016-17 and 
averages associated with the funding adjustments projected to all districts.  The statewide current 
spending per-pupil was calculated by the authors to be $9,333.  Applying the regional, scale and student 
needs adjustments to the base yields a per-pupil cost that ranges from $5,199 to $28,094, with a raw 
average across districts of $10,574 and statewide weighted average of $10,433.  Also including funding 
adjustments that would allow all districts to achieve adequacy as defined by the old standards (an 
average of 90 percent of students scoring in KAP categories 2, 3 or 4 on the ELA/math assessments) 
would cost between $4,940 and $38,405 per pupil, $12,964 on average across districts, and an average 
of $13,204 statewide.  Finally, using the new standards (an average of 60 percent of students scoring in 
KAP categories 3 or 4 on the ELA/math assessments) would cost between $5,303 and $40,455, with 
district-level and statewide averages of $13,620 and $13,767, respectively. 

 

                                                           
7 Using the old state standard, the proficiency threshold defined by the authors is average of 90 percent of 
students scoring in KAP categories 2, 3 and 4 on the ELA and math assessments, while the new state standards for 
proficiency dictate that there would be an average of 60 percent of students in KAP categories 3 and 4 on the two 
assessments. 
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Table 3 – Average, Minimum and Maximum of Cost Indices and Per-Pupil Costs for Kansas Districts (2016-17) 

 
Base Per-Pupil 

Cost 
(95% Graduation) 

Regional 
Index 

Economies 
of Scale 

Index 

Student 
Needs 
Index 

Compensatory Current Spending and Adequate Per-Pupil Costs 

Old 
Standards 

New 
Standards 

Current 
Per-Pupil 
Spending 
(2016-17) 

Projected Per-
Pupil Costs - 

Regional, Scale 
and Needs 

Adjustments 
Only 

Adequacy 
Per-Pupil 

Costs - Old 
Standards 

Adequacy 
Per-Pupil 

Costs - New 
Standards 

Raw Average $3,766 1.69 1.24 1.35 1.23 1.29  $10,574 $12,964 $13,620 
Weighted 
Average $3,727 1.46 1.42 1.39 1.26 1.31 $9,313 $10,433 $13,204 $13,767 

Minimum $3,395 1.05 1.00 1.00 0.23 0.25  $5,199 $4,940 $5,303 
Maximum $4,113 1.94 2.75 1.91 2.81 2.96  $28,094 $38,405 $40,455 
Projected adequate per-pupil costs calculated by reviewer. 
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Using the figures upon which Table 3 is based (Technical Appendix E), the authors derive aggregate 
statewide cost figures that show current (2016-17) per-pupil spending to be $9,313 (Table 4).  
Accounting for the differential effects of the cost factors would require a per-pupil cost of $10,419 or 
$5.103 billion statewide (a 9.7 percent increase over current spending).  Under Scenario A, which 
assumes the old standards (average of 90 percent of students at KAP levels 2, 3 or 4 in ELA/math) the 
per-pupil and statewide costs increase to $13,144 and $6.438 billion, respectively (a 38.4 percent 
increase).  Under the new standards (average of 60 percent of students at KAP levels 3 or 4 in ELA/math) 
the per-pupil and statewide costs would increase to $13,717 and $6.719 billion, respectively (a 44.4 
percent increase). 

Table 4 – Overall Necessary Investment in Statewide Spending to Support Educational Adequacy in 
2016 

Cost 
Estimate ($) 

Absolute 
Increase 

Over Current 

Relative 
Increase 

Over Current 

Per Pupil Cost 
Estimate ($) 

Current K-12 Spending $4.652 
billion n/a n/a $9,313 

No compensatory support $5.103 
billion 

$0.451 
billion 9.70% $10,419 

Compensatory support for Scenario A $6.438 
billion 

$1.786 
billion 38.40% $13,144 

Compensatory support for Scenario B $6.719 
billion 

$2.067 
billion 44.40% $13,717 

 

The general impression I have of the study by Taylor et al. (2018) is that it represents a quality piece of 
work which has been thought through and implemented carefully.  Specifically, the work demonstrates 
a rigorous implementation of a stochastic cost frontier analysis to investigate the cost of providing 
educational adequacy in Kansas.  Moreover, the results of the study tell a qualitatively similar story to 
that of the previous cost function study.  The documentation of the research steps is mostly clear, but 
there are some places in the text that could use some additional detail.  In addition, the report was 
replete with many typos that could have been easily corrected prior to submission through a basic 
editorial review of the text and table figures.  Below, I provide some discussion surrounding key 
concerns that arose over the course of my review. 

Estimation the Funding Adjustment for Scale of Operations 
A key concern I have pertains to the estimation of cost related to scale of operations.  The results in 
Table 2 pertaining to the estimated funding adjustments for scale of operations deserve further 
investigation.  Here, we find that the index ranges from 1.00 to 2.75.  Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of 
current per-pupil spending and adequate per-pupil cost in 2016-17 (from report Figure 11).  The 
corresponding text states: 

“When comparing the actual 2016-17 spending per pupil as compared to the generated 
cost estimates we see a U-shape for the cost estimates the mimics a shape in which the 
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tails of the U have a steeper slope than that of the actual 2016-17 spending. This can be 
observed in the figure below. This implies that the actual 2016-17 spending per pupil does 
not account as well for economies of scale as the generated cost.” 

I would argue that this contention is not entirely correct.  What is concerning is the large upswing in 
projected per-pupil cost at higher enrollment levels.  In general, cost curves that depict per-unit costs 
tend to decrease as the scale of production increases.  This is because total costs associated with fixed 
inputs (i.e., those that do not vary or are less responsive to production scale) can be spread out over a 
larger number of units, better known as economies of scale. 

Figure 2 – 2016-17 District-Level Current Spending and Adequate Cost Per Pupil 

 
Figure copied from Figure 11 of Taylor et al. (2018). 

Indeed, in educational production we often see some increases in per-student costs after a certain level 
of enrollment, however, the suggested funding adjustments at higher enrollments in this study are quite 
aggressive.  In my opinion, this result is more of a direct consequence of the functional form of the cost 
model that was run.  Specifically, the model incorporated a quadratic enrollment term in order to 
estimate a curvilinear relationship between enrollment and cost.  However, it could be argued that this 
modelling decision is overly restrictive and responsible for the close to symmetric scale funding 
adjustments around the size associated with the minimum scale funding adjustment.  To see this, 
consider Figure 3, which simply plots the estimated scale index values by the log of enrollment (note 
that the model used log enrollment and log enrollment squared).  Note that from the minimum 
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enrollment the function decreases and eventually reaches a minimum in the range 3,750 to 3,950 
students (see figures in Technical Appendix D of the report).  At enrollments above 3,950, the scale 
index increases in a symmetric fashion and tops out at 1.978 so that larger districts would be funding at 
about twice the level as otherwise similar districts in the minimum range mentioned above.  This is in 
contrast to research that finds economies of scale to be present up until approximately 2,000 to 4,000 
students (Andrews, Duncombe & Yinger, 2002).  While there is some evidence that cost may increase for 
larger districts, this has been associated with the interaction of poverty and student density (Kansas 
Legislative Post Audit Division, 2006).  Moreover, while these factors are both most often correlated 
with enrollment, both poverty and density were already controlled for in the model run by the authors.   

Figure 3 – Estimated Economies of Scale Funding Index by Enrollment for All Districts 

 
Figure derived from data in Technical Appendix E. 

It is also somewhat concerning that there are many relatively low-need but large districts that appear at 
this upper end of the enrollment range and would greatly benefit from the aggressive scale funding 
adjustments.  Figure 3 includes different colored plots for districts according to the quartile of the 2016-

                                                           
8 Note, I believe this maximum was imposed by the authors through top-coding enrollment for four districts that 
were larger than Kansas City (21,937 students).  See page 85 of the report. 
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17 statewide poverty distribution in which they belonged.9  However, Figure 4 provides a more readable 
diagram, which only graphs those less needy districts in the lowest two quartiles of student poverty (i.e. 
the bottom half of the statewide distribution of district poverty).  As an example of some of the 
implications of the suggested scale adjustment, consider the plotted points in the upper right portion of 
the chart.  This includes 38 districts that are evenly split between the first and second poverty quartiles.  
The minimum scale index value for the full group is 1.20, while 5 are above 1.35, and 3 assume the 
maximum scale adjustment of 1.97. 

Figure 4 – Estimated Economies of Scale Funding Index by Enrollment for Lower-Poverty Districts 
(Poverty Quartiles 1 and 2) 

 

 

In turn, it seems that the aggressive increase in the suggested scale funding index with respect to larger 
district enrollments was driven by the way functional form in which enrollment was accounted for in the 
model specification.  Importantly, I do not see anything wrong with the estimated funding adjustments 
for lower enrollment districts (i.e., those with enrollments that are smaller than those associated with 

                                                           
9 The definitions of the poverty quartiles are as follows: Quartile 1-Less than 27 Percent; Quartile 2-Between 27 
and 35 Percent; Quartile 2-Between 35 and 46 Percent; and, Quartile 4-Greater than 46 Percent. 
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the minimum scale index value).  Rather, it is the large increase in scale index values for enrollment 
levels above this point that is of concern. 

Fortunately, there is a very simple way to address this issue.  Specifically, one can empirically try to 
estimate the model that specifies enrollment using a different functional form or not restricted the 
spending/cost relationship to assume any particular form at all.  Specifically, the researchers could 
follow a similar approach to that taken in the study by LPA (Kansas Legislative Post Audit Division, 2018) 
by including discrete indicators of district enrollment categories.  The LPA study included nine such 
indicators, which produced the expected relationship as shown in Exhibit 5.  Here, the smallest districts 
proved to be the most expensive on a per-pupil basis (all other things equal), with per-pupil cost 
declining until the 1,700 to 2,500 student category, at which point costs rise slightly.  Note that inherent 
in the strategy is the top-coding of enrollment (at 5,000).  However, while enrollments were top-coded 
in the study by Taylor et al. (2018), this alone would not likely solve the specification problem 
encountered (i.e., the quadratic enrollment term forces the enrollment-cost relationship to be parabolic 
so that the cost function must increase and may do so dramatically). 

Exhibit 5 – Cost Adjustments by Enrollment Category as Estimated in Kansas Legislative Post Audit 
Division (2018) 

 

As a practical matter, the researchers should have attempted to calculate the additional costs associated 
with providing the scale funding adjustments for districts above a given threshold enrollment level (e.g., 
above 5,000). 
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Hold Harmless Funding and Formula Phase-In 
In describing the application of the estimated per-pupil base and various funding adjustment indices 
(regional, scale, student needs and compensatory) the authors are very clear that their calculations 
maintain the actual funding levels for those districts that are already meeting or on target to meet the 
outcome targets (i.e., these districts are held harmless): 

“Districts that are currently outperforming the thresholds and those growing faster than 
necessary to reach the targets within five years are held harmless in this calculation, so 
that the compensatory support estimate includes the funds required to at least 
maintain current levels of annual progress in all districts.” Page 65 (Taylor et al., 2018) 

Unfortunately, the authors make no effort to calculate at what cost implementing this hold-
harmless decision would come.  In addition to a monetary cost in terms of funding districts at a 
level that is more than is deemed necessary per the cost model results, effectively funding 
inefficiency, hold harmless arrangements also undermine the equity intent of an adequacy-
based funding formula. 

This is not to say that providing some degree of hold-harmless for at least a temporary period is 
unwarranted.  To the contrary, it would be irresponsible to require those districts with adequacy 
projections that are lower than current spending to switch over to a smaller funding allocation 
overnight.  This could result in severe uncoordinated shocks to the delivery of important 
education programs and services.  To this end, previous studies have discussed how district 
support through hold-harmless provisions might be gradually phased out as part of the formal 
plan to phase in a new funding formula (Chambers et al., 2008a,b). 

The authors do nothing to address this, which suggests that the suggested hold-harmless 
provision was perhaps intended to be a permanent fixture.  Indeed, they do make brief mention 
of a phase-in, but do not include anything about the hold-harmless provision included in their 
estimates.  In any case, regardless of the intended permanency of the hold-harmless provision, 
the costs associated with this need to be calculated and reported. 

Modelling Inefficiency 
As discussed above, the model attempted to both control for technical (in)efficiency both directly and 
indirectly.  Specifically, a stochastic cost frontier model is designed to estimate how far of the minimum 
cost frontier each district is.  In addition, indirect measures of efficiency were also included in the model 
specification with the following results: 

Table 5 – Model Estimates of Efficiency Factors 

Variable Estimates of Coefficients and Standard Errors 
Herfindahl Index, log 0.797***   (-0.249) 
Border metro 2.320***   (-0.372) 
% Owner occupied 7.293***   (-1.321) 
% Over 60 -2.316          (-1.496) 
% College -12.06***   (-1.542) 
Robust standard errors in parentheses.  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Results taken from Table 20 in Taylor et al. (2018). 
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The first two variables are the Herfindahl index (a measure of concentration of schools in the education 
market) and whether a district is located in a district that spans a state border.  The resulting coefficients 
were in line with findings from previous research; less market competition is associated with lower 
efficiency and greater spending.  The other three variables, the percent of owner-occupied houses, 
percent of population over the age of 60, and the percent of population with at least a bachelor’s 
degree are all variables that indirectly measure the degree to which public institutions (such as schools 
and districts) are monitored and held accountable.  While the percentages of the population that is over 
60 and with a bachelor’s degree yielded model point estimates that coincided with expectations (i.e., 
they were associated with higher efficiency and lower spending), the percent of owner-occupied houses 
produced an effect that was the opposite of what would be expected.  The explanation for this finding 
was that it may represent spending on outcomes that, while valuable (especially perhaps to home 
owners), were not included in the model and therefore considered inefficient.  I do not doubt this as a 
possible explanation, however, I am wondering if this finding poses more of a challenge to the 
conventional wisdom and our expectation that this coefficient should be negative.  Perhaps we should 
only expect it to be negative conditional on including all pertinent outcomes in our model. 

In addition, the authors could have included more about the efficiency estimates.  Specifically, while 
Finding #1 provides the distribution of cost efficiency estimates, formal reporting of the results of a 
significance test would be most welcome.  The authors mention in footnote 11 that cost efficiency was 
estimated using the method suggested by Battese and Coelli (1995).  In addition, the text mentions that 
inefficiency (termed the one-sided variable function) was modeled as a linear combination of five 
indirect efficiency measures assuming the one-sided error follows a half-normal distribution.  I am 
wondering if the authors experimented with better understanding the potential heterogeneity of 
efficiency across districts.10 

Validity Checks 
As mentioned in the previous review of the Kansas costing-out studies by Augenblick & Myers and the 
Kansas Legislative Post Audit Division (Levin, 2018), it is important to run validity checks on the results of 
a costing out study.  One type of validity check described in that review was to analyze the relationship 
between the predicted shortfall in funding and student outcomes across districts.  The idea is as follows.  
In order to provide an equal opportunity for all students to achieve a state’s educational goals adequate 
levels of funding must be provided in an equitable manner.  In turn, determining how funding should be 
distributed to districts is one of the fundamental purposes of a costing-out study. 

In turn, it is important to validate the results of a costing-out study by evaluating the relationship 
between the projected additional funding necessary to provide an adequate education and the 
outcomes such as student achievement (adequate cost).  As stated in the earlier review: 

“If the model is working as intended so that adequate funding is provided in an 
equitable manner that affords all students an equal opportunity to achieve regardless of 
their needs or location, then we should see a systematic relationship between a 

                                                           
10 For example, the Stata frontier procedure allows the user to specify the one-sided inefficiency error to follow a 
truncated normal distribution and model the average efficiency with covariates (see entry for frontier in Stata 
manual, pages 9-10). 
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district’s relative need (how much more/less they need to provide a sufficient 
education) and student outcomes such as achievement on standardized tests.” 

Unfortunately, the study by Taylor et al. (2018) did not perform such a check.  In an effort to better 
understand the validity of their results, I have taken the liberty of running this check following an 
analysis similar to that used for other large-scale costing-out studies in New Mexico (Chambers et al., 
2008a) and New York (Chambers et al., 2004a; Chambers, Levin & Parrish, 2006).  The analysis involved 
first calculating the funding shortfall or Adequacy Gap for each district.  This measure is the relative 
difference between the projected adequate per-pupil cost and actual per-pupil spending defined as 
follows: 

(2) Adequacy Gap = Adequate Per-Pupil Cost / Actual Per-Pupil Spending 

Clearly, values that are greater than 1.00 indicate that the district needs more than it is currently 
receiving to provide an adequate education (i.e., there is a relative shortfall in funding), while values 
that are less than 1.00 imply that the district is getting more than it needs to achieve adequacy (i.e., 
there is a windfall in funding). 

To facilitate this analysis, I first required a measure of actual current expenditure per pupil, as I did not 
have the study data at my disposal.  To this end, I obtained the most recent (2015) district-level fiscal 
data available from the U.S. Census Annual Survey of Public School Finances or “F-33” data and used the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the Midwest states to inflate the dollars to 2016 (the same year as the 
adequacy projections calculated by Taylor et al. (2018)).11  However, to make the current expenditures 
from the F-33 compatible with the current expenditure definition the authors used with the Kansas state 
fiscal data, I removed spending on transportation and food.  The calculated statewide average current 
spending per-pupil was $9,266, or less than one percent lower than the $9,333 calculated in the study 
using KSDE fiscal data.12  The per-pupil adequacy costs for districts were derived from the figures in 
Appendix E of the author’s study. 

Along with the district-specific ratios of adequate cost to actual spending, the analysis required student 
outcomes.  I therefore obtained publicly-available data from the Kansas State Department of Education 
on school-level percentages by performance level categories 1 through 4 on the KAP ELA and math 
assessments for grades 3 through 8 and 10.13  These percentages of students within each performance 
level were then averaged across grade level and schools within each district.  Finally, two sums of the 
district average percentages were calculated: 

1) Percentage of students scoring at performance level categories 2, 3 and 4 (old standard) 
2) Percentage of students scoring at performance level categories 3 and 4 (new standard) 

                                                           
11 To inflate the F-33 figures from 2015 to 2016 dollars, I used the CPI for all urban consumers in the Midwest 
states (series CUUR0200SA0 available here: 
https://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet?data_tool=dropmap&series_id=CUUR0200SA0,CUUS0200SA0). 
12 While the current expenditure figures I derived from the F-33 data are on a statewide average very close to 
those calculated by Taylor et al., it seems that the omission of food and transportation may have taken out too 
much spending given the large numbers of districts with calculated adequacy gaps that fall below 1.  Nevertheless, 
the metric should still serve as a general measure of relative need for funding for our purpose. 
13 These data can be downloaded at: 
http://ksreportcard.ksde.org/assessment_results.aspx?org_no=State&rptType=3. 
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The analysis itself involved generating the scatter plots in Exhibits 5 through 8.  The graphs plot (on the 
y-axis) the district-level average percentages of students across grades who are scoring at level 2 and 
above or at level 3 and above, respectively, on the KAP ELL and math assessments against district 
funding shortfall. Each plotted point (circle) represents a school district with the size proportional to its 
enrollment.  The downward sloping line shows the pupil-weighted relationship between student 
outcomes and funding shortfall.  The horizontal dotted line represents the target rate that the study by 
Taylor et al. (2018) used as proficiency targets to be achieved by 2030 under the old (Scenario A) and 
new (Scenario B) standards (i.e., 90 percent of students performing at level 2 or above and 60 percent of 
students performing at level 3 or above, respectively). 

The scatter plots tell a consistent story on several fronts.  First, the relationships between funding 
shortfall and student outcomes prove to be negative.  That is, achievement on the state’s standardized 
ELA and math tests tend to be lower the larger is the relative need for funding determined by the study 
performed by Taylor et al. (2018). 

Exhibit 5 – District-Level Percentages of Students Scoring at Level 2 or Above on KAP ELA by Funding 
Shortfall (2016-17) 
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Exhibit 6 – District-Level Percentages of Students Scoring at Level 3 or Above on KAP ELA by Funding 
Shortfall (2016-17) 

 

Exhibit 7 – District-Level Percentages of Students Scoring at Level 2 or Above on KAP Math by Funding 
Shortfall (2016-17) 
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Exhibit 8 – District-Level Percentages of Students Scoring at Level 3 or Above on KAP Math by Funding 
Shortfall (2016-17) 

 

This finding is reinforced by the pupil-weighted correlations between funding shortfall and outcomes 
presented in Tables 6 and 7.  The correlations range from -0.5360 to -0.4427 and all are statistically 
significant (p<0.001).  In turn, this provides validation for the study findings.  Second, there are few 
districts that are currently meeting the outcome threshold as defined by either the old or new 
standards.  Those districts that are coming close to meeting the threshold tend to have smaller funding 
shortfalls.  Third, bigger districts tend to have larger funding shortfalls.  However, note that this latter 
finding is likely driven at least in part by the scale of operations cost index issue put forth above. 

Table 6 – Correlation Between District Funding Shortfall and Average Percent of Students Scoring at 
Level 2 or Above on KAP ELA and Math Assessments 

 Percent Scoring at Level 
2 or Above – ELA 

Percent Scoring at Level 
2 or Above – Math 

District Funding Shortfall -0.5360 -0.5422 
 
Table 7 – Correlation Between District Funding Shortfall and Average Percent of Students Scoring at 
Level 3 or Above on KAP ELA and Math Assessments 

 
Percent Scoring at Level 

3 or Above – ELA 
Percent Scoring at Level 

3 or Above – Math 

District Funding Shortfall -0.4584 -0.4427 
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Translating National Curve Equivalents to Proficiency Rates 
One of the key pieces of documentation that I found missing from the study was an explanation of how 
the National Curve Equivalents translate into proficiency rates on the KAP assessments.  A considerable 
amount of thought (indeed a whole chapter of the study) was devoted to considering the Rose 
standards and how these could be crosswalked to measurable student outcomes.  Thresholds of 
proficiency on the KAP assessments were chosen based upon a review of 1) the performance of high 
achieving districts (i.e., those at the 90th percentile of performance), 2) the State’s ESSA plans, and 3) 
historical performance in periods where the State’s constitutional obligation to adequately fund schools.  
The study also provided a good description of conditional National Curve Equivalent (NCE) measures, 
which were used as one of two key student outcome measures in the stochastic cost frontier model.  
However, there is no description of how the cost estimates associated with the NCE measures were 
translated into the KAP performance thresholds in order to calculate the compensatory costs under 
Scenarios A and B.  This is not to say that the authors did anything wrong here.  Rather, it is totally 
unclear how this was done. 
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4 – Comparing the Results of the Cost Function Studies 
A logical question to ask is how might the results of the two cost function studies (Kansas Legislative 
Post Audit Division, 2006; and, Taylor et al., 2018) compare.  Furthermore, how can any differences in 
the main findings of these studies be explained.  The following section attempts to shed some light on 
these questions using simple statistical analysis and details from these works. 

An obvious place to start is to compare the adequate per-pupil costs projected for districts in both 
studies.  The additional costs to achieve adequacy reported by the two studies are included in both 
absolute and relative terms in Table 8.  Unfortunately, a direct comparison of these figures is not all that 
useful due to several factors.  First, the studies were performed on data that differed in age by 10 years 
and the value of the dollar has changed greatly over this period (i.e., inflation erodes the value of the 
dollar over time).  However, that is easily addressed by simply inflating the figures from the older study.  
This transformation was done by applying a ten-year inflation rate from 2006 to 2016 (18.8 percent) 
derived from the same CPI data mentioned above to the $399.3 million necessary increase in funding 
reported in the LPA study (Kansas Legislative Post Audit Division, 2006).14  The third column of the table 
shows that the $399.3 in 2006 dollars inflated to 2016 would be $475 million. 

However, even after inflating the cost figure from the older study the direct comparison of figures 
between the two studies may not be appropriate.  First, the older cost study excluded a portion of 
federal funding that could be used to support base, at-risk, and bilingual education in order to avoid a 
situation that could be interpreted as supplanting.  Specifically, they excluded a total of $205.5 million 
from their adequacy calculations in 2006 dollars, which would be equivalent to $244 million in 2016 
(using the same Midwest CPI mentioned above). Adding back the 2016 equivalent of the federal dollars 
excluded from the calculation in the older study provides a more appropriate number with which to 
compare the figures from the two studies.  The estimated additional cost from the LPA study inclusive of 
the federal dollars is $719 million or 15.5 percent higher than current K-12 spending.

                                                           
14 Specifically, I made use of the CPI for all urban consumers in the Midwest states (series CUUR0200SA0 available 
here: 
https://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet?data_tool=dropmap&series_id=CUUR0200SA0,CUUS0200SA0). 
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Table 8 – Measures of the Additional Cost to Achieve Adequacy (in Billions of 2016 Dollars) 

 

Current K-
12 

Spending 
in 2016 
Dollars 

Kansas 
Legislative 
Post Audit 

Division 2006 
Dollars 

Kansas 
Legislative 
Post Audit 

Division 
Inflated to 

2016 Dollars 

Kansas 
Legislative 
Post Audit 

Division 
Inflated to 

2016 Dollars 
With Federal 

Funding 

Taylor et al. - 
Scenario A in 
2016 Dollars 

Taylor et al. - 
Scenario B in 
2016 Dollars 

Necessary Absolute 
Increase 
(in Billions of 2016 Dollars) 

$4.652 $0.399 $0.475 $0.719 $1.786 $2.067 

Necessary Relative Increase n/a n/a 10.2% 15.5% 38.4% 44.4% 

Includes Federal Dollars  × ×    
Includes Food Service and 
Transportation ×    × × 
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Another reason that the numbers are not comparable is the fact that the new study excluded spending 
on food services and transportation from their calculations, while the study by LPA did not.  This 
spending would increase the additional cost suggested by the new study, however, deeper investigation 
into the how much this increase might be is outside of the scope of this review. 

Other reasons that might account for the differences in the adequacy costs suggested by the two studies 
can be attributed to the differences in methodology.  The following describes two such reasons that 
likely play a significant role in explaining differences between the findings of the two studies. 

Use of Input- versus Outcome-Based Methods – The older cost study implemented a 
combination of input- and outcome-based methods to calculate different types of expenditure.  
Specifically, this hybrid approach included input-based estimates of several categories of 
spending as opposed to cost, including expenditures on the base program, as well as special 
education and vocational education.  Note that the estimates for this spending cannot be 
considered cost-based because outcomes and other factors such as student needs and scale of 
operations were not taken into account. 

As mentioned in the first review report (Levin, 2018), this resulted mixing results from an 
outcome-oriented approach that measured the cost of providing educational adequacy, with 
those of the input-oriented approach intended to get at the spending necessary to provide 
levels of programming and services regarded as minimally required by law or regulation.  
Moreover, the calculation of spending was erroneously based on districts with the lowest 
utilization of many types of staff and non-personnel resources in the name of “efficiency”.  In 
turn, the calculated spending for the core base program, special education, and vocational 
education by the older study underestimated the true cost of providing adequate educational 
services in these areas.  In contrast, spending for both special education and vocational 
education were included in the cost estimates for the newer study.  I would contend that this 
key difference in method likely accounts for at least a portion of the difference in the 
respectively findings. 

Differences in Student Outcome Measures – Both studies used different measures and 
thresholds of student outcomes to define adequacy.  While the newer study made an attempt 
to approximate the old testing standards using the performance levels of the new assessment 
system, to the extent that the new standards and tests are more difficult one would expect the 
newer estimated costs of achieving adequacy to reflect this. 

Despite the differences in the findings of the two independent cost studies, it is crucially important to 
acknowledge that the qualitative stories they tell are similar.  That is, both studies point to a need for 
significant additional funding to support an adequate education in the state.  To show this from a 
statistical perspective I have run an analysis of the pupil-weighted correlation between the district-level 
calculations of adequate per-pupil spending generated by the two cost model studies.  The results of 
this analysis show that despite the differences due to the changes in school and district characteristics 
that may have changed over time and the methodological differences in how the figures were calculated 
there is still a strong relationship between the projected district-level adequacy costs per-pupil 
generated by the two studies.  Table 9 lists correlation coefficients between the old and new cost 
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estimates equal to 0.7280 (Scenario A) and 0.7342 (Scenario B), which are both highly significant 
(p<0.001). 

Table 9 – Correlations Between Projected District-Level Adequate Per-Pupil Costs from the Two Cost 
Studies 

 
Taylor et al. – 

Scenario A 
Taylor et al. – 

Scenario B 

Kansas Legislative 
Post Audit 

Division 
Taylor et al. – Scenario A 1   
Taylor et al. – Scenario B 0.9957 1  
Kansas Legislative Post 
Audit Division 0.7280 0.7342 1 
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March 23, 2018 

To Members of the Kansas Legislature, 

The Attachment and Biobehavioral Catch-up (ABC) intervention is a 10 session home 
visiting intervention developed to help parents provide sensitive care to their young 
children. Young children who have experienced early adversity especially need nurturing 
care when they are distressed, a responsive partner when they are not distressed, and non-
intrusive, non-frightening interactions all the time.   

When tested through randomized clinical trials, ABC has been found to result in 
enhanced behavioral and biological regulation relative to a control condition.  More 
specifically, children who received the ABC intervention showed more secure 
attachments than children in the control group (Bernard et al., 2012).  They showed more 
normative production of a steroid hormone, cortisol, than children in the control group 
(Bernard et al, 2015a), and these differences persisted at least three years after the 
intervention ended (Bernard et al., 2015b).  They showed better impulse control when 
presented with a challenging task (Lind et al., 2017) and better language development 
(Freedman et al., in press) than children in the control group. Differences have now been 
seen in infancy, early childhood, and middle childhood, and cut across behavioral and 
biological domains.  

The intervention has also been examined in several populations beyond the randomized 
clinical trials conducted by the University of Delaware. One small community-based 
randomized clinical trial found that families who completed ABC had lower scores on 
child abuse potential, parenting stress, and child internalizing and externalizing behaviors 
compared with families in a wait-list control condition (Sprang, 2009). In a second trial 
with new mothers in residential substance abuse treatment, those who participated in 
ABC showed more sensitive parenting behaviors than mothers in the control group 
(Berlin, Shanahan, & Appleyard Carmody, 2014). In addition, a study with 108 families 
across 5 training sites found significant pre- to post-changes in sensitivity (Roben, 
Dozier, Caron, & Bernard, 2017). 

The ABC intervention is one of the few home visiting programs approved by the US 
Department of Health & Human Services for its Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood 
Home Visiting (MIECHV) program. ABC also is rated 1 on the California Evidence- 
Based Clearinghouse for Child Welfare scientific rating scale. The California 



Clearinghouse independently reviews and disseminates information about evidence-based 
treatment for child welfare. This rating indicates that ABC is a program with the 
strongest research evidence among those rated. ABC is also rated as empirically 
supported by SAMHSA and the National Child Traumatic Stress Network. 

We have several new, longer-term findings that we would like to draw your attention to:

1. Children whose parents received ABC were better able to inhibit their impulses
when they were 3 years of age than children in the control group (Lind et al.).
Children in the ABC group were less likely to touch an attractive toy when told 
not to than children in the control group. 

2. Children whose parents received ABC have higher receptive language skills
between 3 and 5 years of age than children in the control group (Freedman et al.). 

3. Chilidren in the ABC group were more likely to have secure attachments than 
children in the control group. Secure attachment was, in turn, associated with a 
steeper decline in body mass index (BMI) from age 2 through 4 (Bernard et 
al.).

4. When children were 8 years of age (7 years after the intervention), children 
assigned to ABC showed more normative brain development in EEG patterns 
than children in the control group (Bick et al.).

5. When children were 9 years of age (8 years after the intervention), children 
whose parents received ABC had higher respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) 
and lower heart rate at rest than children in the control group. Higher RSA and 
lower resting heart rates are associated with better self-regulation (Tabachnick et 
al.). 

6. There are widespread differences in methylation patterns across the genome as a 
result of ABC, as compared with children in the control group (Hoye et al.).

In addition to the above findings, we are collecting teacher reports about child behavior, 
child emotion regulation, and peer interactions for children 8, 9, and 10 years of age. We 
hope to follow these children who received ABC in infancy as they develop.  

Thank you for your attention, 

Caroline Roben 
Director of ABC Dissemination 
Assistant Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences 
University of Delaware 



March 22, 2018 
Sen. Mollie Baumgardner 
State Capitol, Room: 224-E 
SW 8th & SW VanBuren 
Topeka, KS 66612 

Senator Baumgardner, 

I am writing today in support of implementation and expansion of the Attachment Bio-behavioral Catch-
Up (ABC) Program.  This intervention strategy designed to strengthen the bond between young children 
and caregivers has an impressive base of research confirming its effectiveness. 

The LSI/Parsons has more than 50 years of experience partnering with national, state, regional, and
community partners in conducting research and providing training for professionals involved in service 
to young children and their families. Many of our projects have focused on early childhood services and 
training for adults providing those services. Currently, we have two training and technical assistance 
programs. One program supports individuals, programs, and agencies across the state to identify 
solutions to challenges and provide services to children with disabilities and their families, specifically 
IDEA Part C programs (tiny-k) and the second program provides training and technical assistance for 
child care providers, both in homes and centers. 

The evidence-base for ABC has shown it to be effective in promoting normal stress hormone patterns, 
decreasing harmful development outcomes, supporting positive social/emotional development, and 
increasing positive adaptive behavior in children.  Additionally, positive benefits have been 
demonstrated for adults, such as lower stress, lower abuse potential, and positive child relationships, 
when involved with this 10-week program. 

I first became involved with the ABC program when approached by colleagues from the KU to support 
the implementation of ABC in a southeast Kansas home visiting program for at-risk children and 
families– early Head Start.  Following this first experience, I supported expansion in additional 
programs for at-risk families in central Kansas.  Finally, I have supported initial efforts in 
implementation of ABC in five tiny-k programs across the state.  The tiny-k programs are our state 
programs providing early intervention services to children with disabilities, birth to age three, and their 
families.  In each of these experiences positive outcomes have occurred. 

Investment in the expansion of the ABC Program, by the State of Kansas, will yield positive outcomes 
for the state and brighten the future. The impact will result in decreased costs related to special and 
remedial education, judicial services, and child welfare/public assistance while positively impacting 
important social issues such as graduation rates, workforce skills, and health care cost. 

Sincerely, 

David P. Lindeman, Ph.D. 
Director and Senior Scientist 

  Life Span Institute at Parsons 
  2601 Gabriel   l   Parsons, KS 67357-2399   I   (620) 421-6550 Ext.1859   l   V/TTY (620) 421-8367       
  Fax (620) 421-0671    I     Non-English (620) 421-6550 Ext.1859    I     www.parsons.lsi.ku.edu 

The University of Kansas
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Kansas Legislative Research Dept.   04/07/2018

The floor amendment to Sub. for SB 423 includes the provisions of HB 2445 as passed by the House, 
with the following changes:

- An introductory statement related to K-12 finance and the bill has been added.

- The bill would appropriate $2.8 million from the SGF to provide the ACT and 
three ACT Workkeys assessments required to earn a national career readiness 
certificate to each student enrolled in grades 9-12. No such student would be 
required to pay any fees or costs, and no school district would be required to 
provide more than one exam and three assessments per student. Further, the bill 
would appropriate $500,000 for the mentor teacher program, all from the SGF.

- The Base Aid for Student Excellence (BASE) amounts are set at the following 
levels:
FY 2019: $4,900
FY 2020: $5,061
FY 2021: $5,222
FY 2022: $5,384
FY 2023: $5,545

Following FY 2023, the BASE would be adjusted according to the three-year average 
of the Midwest CPI. Factoring in the other changes to Total Foundation Aid, these 
BASE levels are effectively $5 less than the BASE levels approved in HB 2445.

- The bill would require a Local Option Budget (LOB) of at least 15% of the total 
foundation aid. This portion of the LOB would be counted towards the total 
foundation aid of school districts. School districts could adopt a local option 
budget up to 27.5% of total foundation aid (30.5% with the adoption of a 
resolution subject to a protest petition.) These lower LOB percentages would be 
applied to the higher BASE amounts to provide for no loss of LOB authority. For 
purposes of LOB, Special Education State Aid would be converted to a weighted 
FTE and then applied to the higher BASE amounts to further provide for no loss 
of LOB authority.

- In lieu of the House position of repealing the limitation on the amount of school 
bond elections that may be approved by the State Board of Education (KSBE), the 
bill would provide for two changes to the limitation: 

o The bill would provide that for an application in excess of $175.0 million, KSBE 
would apply an amount of $175.0 million when determining whether the aggregate 
principal amount has been exceeded.

o Additionally, commencing in school year 2017-2018, KSBE would be required to 
determine the aggregate principal amount by adjusting the aggregate principal amount 
by the five-year compounded producer price index industry data for new school 
building as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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ESTIMATED STATE AID INCREASES
SB 423 House Floor Amendment

Program 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

BASE $ 4,900 $ 5,061 $ 5,222 $ 5,384 $ 5,545
General State Aid 106,460,111 95,000,000 95,000,000 95,000,000 95,000,000
Special Education State Aid 44,400,000 7,500,000 7,500,000 7,500,000 7,500,000
Four-Year-Old At-Risk 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 0
Supplemental General State Aid 35,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 8,600,000 13,000,000
Mental Health Pilot Program* 7,500,000 0 0 0 0
ACT and WorkKeys 2,800,000
Teacher Mentoring 500,000
Adjustments** (9,231,963)

TOTAL $ 189,428,148 $ 105,500,000 $ 105,500,000 $ 113,100,000 $ 115,500,000

*The Committee also approved $2.5 million to establish a data system for the mental health pilot 
program. 

**Adjustments—Reduction in new facilities weighting. 





















































PROPOSED SCHOOL FINANCE PLAN
HOUSE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 61
MAJOR POLICY PROVISIONS
Computer Printout SF18-102

Base aid for student excellence (BASE) will increase from $4,006 to $4,165 in 2018-19.  
Current law provides a BASE of $4,128 for 2018-19.  Beginning in 2019-20, the BASE will 
increase to $4,302, increase to $4,439 in 2020-21, increase to $4,576 in 2021-22, and to 
$4,713 in 2022-23.  Following 2022-23, the BASE will increase by the CPI.

Career and technical education (CTE) weighting will be based upon current year in 2017-18 
and thereafter.

CTE weighting was scheduled to sunset July 1, 2019.  The CTE study has been completed.  
This bill would delete the sunset. 

Bilingual education weighting will be based upon current year in 2017-18 and thereafter. 

School-based high-density at-risk pilot program is extended to July 1, 2020. 

The ten percent floor for computing free lunch for any school district offering grades K-12 is 
repealed.

The special education funding will increase by $44.4 million in 2018-19 plus $7.5 million 
each year thereafter until 2022-23. 

Transportation formula for students transported over 2.5 miles has been clarified in statute 
and remains approximately the same dollar amount as computed in the prior year with a 
minor adjustment to cost allocation.

Expands early childhood funding by increasing state aid for three- and four-year-old at-risk 
by $2,000,000. 

To increase the local option budget (LOB) above 30 percent, school districts must publish a 
resolution and give the patrons the right to petition and vote.  The percentage for the protest 
petition was made consistent with capital outlay which is ten percent.  Patrons have 40 days 
to gather signatures.  Those districts that were previously approved for 33 percent will retain 
authority. 

LOB state aid is computed using the current year’s budget as recommended by the Supreme 
Court. 

Provides for a minimum LOB of 15 percent. 

School districts must notify the State Board of Education by April 1 of each year if they want 
to increase their LOB percentage. 



Increases the LOB BASE of $4,490 by the CPI beginning in 2019-20. 

Repeals provision that would count 15 percentage points of LOB in general fund and 
increase BASE to $4,900. 

Repeals authority for school districts to make expenditures for utilities and property/casualty 
insurance from capital outlay fund as recommended by the Supreme Court. 

Amends the bond cap to provide that any school district submitting a bond application in 
excess of $175 million, only $175 million will go against the cap.  The cap is increased by 
the amount of bonds retired the preceding year plus the percentage increase in the Producers 
Price Index for the last five years.

Clarifies accountability requirements. 

Amends the law to require that the proportionate share of the general fund weighting for at-
risk shall be applied to the LOB and such amount transferred to the at-risk fund.  

Amends the law to require that the proportionate share of the general fund weighting for 
bilingual shall be applied to the LOB and such amount transferred to the bilingual fund. 

Provides a pilot program for improvement of mental health services for a few selected school 
districts.

Reinstates the grandfather clause for special education (guarantees amount received in 2008-
09). 

ESTIMATED STATE AID INCREASES 
House Substitute for Senate Bill 61 – SF18-102

Program 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

BASE $ 4,165 $ 4,302 $ 4,439 $ 4,576 $ 4,713
General State Aid 107,705,000 95,695,000 95,695,000 95,695,000 95,695,000
Special Education State Aid 44,400,000 7,500,000 7,500,000 7,500,000 7,500,000
Four-Year-Old At-Risk 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 0
Supplemental General State Aid 35,000,000 7,300,000 7,300,000 8,600,000 13,000,000
Mental Health Pilot Program* 7,500,000 0 0 0 0
ACT/WorkKeys 2,800,000
Teacher Mentoring 500,000
Adjustments** (8,000,000) (3,000,000)

TOTAL 191,905,000 109,495,000 112,495,000 113,795,000 116,195,000

  *The Committee also approved $2.5 million to establish a data system for the mental health pilot program. 
**Adjustments—Reduction in new facilities weighting.
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TOPEKA — The seven Kansas school districts taking part in the Kansans Can School Redesign
project were announced Tuesday, Aug. 8, 2017, during the Kansas State Board of Education
meeting.

“We’re getting ready to do something we don’t know of any other state having done,” said Kansas
Commissioner of Education Dr. Randy Watson. “We’re going to deconstruct the traditional school
system and build what Kansans believe best meets the needs of today’s students — choice. And,
we’re doing all of this with existing resources, no new buildings and the same educators.”

Twenty-nine school districts (see attached for list of district names) applied for the project. Out of
those applications, seven districts, each one representing one of the Mercury 7 astronauts, were
selected. Each district designated one elementary school and one secondary school to be
redesigned around the five outcomes established by the State Board of Education, the five elements
identified as defining a successful high school graduate, and what Kansans said they want schools
to provide students.

The vision for education in the state is “Kansas leads the world in the success of each student.”

“For the past two years, we’ve referred to the board’s vision for education as our ‘moon shot,’”
Watson said. “Well, today, with these seven districts representing the original seven Mercury
astronauts, we’re going to work on putting a man on the moon. It’s not going to be easy, and we
know we’ll encounter plenty of challenges; but we also know doing nothing is not an option.”

The following districts and schools, along with the name of the Mercury 7 astronaut they selected,
are:

• Coffeyville USD 445: Community Education School and Field Kindley Memorial High (with
Roosevelt Middle School staff involved) — John Glenn.
• Liberal USD 480: Meadowlark Elementary School and Liberal High School — Alan Shepard.
• McPherson USD 418: Eisenhower Elementary School and McPherson Middle School — Wally
Schirra.
• Olathe USD 233: Westview Elementary School and Santa Fe Trail Middle School — Gordon
Cooper.
• Stockton USD 271: Stockton Grade School and Stockton High School — Deke Slayton.
• Twin Valley USD 240: Tescott Elementary School and Bennington Junior-Senior High School —
Gus Grissom.
• Wellington USD 353: Kennedy Elementary School and Wellington High School — Scott
Carpenter.

These districts and schools will serve as demonstration sites for the remaining 279 Kansas school
districts.

The following have committed to partnering with KSDE and the State Board of Education on the
project: Lt. Gov. Dr. Jeff Colyer; interim Kansas Commerce Secretary Nick Jordan; business and
industry representatives; Dr. Blake Flanders, president and CEO Kansas Board of Regents; John
Heim, executive director of the Kansas Association of School Boards (KASB); G.A. Buie, executive
director of the United School Administrators of Kansas (USA); Mark Farr, president of the Kansas
National Education Association (KNEA); Wayne Pancoast, director and CEO of Jayhawk Area Council
of the Boy Scouts of America; Liz Workman, CEO of Girl Scouts of Kansas Heartland; Joy Wheeler,
CEO of Girl Scouts of Northeast Kansas and Northwest Missouri; and Wade Weber, department head
of 4-H Youth Development and state program leader.

To be considered for the Kansans Can School Redesign project, districts had to agree to redesign
one elementary and one secondary school. They also had to have approval by their local school
board with a public vote, faculty support with a vote of 80 percent, and support from KNEA or other
professional organization. The districts had to be willing to launch a new school redesign in the
2018-2019 school year and be willing to serve as a demonstration site for other districts in Kansas
to study, learn from and visit.
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Applications were due by Aug. 1, and KSDE staff members and representatives from KASB and USA
served on the selection committee. KSDE’s Jay Scott will lead the secondary school redesign, and
KSDE’s Tammy Mitchell will lead the elementary school redesign.

Background:

The State Board of Education in October 2015 announced a new vision for education in Kansas:
Kansas leads the world in the success of each student. To help measure the success of the new
vision, the board established five outcomes — social-emotional growth; kindergarten readiness;
Individual Plan of Study (IPS); high school graduation rates; and postsecondary
completion/attendance.

The board also defined a successful high school graduate as someone who has the academic
preparation, cognitive preparation, technical skills, employability skills and civic engagement to be
successful in postsecondary education, in the attainment of an industry recognized certification or
in the workforce, without the need for remediation.
###

List of Kansas school districts that applied for the Kansans Can School Redesign project (seven
selected school districts are listed in bold):
• Ashland USD 220
• Basehor-Linwood USD 458
• Beloit USD 273
• Burrton USD 369
• Canton-Galva USD 419
• Chaparral USD 361
• Coffeyville USD 445
• Dighton USD 482
• Hillsboro USD 410
• Flinthills USD 492
• Fowler USD 225
• Geary County USD 475
• Kingman-Norwich USD 331
• Leavenworth USD 453
• Liberal USD 480
• McPherson USD 418
• Newton USD 373
• North Lyon County USD 251
• North Ottawa County USD 239
• Olathe USD 233
• Ottawa USD 290
• Renwick USD 267
• Rolla USD 217
• Santa Fe Trail USD 434
• Skyline USD 438
• Spring Hill USD 230
• Stockton USD 271
• Twin Valley USD 240
• Wellington USD 353
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